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Review stereo

In hi-fi, up until now,

sound was the whole picture.
Since the very beginning, hi-fi has
appealed to one sense: your hearing. The
rest was up to your imagination.
Now Pioneer brings you closer to the
reality of performance than you've ever
experienced at home: LaserDisc:m
Now you can hear and see a concert or a
movie as easily as you can play a record.
With sound that's pure hi-fi.
The Pioneer LaserDisc player is easy to
hook up and easy to operate. One wire
to your TV; two to
your hi-fi. Then 0-4
just place a disc
on the player, and poof ...magic.
THE SOUND:A NEW GENERATION IN STEREO.

With Pioneer LaserDisc, both
channels are completely discrete from
each other. It's
truest sense.
And since the disc is read by a light beam
rather than a video head or needle, with
normal use, it doesn't wear out from play.
In addition, unlike conventional records,

TRULY PERSONAL HOME ENTERTAINMENT.

Try to imagine what it would be like to
sit down in front of your television and
see whatever program you wished
whenever you wished to see it. With a
sense of performance, a feeling of "being
there" never before
experienced
at home:
It's all done
with a laser beam
Movies, concerts, sports.
and mirrors.
Pioneer Artists and
MCA/ Discovision discs
like Paul Simon, Liza
Minelli, Loretta Lynn,
Jaws, Animal House,
The Blues Brothers,
the NFL.
A DOOR TO EDUCATION.

With standard -play discs, you can create
your own instant sports replays at home,
you can go in fast motion, slow motion, one
frame at a time, even stop motion indefinitely. But LaserDisc offers something far
more revolutionary. Everyone of the up
to 108,000 frames on the
disc is coded. And a built in
micro -computer lets you
access any individual
frame at will. This means
you can go to your favorite
Concerts like Paul Simon.
scene in a movie or song
New movies and
Sports like NFL Football.
classics like Dracula.
in a concert in seconds.
you can handle the LaserDisc as much as
But that's merely the beginning. On one
you wish. Even minor surface scratches
disc you can stroll through the National
won't effect the superb audio and video
Gallery and study art masterpieces one
fidelity. You can enjoy the disc forever.
masterpiece at a time.
And since play can't wear out the disc,
THE PICTURE:BETTER THAN HOME VIDEO TAPE.
they can be studied forever.
The Pioneer LaserDisc player offers a
THE FUTURE IS IN REACH.
picture with actually 40% better
One of the most surprising parts of this
resolution than the picture delivered by a
new technology is that it's affordable.
home video tape player. A picture of the
highest broadcast quality. For the first time
A beam of light
on your television set, video fidelity is
instead of a
needle.
matched by audio fidelity.

4

The Pioneer
LaserDisc player
has a suggested
retail price of
$749 (Optional
remote control
just $50* more.)
Instead of
gromes on
As surprising,
the disc, there
are microscopic pits.
a full length movie on
LaserDisc can even cost less than taking
your family out to the movies. And about
half or a third of the price of that
same movie on video tape.

YOU WON'T BELIEVE IT UNTIL YOU SEE IT.

Irrespective of how much we say here, the
true magic of LaserDisc can only be
appreciated in person. So we've arranged
for a personal demonstration in your area.
Just call us at 800-621-5199,** and we'll
give you the names of the stores nearest
you. Go by all means. You won't believe
your eyes. Or your ears.
°Suggested retail price. Actual price set by dealer '*(In Illinois 800-972-58554.
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Five

Reasons
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Why You
Should Buy

The New

Opthnui T-70

Speaker by

Realistic'
1. 1:1-.gh-Perfcrmance Soft -Dome Tweeter

Designed to bring you silky smooth frequency
response to 20,000 Hz, with wide dispersion and
very low distortion. The 1-70 teprodt=es the highest
piano notes o- the crash of cymbals with dramatic

duty - not just in front of the speaker, but
throughout your room.

2. Special Enclosure for Extended Bass
Radio Shack has matched a long -throw Er' woof
to at acoustically tuned labyrinth enclosunz. Low

freq-iency sound energy is forced through th
labyrinth and projected through a reststve rear
slot. This increases efficiency anc gives yo
tight, viell-defined bass from an ic eally size
291

1/2" enclosure.

Soft Dome Tweeter

3, /land -Finished Real Wood Cabinetry
/the luxurious veneer of each 1-70 is pncition-cut from a
single panel of fine walput, which assures eye -pleasing
contnuity of grain and color. After hand -sanding, a special
hand -rubbed oil finish is applied, resultng in a system that
Ioo'2G as good as it sounds.

4. We Build It and Back It
Since Radio Shack controls all phases of engineering, manufacturing and selling the 1-70, we can trim

costs and still back your purchase with a five-year
parts and labor limited warrantr ALdition the T-70
soon at Radic Shack. You'll be imp-essed with the
sound ...and :he low price!

5. Only $129.95 Each

*mob" no?
THE NATIONW DE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND®
'See cur catalog 328. pace 26. Retatl price may vary at indivicual stores and dealers

Tuned Labyrinth

HI
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Record Care, Part 2: A Record Life Study
How long will your phonograph records last?
How many times can you safely play records without degrading sound quality?
Using quality playback equipment, the factors of Record Longevity are twofold and
closely interrelated: the record must be kept free of contamination, and the stylus must be
kept clean during playback.
Scanning electron microscopy clearly shows the need and contribution of both record
cleaning and stylus care.
Exhaustive research shows that with proper record/stylus care, an entire "life span" of
200 play events will not damage record surface quality or fidelity (Most albums are played a
total of 50 times or less.)
200 Plays Without Record Cleaning

203 Plays Without Stylus Care

Pit from dust abrasion.
Ground -in microdust.
Prominent dust abrasion.

Prominent stylus path from
abrasive -coated diamond
face.
Vinyl particles welded by
contaminated upper area of
stylus.
200 Plays With Record and Stylus Care

Results of D4 Record Care:

Results of SC -2 Stylus Care:

Clean central radius due to
capillary attraction of D4 Fluid
into D4 pad fabric.
Microdust-free stylus path
due to exclusive D4 "spiral
fiber" particle holding.
No wall -slurry of "lubricant"
products.

Reduced wall abrasion due to

uncontaminated diamond
face.

Cleaned stylus leaves no
welded -in particles.

There is no substitute for the
valid research you get with
Discwasher products. Ask for
them where better dealers take
interest in a longer "life span" for
you.

discwasher
PRODUCTS TO CARE FOR YOUR MUSIC

Discwasher, Inc .1407 N Providence Rd., Columbia, MO 65201
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RELATIONS BETWEEN CBS AND CHINA have
been blessed with issue --the release
of "Phases of the Moon," an album of
ancient Chinese music performed by
orchestras of traditional instruments
and recorded by the China Record Co.
in Beijing (a.k.a.Peking). The
album, which will give U.S. tourists
returning from China authentic music
for their slide shows, contains varied
selections chosen for their appeal to
Westerners. It has the pleasantly
exotic, easy -listening quality of a
movie soundtrack for a remake of Lost
Horizon --we might call it Shangri-La
Strikes Back. CBS Masterworks plans
to have "Phases of the Moon" in stores
in May in time for the first stage in
the reinstallation of the Far Eastern
collections at the Metropolitan Museum
in New York. Price: $9.98.

COMPOSER BELA BARTOK'S CENTENARY
is being observed throughout 1981 with
many performances and new recordings
of his works. Bartok recordings on
Hungaroton (the Hungarian state record
label) are listed in a free brochure.
Included are a four -volume set of all
Bartok's works complete on 38 discs,
new recordings for the celebration of
the centenary, and older recordings of
Bartok's own performances with his
wife Ditta Pasztory Bartok, violinist
Joseph Szigeti, clarinetist Benny
Goodman, and other musicians. Write
Qualiton Records, 39-28 Crescent
Street, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101.
VIDEO, ITS MAGIC SPELL IS EVERYWHERE.
For the first time in a multinational
music competition, videotapes were
used this year to screen applicants
for the Van Cliburn International
Piano Competition. The videotapes
were made in major cities in the U.S.
and Europe, and each applicant played
for 20 minutes. From 127 tapes a
screening jury selected 40 candidates
for the live play-off in Fort Worth,
Texas, May 17-31. Climactic moments
from the contest (including naming of
the winner) will be telecast live in
a 90 -minute special funded by IBM. It
will be shown Sunday, May 31, on PBS.
Check local stations for time.

W. A. MOZART continues to make news
nearly two hundred years after his
death. Peter Shaffer's play Amadeus,
about Mozart and his rival Salieri, is
a hit in New York and London and has
also been produced in Vienna. The
Bavarian State Library in Munich has
found a previously unknown symphony
Mozart wrote in London in 1765 when he
was nine years old. A three -movement
work in F Major, the symphony will be
performed at the Herrenchiemsee Palace
near Munich on May 19, and a recording
of it will be released at that time by
Schwann Verlag of Dusseldorf. The
German News Company, 218 East 86th
Street, New York, N.Y. 10028, plans to
import the disc.
QUEEN TOOK SOUTH AMERICA in March
with a tour said to be the largest in
the history of that continent. Seventyfive tons of equipment was flown down
to Rio for bookings in sports arenas
with capacities of up to 120,000, Rio's
Maracana Stadium among them, where the
only previous non -sports events were
gatherings of the fans of Frank Sinatra
and the Pope.
MUSICMASTERS, a new classical label,
has been launched on the retail market
by Musical Heritage Society, a large
independent record club. The label's
first release of six titles features
American musicians, including flutist
Carol Wincenc, guitarist Eliot Fisk,
New York's Ensemble for Early Music,
and the Chamber Music Society of
Lincoln Center. More than 40 titles
will be released during 1981 with
the focus on unusual repertoire.

THE ASPEN AUDIO RECORDING INSTITUTE
will be held for the fourth time this
summer at the Aspen Music Festival in
Aspen, Colorado. The Institute is an
intensive three-week course for those
interested in learning basic audio
techniques. The Institute will be
held in three sessions: June 22 to
July 12, July 13 to August 2, and
August 3 to August 23. Write the
Aspen Music Festival, 1860 Broadway,
Suite 401, New York, N.Y. 10023, or
call (212) 581-2196.
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Speaking of music

good? For me, no; I find that the music is
tame, without profile, and tediously self -resembling, that the subliterate lyrics negate
the very idea of words -and -music (the
whole should be greater, not less, than the

sum of its parts). But the album had already gone platinum before the Grammy

By William MIL

awards were announced, and, more impor-

tant, winner Cross had dutifully made his
circuit of the TV talk shows collecting "exposure" like a good candidate should. As a
result of this electioneering overkill, Cross'

Anderson

record company, Warner Bros., now faces a

cute pair of challenges: dealing with the
newly powerful (and probably voracious)
management of a just -discovered superstar

and somehow producing a second album
that will justify the laurels heaped on the
first. Wish them luck.
If the lopsided distribution of awards in
the pop -music area was embarrassing, that

in the classical field was little better, with

THE WHIMSICAL GRAMMIES
WHEN, early in the evening of the last
national election, it became evident

consciences (which they seldom consult
anyway), or their self-interest (who could

to East Coast TV pundits and their pet

possibly discover what it is these days?), for

computers that Ronald Reagan was a shoo-

that takes time and resources they do not
have. They vote instead for the one they
perceive to be the winner, for the honest
face, the engaging personality, and, above
all, for a name they recognize-and that's
why politicians spend all they can afford on

in, they so informed the viewing electorate-and reaped the righteous wrath of the
Democrats, who claimed that the precocious announcement affected the results of

the election in California, where the polls
had not yet closed. This is proof, if any more
is needed, that politicians generally have a
low regard either for voters or for their own
candidates, but, all things considered, they
are probably right. The larger the electorate

TV appearances.
Young pop -rock singer Christopher
Cross turned out to be a shoo-in too in this
year's Grammy awards. He and his epony-

and the longer the slate of nominees, the
harder it is to disseminate the pertinent information, the harder it is to assimilate it.
People therefore end up voting not the issues (which they do not understand), their

record (the single Sailing), best album
("Christopher Cross," whence the single
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a brilliant new level of achievement
in cartridge development

Now Pickering, the company with the world's finest
background in cartridge development, introduces a
new level of engineering brilliance in the XSV/ 5000.
S'arting with a sleek, improved cantilever tube that
adds an incredible dimension of traceAbility. the
XSV/ 5000 offers an improved Stereohedronim stylus
design that brings out all of the audio information,
particularly in direct -disc recordings. and a new
internal configuration that offers a frequency response out to 50,000 Hz.

Over three years in development, backed by 30 years
of experience and carefully handcrafted to the -ughest standards. the XS V15000 is the one cartridge that
not only meets the most demanding technical specifications. but delivers a smooth and faithful reproduction of sound that must be heard.. truli "The Source
of Perfection"- hear it at your Pickering dealer today

For further information write to: Pickering & Co.. Inc
101 Sunnyside Blvd.. Plainview. N.Y. 11803

PICKERING
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John Lennon
Hats off to Steve Simels for his March
review of John Lennon's last album. I often
disagree with Mr. Simels, but this reviewparticularly in the comments about John's

Readers who wish such a listing of past
winners should send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Record of the Year
Awards, Stereo Review, One Park Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10016.

life and impact on so many of us-caught
the man's meaning and worth brilliantly. Of
all the words about John Lennon that I have
read since his death, only Mr. Simels'

caught his true essence-that he was the
very distillation of cool. This simple insight

TDK

brings two
new standards
to open reel.
TDK now announces two
breakthroughs in open reel.
TDK GX Studio Mastering tape:
an ultra refined particle lets it
handle the critical demands of
live music mastering. And TDK LX
Professional Studio tape, with a
super refined particle that gives it a
performance ideal for professional
and audiophile use.
A unique polishing and binding
process makes dropouts practically
a thing of the past. A special
graphite and carbon backcoating
on all GX and some LX reduces

friction for smooth winding while
preventing static and diminishing
wow and flutter. At last your music
is heard the way you intended to
hear it.
Listen to TDK GX and LX. They

could open up a whole new
standard of recording excellence.

grrIDK.

c,Lupyr.gta 1981 10K bectron.cS Corp Garden City. N Y 11530

has been missed by everyone else.
BILL EHRET

Austin, Tex.

Chocolate Blue
The March test report on the NAD
Model 3140 integrated amplifier describes
it as having a "dark chocolate -brown front
panel," but the photograph just above
shows it in a muted dark blue. Does it come
in other colors?
WALTER EMERSON

Boston, Mass.

Operatic Columbuses
Geraldine Segal's letter in the March issue tells us that Jacques Offenbach wrote
an opera about Christopher Columbus. My
meager research turns up no such work, although in 1976 England's Opera Rara presented an Offenbachian pastiche entitled
Christopher Columbus that was later recorded and released as OR2. Other Columbus operas were written by Ramon Carnicer
(1831), Alberto Franchetti (1892), Werner
Egk (1933, 1941), and Sergei Vassilenko
(1938). Carnicer was a Spanish composer
whose operas apparently had Italian librettos, but whether his Columbus was a tenor I
cannot say. Unfortunately for Pavarotti and
his fans, Franchetti's Columbus was a baritone (the role was introduced by Giuseppi
Kaschmann).
CLYDE T. MCCANTS

No, but some combinative miracle of color
photography and printing reproduction
managed to shift the hue of our test sample
out of the red area and into the blue. Apologies to readers and to the manufacturer.

Due West, S.C.

The 1915 edition of The Victor Book of

STEREO REVIEW, there is very little 1 can

the Opera includes an entry on Aldo Franchetti's Cristoforo Colombo, an opera that
was produced in Philadelphia and Chicago
in 1913 as a vehicle for Titta Ruffo. Rosa
Raisa was Isabella of Aragon. In Opera in
Chicago (Appleton -Century, 1966) Ronald
Davis tells us that the work "had met with
some success in Italy, but Chicagoans found

offer in the form of constructive criticism.
Yet, with all due respect to Steve Simels'
eloquent denunciation last year of the ten-

it only of passing interest. 'It is a historic
pageant with incidental music,' observed
the Tribune. The music must not all have

dency of fans to live in the past (July 1980,
page 94), there is one concession to the past

been incidental, however, for in the first act
the queen is said to have prayed for fifteen
minutes in the upper soprano register before
giving Columbus her jewels."
This sent me to Towers' Dictionary -Cat-

Records of the Years
As a delightedly content subscriber to

that would provide a highly appreciated
convenience for me and I am sure many
other relatively new subscribers: namely, a
cumulative listing of all previous winners of
Record of the Year awards. Since I first
subscribed, these awards have been an invaluable guide, and I would relish such an
opportunity to wallow in the past.
NATHAN BASIK

Baltimore, Md.

alogue of Opera and Operetta (1910, reprinted by Da Capo Press in 1967), where I
found the following composers listed as having written operas on Columbus: C. E. Barbiere, E. Pignami & Penco, G. Bottesini, R.
Carnicer, R. Coppola, Felicita Casella, D.
(Continued on page 10)
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WE DIDN'T GET TO BE THE
LEADING AUTO SOUND SPECIALIST
BY STANDING STILL.
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AUTO SOUP- D IS DIFFERENT THAN HOME

WE KNOW DRIVING IS A FULL-TIME JOB.

SOUND. Nobocy kr ows that better
than Delco. We've oeen leading the
way with spec alized sound systems
for GM ca -s and trucks for aye- 44
years. Our auto so Jnd firsts include:
the first Sc lid sate radio, the fi-st
AM/Fvt CE r stereo. and the firs;
in -dash radio/tape player.

SO we pioneered the use of
practical features such as
push-button tunins. At Delco we
specialize in developing
sophisticated electronic inner
circuitry which elirrirates the
reed for distracting switc"ies and
t ny controls.

WE MAKE SPEAKERS FEEL AT HOME ON THE ROAD.

Extreme heat, humidity and vibration in the
automotive environment can quick y deter orate
speakers. All of our standard speakers and our
optional Delco Sound"' extended range
speakers are designed to perform in this
severe environment.

HOME STEFEO STANDS STILL. Car stereo doesn't.

4

BEL EVE YOUR OWN EARS. When you buy your

To compensate fen vehicle movement, Delco
ETRT" cassette unis contain sophisticated
features such as: microprocesors, keyed AGCs

new GM car or truck, ask your dealer to
de-rons-rte a Delco sound system. Your ears
are in for a pleasant surprise. Nobody <nows
the inside of GM vehicles qute like the automc t ye sound specialists at Deko Elecronics
DiAsion of General Motors Corporation

and audio procesor circuits to improve
reception. Automatically.

THE LAST THING YOU WANT IS STATIC. A Car stereo

Delco

is surrounded by electrical components
wild- can genera:e static. Because we know
the entire electrical system of GM veh cies,
we bLild features like impulse noise blankers
Imo Delco-GM stereo systems to help
m nim ze interference

GM

MILES AHEAD
IN SOUND EXPERENCE.

rie

Corradi, V. Fabrizi, A. Franchetti, ? Giambini, A. C. Gomes, A. Llanos y Berete, C.
Marcora, V. Mela, Cardinal Otooboni, L.
Ricci, A. G. B. Sangiorgio-Rabitti, M. G.
Morales, Vin. Fioravanti, F. Morlacchi, F.
Vidal y Careta. Most of these names mean
nothing today, but Antonio Carlos Gomes is
remembered as the Brazilian composer of
such Italian operas as II Guarany (1870),
Salvator Rosa (1874), and Lo Schiavo
(1889). The New Grove Dictionary lists his
Colombo as an oratorio, however.
PHILIP L. MILLER

New York, N.Y.

these works have held the boards indicates
rather indisputably that the story is not the.

stuff of opera, probably because it lacks
love interest. Ferdinand and Isabella were,
as far as we know, a happily married cou-

ple, so all we could hope for would be a
"Thanks for the money, Queen" scene be-

tween Christopher and Her Royal Highness. Somehow, not enough.

Oboe Repertoire
I'm greatly puzzled by oboist Heinz
Holliger's indictment of American oboists

Yes, but how many of the title roles are for

tenor? Incidentally, the fact that none of

for the dearth of solo repertoire for this
lovely instrument (February, pages 102 -

2rou NEED FULL.SPECTRUM BOOST OR CUE
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN'S cero-gain

C"CUil

atm to show
r

I intensity

OhIROLLABILITY

Dr

, YOU NEED A POSITIVE METHOD OF READING dB SETTINGS ...
5 YOU NEED AT LEAST 30 dB TOTAL CONTROL OF EACH OCTAVE ...
6 YOU NEED A UNIT THAT WILL ADD ZERO NOISE AND DISTORTION:
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN'S
c,erf °mance lives are tar superior
SDI INDCRA TSMEN cuoducts are used rn prolessronal
noise free and mstorhon tree

the lull spectrum 00 to 20 ISO Hz on each channel
venal matching

few years here, but we might as well ask
why no Hungarian oboists commissioned
works during his many years in Budapest.
And where was Prokofiev when Russian
oboists needed him? In America? As for

home, why did no Swiss oboist ever ap-

YOU NEED MORE THAN JUST AN EQUALIZER ... FOR
3YOU NEED AUTOMATIC/CONTINUOUS OUTPUT -OVERLOAD WARNOPTIMUM EQUALIZATION BENEFITS. HERE ARE THE TEN ING SIGNAL: SOUNDCRAFTSMEN'S 2 top LEDs glow 00,1101,1811000110s 0111
.1 output volute q boosted °mune!, thus ehminabni the danger of distortion and Of damage
ESSENTIAL LEMENTSYOU NEED:
to related equipment resulting Imen me high voltages that CIO be gennated be tine fine equelqm
YOU NEED VISUAL ZERO -GAIN LEVEL INDICATION SOUNDCRAFTS.

twentieth-century composers lived in or visited the U.S. at one time or another, only a
perverse and deeply flawed logic would condemn an entire class of performers for these
composers' failure to provide a solo repertoire for them. Yes, Bart6k lived out his last

teacher far overshadows the compositional
output of his later years, and justly so; his
major works stem from Vienna (where were
the Viennese oboists, etc., etc.?). Closer to

WHY? Because WE CARE about HOW en equalizer does its job BEST(
That's the reason for Our 10 -POINT "TOTAL -SYSTEM EQUALIZATION"

*hen emacl tmogam m accomp,sned Aducsting the Zero ga,
assures you of input vs output level matching

extremely difficult and beautiful concerto
by Richard Strauss mentioned in the same
article was composed at the request of John
deLancie, long-time principal oboist (now
retired) of the Philadelphia Orchestra.
While it is true that most of the great

Schoenberg, his great contribution as a

THE
EQUALIZATION
LEADER ...

MEN cornbrnalron zero pm controls with LIGHT EMITTING DIODE

103). Who, exactly, are those American

oboists of "the previous generation" to
whom he refers? As a matter of fact, the

7 YOU NEED TO BE ABLE TO LOOK AT YOUR ACTUAL "ET CURVES.
8 YOU NEED THE ABILITY TO EQUALIZE TAPE RECORDINGS..

USA.

proach Arthur Honegger for a concerto?
In any event, the fact is that the concerto
has not been a popular genre among this
century's composers. One need not resort to
such ill-considered anti-American mudslinging as Holliger indulges in. I find his
opinions repugnant and an insult to our fine
American oboists-who, together with their
other woodwind and brass colleagues, are
indisputably the finest wind performers in
the world today.
HENRY L. SCHMIDT HI

Assoc. Prof of Music
Muhlenberg College
Allentown, Pa.

Simels
Even after having been an avid reader of
for years, I still find Steve
Simels' record reviews highly entertaining.
You'd think I'd get tired by now of reading
STEREO REVIEW
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YOU NEED A MEMORY SYSTEM
FOR
E
SET -RESET REFER-

TEST RECORD, using your own ears
'or read Out Every Soundcraftsmen equal
Lner oneludes a lest Record recorded and

.....

Mr. Simels' unsupported opinions, but

10

YOU NEED A REAL-TIME
REQUENCY.SPECTRUM ANALYZER

ENCING' SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
vu with a guano,/ -COM.

vg, ed excluvvely or Soundcraftsmen
LE -awe, ROW any ecpensrve test

PUTONE CHARTS" to wading the
,tor settong
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c,uipment or technrcal knowledge
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earn octave control for

and reselling Auto

u can purckly tune the Km,.

Mecno,y ProgrAmmkne

000 lust by
of your 100110
fcllowing the announcer s stecEbY
step directions
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Cabinet included

are aMia MOS

WHYS HOWS OF EQUALIZATION

ALLAN S. RISK

The first things
STEREO REVIEW

I

turn to when

I

get

are Steve Simels' reviews.

Why? They're the best part of the whole

$249

magazine.
GENE SCHUMACHER

alsr. Avarlabtc r,

Hampton Bays, N.Y.

FREE! 16 -page Full -Color Brochure

FOR YOURSELF WHAT E0 CAN DO FOR YOU!

SEND $6.00 FOR EQUALIZER -EVALUATION KIT: 1-12" LP TEST RECORD.
1 SET OF COMPUTONE CHARTS, 1 COMPARISON CONNECTOR CABLE, AND
1 INSTRUCTION FOLDER.

,tchey. Santa Ana. CA 92705 CANADA E.S. Gould Marketing. Montreal H4T 1E5
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see that there are still people who aren't
afraid to make their assessment of some-

Kingston, Ontario

Includes TEST REPORTS, complete speciticatons Class H amplifier
REPORT, E0 COMPARISON CHART, and the "WHYS & HOWS" of equalization-an easy -to -understand explanation of the relationship of acoustics to
your environment. Also contains many unique IDEAS on "How the Sound craftsmen Equalizer can measurably enhance your listening pleasures."
"How typical room problems can be eliminated by Equalization:' And a
10 -POINT "DO-IT-YOURSELF" Ea evaluation checklist so you can FIND OUT

[ SOUNDCRAFTSMEN INC.. ZzJe._.

the last. His evaluation of "Zenyatta Mondatta" by the Police in February was as delightfully inchoate as ever. It's refreshing to
thing known no matter how idiotic that assessment may be.

The Equalizer you buy should
have all 10 of these features:
Real -Time Frequency Analyzer Test
Record Computone-Chart Memory
System Two Zero- Gain controls
EQ Tape Record Tape Monitor
EQ defeat ± 16/12dB octave gain
S/N- 105dB THD 0.01%

I

find each of his reviews more ludicrous than

Back Issues
My husband recently died, but for years
he enjoyed reading STEREO REVIEW. Would

anyone be interested in buying the back issues he left? I have copies of all but six issues from 1959 through 1980.
NANCY L. LAIR

P.O. Box 601

Auburn, Ala. 36830
STEREO REVIEW

A speaker that gives more space than it takes.
The Bose' 301- Direct/
Reflecting' Loudspeaker.
Some pooplo think .1 sitt,111

speaker is good it it sounds
like a big speaker. The problem is that all conventional
speakers, large and small,
sound like speakers. Confined. Boxlike.
The Bose 301 doesn't
sound like a speaker. Music
seems to form in the space

around the cabinet, with
startling depth and clarity
unlike anything you 'lave ever
heard from a bookshelf loudspeaker. That's because the
301 system reflects SO1111(1 off

the walls of your listening
room, just as music is reflected at a live performance
The Bose 301 system is
the least expensive way for
you to enjoy the legendary
spaciousness of cxy 901'
Direct/Reflecting* speaker.
Experience it at yaw authorized Base dealer

(.7
Thn tweeters in A 301 speaker aair Fre
anylod Ire a moire idefika halaore of
tailor -led AM direct Found

Covered IN paters rights issued and/or pending
(EN Copyright 1900 by Bose Coto

Write Bose Corp. Dept. SR, The roiuntaiii. Frarningharn. Massachi 'sees 01701

Better sound through research.
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flew Products

latest audio equipment and accessories

tra -lightweight polymer -film diaphragms
and featuring vented construction, the HV230 includes individual volume controls and
a lightweight 10 -foot coiled cord with plug.
Rated frequency response is 20 to 20,000
Hz; impedance is 8 ohms. Price: $34.95.
Circle 121 on reader service card

fee of 10 per cent. A one-year subscription
to the newsletter is $6; sample issue free on
request. New England Electronics Exchange, Inc., Dept. SR, P.O. Box 82, Harvard Square, Cambridge, Mass. 02138.
Circle 123 on reader service card

British -made

Integrated Amplifier
From Arcam
0 The Arcam A-60 integrated amplifier
has a rated power bandwidth of 20 to
20,000 Hz, 35 watts per channel into 8
ohms, 0.2 per cent distortion. Distortion is
typically less than 0.05 per cent with a 1 -

kHz input at any output level up to 35
watts. Phono-preamp response is from 40 to

20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB with a 36 -dB overload
margin from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Phono-input
impedance is 47,000 ohms in parallel with
about 30 picofarads; loading modules are
available to produce any lower load resistance and/or any higher load capacitance.
For moving -coil cartridges an external HA 10 pre-preamp is available. Other features
include a high -frequency filter, mono
switch, bass and treble controls, and a head-

phone output. Price: $595. Arcam (USA)
Inc., Dept. SR, 652 Glenbrook Road, Stamford, Conn. 06906.
Circle 120 on reader service card

Omnisonix
Image Enhancer

For Car Systems
0 The Omnisonix 801-A Omnisonic Imager can be powered from a car's electrical
system or, with a 12 -volt d.c. power supply,
from house current. The device is claimed
to restore "the acoustical time -field characteristics and angular sonic positioning of the
original recorded signal." In contrast to the

home -only Model 801 imager, the 801 -A
has a slide control for varying the effect bul

no tape -monitor switching. Input impedance is greater than 25 kilohms, signal-tonoise ratio is 68 dB, and distortion is less
than 0.03 per cent. Dimensions are 43/4 x 51/:

x 2 inches. Price: $149.95.
Circle 122 on reader service card

Directory of Used
Stereo Equipment
0 The New England Electronics Exchange

offers a national marketplace for audiophiles buying or selling used audio equipment. In its monthly newsletter, the Exchange lists a wide range of quality equipment, popular items from major manufac-

Mura's "Hi -Velocity"
Individually Controlled
Stereo Headphones
0 Listed among Mura Corporation's extensive array of headphones, microphones,
and accessories is the Model HV-230 Hi Velocity stereo headphone. Built around ul12

turers as well as more "esoteric" units.
Equipment -condition ratings are included.
In addition, the editorial pages of the newsletter address topics relevant to the used equipment marketplace and provide candid
technical advice on the care and selection of
equipment.

Shahinian Acoustics'
Transmission -line

Obelisk Loudspeaker
0 While only moderately different in external appearance from many other speaker

systems, Shahinian Acoustics' Obelisk is
said to have a most unusual interior design
embodying a folded, double -prism, 48 -inch

hybrid transmission line driven at the front
end by an 8 -inch driver and terminated at
the rear by a damped, 10 -inch passive -radiator diaphragm. Further, the cabinet contains no parallel internal surfaces, the design being intended to enhance clarity by
reducing internal standing waves. The 8 inch woofer is mounted in the lower right
corner to avoid symmetrical radiation and
diffraction effects. The pyramidal top contains a I3/4 -inch midrange dome in front, a
I -inch dome tweeter at the rear, and a pair
of 3/4 -inch super -tweeter domes, one on each

side. Frequency response is 32 to 21,000 Hz

+2 dB, -3 dB, with crossover points at
1,800, 4,500, and 7,500 Hz. An input of I
watt will produce a sound -pressure level of
91 dB at I meter. Impedance is 6 ohms
nominal, with a power -handling capacity of
150 watts. Measuring 27 x 14 x 12 inches,
the system weighs 50 pounds and is avail-

able in several finishes. In walnut with a

The Exchange serves as a broker between
buyer and seller. The buyer does not pay for

black grille or oak with a dark brown grille,
the price is $550; rosewood units are $700

this service or for shipping. The seller pays
shipping on each item as well as a service

when available.
Circle 124 on reader service card
STEREO REVIEW

TDK CREATES SA -X.

Now you can explore the far reaches of high bias.
TDK has added a new dimension to high bias
recording. It's called SA -X.
SA -X emerges from the Super Avilyn technology
that has set the reference standard for high bias
cassettes. Beyond that, TDK engineers saw new
worlds of high bias to explore. By taking two layers

of Super Avilyn with different coercivities and optimally matching them, TDK creates a formulation
that raises high bias to a higher level. One that
approaches the sound quality of metal.
You will hear rock arid jazz soar to new heights.
Classical, with more of its wide dynamic range.
A clarity that even the best bias couldn't give you
before. With every kind of music, SA -X brings you
closer to the richness of a live performance. And it
will keep you there, with its flawless mechanical
construction. TDK has given SA -X the Laboratory

Standard Mechanism for optimal interfacing with
cassette deck heads. You'll hear its consistently
superior performance for years to come.
SA -X performs like no other cassette. Expect it to
cost a bit more. You can also expect it to take you
further into high bias than you've ever been.

©1980 TDK Electroncs Cow 3ardert City, N

11530
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= It sounds
(6) like music.

,7
a, Interface:C Series II
N is the fulfillment of

audio Q. and R.

our six -year association with optimally
vented speakers based
on the theories of
A.N. Thiele - speaker
designs first introduced
by Electro-Voice in 1973.
The lnterface:C offers
you a unique combination
of high efficiency and
high power capacity- the
only way to accurately
reproduce the 120+ dB
peak sound pressure
levels found in some
types of live music.

By Larry
Klein

Technics RS -M250

Technical Director Klein
checks out still another
product bucking the
minicomponent trend.

The SuperDomeTM
tweeter, an E -V exclusive,
and the VMRTM vented

Ilillim midrange driver, the first

to apply optimally vented
design to mid frequencies, ensure your music
is reproduced without
the coloration normally
found in other high efficiency drivers. An
honest 30 Hz low end
totally eliminates the
need for expensive subwoofer assemblies.

MIMI

When you spend $1,000
for a speaker syste
Cget your moneys worth.
Audition the Interface:C
Series II at your nearest
Interface dealer. If you
want a speaker that
sounds like music, the
Interface:C Series II is
the one you'll buy.

Ey, Eleciro:Voice
gUiFjW company
600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107

Digital Transducers?

n

When may we look forward to digital
transducers, either electromechanical (loudspeakers) or bionic ("improved"
%-1(

ears)? Perhaps what we really need is a
direct digital interface with the brain.
STEWART E. BOWEN

Napa, Calif.

A it is not my intention to rain on any 1-% one's digital parade, nor to imply
that excessive digital input results in muscle
weakness, hairy palms, or blindness, but
digital recording and reproduction is not an

audio cure-all. Those real problems that
digital does solve have no relationship tb the

more critical ones involving the interface
between the original sound source and the
transducers (microphones) and the interface between the transducers (speakers)
and the listeners' ears. It is at these two

points that "reality" of reproduction is
usually lost, no matter how perfect the
recording and processing in between has
been.

In general, recording microphones are
neither set up nor designed to sample the
original sound field in sufficient detail to
convey to the recording-whatever the
technique-enough information to enable a
plausible facsimile of the original field to be
reconstituted on playback. This is true no
matter how perfect the transducers at the
input and output ends of the process. (On
the other hand, the best of today's "nondigital" loudspeakers are certainly good enough
if the environment they are operating in is
adequate and if the material being fed to
them has been recorded in such a way that
there is enough information available to

reconstitute an approximation of the original sound field.)
I don't know whether Mr. Bowen's suggestion about feeding a digital signal direct-

ly to the "listener's" brain is meant seriously or not, but the only signals that the
brain will accept are those encoded with a
type of modulation in which the strength of
the sensory input is expressed by a higher

Dealer Preparation

..4

/ have two questions: (I) When dealers

receive components from the manufacturer. do they routinely test or calibrate
each one? One salesman told me that his
store (unlike others) calibrated each and

every component they received. He explained that after traveling sometimes
thousands of miles and getting jostled
around, they required adjustment to meet
the manufacturer's specifications. Is this
calibration necessary, and do all dealers
routinely do it? (2) Another salesman told
me that the signals from U.S.-made components were "cleaner" than those from

Japanese components. For example, he
said that a given speaker system could
handle 75 watts continuous power from a
Japanese amplifier but approximately 100
watts if driven by a U.S.-made amplifier
due to the "cleaner" quality of its signal.
Was he putting me on?
T. TRIPP

Tulsa, Okla.

AMost dealers prefer to deliver equip ment to buyers in factory -sealed
boxes and seldom (these days) have subse-

quent trouble with customer complaints
about its being "out -of -spec." The "routine" adjustment and testing of today's
audio equipment is no simple matter. It
requires hours of time and thousands of
dollars worth of test equipment to check out
a complete system to see if it meets spec. In
fact, such a check-out would be the equiva-

lent of doing a Hirsch -Houck Labs test
report. Given the small profit margin most
dealers operate on, there is no way they

specific sensory detector. This bio-electric
phenomenon has been described as pulse -

could render such a service (even assuming
it was necessary) and still stay in business.
The answer to the second question is that
the salesman was not "putting you on," he

rate modulation, which is not quite the

was

same thing as digital encoding. (Incidental-

can -made amplifier.

"firing" pulse rate at the output of the

14

ly, for STEREO REVIEW'S July 1977 issue
commemorating the first hundred years of
recorded sound I wrote a short, tonguein-cheek science -fiction story that examined
the possible technology-and the dire social
consequences-of the type of "bionic" sensory feed suggested by Mr. Bowen.)

sincerely trying to sell you an Ameri-

STEREO REVIEW

MORE MUSIC.
LESS LAOIS

MORE MACHINE.
SANSUI.
Noise is a thief. It robs you of the quality of music you are enIf
9
20 a a
titled to hear from a fine cassette deck. On the right is a picture
of a type of dynamic distortion known as modulation noise. It
makes music sound gritty, whether the sound is loud or soft. What these spectrum analyzer
traces show, and your own ears will confirm, is that Sansui's new D -550M cassette deck, with
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its exclusive (pat. pending)
Dyna- Scrape Filter, reduces modulation noise by as much as
10dB! That represents a startling audible difference and a profound reduction
in this most pervasive of tape noises. Until now, scrape filters were found only in professional
reel to reel tape decks. Now Sansui has ingeniously engineered this valuable technology
into a truly affordable cassette deck.
The D -550M is a 3 -head machine with full IC logic control. It has a frequency response
from 25-21,000Hz (-± 3dB, metal tape); user adjustable bias control; 2 -motor drive that
reduces wow and flutter to a miniscule 0.035% (WRMS); plus state-of-the-art heads and
electronics that improves signal to noise ratio to 70dB (with Dolby -BT").
And if it is logical for our top -of -the -line D -550M to have full IC logic, then it is logical for
our more modestly priced D -300M to have it as well. In fact, much of Sansui's advanced
technology that's in our most costly models is also found across
the entire Sansui line. Indeed, our lowest priced cassette deck,
Plume- SANSUI
the D -95M, like the D -550M, D -350M and D -300M, has metal

tape capability.
D -95M

More music, less noise. More machine. Better value That's
what Sansui cassette
decks are all about.
Come see the full
line now at your local
Sansui dealer.

CASSETTE DECKS
D -550M

Metal -Tape Compatible
D -350M

Metal -Tape Compatible
D -300M

Metal -Tape Compatible
D -95M

Metal -Tape Compatible
`D -95M available in
silver only. All other
models in silver or black.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
D -300M

Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071. Gardeia, Ca. 90247
SANSUI ELECTRIC CC., LTD., Tokyo, Japan

In Canada: Electronc Distributors
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That does not eliminate the need for
periodic head demagnetizing, however, as
my engineering -expert friend went on to
explain. While a slightly magnetized play-

Tape Talk

back head may not have enough of an
intrinsic magnetic field to do much actual
erasing of previously recorded high frequencies on the tape, it will increase the
playback noise level. So I continue to suggest (and practice) head demagnetizing,
which takes but a few seconds; I degauss
when I clean the heads of tape debris, after
every dozen hours or so of playing time, and
certainly before making measurements.

Screws vs. Sonic Welds
n Ire noticed that most manufacturers

\-4

of less expensive cassettes hold the
two halves of the cassette shell together by.

I'm told, sonic welding. The premium cashowever, are held together by

settes,

screws. Is this so that if the tape breaks you

High -frequency Testing
QWhen I read test reports in STEREO
REVIEW and other magazines, play-

back response always stops at 10.000,
12.000. or 14.000 Hz, whereas overall
record -playback response tests go all the
way to 20 kHz. Why is this?
SAUL MIRSKY

tape's accuracy in a single pass, of course,

but with even the most scrupulous care
there is a "magnetostrictive" effect-a
high -frequency (short -wavelength) loss imposed by the physical stress of squeezing the
tape between a capstan and a pinch -roller.
Unfortunately, the amount of this loss is not

entirely predictable, except that the higher
the frequency, the greater the loss.

Cambridge, Mass.
AReader Mirsky has hit upon one of the

pet grievances of everyone who is
involved in testing cassette decks profes-

Why Demagnetize?

can get inside to repair it? A local dealer
told me that sonic welding was actually
better.
SHEILA KURTZ

San Francisco, Calif.

AOn a recent visit to BASF's tape plant
in Bedford, Mass., I had an opportunity to discuss this question with their chief
applications engineer. His comments, based
on research toward improving BASF's cassette shell, supported those I had earlier
heard when I last visited 3M's facility.

Q/., e been using open -reel and cassette

Both companies use a five -screw cassette,

sionally, but, in fairness, the test -tape manufacturers who deliberately restrict the
high -frequency limit of their products have
a case that must be heard.
The extreme -high -frequency response of
a cassette deck is determined not only by
the electrical accuracy of its playback
equalization circuits but by whatever losses
are imposed by the tape head and its con-

decks for years without demagnetizing the heads, yet every time I record and
play back a sweep signal my recorders are
within specs. A friend, a professional
recording engineer who scrupulously demagnetizes his heads before every job.
expressed surprise at this. Have I just been
incredibly lucky?

yet both agree that with today's sonic -

BRUCE MALLION

necting cable. The chief source of head
losses in the treble range is "gap width"-

Stoneham, Mass.

the distance between the two pole pieces of
the head. With modern cassette decks this

Arecently had occasion to discuss this

ing with "cheapness" and screw construction with quality.
Your dealer is right-today. Years ago,
the problem of cassette -tape breakage was

general matter with one of Maxell's

much more severe than it is today, and even

distance usually lies between 0.7 and 1.4

when this now -rare event occurs, if the

micrometers. (One micrometer, often called

top engineers, who stated that loss of short response
wavelength
(high -frequency)

a "micron," equals approximately 39 millionths of an inch.)
Except for "gap width" losses, it would

when playing a tape many times was less
likely to be caused by magnetized heads
than by "magnetostrictive" effects-that is,

welding techniques you can actually do a
better job. Not a hugely better job, but a
better one. Why stay with the five screws,
then? Because the audiophile's reactionmuch of it based on experience with non premium cassettes, where nothing is held to
tight tolerances-is to associate sonic weld-

cassette's contents are that valuable it is not
a good idea to try to unscrew the two halves,
make your fix, and reinstall the screws. This

is because, during reassembly, you simply

can't turn the screws down to the same
exact pressure they were set to at the

be easy to test the playback response of a
cassette deck without a test tape, using only
a small coil of wire and an audio generator.
Moreover, there is a rather widely accepted

factory. Rather, you should buy a "C -O" (a
shell with leader tapes attached, but no tape
inside) or even a new C-30 and pull out its
tape (leaving the leaders) and make your

mathematical formula for calculating the
gap loss-if you can assume that the gap is
ideal. In practice, however, when dealing

fix on an unviolated shell, spooling the

with such microscopic dimensions, the head

damaged tape in with a pencil in the hub

gap isn't ideal on any existing recorder,
including the laboratory machines that

sockets.

would be necessary to calibrate a test tape
in the extremely short -wavelength (high frequency) range. Since the manufacturer
of a test tape must be able to guarantee its
accuracy, it is next to impossible to achieve
calibrated accuracy at the highest frequencies of a top -grade cassette deck.
There is another difficulty as well. Let's
suppose that you had a "perfect" test tape.
How long would it stay perfect? The higher
the top frequency, the quicker it would lose
its accuracy in actual use. Magnetized capstans and heads can destroy a calibrated
16

by the physical pressure involved in squeez-

ing the tape between the capstan and the
pinch -roller, or by running the tape around
small -diameter (sharp bending -radius) tape

guides. The development of less "leaky"
output capacitors and of bias oscillators
with little, if any, second -harmonic distortion has certainly made heads less prone to
the development of the kind of magnetism
that head "degaussers" were originally
designed to eliminate.

"Wrong" Equalization
QI record all my tapes using Dolby -B
and top-quality high -bias cassettes.
When compared with the source, however,
the playback has a large treble loss that I

can cure only by switching from the
"chrome" to the 'ferric" equalization. Will
I hurt either the tape or the deck by doing
this? Is the Dolby system responsible?
SCOTT RUBENSTEIN

Greenlawn, N.Y.
STEREO REVIEW

You certainly won't harm anything by

AA playing a tape designed for Cr02
(70 -microsecond) reproduction in the ferric
(120 -microsecond) position. The effect is

roughly comparable to turning up your
amplifier's treble control by 4.5 dB. You get
a bit more tape hiss, but brighter highs. I

don't recommend trying to record tapes
with the wrong bias/equalization, however.

Some decks automatically switch to the
correct record bias/EQ, but if yours doesn't
you'll find that a Cr02-type tape recorded

in "ferric" will have high distortion and an

overly bright treble range; a ferric tape
recorded in the "chrome" position will suffer severe high -frequency losses.

What you should be concerned about,
however, is why your deck is turning out
tape copies so deficient in treble that you

have to resort to the trick of using the
"wrong" playback equalization to goose up
the high end. There are several possibilities
to consider.
It is highly improbable that the Dolby -B
system in and of itself is responsible for the
loss of highs you hear, but it's easy to check.

Switch the noise reduction out and make a
short "test" cassette, again comparing

"source" to "playback." If you don't have
to use the ferric playback position on your
chrome -equivalent tapes to get a proper
high end, then the problem is obviously in
the Dolby circuits, probably in the sensitivity -level control. (Make sure that you don't
mistake tape hiss for extended high frequency response.) Which brings us to the
second possibility.
Assuming, as I must, that your tape deck

(which you did not specify-other readers
please take note) is inherently capable of
full -range recording/reproduction, it is possible that its "chrome" bias was set using a

"true" Cr02 tape (such as BASF Professional II) rather than with a "chrome equivalent" tape (such as Maxell UDXL-11
or TDK SA). This is more probable if your
deck is of European manufacture. A tape
such as the BASF requires a little more bias
than the "equivalent" tapes, so the Maxell

or TDK tapes would be slightly "over biased," resulting in a slight loss of treble

response. At the same time, the Cr02equivalent tapes have a somewhat higher
sensitivity (that is, they put out a bit more
signal when recorded at the same level).
This would tend to "fool" the Dolby system
(if calibrated on the "true chrome" BASF

tape) in a way that would cut the high
frequencies just a little bit more. The cumulative effect might be just about the amount

of high -frequency loss you are presently
compensating for by switching the playback
to the "ferric" position when using a

"Cr02-type" tape.
A third possibility, of course, is that your
deck simply isn't capable of adequate treble
response without artificial help. Many readers have written me about high -frequency
losses in their cassette decks, and when I

looked up the specifications I found them
listed as -3 dB at 13,000 Hz!

Because

the number of questions

we receive each month is greater

than we can reply to individually.
only those letters selected for use in
this column can be answered. Sorry!

For a lull color lithograph. 18 x 19 of Kan Davies Hying wdd Turkcy. send $5.00 to Box 929- SR. N.Y..N.Y 10568

An Unforgettable
Experience
To see a Wild Turkey rising
from the forest floor is an awe-

some sight no man is likely to
forget. The bird's wing -beats
resound like thunder claps,
and its feathers fan out in
grand display.
The Wild Turkey is the
largest native bird capable
of flight and an apt symbol
for America's greatest native
whiskey-Wild Turkey.

WILD
TURKEY
LINTUCNY STRAIGHT NOV
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Technical Talk
By Julian D. Hirsch

Audio Testing as a Career
ARI-CENT letter from a young engineer-

quired during schooling and work experi-

that I was a co-founder of the first of that

ing student asks how he should go
about becoming an audio -component re-

ence is certainly useful, though less so than
the logical disciplines I mentioned. In addition, years of practical bench experience are

genre!)

the best way to acquire a "feel" for the
techniques-and an understanding of the

we were able to use our employer's extensive laboratory facilities in off -hours for our
testing. They were later supplemented by

viewer and whether the job is as much fun
as it seems to be. Actually, I doubt that anyone now engaged in reviewing audio compo-

nents (especially myself) ever started out
with that "occupation" as a goal. This is a
very limited field, and only a small handful
of people in this country earn a major part
of their income in this way.

This is not the
asked about opportunities in this rather exclusive profession and about the required

training. Although I know of no formal
courses that lead in this direction, I would
consider an engineering background, preferably in electronics, to be a prime requirement. Almost all of my colleagues, like myself, are graduate electronic engineers who
have worked for some years in industry and
who started testing audio components on a
part-time basis before making it a full-time

occupation. Unlike most of the others,

I

have never worked directly in the audio industry, having spent some twenty-five years
in a number of other electronic -engineering

activities, principally in the design and development of spectrum analyzers and related sophisticated test instruments.
I believe that a good reviewer and a good
engineer share certain basic qualities, principal among them being clear, logical
thought processes and the ability to distinguish fact from fancy (the latter is especial-

ly important in view of the many highly
subjective aspects of hi-fi). The specific
knowledge of engineering and physics ac-

limitations-of measurement, both vital for
doing this sort of work.
A hobby interest brought me into the hifi world initially, as it did for so many others. I was fortunate in becoming infected
with the hi-fi virus in the formative years of
the industry in the late Forties through the

usual route: building my own amplifiers,
speaker enclosures,

and

so

forth.

The

amount of ignorance and misinformation
among hi-fi hobbyists in those days was at
least as great as it is today, and it was aggravated by an absolutely unbridled hyperbole on the part of many manufacturers and
"inventors" of new and wondrous devices.

ISTARTED with little real knowledge of
audio per se, but I found that testing audio
components made by myself and my fellow
workers, as well as the commercial products
we bought, soon gave me an insight into the
real (as opposed to the claimed) performance of the components of that time (that
was in the early I950s). At first, this testing
was done merely for my own information,
but soon I and a few fellow engineers at the
company where I then worked decided to
issue a newsletter, called The Audio League
Report, in which we would "tell it like it is."
(That sounds much like the raison d'être of
many of today's "underground" audio magazines, whose creators may not be aware

Our Audio League reviews were a nice
blend of the objective and the subjective, for

tests in home laboratories, using less precise
but nevertheless adequate instruments. Rereading some of our old reports, I find them

to be surprisingly good (I suppose I cannot
be considered entirely unbiased in that
judgment) except for an occasional excess
of self-righteousness springing from an excusable naïveté.

In those days there were virtually no applicable measurement standards comparable to today's IHF and DIN standards. We
had to devise our own, based on experience
and common sense, and they worked well

for many years (many of their specifics
have since been incorporated in current
IHF standards). The service we provided
was unique, and we soon found ourselves
with 5,000 impatient subscribers who wondered-with good reason-why the reports
were always late!

We were able to keep this up for about
three years, during which time we were re-

duced in numbers to only two (Gladden
Houck and myself) and were literally overwhelmed by the work load involved in getting out our rather crude little newsletter a
few times a year.
The only way we could survive was to arrange with commercial hi-fi magazines
(which were then beginning to appear to
meet the needs of a new and expanding hob-

Tested This Month
Sennheiser HD 222 Headphones

SIARE Delta 400 Speaker System
Nakamichi 1000ZXL Cassette Deck
Toshiba SA -2500 Stereo Receiver
Denon DP -33F Record Player
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by) to use our services as a testing facility,

leaving the mechanics of publication to
them. This transformation in the field took

the arrangement sufficed for a few years. In
1976, however, I moved to a specially built
modern laboratory and listening -room facil-

place about 1957, and some three years lat-

ity and my "work" became an unalloyed

er we formed our present association with
Ziff -Davis publications. For the next nine
years, Houck and I continued to work full
time as engineers (for different companies),
doing our hi-fi work on a part-time basis,

pleasure.

evenings and weekends.

I

did all the writ-

ing, and we shared the testing load.
This subject of writing brings me to the
second key requirement for audio reviewing: the ability not only to think clearly but
to get those thoughts down on paper. This
may seem obvious, but it is not necessarily a
characteristic of many otherwise excellent
engineers, nor is it taught in engineering
schools (at least, not when I went to school).

Technical writing is taught, but this can

WHICH brings us around to the second

part of my correspondent's question: "Is it
fun?" You bet it is! Remember that from
the start I was an audio hobbyist who enjoyed good sound and good music. I also
had an engineer's fascination with scientific
and technical developments-and even
some of the gadgetry that is so common in
today's hi-fi products. Technical Director
Larry Klein, who started in audio about the
same time I did, occasionally expresses sur-

prise that I can retain my enthusiasm for
the subject after all these years and after
the more than 2,400 products I have tested

fits, and pitfalls of the audio -testing profession as my correspondent asked me to do.
Each of us now in this field, having arrived
through a different route, is a unique case. I

have stated the basic requirements-engineering training and writing ability-which
I think would apply to anyone (I recognize
that not every good reviewer is a graduate
engineer, but the majority are, and the others with whom I am acquainted share the
attributes and thought processes of a trained engineer). There is also an implicit requirement: a suitably equipped test laboratory. When I started, this could be done
inexpensively with kit -built instruments.
That will no longer suffice, and a properly
equipped test lab, even with judicious selection of used laboratory -grade instruments,

must cost at least $10,000, and with new
equipment it might run several times that
amoun!.

WAr about the benefits? It is possible

b:VaORDINARY

SPEAKER

SPEAKER
....0111111.

to earn a comfortable living in this field,
generally in proportion to how much time
one is willing to invest (most reviewers are
also free-lance writers, not necessarily on
matters relating directly to equipment).

Usually the tester must provide his own
"fringe benefits," such as hospitalization insurance and a pension. The fun of working
with all the newest hi-fi equipment hardly
needs any emphasis, especially to a dyedin-the-wool audiophile. And being your own
boss has certain advantages in respect to
working conditions. But remember that
publication deadlines wait for no one, and it
is often necessary to adjust your personal
schedule to fit your client's requirements.
For example, before going on vacation I
have to get ahead of my normal schedule by

the amount of work I would normally do
during the vacation period, and that can be
difficult at times.
There is, of course, considerable personal

satisfaction in the work and in getting to
know, over the years, many of the people
who have helped make this industry what it
is. Being a member of the audio press corps

gives one the opportunity to attend press
luncheons and dinners at which new products ate introduced, and there are also occa-

sional trips to visit manufacturers' facilities
both here and abroad.

THE only pitfall I can think of in connection with planning to become a professional
audio reviewer is the simple fact that there

h1.844.7;,-x6.14-And with the same audio signal into the b -vox speaker.
"
see how the 'sound marks' are thicker, stronger .
.

.

lead to paralyzingly dull reports that are
quite unsuitable for a largely nontechnical
readership.
By 1969, circumstances made it advanta-

geous for me to leave the engineering field
and become a full-time reviewer (my partner Houck left the audio field at that time).

Since my testing and writing had always
been done at home, the transition was an
easy one. In those days, my basement was
large enough to house the laboratory, and

MAY 1981

personally. I suppose that I have never fully
outgrown a hobbyist's outlook, and I hope I
never do. I love to use, handle, and listen to
the many new products that appear on my
test bench, and the trauma of shipping them
back to their manufacturers is lessened only
by the regular arrival of new products and
the need to make room for them both physically and in the test schedule.
As you can see, it is a little difficult to put
into a nutshell all the requirements, bene-

is almost no entry-level opportunity in the
field, except as existing positions become
vacant for whatever reason. My advice to
my young correspondent, and anyone else
hoping to do this kind of work, is to concentrate on learning as much as possible about
the subject, getting "hands-on" experience
in testing components in his spare time, and
writing articles for magazines in the field. If
he has the ability, it will eventually be recognized and he may be able to realize his

ambition. In wishing him and all others of
like mind good luck, I must in fairness state

that 1 have no plans for retirement in the
foreseeable future! After all, how could retirement be any better than what I am doing now?

Test Reports begin overleaf
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Equipment Test Reports
By Hirsch -Houck Laboratories
'V

Sennheiser HD 222
Headphones

CENNHEISER'S reputation as a manufacturer of high -quality stereo headphones
was established largely by their pioneering
work with non -isolating headphoneswhich they call "Open Aire." The ear cushions of these phones rest lightly on the ears
and do not attenuate outside sounds. Although special design techniques are required to develop a uniform low -bass response from phones that do not seal around

pressure level of at least 94 dB for an input
milliwatt (0.77 volt). The maximum
of
continuous -input rating is 0.2 watt (11

the ears, as a class they are much more
comfortable to wear than conventional cir-

trol cable is available for $22.20.

1

volts). The harmonic -distortion rating by
DIN standards is less than 0.1 per cent.
The Sennheiser HD 222 phones have a
lightweight, straight (uncoiled) 10 -foot

cord fitted with a molded plug. The suggested retail price of the phones is $120. An
accessory 10 -foot volume- and balance -con-

Laboratory Measurements. Our head-

frequencies. The maximum high -frequency
level was about the same as the highest low frequency reading. This sort of frequency response measurement is not unusual in
headphones, since it reflects the characteristics of the coupler as well as those of the
phones.

The average sound -pressure level below
400 Hz was 97 to 98 dB. We also measured
the sound -pressure level at 1,000 Hz, with
the 0.77 -volt drive level, as 90 dB. The impedance was an almost constant 600 ohms
(as rated) across the audio range.

cumaural or sealing -type headphones.
Recently, Sennheiser has added circumaural phones to their product line. The new-

phone test coupler is essentially identical to
the standard ANSI type, upon which a pair

the HD 222, which weighs only

of headphones can be mounted as on a

phones' acoustic output was measured at
frequencies of 20, 1,000, and 5,000 Hz, us-

9 ounces (exclusive of the cord and plug).
Its foam -filled ear cushions surround the
ears, providing considerable isolation from
outside sounds, yet they are so soft and
comfortable that one does not have the feeling of pressure and weight that is typical of

wearer's head. A calibrated microphone inserted behind one "ear" cavity measures the

ing a number of input voltages up to 12
volts. At middle and high frequencies the
distortion was very low, ranging from 0.2 to
0.5 per cent at inputs from 0.1 to 12 volts.
The latter, which is slightly higher than the

headband has an adjustable inner vinyl

sound -pressure level created by that earpiece. The frequency response of the HD
222 phones was measured with a drive of
0.77 volt, equivalent to milliwatt into its
rated 600 -ohm impedance. The bass and
lower -midrange output was good, varying

strap that fits around the head and distributes the already light weight of the phones
over a large area so that they can be worn
for extended periods without discomfort.
The earpieces contain dynamic transducers with a rated impedance of 600 ohms.
The German -made HD 222 phones are
rated by DIN standards to deliver a sound -

Above that frequency the output dropped
off smoothly to a minimum in the 1,000- to
5,000 -Hz range, where it was roughly 10
dB less than the average bass/midrange
value. The output then increased sharply
above 5,000 Hz, reaching a maximum at
10,000 Hz before falling steeply at higher

est

is

so many sealing phones. The molded -plastic

20
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only about ±3 dB from 20 to 400 Hz.

The harmonic distortion of the head-

maximum continuous -input rating of the
phones, produces a very high sound level,
more than 110 dB in the midrange. The 20 Hz distortion was only slightly higher,

measuring between 0.6 and 1.4 per cent
over the same range of input voltages.

Comment. The test data confirm that the
Sennheiser HD 222 has very low distortion,
more than adequate sensitivity, and a very
(Continued on page 22)
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Its mother was a computer.
Its father was a Kenwood.

au.,z

pk.
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THE KENWOOD KR -770 RECEIVER
We think our new KR -770 is

the most intelligent high performance receiver in the world.
The heart of our new
receiver is its remarkable brain.
A microprocessor -controlled
quartz synthesizer tuning
section, which uses Kenwood's
unique computerized digital
frequency encoding system
to provide incredibly accurate,
dnft-free AM and FM stereo
reception.
There's also a lot of convenience engineered into our
computer -memory receiver.
Like automatic station scanning. Six AM and six FM digital tuning presets which you
can program to instantly
address your favorite stations.

And a lithium battery
powered memory -safeguard
system to save the programming in your receiver's digital
memory in case of power loss.
But there's more to our new
KR -770 receiver than just
brains. Take power, for instance. 80 watts per channel,
minimum RMS at 8 ohms
from 20 to 20,000 Hz with less
than 0.02% total harmonic
distortion.
fl HI -SPEED'

clear bass response down to
0 Hz. Our new Zero Switching
output circuits to eliminate
crossover distortion. And wide
and narrow IF band circuitry
to maximize FM reception.
You also get digital frequency read-out. LED indicators for power output, signal
strength and function controls.
Plus a built-in equalizer.
See your Kenwood dealer
for a demonstration of the first
computer good enough to be a
Kenwood.

And for performance, the
KR -770 provides a long list of

innovative Kenwood engineering features. Like Hi-SpeedTM

circuitry for exceptional musical clanty. DC to give crisp,

For the Kenwood dealer nearest
you, see your Yellow Pages, or
write Kenwood, P.O. Box 6213,
Carson, CA 90749.

KENWOOD°
CIRCLE NO. 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD

good bass response. Since the frequency response measured on a headphone coupler is

worn. One has almost no sense of wearing

certain to be different from that existing in
a human listener's ears with the same

head or on the ears and none of the feeling

phones, we listened at length to the HD 222

extended headphone use.

phones; there is no pressure on the top of the

of confinement that so often results from

with different types of program material,

The sound, to our ears, tended to be

comparing its sound with that of other

somewhat "bottom heavy." If the program
had lots of highs or was artificially brilliant,
the balance of the HD 222 often improved
the sound and made it most listenable. On
the other hand, if the program was lacking
in highs, as in AM reception, the result was
often a rather dull quality. The excellent

phones with which we are familiar.
First, we must say that these were among
the most comfortable phones (of any type)
that we have ever used. In many respects we

found their soft cushions to be more comfortable than most open-air phones we have

low -bass response of the HD 222 also made
it a most revealing indicator of the presence

of 60- or 120 -Hz hum in the audio signal
(this is often a problem with high -quality
sealing phones, but rarely with open-air
types). On the positive side, we found that
the HD 222 could play at high volume levels without significant audible distortion at
any frequency and with a worthwhile degree of acoustic isolation provided by its
sealing ear cushions.

Circle 140 on reader service card

SIARE Delta 400
Speaker System

THE SIARE (pronounced C -R) Delta
400 is a three-way speaker system

sion woofer whose cone has a nominal diam-

ity than an equivalent paper structure.

eter of about 9 inches. It operates in a

manufactured in France and imported into

fourth -order vented enclosure (designed according to the criteria established by
Thiele) with a 2 -inch -diameter port. There
is a 12 -dB -per -octave crossover at 500 Hz

The internal surfaces of the enclosure are
covered by specially slotted wooden panels

this country by SIARE Corporation of
Ronkonkoma, New York. The Delta 400
presents a distinctive appearance, with a
"stepped" profile characteristic of its
"phase -aligned" design. The woofer is
mounted forward of the other drivers, with
the tweeter at the top of the cabinet being
farthest to the rear. The sloping portions of
the cabinet under the treble and midrange
drivers are covered with foam plastic to reduce diffraction effects.
The Delta 400 uses a single long -excur-

22

to a 43/4 -inch cone driver operating in its

which the manufacturer calls "acoustical
stabilizers." They are claimed to stiffen the
enclosure walls and to damp undesirable

The woofer cone is formed of paper with

panel resonances. The system has a rated
impedance of 8 ohms and a sensitivity of 89
dB measured at 1 meter with a I -watt input. The entire front is covered with a large
dark -brown cloth grille stretched on a heavy

a polyvinyl -chloride surround. The mid-

wooden frame that weighs some 41/2 pounds.

range driver cone is made of woven fiberglass coated with a hardened resin which is
said to have a lower mass and greater rigid-

The cabinet is veneered in walnut.

own sealed sub -enclosure. The second crossover, at 4,000 Hz, is to a 1 -inch soft -dome
tweeter.

The SIARE Delta 400 is

301/2 inches

(Continued on page 24)
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Blaupunkt Innovations in Automotive Sound

Blaupunkt once again revolutionizes
the look and sound of car stereo
The Berlin

In the 1970s, Blaupunkt introduced
the world's first fully electronic car
stereo. For the 1980s, Blaupunkt de-

I

signed the new Berlin- a superbly

,M2

1

engineered AM/FM Stereo Cassette
that, among other remarkable things,
automatically raises and lowers its
own volume.

FM

The Berlin's unique dual -unit construction, winner of four industrial
design awards, is a masterpiece of
human engineering.
Controls at your fingertips

6

FM

1....51

8

7

10 .. 11...12

14

50

49

88...92...96....100...101

FM
DC

4 x 20 W (4 Separate
Channels)
7 Electronic Station
Presets
Electronic Signal Scan
SALS (Sound Ambient
Level Sensor)
Stereo/Mono Switch
Automatic Muting
AM/FM/SW/LW
ASU (Automatic FM
Noise Suppression)
*Dolby Noise
Reduction Circuit

reo Cassettes

priced from
$250!"

automatically raises or lowers the
volume to compensate for changes
in interior or exterior noise levels.
No other car stereo in the world is
equipped with SALS.

Autoreverse Cassette
Pushbutton Locking
Fast Forward &
Rewind
Permalloy Head
Separate Bass & Treble
Separate Fader and
Balance
Cassette Gain Control
Tape Pause Control
Loudness Contour
Control
Tape Bias Compensation Switch

See and hear the Berlin

Consult the Yellow Pages under
Automobile Radios for your nearest Blaupunkt Distributor. He'll
arrange a demonstration of the
Berlin or any of the superbly engineered in -dash models in the full
Blaupunkt line of AM/FM Stereo
Cassettes.

BLAUPUNKT

*Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

01981 Robert Bosch Sales Corporation

B

t3

ft

FADER

LEVEL

O

AM/FM Ste-

Blaupunkt innovation called

BLAUPUNKT stereo tapede.

'TREBLE

of Blaupunkt

SALS, an electronic sensor that

Blaupunkt Berlin Features

these controls comfortably at your fingertips.
No groping, no taking
your eyes off the road.

108

a full line

modulation controls. One of
these controls is a remarkable

Automatically adjusts
its own volume

and the remaining sound

gineers organized the
most frequently used
radio controls.
By manipulating
the flexible stalk, the
Head can be adjusted
in any direction to put

AM2
SW

It is one of

speakers.

Mounted on a flexible stalk, it is a

a 100 mm. cigarette
pack, Blaupunkt en-

LW
AM1

91
'61
491

.sellsfor$1..?9.5."

**Suggested retail
price exclusive of
installation and

Unit One is the Operating Head.

a space the size of

FM

FM

BLAUPUNKT

Unit Two contains the
Stereo Cassette Player

marvel of electronic
miniaturization. Into

SW

1.6 ...... 1.8-2.0-2.2...2.4 ....i

W
\M1

,w

AM2

AM1

LW

BALANCE

BASS

0
SALS

iaionnoriling

Cr 02

00

high, 133/4 inches wide, and 161/4 inches

deep at its maximum point (in the woofer

the response occurred at about the same
frequencies in the factory curves and in

section). It weighs 66 pounds and can be installed on the floor, on stands, or on a table
or other surface that will place the higher -

ours, and with approximately the same amplitudes. The anechoic curves did not show

frequency drivers close to a listener's ear

"live" room measurements, but our bass re-

level. The price is $800.

sponse was considerably better than the

I

Comment. These measurements do little
more than confirm that the Delta 400 is a
good speaker, which could also be inferred
from its general design, construction, size,
and price. Only listening can show the true
mettle of any speaker, and we listened to
these speakers by themselves as well as in
comparison with some other fine speakers.
Several conclusions could be drawn from

pedance was 8 ohms at its normal rating

these tests.
First, the Delta 400 is not at all bass -shy.
but neither is it going to satisfy the pipe -

the rising high -end response we found in our

manufacturer's response curve.

Laboratory

The
smoothed and averaged frequency -response
curves from the left- and right -channel Del-

The measured sensitivity of the Delta

Measurements.

ta 400s, measured in the reverberant field
of the room, showed only moderate beaming from the midrange and treble drivers.
The difference between the curves measured on axis and 30 degrees off axis began
to be measurable at about 2,500 Hz but differed by only about 2 or 3 dB up to 12,000

Hz and increased to 6 dB at 20,000 Hz.
When the average response was corrected
for room absorption, it showed only slight
irregularities through the midrange and treble, with a gradually rising characteristic
above 4,000 Hz.
The close-miked woofer response, when
combined with the

frequency

response

measured at the port, produced a surprisingly extended bass curve. The effective
crossover between the cone and port radiation was at 50 Hz. The bass and mid/highfrequency curves could be spliced unambiguously because of their considerable over-

lap, and the resulting frequency response
was within ± 3 dB from 30 to 20,000 Hz.
Each Delta 400 speaker comes with its
individually measured frequency -response

curve, made in an anechoic chamber. In
view of the very different test conditions,
our measurements could not be expected to
duplicate these curves, but it was gratifying
to find that the various small variations in

was dominant. The distortion was about 10
per cent at 50 Hz.

400 was close to its 89 -dB rating. We obtained a sound -pressure level of 88 dB at
meter when the speaker was driven with
2.83 volts (I watt) of pink noise in an octave
band centered at 1,000 Hz. The speaker imfrequency (150 to 200 Hz) and reached its
minimum of 7 ohms between 10,000 and
15,000 Hz. There were impedance maxima
of 20 ohms at 60 Hz and about 14 ohms at
700 Hz, as well as a rising impedance as the
frequency went below our 20 -Hz minimum
measurement limit.
Clearly, these performance measure-

ments are those of an excellent speaker.
However, the Delta 400 woofer does have
its limitations in the form of greater low bass distortion, especially at high power inputs, when compared with the performance
of larger bass drivers. At a nominal 1 -watt
input, the bass distortion was very low (under 1 per cent) down to about 65 Hz. Below
that frequency the output from the woofer
began to fall off rapidly, so that we used the

distortion measured at the port below 50
Hz. It reached 5 per cent at 40 Hz, which is
not at all excessive, especially for a cone the
size of this one. When the power input was
increased to 10 watts, the distortion
changed negligibly in the woofer cone's
operating range, but it rose precipitously at

the frequencies where the port radiation

organ and/or bass -drum buff. With this
bass quality there comes a refreshing freedom from tubbiness or mid -bass coloration,

common defects among speakers of all
types and prices. We have heard few systems as uncolored in the lower midrange
and upper bass as the Delta 400.
According to the importer, the qualities
of the Delta 400 favor the reproduction of
the human voice, especially those of male
singers. We found the sound of the Delta
400 to have a slightly crisp, sharply defined
quality on some voices and a silky -smooth
neutrality on others. It never added boom or
muddiness to any voice, and all things considered we would have to agree that it is an
umcommonly fine vocal reproducer.
Aside from questions of aesthetics (this is
certainly a "different" looking speaker!), the

"bottom line" has to be one of cost. The
Delta 400 is a rather expensive system with
no evidence of corner -cutting anywhere. It

is always clean and musical in its sound,
which is as distinctive as its appearance.
Circle 141 on reader service card

Toshiba SA -2500 Stereo Receiver
I \ the past, stereo receivers with list prices

I under about $300 have usually been
rather basic in their operating flexibility
and control features, and their electrical
performance was rarely comparable to that
of higher -price models. Although power
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ratings of 30 watts or so \\ ere not uncommon, their distortion levels were typically
several times the minuscule values more expensive products could boast.

between km and medium -price receivers,
both in performance and in features. It is a
very convincing demonstration of the man-

Toshiba's Model SA -2500 receiver repre-

ner in which technology has overcome inflation, at least in the high -fidelity -component

sents a sizable step toward closing the gap

(Continued on page 28)
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field. The SA -2500 is "more" receiver, as
well as better in almost every way, than any

comparably priced unit we have tested.
Certainly five or ten years ago one could not
buy a receiver nearly as good as this one for

$250 or anything close to that figure.
The power ratings of the SA -2500 are in
line with what we would expect at its price

(25 watts per channel into 8 -ohm loads
from 20 to 20,000 Hz), but its distortion
rating of 0.05 per cent rivals the performance of most far more expensive receivers.

Similarly, although the FM -tuner section
has good, if not outstanding, ratings for sen-

sitivity and selectivity, its distortion in both
mono and stereo is only a fraction of what
we used to get in receivers before the devel-

opment of specialized integrated circuits.

Other features of the SA -2500 that are
not usually found in its price class include a
d.c.-coupled power -amplifier section, a rela-.

tively high phono-overload rating of 180
millivolts, a switchable infrasonic filter, and
an effective (as opposed to a pretentious)
use of LEDs as signal and tuning indicators.
The silver -colored front panel of the Toshiba SA -2500 has a clean, open look that
will not discourage a non -technical listener
from using it to full advantage. The slide rule dial scales for FM and AM bands have
an illuminated traveling pointer. Below the
scales, but still within the dial cutout on the
panel, are the LED indicators. Correct FM
tuning is shown by a green light, which is
flanked by red arrows that come on as one
approaches a signal to show which direction

the dial pointer should be moved to reach
the center of the channel. Five green LEDs
come on sequentially to form a horizontal
line whose length is proportional to the signal strength, for both FM and AM, and a
red STEREO light shows the reception of a
stereo -FM transmission.

The dial cutout is flanked by a rectangular power button and a large knob that operates a flywheel tuning mechanism. The
other controls form a single line across the

bottom of the panel. In the center of the
group are four small knobs for the bass, treble, balance, and volume controls. The bal-

ance control is center-detented, and each
tone control has eleven detented settings.
To the left of the knobs are three small
activate the
two sets of speaker outputs and switch in
the "16 -Hz Subsonic" filter. Three similar
buttons to the right of the knobs control the
loudness compensation, tape -monitor functions, and the FM muting/mono. The remaining knob is a FUNCTION (input) switch
with positions for AM, FM, PHONO. and AUX.

On the rear apron of the SA -2500 there
are binding posts for 300 -ohm and 75 -ohm

FM antennas and a wire AM antenna, as
well as a hinged and pivoted ferrite -rod AM
antenna. The two pairs of speaker outputs
are spring -loaded connectors, and there is a
single unswitched a.c. convenience outlet.

The Toshiba SA -2500 is furnished with
walnut -grain wooden side panels on its
metal cabinet. Its overall dimensions are
173/4 inches wide, 133/4 inches deep, and 45/8

inches high. It weighs 17 pounds, 10 ounces.
Price: $249.95.

Laboratory Measurements. Because of
its relatively low power rating in proportion

to its size and weight, the SA -2500 ran
quite cool during all our tests. With both
channels driving 8 -ohm loads at 1,000 Hz,
the output waveform clipped at 34 watts per

channel. Into 4 -ohm loads, the power at
clipping was 46 watts. The maximum continuous power output could not be measured with 2 -ohm loads because the receiver's internal protective fuses blew before we

.

.

Joe, it's the engineer at some FM station. Do we have a digital -readout
tuner and if so would we set it to 102.9 and give him a reading on
?"
signal strength while he whistles My Country 'Tis of Thee
.
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.

reached the clipping level. The total harmonic distortion with 8 -ohm loads rose
smoothly from under 0.01 per cent at less
than 1 watt output to 0.022 per cent at 30
watts. The distortion was slightly higher
(Continued on page 30)
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when we drove 4 -ohm loads, rising from
0.02 per cent at less than I watt to 0.09 per
cent at 35 watts. Although actual waveform
clipping did not occur until we reached 46
watts, some high -frequency oscillation appeared on the waveform at outputs between
35 and 46 watts, preventing measurement
of the harmonic distortion at those levels.

At outputs up to the rated power of 25
watts into 8 ohms, the distortion of the amplifier was less than 0.05 per cent from 20
to 20,000 Hz (it was typically in the range
of 0.01 to 0.03 per cent at most frequencies
and power outputs). Two-tone intermodula-

tion-distortion (IM) measurements using
19,000- and 20,000 -Hz input signals of
equal amplitude with a combined peak power equivalent to a 25 -watt sine -wave signal

resulted in second- and third -order products (at 1,000 and 18,000 Hz, respectively)
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of the SA -2500 with the 20 -millisecond
tone bursts of the standard IHF test signal.
Into 8 and 4 ohms, the short-term clipping
power was, respectively, 50.4 and 81.6
watts. Because of the short duty cycle of the
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at -72 and -75 dB relative to 25 watts.
These distortion levels are too low to be in
any way significant.
We measured the dynamic -power output
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croseconds, and its IHF slew factor was 3.
It was stable with capacitors as great as 3
microfarads across its resistor loads.
For a reference output of I watt, an input

hinged at 2,000 Hz. The loudness compensation boosted both low and high frequencies as the volume -control setting was re-

of 23 millivolts (mV) was required at the
auxiliary or 0.37 mV at the phono input.

rated slope of 6 dB per octave, affected the
response as high as 100 Hz and at 20 Hz

The respective A -weighted noise levels, re-

had reduced it by about 3 dB. The RIAA

duced. The "16 -Hz" filter, which has a

test signal, we were also able to measure the

ferred to

watt, were -80.4 and -76.4

phono equalization was very accurate, vary-

maximum unclipped dynamic power into

dB. The phono input overloaded at 175 mV

2 -ohm loads, finding it to be an impressive
98.9 watts per channel. Referred to the re-

at 1,000 Hz and at the equivalent of 185
and 157 mV at 20 and 20,000 Hz, respec-

ceiver's rated 25 watts, the IHF clipping
headroom was 1.34 dB and the dynamic

tively. The phono input has a measured resistance of 47,000 ohms shunted by 15 picofarads of capacitance.
The preamplifier tone controls had typical frequency -response characteristics, with

ing by only 0.5 dB overall between 20 and
20,000 Hz. There was a very slight loss of
high -frequency response when the phono
equalization was measured through the inductance of a typical magnetic phono cartridge in our test setup.
The FM -tuner section of the SA -2500
had an IHF usable sensitivity in mono of

headroom was 2.65 dB (both are 8 -ohm rat-

ings). When the amplifier was overdriven
by 10 dB with the same pulsed test signal,
seconds. The amplifier rise time was 3 mi-

I

the bass -turnover frequency varying be-

11.8 dBf (2.1 microvolts, or µV), and in

tween 200 and 400 Hz and the treble curves

stereo it was set by the automatic switching

threshold at 23 dBf (7.5 µV). The respective 50 -dB -quieting sensitivities were 15
dBf (3 µV) for mono and 37 dBf (39 µV) for
stereo. The distortion at 65 dBf (1,000 µV)
input was 0.067 per cent in mono and 0.13
per cent in stereo, and the noise levels were

-74 and -70 dB, respectively.
The two-tone intermodulation distortion
with FM modulating signals of 14,000 and
15,000 Hz was -57 dB for the third -order
(13,000 -Hz) component relative to each
tone, and -75 dB for the I,000 -Hz difference tone relative to 100 per cent modula-

tion. The capture ratio was 1.38 dB and
AM rejection was 56 dB, both at 45 dBf
(100 µV) input. The average alternate channel selectivity was 62 dB, and the adjacent -channel

selectivity was 6 dB. The

measured image rejection exactly matched
the rating of 60 dB. The 19 -kHz pilot -car-

rier leakage was a low -67 dB. The tuner
hum level was -68.5 dB, and it consisted of

a large number of power -line harmonics
whose spectrum indicated a I.25 -millisecond pulse at a 120 -Hz repetition rate (the
hum was certainly not audible, however).
The stereo frequency response was flat
from 30 to 1,000 Hz, rising slightly at higher frequencies to a maximum of +1.7 dB at
10,000 Hz. The channel separation was 39
dB through the midrange and exceeded 25

dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz. The frequency
response of the AM tuner section was down
6 dB at 70 and 2,400 Hz.

A three -record set! Hey, I like Rigoletto.

but I don't like it that much!"
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Comment. In almost every respect, the
Toshiba SA -2500 comfortably surpassed its

STEREO REVIEW

specifications, which were already better

The LED indicators were completely

which came as no surprise, since it had already matched many of them just as easily

functional, and we especially appreciated
the precision with which the center -of channel light came on; only at the exactly
correct tuning adjustment did it give its
"OK" signal. We would expect that the average owner, using only this light as a tuning guide, would realize very nearly the

on the test bench. Apparently the output
stages are protected by fuses rather than

same very low FM distortion that we measured in our tests even though we had a dis-

than one would normally expect to find in a
$250 receiver. In fact, we would consider it
to be an exceptional product in its price
class. Its sound matched that of other com-

ponents costing many times its price-

current -limiting circuits, and this gives the

receiver an impressive short-term power
output into 2 -ohm loads of about 100 watts
per channel.

THE

Nakamichi I000ZXL is certainly

the most expensive and, possibly, the
most sophisticated cassette deck we have
yet encountered. Its $3,800 price obviously
puts it well beyond the reach of most readers, but the combination of features, design
considerations, and performance embodied
in it so nearly defines the current "state of
the art" that it must be of considerable interest to all serious home recordists since
state-of-the-art features have a tendency to

filter down, with time, to less expensive

Some listeners might miss the possibility

playback head is fitted with a device that
pushes the cassette's built-in pressure pad
out of the way in order to reduce modulation noise.
Four servo -controlled d.c. motors are

used in the transport. One drives the dual
capstans, which have slightly different diameters and flywheel masses so they do not
reinforce each other's rotational wow -and flutter frequencies. Another turns the supply and takeup hubs. The third replaces the
solenoids normally used in a "full -logic -con-

units.

trolled" transport, while the fourth turns a
cam that automatically adjusts the azimuth

heads of the I000ZXL are completely sepa-

(perpendicularity) of the record head to

rate (each has its own alignment adjust-

match that of the playback head.

The Crystalloy record and playback
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tortion meter to set the tuning. The same
cannot be said for most tuning indicators,
either meters or LEDs, that we have used.

ments), but they have been so miniaturized

Digital logic-a microprocessor "chip"

that both will fit into the standard head
opening in the cassette shell. Each has an
optimum "gap width" for its function, and
both have been "slotted," using a photo etching process, to ensure that any head
wear will remain even. Additionally, the

-is used extensively for control and adjustment operations in the 1000ZXL. Pressing
the RUN button when entering the record
mode, for example, initiates a sequence in
which the record -head azimuth is adjusted,
followed by individual automatic optimiza-

of interrupting the signal path between the

preamplifier and power amplifier, or the
lack of any switched a.c. outlets, but they
might remind themselves that this is a very
inexpensive receiver by 1981 standards.
Rather than pick nits, we would prefer to
give the unit its due: the Toshiba SA -2500
is an outstanding value in every respect, as
attractive as it is functional, and with a real
(that is, audible) performance that cannot
be surpassed (except for power) at less than
several times its price.
Circle 142 on reader service card

tion for each channel of the record bias,
equalization, and tape sensitivity. The tape
is then rewound, and an infrasonic code is
recorded to indicate the proper playback equalization and noise -reduction settings.
(Manual playback -equalization and noise reduction switches are provided for use with
cassettes recorded on other decks.) The user
can store the optimized settings in any of
four memories for future use with that kind

of tape. We found that the entire process
took between 30 and 40 seconds, but this
time can be reduced considerably when us-

ing one of the four "stored" settings by
pressing the AZIMUTH button (which optimizes azimuth only) instead of RUN.
In addition to the ABLE (azimuth, bias,
level, equalization) sequence just described,
the 1000ZXL has a sophisticated RAMM

(random-access music memory) that can
digitally encode the tape with up to fifteen
identifying selection numbers. This can be
(Continued on page 34)
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An unprecedented opportunity in record collecting from The Franklin Mint

Society

THE GREATEST RECORDINGS OF
THE WORLD'S GREAT CONDUCTORS
PERSONALLY HAND -SIGNED BY EACH CONDUCTOR.
Special Signature Edition permanently limited to 5,000.
Each one of these great conductors
will personally sign a special edition
of their finest recordings for you.
Zubin Mehta, Eugene Ormandy,
Seiji Ozawa, Sir Georg Solti,
Andre Previn, Erich Leinsdorf,
Sir Colin Davis, Claudio Abbado,
Carlo Maria Giulini, Lorin Maazel,
Neville Marriner, Daniel Barenboim,
Antal Dorati, Bernard Haitink,

maestro brings his own unique style, his
own special magic to the performance of
the world's most glorious and immortal
works of music.
Over the years, today's great conductors have recorded virtually all of the masterpieces of the world's great composers.
And now the very finest of all these re-

Rafael Kubelik.

cordings have been selected with the
approval of the individual conductors
themselves-and these superb works
will comprise "The Great Conductors
Collection." The first edition of this collection will be a special Signature Edi-

IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC, the great
conductors reign supreme. Brilliantly interpreting the music of the masters. Providing their creative genius to musicians
and performers. And offering untold joy
and inspiration to their audiences. Each

tion. It will be strictly limited by number.
And every album in this limited edition
will be personally signed by one of the
fifteen conductors represented.
It is rare that a major conductor autographs his record albums. And it would
be virtually impossible to acquire a col-

lection of the greatest recordings signed
by leading conductors of our day if you

attempted to obtain them individually.
But now you can own a complete collection of the greatest recordings ever made

by the world's foremost conductors
signed personally for you.

-

A collection
that will make recording history
These conductors are among the most
distinguished figures in the world of
music. Internationally acclaimed maestros whose achievements are known on
every continent. In this collection, their
greatest recordings are brought together
for the first time. The collection has been
assembled by The Franklin Mint Record

Society in cooperation with all of the
world's leading record companies.
The recordings feature: Zubin Mehta

4
ANDRE PRE VIN

conducting the New York Philharmonic,
with Isaac Stern as soloist, in a landmark
performance of the Brahms Violin Concerto. Seiji Ozawa and the Boston Sym-

tion and inspection assure the high quality of these great recordings. The result is

phony Orchestra in a performance of

lin Mint on each record.

Ravel's masterpiece "Daphnis et Chloe".

Sir Georg Solti's masterful reading of
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony with the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Lorin
Maazel conducting and appearing as the

violin soloist in Mozart's A Major and
G Major Violin Concertos. And other performances that feature artists like Pinchas

Zukerman, Vladimir Ashkenazy, Rudolf
Serkin and Sviatoslav Richter.

A private library of monumental recordings-autographed by each conductor. To be enjoyed by every member

a collection of proof -quality recordsattested to by the mintmark of The Frank-

Luxurious library albums
There will be a separate library album for

each conductor, and each album will
contain 5 long-playing records. These
custom -designed, hardbound library albums will make an impressive addition to
your home as well as affording permanent protection for the records.
A specially -written biography and
commentary will be bound into each al-

bum, and the title page will be hand signed by the conductor represented.

of the family and kept permanently as
the cornerstone of your music library.

Superior records
of unique proof -quality
The records are exceptional for both their
clarity and tonal quality. A superior vinyl

material, containing its own anti -static
element, is used in the production of
these records. This exclusive vinyl mate-

Limited Signature Edition
The Signature Edition of "The Great Con-

5 MI FURS

r-

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

THE GREAT
CONDUCTORS COLLECTION
Signature Edition
Limit: 5,000 Please mail by May 31, 1981

The Franklin Mint Record Society
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091
Please enter my subscription for the Signature Edition of "The Great Conductors Col-

lection," consisting of 15 library albums,
each containing 5 proof -quality recordspersonally hand -signed by the conductor
represented. The issue price for each record is $9.75" plus $1.25 for packaging,
shipping and handling.
I need send no money now. Please bill
me for each album in two equal monthly
amounts of $27.50* each (including handling), the first payment due in advance
of shipment.

ductors Collection" will not be sold in
record stores. It can be obtained only by
subscription. Furthermore, each conductor will sign only 5,000 of his albums-so

the edition will be permanently limited.
The fifteen library albums (each con-

Signature
ALL

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss

NT

taining 5 records) will be sent to you con-

rial, together with the process by which
the pressing is made, results in a record

veniently at the rate of one every other
month, and the price per record is just

Address

that is more rigid, durable and resistant to
dust. A record that has true fidelity,

$9.75-guaranteed for every record in

City

the collection in spite of strong inflationary pressures in the record industry.

State, Zip

clearer sound quality and a long life.

PE foECT TO ACCEPTANCE

To take advantage of this unprece-

To further assure their quality, the
Franklin Mint records are pressed in a

dented opportunity, mail the application

dust -free, atmosphere -controlled "clean
room," where careful methods of produc-

at right to The Franklin Mint Record Society, Franklin Center, PA, by May 31,1981.
CIRCLE NO. 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NOTE: Each conductor will sign only 5,000 of his
own album. Thus, the Signature Edition is strictly

limited. If the limit is reached by the time your
application is received, it must be refused.
5
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done either automatically or manually, and
the machine can then be set up to play (or
repeat) the selections in any desired orderup to thirty commands. The infrasonic code
is read bidirectionally, and-lest owners of

tern instead. There is no "tape -selector"

d.c. amplifiers worry-it is entirely filtered
from the deck's output. While the description of all this "computer" circuitry may
appear complex, an illuminated display
shows the action and status at each step,

provided to correct off -speed tapes.
The rear panel of the Nakamichi
1000ZXL contains twelve gold-plated

switch, since the microprocessor automati-

cally handles the requirements of ferric,
Cr02-type, and metal formulations, but a
PITCH control with a ±6 per cent range is

phono jacks for normal inputs and outputs
and for connection of an external noise -reduction system. Two DIN -type connectors
are provided for accessory remote control of
the transport and the RAMM circuits, and
a small panel gives access to the two AA

simplifying operation.

To the right of the coding display is a
four -digit electronic counter and a pair of
fifty -six -element fluorescent record/playback level indicators calibrated from -40

of elements (twelve or fourteen is customary), the resolution available is akin to that

1.5 -volt cells used to keep the microprocessor memory "alive" when the deck is turned
off. Overall, the deck measures 203/4 x 101/s
x 1211/16 inches in its rosewood case, though
it can be removed for mounting in a 19 -inch
rack. The weight of the Nakamichi

of an analog meter, though the fast response

1000ZXL is approximately 41 pounds.

to +10 dB, with the 0 -dB point representing Dolby level (200 nanowebers/meter). Because of the unusually large number
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dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz-the tightest
specification we have ever seen on a cassette

deck and so close to the limits of our automatic chart -recording equipment that we
had to double-check using spot -frequency
measurements. Our spot checks, moreover,

put the -0.5 -dB points at 17 Hz and 24
kHz, using the ferric EX -II, with -3 -dB
points at 13 Hz and 26 kHz. It is hard to
conceive of any meaningful improvement on
such a response.

Third -harmonic distortion at an indicated 0 dB was 0.39, 0.46, and 0.38 per cent

for the Nakamichi ZX (metal), SX (Cr0,type), and EX -II (ferric) tapes. The headroom (the amount of additional output required to increase the distortion to the 3 per
cent point) was 8.8, 6.3, and 7.9 dB, respectively. Referred to the 3 per cent distortion
level, the unweighted signal-to-noise ratios,
without benefit of Dolby, were 55, 53.3, and
51 dB; adding a standard IEC A -weighting

curve and Dolby -B processing improved
these figures to 68.5, 67.5, and 65.6 dB. Us-

ing the Memorex Metal IV raised the A weighted S/N (with Dolby) to 70.3 dB.
Wow and flutter measured 0.05 per cent

(DIN -B) and 0.038 per cent (weighted
rms) with our Teac MTT-111 test tape, increasing just slightly to 0.055 (DIN -B) and
0.042 (wrms) when measured on an overall
record/rewind/replay basis. The Dolby calibration was within 0.5 dB, and overall fre-

iu
PLAYBACK RESPONSE

quency -response variations between Dolby
and non -Dolby operation were inside a ± 1 dB tolerance throughout the audio range.

FREQUENCY IN HZ (CYCLES PER SECOND/

A 1 -kHz line -level input signal of 0.05
volt (50 millivolts) was sufficient to produce
a 0 -dB indication, at which point the output
level was 0.95 volt. The comparable microphone sensitivity was 0.173 millivolt. Erasure of a 100 -Hz tone recorded at +10 dB
on metal tape exceeded 70 dB, and at 1,000
Hz (the usual measurement point) it increased to the approximate 80 -dB limit of

and lack of overshoot is possible only with
electronic displays. A METER switch selects
either peak -reading or quasi VU -reading
characteristics, and in both cases a second,
brightly illuminated "cursor" is provided to
show the maximum signal value.
Cassettes are inserted, openings down-

ward, into slides behind the transparent
cassette -well door, and illumination is provided to read the labels and see how much
tape remains on a side. The door is removable for routine head cleaning.
Seven level controls of the slider type are
used for separate left and right inputs and
outputs and for three microphone inputs-

left, right, and "blend" (center -channel).
The PAUSE, RECORD, REWIND, FAST -FORWARD, and PLAY buttons are all large, light -

touch, and illuminated. Switches are provided for the external TIMER (record, off,
play), MEMORY (stop, off, play), FILTER (in-

Laboratory Measurements. Our sample
of the 1000ZXL was supplied with the actual tapes used in the factory setup-name-

ly, Nakamichi EX -II (ferric), SX (Cr02equivalent), and ZX (metal)-so we used
these as the basis for our primary evaluation. At the same time, the ease with which
the ABLE system can be used encouraged
experimentation with a number of different
popular brands from TDK, Maxell, BASF,
3M, and. Memorex. Since TDK AD (ferric)
and BASF Professional II (Cr02) in general tend to show a rising high -frequency response and a slightly lower overall sensitivity, we were particularly pleased that the
Nakamichi computer system produced
curves from them that could not be distinguished from those of our reference tapes.
And, when it came to the metal tape, we
achieved not only the same response, but an

seconds), indicator characteristics, and a

actual improvement of nearly 2 dB with the
new Memorex Metal IV!
Playback
frequency
response
was
checked with Teac MTT-216 (120 -microsecond) and MTT-316 (70 -microsecond)
calibration tapes. Interestingly, while most

Dolby -level test tone.

Nakamichi decks we have tested have

frasonic, off, multiplex, or both infrasonic
and multiplex) selection, and tape or source
monitoring. Similar switches handle manual playback equalization (70 or 120 micro-

Less familiar are switches that shift the
entire bias range covered by the computer -

controlled adjustments by an additional
± 12.5 per cent to accommodate any future
tape developments and a noise -reduction
switch that allows the user not only to turn
the built-in Dolby -B circuit on and off but
to choose an external noise -reduction sys-
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At the usual measuring level (20 dB below the 0 -dB indication), Nakamichi specifies a frequency -response deviation of ± 0.5

tended to show an appreciable (3.5 to 4.5
dB) rise at the high -end limit (14 kHz) of
these test tapes, the 1000ZXL was extremely flat. (The slight bass -end rise is a characteristic of full -track test tapes when played
on a stereo deck and, as the overall response
curves show, not a property of the Nakamichi recorder.)

our wave analyzer. Fast -forward and rewind times for a C-60 cassette were 50 and
45 seconds, respectively.

Comment. Given these outstanding
measurements, it should come as no surprise that the 1000ZXL was able to make
virtually perfect copies of any musical material (FM, disc, or master tape) we
checked it with. Only with high-level FM
interstation hiss could we hear the high -fre-

quency advantage of metal tape, though it
would obviously be the choice for live recording. While we did not test the deck in
this latter application, the outstanding
quietness and high overload margins of its
microphone circuitry were noted.
Any recorder with as many features and
options as this one obviously takes a little
getting used to, but once we learned our
way around it, the 1000ZXL was remarkably easy to use. The electronic counter was

exact, the tape handling gentle. Our only
disappointment is that, having tested it, we
must now return it to the manufacturer.
Circk 143 on reader service card
(Continued on page 38)
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How to master tape
Eventually, you reach a point with your tape recording system where you realize
you just can't make the kind of quality recordings you want.
Even though your equipment may be the very finest.
Because despite Dolby, '* the tape still has too much noise. It doesn't give you
enough headroom. And its dynamic range -the range of volume that makes
music sound alive and real - is just too
restricted.
If you've reached that point, you're
ready for the dbx Recording Technology
Series. Noise reduction systems that eliminate tape hiss and allow you to record with
a quality equal to studio master tapes.
With a dbx Recording Technology
Series Model 224 or 222, noise is reduced
by 30 dB across the entire frequency range.
RECORD (ENCODE)
90 dB DYNAMIC RANGE
INPUT SIGNAL

PLAY (DECODE)
90 dB DYNAMIC RANGE
OUTPUT SIGNAL

You get 10 dB more headroom. You can
even make live recordings with 80 dB or

The dbx Recording
Technology Series uses

a unique compression/
expansion process for
recording/playback to
reproduce the full dynamic
range of the source material
- without adding audible
tape noise.

60 -

80 -

100-

120 -

140-.
250

2.;
FREQUENCY 014

25 K

Dolby B reduces noise
by only 10 dB in the high
frequency range. dbx
reduces noise by more
than 30 dB across the
entire frequency range.
(Unretouched laboratory
photograph. Data for cassette recorder from "The
Importance of Dynamic
Range," Audio Magazine,
January, 1980. For a copy
of the article, write dbx.)
*Dolby is a registered
trademark of Dolby
Laboratories, Inc.

more of dynamic range. Remarkably close
to a live performance.
And there's one final touch. The dbx
Recording Technology Series includes a
built-in dbx Disc Decoder that lets you
play the revolutionary dbx Discs and
Digital dbx Discs, the world's first Full
Dynamic Range Recordings.
See your authorized dbx retailer for a
demonstration of the dbx Model 224 and
222 and learn which is best suited for your
system.
Short of buying your own recording
studio, it's the only way to master tape.
dbx, Inc., 71 Chapel St., Newton, Mass.
02195 U.S.A. Tel. (617) 964-3210. Telex 92-2522.

Distributed throughout Canada by BSR
(Canada) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.

Making good sound better
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8 mg. 'Tar", 0.8 m . nicotine, ay. per cigarette by FTC meriod.

Waning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smok ng Is Dangerous to Your Health.

Camel Lights.
Now in
a new
pack.
Same low
same Camel tar,
taste.
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Denon DP -33F

Record Player

THE Denon DP -33F is a two -speed direct drive record player with complete

mounted, presumably to help damp resonances in the cartridge/shell system.

calibrated diameter. When the arm has

front -panel control of tone -arm operation.
The lateral position of the tone arm can be
shifted (by means of a servomotor) over its
full playing area with a front -panel knob. In
addition there is full cueing, start/stop con-

The principal difference between the DP -

descend at that point. At the end of play,
the arm returns to its rest and the motor
shuts off. Fully manual operation is also
possible, since lifting the arm from its rest
and moving it toward the platter will start

dust cover lowered.
The cast -aluminum platter of the Denon

players is its servo -driven tone arm. This is
not a feedback control system, but rather a
motor drive that enables the user to position
the arm anywhere on the record surface by
turning a small knob on the sloping control
panel of the record player. The same control
initiates the playing cycle when it is pressed

DP -33F, which together with its

trol, and adjustment of the antiskating
torque from the front-and all with the

the motor.
Engaging the REPEAT button causes the
record to be replayed indefinitely, starting
from the diameter for which the LOCATE

1/4 -inch -

down. Another electronic control button

knob is set. Pressing a similar LIFTER button

thick rubber mat weighs 31/2 pounds, is driven by an a.c. direct -drive motor whose speed
(331/3 or 45 rpm) is controlled by a quartz -

raises and lowers the tone arm and a knob
control varies the antiskating torque, mak-

crystal oscillator. The inside of the platter
rim has a magnetic coating containing re-

transparent dust cover lowered.
The power switch of the DP -33F is at the
left of the panel, and next to it is a slim rectangular button that selects either 331/3- or
45 -rpm operation. To the right of the speed

raises the arm slowly, and releasing it from
its latching position lowers the pickup
smoothly to the record surface. The remaining control is a STOP button, which interrupts the playing cycle at any time and returns the arm to its rest.
The Denon DP -33F is finished, for the
most part, in satin silver, with a black control panel and a clear plastic cover that remains open at any angle. It is mounted on

corded impulses which are sensed by a pick-

up head (similar to the playback head of a
tape deck) as the platter turns. The resulting electrical impulses provide rotational speed feedback to the servo system that con-

trols the turntable operation.
The operating speeds are not adjustable
but are maintained within 0.002 per cent of
their nominal values by the quartz oscillator. Stroboscope markings are cast into the

bottom of the platter rim and are visible
from the front through a mirror system. A
single set of markings suffices for both
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33F and some other high -quality record

been cued, releasing the control allows it to

ing the arm fully controllable with the

selector is a small antiskating knob calibrated from 0 to 3 grams.
Much of the normal operation of the rec-

ord player is handled by a small skirted
knob marked LOCATE/START. It has calibra-

tions marked 30 and 17 (centimeters. denoting the diameters of 12- and 7 -inch records). With a record on the turntable, the
knob is set to the appropriate diameter and

softly sprung feet for isolation from mechanical and acoustic vibrations. With the
cover closed, it is 173/4 inches wide, 157/s
inches deep, and 51/2 inches high. It weighs
211/2 pounds. Price: $395.

speeds, since they are illuminated by a light

momentarily pressed down. This causes the
arm to move in to the selected diameter and

controlled by the same crystal oscillator

Laboratory Measurements. The Denon
DP -33F was tested with a Shure M97HE
cartridge installed in its arm. The cartridge

stop. A couple of seconds later the motor

was operated with an effective force of 1.25

that serves as a reference for the turntable
rotation.
The tone arm of the DP -33F is a conventional S-shaped tubular pivoted arm whose
threaded counterweight carries the tracking -force scale (calibrated at 0.1 -gram intervals from 0 to 2.5 grams). The arm has a
standard four -pin plug-in shell containing a
rubber insert against which the cartridge is

starts and the arm descends to play the rec-

the arm from the record) and turns the
knob until the pickup is over the desired

grams. The capacitance to ground of the
signal cables and arm wiring was 81 to 89
picofarads, and their interchannel capacitance was 4 picofarads. With the arm balanced correctly, the actual vertical force

point. The response of the arm to the knob
rotation is very rapid over most of the ad-

was exactly equal to the setting of the force
scale. The tracking error was also very low,

justment range, but it slows markedly as

less than 0.25 degree per inch for radii of
2.5 to 6 inches, with zero tracking error

ord. To move the arm laterally at any time,
one merely presses the button (which raises

one approaches either the 30- or the 17 -cm

STEREO REVIEW

fast
measured at radii of 2.5 and 5 inches.
The effective arm mass was 15 grams, a
moderately low value for this type of arm.

The stylus compliance of the Shure cartridge resonated with that mass at about 9
Hz (with its stabilizer raised), giving a

arm drift during the raising and lowering
operations. The antiskating dial was very
accurately calibrated, so that setting it to
match the vertical force did, in fact, result
in equal tracking ability for the two channels. The vibration isolation afforded by the

its functional hygienic purpose (analogous
is the manner in which poorly designed, uncomfortable seat belts in many cars have
discouraged people from using them). In
addition, a raised dust cover renders any
turntable far more susceptible to acoustic
feedback. Gradually, record-player manufacturers have made the major operating

"double humped" response with peaks at 9
and 5.5 Hz. When we lowered the dynamic
stabilizer of the cartridge, the low -frequency resonance was a barely detectable 1 -dB
rise at 9 Hz.

mounting feet was somewhat better than
average for a direct -drive turntable, with
the principal transmission mode in the audio range being at 50 Hz.

The unweighted turntable rumble was
-38 dB, and with ARLL weighting it was
-62 dB. Both figures represent excellent

Comment. It is difficult to find much of

Nevertheless, until recently very few had
their cueing (arm -lift) controls so accessi-

a substantive nature to criticize in the Den on DP -33F. It is, in most respects, a conven-

ble, negating much of the advantage of hav-

performance, above the average for similar
turntables we have tested. The rumble was

tional, very high -quality record player. In

primarily at frequencies below 10 Hz ex-

player we have tested, and in practically

cept for a low-level peak at 40 Hz. The flut-

performance category it ranked
among the best of its type. In both design
and construction, it follows the Denon tradition of superior quality.
With that said, we must comment on its
real claim to novelty, the servo -driven tone
arm. As mentioned earlier, this is not a
motional -feedback -controlled arm such as
those available from Sony and JVC. While
playing a record it is indistinguishable from
almost any other S-shaped tubular arm (in
its basic performance, that is; we are not
concerned here with the subtle effects of
such features as the rubber -damped car-

ter was 0.06 per cent in a JIS (weighted
rms) measurement and ± 0.08 per cent
weighted peak. The flutter spectrum was
principally under 12 Hz.
The automatic operation of the record
player was flawless, and it was completely
silent both electrically and mechanically.
With the LOCATE knob set to 30, about 3
seconds were required for the arm to reach
the record's lead-in groove after the control
was pressed. Since the motor turns on only
after the arm is in place, another 5.5 seconds elapsed before playing started. The total start-up time of 8.5 seconds was some-

no respect was it inferior to any comparable
every

controls accessible at the front of their
products and outside the covered area.

ing any of the other controls at hand. And
anyone wishing to play specific selections
within a record rather than the entire disc
was almost always limited to manual tone arm cueing.
The Denon DP -33F answers these objections very neatly. Of the possible operating

actions that could be applied to a record
player, only the stylus -force adjustment remains inaccessible when the cover is low-

ered. To compensate for that minor lack,
the unit is the only player with a truly accurate and effective antiskating adjustment
that is usable while a record is being played
and with the cover down. The arm LOCATE
function, which seems a trifle strange when

first used, is really simple, smooth, and
quite accurate.

tridge -mounting surface in the headshell, or

what faster than that of most automatic

The Denon DP -33F, then, earns high

with the possible sonic effects of its soft,

marks for total record-player performance,

turntables. When we caused the arm to slew
from its 30 -cm diameter to its 17 -cm diam-

heavy rubber mat).

eter, some 11.5 seconds were required for
playing to resume.
The arm lift raised the pickup in less than
1 second and lowered it in about 3 seconds.
There was absolutely no detectable lateral

especially when the often neglected human engineering factors are included. All of this,

dust cover to cue a record, raise or lower the

I have long felt that the need to lift the
arm, or even to turn a record player on or
off is an unnecessary inconvenience. It
tends, I think, to discourage the lowering of
the cover while playing records, defeating

combined with Denon's traditional quality,
makes this a unique and desirable product
at a reasonable price.

Circle 144 on reader service card

We 6 -New 1981

`Basic

6 -Repertoire
STEREO REVIEW again presents the annual revision of the Basic Repertoire. In pamphlet form, the
1981 updating includes disc and tape recommendations for over 180 standard musical works. For your

copy, send $1 in cash, plus a stamped (200, selfaddressed No. 10 envelope (91/2 x 4%8 in.), to Esther

Maldonado, STEREO REVIEW, 1 Park Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10016.
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details ..A DIFFERENT KIND OF RECORD CLUB

You can now own every record or tape that
you may ever want
at tremendous savings and with no continuing purchase obligations. You can get valuable free dividend
certificates, you can get quick service and
all the 100% iron -clad guarantees you want.
.

.

.

Now you can stop price increases that leave
you with less music for your record and tape

budget. You can guarantee yourself more
music for less money through membership
in Discount Music Club.
Look at these benefits:

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

on every record and tape in printno "agree -to -purchase" obligations of any kind

DISCOUNTS OF 43% TO 73%
off mfg. suggested list ... special catalog
features hundreds of titles and artists.

THE JURY IS ALWAYS OUT

ALL LABELS AVAILABLE
including most imports through special
custom ordering service. If we don't
stock it we'll get it for you.

SCHWANN CATALOG

wonders sometimes how long it

takes for posterity to make up its

ful examples, and, as the Bach revival and
investigation proceeded, those pieces came

mind. This year marks the three -hundredth

to light? And on the fact that Vivaldi's
manuscripts were centrally and conven-

ONE

anniversary of the birth of Georg Philipp
Telemann and we still have no very clear

lists thousands of titles; classical,
pop, jazz, ballet, opera, musical shows,
folk, rock, vocal, instrumental, country, etc.

picture of the man, much less any definitive
sort of assessment of his accomplishments.

DISCOUNT DIVIDEND

True, listings of recordings of Telemann's
music now take up nearly four full columns
in the current catalog (that's a whole column more than Rachmaninoff and only a
little less than Schumann), but our knowledge of the extent of his music is still woefully incomplete. Three hundred years, and
we still have no complete catalog of the
man's music. Three hundred years, and we
still have only a single, preliminary, biographical study. Three hundred years, and
still no consensus on how to rank him.
Far be it from me to try to settle the matter here. Telemann was not one of the rare

CERTWICATES
Dividend Gifts-Every shipment
carries a dividend gift or dividend certificate.
Certificates redeemable immediately
for extra discounts.

NEWSLETTERS
happenings in the world of music;
concerts, critiques, new releases ... special
super -sale listings at discounts of up to 73%.

DISCOUNT
ACCESSORY GUIDE
Diamond needles, cloths, tape cleaners,
etc. Discount Music Club is your complete
one stop music and accessory buying service.

great geniuses

QUICK SERVICE

of music-that much

1

know-but the question of where to place
him in that worthy middle rank that comprises most of the familiar compositional

same day shipping on many orders ...
rarely later than the next several days.
Partial shipments always made in the
event of unforeseen delay ... all at
no extra cost to you.

names remains open. It is a bigger question
that floats tantalizingly in front of me just

100% IRON -CLAD
GUARANTEES

now, and it concerns Telemann only as a
convenient example. What is this "poster-

on all products and services.
Everything is guaranteed factory fresh and free
of defects or damages of any sort.
Your total satisfaction is
unconditionally guaranteed.

ity" we call on for ultimate value judgments? It is, it seems to me, largely an accident or an assemblage of accidents. It's
different for the musical geniuses, for there
is almost always one around to recognize
the other. Schumann, after Schubert's
death, recognized him for the genius he was
and let the world know. Mozart and Haydn
well understood each other's quality and did
not hesitate to pass on their understanding

Discount Music Club is a no -obligation membership club that guarantees tremendous dis-

counts on all stereo records and tapes and
lets you buy what you want ... when you want
. or not at all if you choose.
.
.

These are just a few of the money -saving
reasons to write for free details. You can't
lose so why not fill out and mail the coupon

to others. Beethoven was a devotee of
Bach's Well -Tempered Clavier and voiced

below for immediate information.
11/0=1=.111111=1111101MMOIIIMMIIMMIMINI,MM111111116

the opinion that Handel was the greatest

ding DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, IN(
9-0581
650 Main Street, New Ft;p-heile N r 10801

composer of them all.
But what of all those other composers?

NAME

What accounts for the fact, for example,
that Vivaldi is so much better known and
better thought of today than, say, Heinrich
von Biber? Vivaldi, well known though he
was in his lifetime, died far from home and
was promptly forgotten. Could his reputation today rest on the fact that when Bach
got interested in the concerto form he transcribed a number of Vivaldi's works as use-

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

iently located in and around Venice? And
that the nature of his compositional work
(the instrumental part of it, at least) offered
a clear and straightforward musicological
project? And that most of the music is relatively lightweight and easy to play? Biber

was a far more profound composer, but
much of his music is difficult and recondite.
It is also far more various (no six hundred

concertos) and the manuscripts are scattered all over Central and Eastern Europe.
And Bach, if he even knew the music, found
nothing there he wanted to develop (though
Biber anticipated him in writing a work for
unaccompanied violin). Vivaldi enjoys a big
reputation today because his music is
known and heard. Would Biber's small reputation be bigger if we knew more of him?
Krzysztof Penderecki once mentioned to

me that he didn't think enough time had
passed to establish a valid estimation of
Mahler. Has enough time passed for
Brahms (1833-1897)? You might think so,
but one of Brahms' major biographers felt
he had to apologize for the Double Concerto, and there are professional critics and
musicians around today who place him far
lower on the scale than you might imagine.
The same goes for Dvofik. When we get
into the twentieth century, virtually every
reputation is subject to the most amazing
fluctuations; it all depends on who you want
to believe.
THE truth is that posterity is far from fair
and impartial. Its judgments are filled with
irrational enthusiasms and hates, accidents,
political and social biases, snobberies and
inverted snobberies, things happening or
not happening for all the wrong reasons. It
is, in fact, very much like life, although the
composer is no longer around to fight his
own battles, enjoy his triumphs, bewail his
failures and defeats. The name and the music live after the man, but they are buffeted
by the same irrational forces. It's something
for a composer to think about. The jury is

always out; the final verdict, as Kafka
might have said, may never come.

0
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You've spent a fair amount of your hard-earned money on

ing room continues to sound like "a stereo in your living room".

And it is precisely this principle which makes the AIDS 10
Acoustic Dimension Synthesizer unique. Using sophisticated
digital delay techn6ogy, the ADS 10 recreates (through a pair
of rear -channel speakers) the ambient sound field which surrounds the listener in any real space. No other product can so

If your search for sonic realism has left you somewhat disil-

convincingly transport you from your home to the musical

audio equipment. And yet, no natter where you put your

speakers or how much you "process" the signal

with

equalizers, expanders and enharcers the stereo in your liv-

lusioned. you might take solace in the knowledge that your
brain is functioning correctly You see, singirg in the shower
sounds distinctly unlike singing outdoors because the ways in

which sound reflects from nearby surfaces and the varying
amounts of time these rePections :ake to reach your ears give

your brain vital clues about your acoustic environment. It is
precisely this psychoacoustic principle that makes it difficult
for conventional stereo to create believable sonic illusions in
your living room.

environment of your choice - any place from an intimate club
to an awe-inspiring cathedral. And it can do so with any con-

ventional stereo program source, not to mention older
monaural recordings.

If you would like more information on what experts consider

the most advanced, flexible and musical digital delay system ever made, write to ADS, Dept. SR22, or call toll free
1-800-824-7888 (California 1-800-852-7777) and ask for Operator 483. Or better yet, take your favorite records to your

ADS dealer and let him demonstrate how the ADS 10 can
recreate the live musical experience in your home.

ADS

Audio for the critically demanding

19" Rackrrmm Handles Owl°, al

Analog & Digital Systems, Inc., One Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887 (617) 658-5100

Preview for Buyers:

NW AUDIO PRODUCTS
AT LAS VEGAS (ES
FOR hi-fi manufacturers, the Consumer Electronics
Shows provide both a marketplace in which to sell
their wares and a forum at which to discuss how
best to do so. The attendees at the CES are the manufacturers' personnel, the sales representatives, dealers
both large and small, and trade- and consumer -press
journalists. The shows are, for many manufacturers, the
first step in bringing new products to consumers.
Over the years the hi-fi segment of the consumer electronics industry has been playing a more and more significant role in the shows. This led indirectly to the ab-

sorption of the old IHF (Institute of High Fidelity) by
the EIA (Electronics In-

turers, of course, have to deal not only with the physical
discomforts but with the enormous costs of mounting an
exhibit. For some, these reach hundreds of thousands of
dollars for the four -day show. A few of the larger manufacturers (such as Pioneer and Sony) took their courage in their hands this year and decided not to partici-

pate. Others showed up grudgingly, afraid not to be
there, but I heard constant complaints about the show's
timing, about the fact that there are two very expensive
shows when one would serve, and, of course, about the
geographic location.
This year's winter CES took place in the second week
of January, and, as in pre-

dustries Association), the
organization that produces
the shows. But it also led,
perhaps inevitably, to conflicts concerning both the
timing and the location of

vious years, the products

the shows. The result

shown
included almost
every category of home

electronic equipment from
digital watches to telephones to video and on, of

is

course, to hi-fi components.

that there are now two ma-

Although it might not be

jor Consumer Electronics
Shows each year-Las Ve-

apparent from the length of
the article that follows, the

gas in January, Chicago in
June. There was considerable evidence at the January CES in Las Vegas that

majority of the manufacturers were holding back

audio manufacturers are

as in our last CES report,

now chafing under the economic burden imposed by
the two shows, particularly
since neither of them dovetails very well with the tim-

our

ing they prefer for new -

and run-of-the-mill in the

product introductions.

interest

most of their new products
for the June show. And so,
reporters

new and the trend -setting,
ignoring the not -so -new

of space. New
items that might have escaped our reporters' attentions will be covered in up-

The cost to STEREO RE-

VIEW of shipping me and
my colleagues out to cover
and report on these shows

coming issues.

a comparatively small

If you want further in-

one, but I must confess that
I do not look forward to the
time I spend each year in
Las Vegas, a cultural
wasteland surrounded by a

formation about any of the

is

products mentioned, please

write to the manufacturer,
not to us. However, if you
need an address, we'll be
delighted to give you that:
send a stamped, self-ad-

geological one. This year,
in fact, dust and other air
pollutants (not hotel fires)

dressed envelope to STEREO

were so bad they drove me

and many other CES visitors home early. Manufac-
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specialist

operating in each product
area have picked out the

REVIEW, Dept. CES, One
'7/ow was the Las V egas CES? Great!
Our hotel didn't cat ch on fire once!"

Park Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10016. -Larry Klein
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a few significant exceptions,
scouting the tape field at the Winter
CES in Las Vegas was about as exciting as
romancing a slot machine on which someone had just scored the big jackpot. Reacting to the economic slowdown, manufacturers seemed primarily interested in restocking
WITH

TAPE AIM
TAPE DECKS

dealers' shelves with their current line of
products, deferring most significant new introductions until the June show in Chicago.

There were some interesting developments, however. In the area of blank tape,

A report by
Craig Stark

Memorex introduced three premium formulations at CES: MRX I (ferric), MRX
HD II (Cr02 equivalent), and MRX Metal
IV, which is said to provide not only the
high -frequency output for which metal is
noted, but significantly improved low -end
response as well. All have been packaged in

an improved shell. Maxell showed its new
XLI-S and XLII-S formulations which improve the dynamic range of the ferric UD
XL -1 and Cr02-type UD XL -II by 1.5 and
2 dB, respectively. A relatively new entrant
in the field, RKO Tape Corp., showed both
audio and video cassettes. And in a true
meeting of the giants, DuPont and Philips
have entered into a joint venture to produce

1
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Akai GX-F95 cassette deck

both audio and video tapes for the European
and American markets.

Optonica RT-6605

it it

Mobile Fidelity, long known for high quality discs, now has a line of premium
prerecorded cassettes using BASF chrome
tape. And dbx introduced its own dbx-encoded prerecorded cassettes ($20) at the
show, demonstrating the extraordinary dynamic range that careful use of a 2:1 compression/expansion system can achieve.
While Teac has been the principal source
for "built-in" recorder dbx processors in the
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Denon DR -320

Revox B-710

past, Technics has now incorporated the
system (along with Dolby -B circuits) into
its new $450 M270X, which boasts an astonishing 92 -dB signal-to-noise ratio using

Cr02 tape with dbx. Yamaha also announced a dbx-equipped cassette deck.
The major new introduction on the noise -

Sansui D -550M

Dual 828

reduction front was the long-awaited Dolby -C. While the normal Dolby -B circuity.
is designed to provide an 8- to 10 -dB reduction in perceived tape hiss, Dolby -C gives a

20 -dB improvement and extends the processing downward in frequency by about
two octaves. Essentially a modified version
of two Dolby -B processors working in tandem, Dolby -C has been designed with care
to avoid excessive high -frequency boost
during the record cycle and to prevent audible side effects. It is expected that the high-

er parts cost of incorporating Dolby -C, as
well as the demands it places on the tape
deck to use inherently low -noise circuitry,

will restrict its initial implementation primarily to top -of -the -line machines.

Hitachi D 1 100M

Audio Fair). An old friend of tape, Advent,
has rejoined the ranks of cassette producers

with its new moderately priced ($350)
Model 203; it too will include Dolby -C:
Another tantalizing product previewed at
the show was Willi Studer's first cassette

deck, the Revox B-710. Expected to be
first decks to incorporate
Dolby -C is the JVC DD -9 ($599), which
AMONG the

also features computerized bias, equalization, and tape -sensitivity adjustments,
three -head design, and a wow -and -flutter

spec of 0.019 per cent (wrms). Date of
availability was not announced at show
time, but formal exhibition at the June CES
seems probable given the fact that Mitsubishi, Hitachi, and Nakamichi have also actively entered the Dolby -C derby (see the
February 1981 issue's report on the Tokyo
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priced in the $1,800 range, it incorporates a
heavy-duty, dual -direct -drive transport
mechanism built as much with professional

applications in mind as with those of the
home user. Microprocessor logic controls
and all the high-performance fixin's will
make it an immediate top contender in the
high -price market.
Ingenuity awards should go both to Optonica and to KLH. The latter introduced a
battery -operated cassette player (the KLH

Solo, $199) that turns into an FM radio

Technics M250

when you plug in a cassette -sized tuning
module instead of a regular cassette. The
stereo earphone cables are also the FM an-

tenna! And for those who want not only to
play cassettes, but to record and even dupli-

cate them, the $550 Optonica RT-6605 is
the obvious answer. While many cassette
decks offer separate record and playback
heads, the RT-6605 houses two separate

electronic and transport systems in the
same machine. On one you play tapes, on
the other you record tapes, and if you use
both you can duplicate.
While more conventional in appearance
and function, the Sansui D -550M ($520)
offers a new approach to controlling modu-

lation noise-grittiness "behind" the signal that, unlike ordinary hiss, increases in
intensity as the desired signal increases. In
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Teac, Scott, Sherwood, Mitsubishi, Hitachi, Fisher, and Sanyo.
Two questions seem to remain overhanging, as it were, and perhaps they are more

the D -550M, what looks like a dual -cap-

applicable to the long-term future of re-

stan drive is actually a single -capstan trans-

cord:ng than to immediate audiophile
needs. The first is whether the '5/16-ips tape
speed, in standard cassette or microcassette

port with an actively driven roller on the
"supply reel" side to serve a role compara-

ble to the "scrape flutter" filters usually
found in professional open -reel decks.
There were other tape -deck introductions
at the Winter CES, of course. Dual showed

two models, one of which (the $500 Model

828) features automatic reverse. Denon
came in with two three -head decks (Models
DR -320 and DR -330, $450 and $550, respectively) that utilize a tape -tension servo

system. Akai's GX-F95 automatically determines tape settings ($1,195), as does Hitachi's D1 100M ($600). Many other manufacturers showed new cassette decks with
varying combinations of features and
prices. Among them were Sharp, Marantz,

format, will develop high-fidelity quality by
using the high -frequency performance of
metal tapes. The second question is when
digital audio will really start making a significant impact in the tape field. Prototype
machines have abounded recently, and it is
said that the Technics SV-P100 single -piece
home digital -audio recorder will go on sale

next fall at $3,000 to $4,000. Hitachi also
showed such a unit in January. Both make
extensive use of large-scale integrated circuits designed for the EIAJ home digital audio recorder standard. But for these and
similar developments we'll just have to wait
and see.

RECEIVERS
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Receivers
Fewer new stereo receivers are being in-

troduced this year than in the recent past
for at least three apparent reasons: (I) sales

of hi-fi equipment have been sluggish, (2)
many manufacturers are placing increasing
emphasis on the marketing of single -brand
rack systems that often contain separate
tuners and amplifiers rather than all -in -one
receivers, and (3) the general excellence of
last year's models leaves little margin for

obvious improvement in new models. A
company can now introduce new designs on

a two- or three-year cycle (rather than annually) and still remain competitive in performance-while saving on unnecessary retooling costs and freeing engineering budgets for the development of alternative
products such as miniature cassette players,

the coming generation of digital hardware,
and video components. Pioneer, the largest
maker of stereo receivers, didn't even bring
its usual giant audio exhibit to the Las Vegas CES this year.
Among the new receivers which are making their appearance, the principal trends
are toward slimmer and more compact designs (bridging the gap between full-size
and mini- or micro -components); the use af
digital frequency -synthesis tuning circuits
in all but the lowest -price models; and dynamic -bias output circuits. Digital synthe-

sis tuning (which shouldn't be confused
with the simple addition of a digital -frequency display to a conventional manual

A report by

tuning circuit) offers the assurance of precise tuning to each station's broadcast fre-

Peter Mitchell

quency and the convenience of instant push-

button tuning to several favorite stations
which you "program" into the tuner's digital memory. Dynamic -bias output stages,
often described by some variant on "class -

A" terminology, provide the virtually dis-

;

tortion -free performance of class -A operation at low signal levels and automatically
move into a much more efficient A -B mode
of operation at high signal levels in order to
minimize the generation of unwanted heat
in the output transistors.
For instance, Technics has filled out its
receiver line with three new models, all in-

H. H. Scott 325R

Harman Kardon hk740 receiver

corporating digital synthesis tuning with
seven memory presets. They range from the
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Hitachi SR -2000

rr

A
Nikko NR -1000

SA -626 ($570, 65 W/ch) through the SA 424 ($420, 45W/ch) to the SA -222 ($310,
30W/ch), each rated for 8 ohms. The two
larger models employ Technics' "New
Class A" sliding -bias output circuits. Akai

1_):,)nn

(1)

Sherwood S-8600 CP

-

has also added two moderate -cost receivers

to its line, the AA -R31 ($350, 38W/ch)
and the AA -R21 ($300 26W/ch); both feati
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Technics SA -626
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Onkyo TX -4000

Sansui 9900Z

ture a digital display with manual tuning
aided by a "servo lock" to home in on the
center of the FM broadcast channel. And
Nikko has replaced three receivers in its
line with newly designed models ranging in
rated output from 35 to 65 W/ch, each featuring digital frequency -synthesis tuning.
Onkyo's new entries for 1981 include two

"full-size" receivers featuring digital synthesis tuning with six presets, LED power
meters, and an uncluttered front panel with
subsidiary controls under a flip -down panel;

the RX-6000 ($540) is rated at 70 W/ch
and the TX -4000 ($420) at 45. (While
these ratings are given only for 8 ohms, pre -
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vious Onkyo receivers in this series have
performed well at 4 ohms too.) If you prefer

a compact model with simplified controls,

-.:_-__

Onkyo offers the low -profile TX -30 ($420),
a 40 -watt step-up version of last year's popular TX -20; its digital synthesis tuning has
provision for seven FM and two AM preset
stations, while its d.c. amplifier is stabilized

=7
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by Onkyo's "super -servo" control circuit.
And for the listener who wants to make
prerecorded cassettes and off -the -air recordings his or her main program source,
Onkyo suggests the new CX-70 "Cassette
Receiver," combining a 20 -watt stereo receiver and a metal -ready cassette deck with
Dolby -B noise reduction in a single convenient $400 package.
Also showing new receiver models were

I-

Hitachi (SR -2000, 25 W/ch, $199.95),
Scott (four models, 20 to 65 W/ch, $229.95
to $459.95), Sansui (six models, 40 to 160

W/ch, $400 to $1,130), and Sherwood
(four models, 25 to 60 W/ch, $215.95 to
$399.95).

Not all receivers are designed in Japan,

of course. Harman Kardon's slim hk740
($350, 30 W/ch) is made in Japan but its
design reflects the influence of H -K's U.S.
officials and consultants. It employs only
modest amounts of negative feedback, a dis-

crete transistor (rather than IC) phonopreamp stage, and a regulated power supply
with toroidal transformer. Tandberg of

Norway's 3030 receiver, long and low in
profile, avoids digital frequency -synthesis
circuitry but still manages to offer convenient pushbutton tuning of favorite stations
by means of varactor diodes (for more on

tt-

..7tazv-k04-"Hey, Mr. Vogel! Remember me? The Chicago show last June? You
told me if Reagan won you'd place one hell of an order with me!
."
.

this see "Tuners" below). And Advent's
U.S.-designed Model 350 receiver ($600),
which has been shown before, is evidently
now slated for national distribution. It is
unusually simple and functional in appearance, with a rotary -vernier tuning dial. Its
power -amplifier stage is rated at 50 W/ch
into 8 ohms or 70 W/ch into 4 ohms, with 2
dB of IHF dynamic headroom for musical
transients, and it will drive a 2 -ohm load
impedance without difficulty.

___1-311111h.
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Apt integrated amplifier

Si

Amplifiers

Mitsubishi DA -P30 preamplifier

S.

Carver C-1 preamplifier

Sour dcraftsmen LA -2502 power amplifier

Welcome trends in amplifier design include the provision of high power in progressively smaller and more efficient packages, better interfacing with the impedances found in real loudspeakers, and the
inclusion of moving -coil -cartridge inputs in
many preamps and integrated amplifiers.
As digitally mastered and dbx-encoded
recordings make the full dynamic range of
live music available for home listening, the
amplifier's ability to pass uncompressed

transients without distortion is attracting
more attention. Apt's new "Power -Tracking" integrated amplifier is a striking move
in this direction: rated at 80 W/ch into 8 or
4 ohms, it has a remarkable 6 dB of IHF
dynamic headroom, meaning that it can put

out over 320 W/ch during transients. It is
designed to drive difficult "reactive" speaker impedances without distortion or protective -circuit triggering, and it includes some

of the special features of the well-known
Apt/Holman preamplifier-effective infrasonic filtering, a phono preamp stage un-
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Kenwood KA-900 integrated amplifier
Yamaha B-6 power amplifier

usually resistant to CB and other forms of
radio interference, and the unique Apt stereo mode control which varies the imaging
continuously from L + R (mono) through
normal stereo to L - R (the stereo difference signal).

The Power -Tracking amplifier's huge
power reserve derives from its "switching mode" power supply, an electronic supply
which eliminates the usual massive power
transformer and uses digital electronics to

generate power -supply voltages that vary
over a wide range according to the demands

of the musical signal. This approach also
yields high efficiency, reduced heating, and
a low profile: the amplifier is only 21/2 inches
high and will retail for under $800.

A different approach to a "tracking"
power supply, involving an induction coil
and thyristor feedback control, is used in
the compact and economical Carver "magnetic -field" amplifiers. Carver showed an
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experimental prototype of next year's C 1.5X, a 750 -watt model about the size and
weight of conventional 100 -watt amplifiers.

This approach to high power has been

110 ($400 wired, $300 kit) will feature precision detented controls, a switchable infrasonic filter, and high-grade parts.
Imported from England, the Mission 777
($997) and 772 ($1,877) power amplifiers
are said to drive complex speaker impedances with ample headroom for transients.

power -supply modulation.

minals back to feedback inputs on the amplifier's rear panel. By comparing the signal
at the far end of the speaker cables with the
amplifier's main input signal, the feedback
circuit corrects any slight error due to the
impedance of the speaker cables.
The new Kenwood amplifiers exemplify
another trend in circuit design, the use of
"two -pole" phase compensation in order to
obtain greater amounts of negative feedback (for suppression of distortion) at ultrasonic frequencies. JVC's version of this idea

Ideal power transfer from the amplifier
to the loudspeaker would require speaker

compensation. It appears in most of this

cables with zero resistance, inductance, anc
capacitance. In all real wires these parameters depart at least a little from zero, so the

year's JVC amplifiers, including the new A X7, a 90 -watt model which also uses the
"super -A" variable -bias output circuit.

cables can have subtle sonic effects. One

(The amplifiers in this series have only a

way to eliminate these effects is to connect a
separate wire from the "hot" speaker termi-

single knob on the front panel; all other con-

The companion Mission 776 preamplifier

adapted by Yamaha in their new $950 B-6
power amp, a small (7 inches high by a foot
square) 19 -pound truncated black pyramid
which puts out a rated power of 200 watts
per channel into 8 ohms. This "X" circuitry, as Yamaha calls it, is also employed in
three new integrated amplifiers spaced at 1 dB increments in power: the A-1060 (120
W/ch, price not available), the A-960 (100

($997) uses rechargeable lead -acetate bat-

W/ch, $480), and the A-760 (80 W/ch,
$390). The power supply delivers high volt-

ages to the output transistors when high
power is needed for reproduction of musical
peaks and heat -conserving low voltages
when the music is soft.
Soundcraftsmen's "class H" design uses
conventional transformer power supplies to
deliver higher or lower voltage levels as the

teries instead of a conventional a.c. power

supply for total freedom from hum and

nal back to the amplifier's internal feed-

music requires. The LA -2502 power amp

back circuit, thus enclosing the speaker cable (and the amplifier's own output impedances) within the negative -feedback loop.
(Since the feedback wire carries negligible
current, its own impedance has no effect on
the signal -correcting voltage it transmits.)

$649) is rated to deliver 125 W/ch at 8

This is not a new idea, having been de-

ohms and 190 W/ch at 4 ohms, with 2 dB of

scribed in STEREO REVIEW'S sister publica-

IHF dynamic headroom yielding a shortterm output of 300 W/ch into 4 ohms. The

tion Electronics World (now Popular Electronics) as far back as November 1970, but
it has lately been rediscovered as an alternative to employing special heavy-duty
speaker cables or mounting the amplifier
very close to the speakers so as to obtain a
virtually zero -resistance connection.
Kenwood's version of this idea is called
the "Sigma drive," and it appears in three
new integrated amplifiers: the KA-1000

RA -7502 ($949) produces 3 dB more power:

250 W/ch at 8 ohms, 375 W/ch at 4 ohms,
and 750 watts in mono bridged operation,
again with 2 dB of IHF headroom. Each of
these Soundcraftsmen models contains an
"auto -buffer" circuit that permits safe operation into 2 -ohm impedances without current -limiting or protection -circuit triggering; a "crowbar" circuit removes power instantly in case of short circuits, making the
amp safe from abuse or accidents.
MTI is manufacturing two high -headroom power amplifiers employing "cross feed" power supplies in which one channel

draws current from the positive -polarity
supply while the other channel draws from
the negative supply, making the most efficient use of the power supply's capacity.
The MTI 545 ($1,400) is rated at 120 watts

($795, tested in the April issue) rated at

is

called "pure NFB" with "dual -lead"

trol functions are accomplished via slim
pushbutton switches.) Tandberg calls its
version "9 dB/octave" compensation, and it
is used in both the TCA 3002 preamplifier

($1,000) and the TPA 3003 power amp
($1,200). The power amplifier is rated at
150 W/ch into 8 ohms and 250 W/ch into 4

ohms with notably clean recovery from
overload. The Tandberg preamp uses no integrated circuits and has a total of 116 transistors in twenty-four stages; there are com-

pletely separate moving -coil and moving magnet phono preamps employing eleven
transistors each, with an exceptionally quiet
80 -dB S/N specified for the MM input.
On the theory that running audio signals
from the circuit board up through wires to
front -panel controls and back down to the
circuit board can allow low-level noise and

hum to be picked up in the wires, SAE's

100 W/ch into 8 ohms, the KA-900 ($520)
rated at 80, and the KA-800 ($395) rated

new X -1P preamplifier ($1,000) keeps the
audio signals in the board; all of the front panel controls operate indirectly via digital

at 50. The amplifier is connected to the

logic circuitry. SAE has added two new

loudspeakers via two sets of wires, conventional speaker cables plus special "sensing"

models in its "Hypersonic Class A" series of
power amplifiers, the X -15A ($1,150) rated

wires that go from the speaker's input ter-

at 150 W/ch and the X -10A ($900) rated

per channel with 4.5 dB of IHF dynamic
headroom, while the MTI 245 ($600) is

rated at 40 W/ch with 4 dB of IHF dynamic headroom.

NAD's first separate power amp is the
Model 2140 ($268). Like the existing NAD
3140 integrated amp, the 2140 has 3 dB of

IHF dynamic headroom and delivers increased power into low impedances; rated at

40 W/ch, it has a short-term output for musical transients of 80 watts at 8 ohms and

over 100 W/ch at 4 and 2 ohms. In the
bridged monophonic mode the 2140 is rated

for 125 watts continuous and 250 watts
short-term into 8 or 4 ohms. Another new
power amplifier with substantial headroom
and unfettered operation into difficult
speaker impedances is the Hafler DH -500:
a beefed-up cousin of the excellent DH -200

with twelve power MOSFET output transistors and 40,000 microfarads of power supply capacitance, it will deliver well over

250 W/ch in stereo (800 watts

in the

bridged -mono mode). The projected price is

$750 factory -wired, about $600 as a kit.
Hafler is also introducing a refined version
of the company's DH -101 preamp; the DH -

"It's hard to believe that Sam there was once
one of the biggest quad distributors.
.
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at 100. In the popular -priced SAE Two line
the new PIO power amp ($350) is rated at
100 W/ch; its high -current output stage is
said to operate safely into 2 or 4 as well as
into 8 ohms. Carver has introduced a $500

preamp, the C-1, containing

a

revised

"sonic holography" stereo -image processor

(but without the Peak Unlimiter, Autocorrelator noise reducer, and time delay that
are included in the $900 Carver C-4000).

%

,VC T -X2 AM FM tuner

Sony ST -J75 FM tuner

Harman Kardon has added the $800
hk775 power amp to its successful 700 series; rated at 130 W/ch, it features twin to-

roidal -transformer power supplies, LED
metering, and switchable infrasonic and ul-

trasonic filters to alter the wideband response which is an H -K trademark. Mitsu-

INIMMENNIMIL
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Onkyo T-25 AM FM tuner
1

bishi's DA -A30 power amplifier ($550),
rated at 105 W/ch into 8 ohms with 2 dB of
IHF dynamic headroom, uses a "heat pipe"
convection -cooling scheme. The companion
DA -P30 preamplifier ($450) has a flexible
arrangement of three tone controls whose
operating ranges can each be adjusted by
three "turnover frequency" slider controls.

Toshiba ST -S77 AM FM tun+,

4111111111MM
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Two Marantz integrated amplifiers, the

%Akre*
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PM700 ($450, 70 W/ch at 8 ohms and 87
W/ch at 4) and the PM500 ($340, 50 W/

Revox B739 FM tuner preamplifier

ch at 8 ohms and 62 W/ch at 4) feature
built-in five -band graphic equalizers for
still more tonal flexibility. New integrated
amplifiers were introduced by Optonica
(the SM-9005, $530, rated at 100 W/ch

IM1111111111"'

capacitors throughout for high accuracy

Yamaha T-760 AM FM tuner

into 8 ohms, with dynamic -bias output circuitry, separate input and recording selectors, and a moving -coil head amp), Onkyo

and minimum transient distortion.
The Model 850 power amp from Bipolar

neering effort devoted to reducing noise levels of digital -synthesis tuners. Sony's ST J75 ($450), an FM -only unit that was pri-

Electronics ($1,600) is rated at 85 W/ch

(the A-25, $225, 40 W/ch into 8 ohms),
and Nikko (two models with moving -coil

vately demonstrated to members of the

into 8 ohms, but its massive power supply,

press, has a specified S/N of 87 dB in stereo. A result of new circuit techniques, this
performance comes along with those fea-

pre-preamps and power ratings of 65 and 86

high -current output stage, and freedom
from voltage/current limiting ensure higher

W/ch).
Other manufacturers exhibiting integrated amplifiers included Toshiba, Hita-

outputs into impedances as low as 2.5 ohms.

chi, Scott, and Sherwood. Sansui had their
lo.
lortion "Super-Feedforward" circuit:), in two new integrated amplifiers
(AU -D11, 120 W/ch, $1,000; AU -D9, 95

power supply that provides unusually stable
current flow in its circuits and unusual freedom from signal modulations in the ground circuit paths in the amplifier. Finally, Con-

W/ch, $650). Revox showed their A740
power amp (175 W/ch into 4 -ohm loads,
$1,949) based on the Studer A68 professional power amp.

While the mass market for hi-fi may
have stopped growing, the "high -end" au-

The Stax DA -100M class -A mono power
amp ($2,000) features a "super -shunt"

rad -Johnson

specializes in

vacuum -tube

equipment, and its latest products include
the MV45 45 -watt power amp ($700), the
200-W/ch Premier One power amp
($3,850) employing a dozen (!) 6550 output
tubes for those cold winter nights, and the
$1,585 Premier Two preamp with cascade/
cascode tube circuitry.

tures that are so easy to add in a frequency synthesis tuner: station presets and several
types of station scanning.

JVC's new T -X6 digital frequency -synthesis tuner ($350) incorporates most of its
digital circuitry in just two large-scale ICs,
minimizing the amount of exposed digital
wiring and thus reducing radiated interference within the chassis. As a result, the T X6 claims a S/N of 83 dB in mono and 78
dB in stereo. The digital frequency display

is a fluorescent readout operated from a

with its successful power amp; Acoustat is
making a $650 preamp, the model RP -2,

Tuners

with a "supertrack" volume control and
separate power supplies for its moving -coil

Digital frequency -synthesis tuning circuits continue to spread in all but the very

non -switching "static drive" circuit to eliminate interference from the display itself.
To reduce tuner noise levels, Tandberg
and Yamaha have chosen an alternate approach to tuning: using "varactor" diodes
whose tuning capacitance varies with the
applied voltage. In the Yamaha T-760
(5290) five FM and five AM stations can be
stored in the digital memory and recalled

and standard phono stages; and RG Dy-

lowest price levels, but not everyone is going

namics' Model 4 preamp ($650) offers

via front -panel pushbuttons; the output

along with the trend. An avid student of

from the memory is then fed to a digital -

more control flexibility and precision than
most audiophile -oriented preamps with a
reputation for sonic excellence to match.
The Series 70 power amplifier from Amber Electronics ($500) is now in national
distribution. It is rated at 70 W/ch into 8

specifications will have noticed that some
digital tuners are actually not as refined in

to -analog converter that produces the precise d.c. voltage corresponding to the desired station. This is fed to a digital -to -ana-

diophile market evidently hasn't, as new
products continue to flow from small independent manufacturers. Adcom has an
FET-input preamp (GFP-1, $350) to go

ohms, 100 W/ch into 4 ohms, and 200 watts
in the mono bridged mode; it uses a total of
64,000 microfarads of power -supply capacitance for stable power reserves. The companion Amber Two preamp ($400) employs

passive RIAA equalization, provides flexible selection of phono-input capacitance to
mate with moving -magnet cartridges, and
uses precision metal -film resistors and film
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performance (especially in areas such as se-

manual -tuned counterparts. This is because

log converter that produces the "digital
voltage -synthesis" tuning instead of the

digital tuning circuits operate by high-

usual digital frequency -synthesis. Varactor

speed switching, and the resulting switching

tuning with provision for eight preset sta-

lectivity and signal-to-noise ratio) as their

transients spray ultrasonic and radio -frequency interference around neighboring
circuits in the tuner. While this interference
can be minimized by careful shielding and
filtering techniques, complete suppression
usually adds considerably to the cost of a
digital tuner.
But there has been considerable engi-

tions is also used in Tandberg's state-of-the-

art Model 3001 tuner ($1,500); it has such
remarkable performance specifications as

an input sensitivity of 7 dBf (1.2 microvolts) and a S/N of 92 dB in stereo. (A test
report appeared in the March 1981 issue.)
It should be noted when comparing tuner
S/N specifications that the S/N value de -
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pends on the strength of the signal at the
antenna terminals in addition to the frequency

weighting

used.

Unfortunately,

neither is usually specified in tuner data
sheets, making direct comparison of S/N
values impossible.

With today's ICs, good tuner performance can be obtained at remarkably low
cost. As an example, Onkyo offers the T-25
slim -line digital frequency -synthesis tuner
with dual -gate MOSFETs and twelve ICs
in a 3 -inch -high package for $250; the T- 15

manual -tuned model, only $I35 list, has
servo -lock fine tuning.

Marantz continues to offer both digital
and analog models. The ST 500 Computuner ($400) has quartz -locked frequency synthesis with seven presets each for AM and

FM, and it can be tuned in increments of

only 50 and 100 kHz rather than in the

usual 200 -kHz steps. The ST 400 ($315) is
manually tuned with servo -lock circuitry
for drift -free stability and has a digital frequency display as a bonus.

in a new guise: they've been fastened together, and a handle has been grafted onto

New tuners were also shown by Sherwood, SAE, Kenwood, Mitsubishi, Scott,
and Nikko. Revox's $2,399 B739 tuner is
basically a Revox 8780 receiver without a

owners into buying a portable and portable
owners into buying components. The Technics SB-F07/SA-007 system (the numbers
designate the speakers and the electronics
package, which are available separately)
sells for $800 and includes a 30-W/ch power amp, a frequency -synthesis tuner, a solenoid -operated cassette deck, and a separate
preamp with microphone input and mixing

phono input or an output stage.
Finally, in addition to showing a new frequency -synthesis tuner of conventional design (Model ST -S60, $260), Toshiba announced the development of a "Verbal Announce Call -Sign Tuning" accessory which
will accept and store station call letters that
have been verbally commanded via a micro-

phone. When tuning any of the pre-programmed stations, the attached ST -S60
tuner will display station frequency and the
voice -response module will announce the

call letters as memorized. Toshiba's other
technology demonstrator was a tuner which
displayed and memorized both station frequency and call letters.

the top of the package. The resulting assem-

bly seems designed to tempt component

facilities. The mike signal can be mixed
with any chosen input source. (The latter
feature is common in portable systems; ap-

parently people who carry their music
around with them like to sing along and/or
play disco DJ for their friends.) The Technics system can be operated from an automobile's battery system, although Technics
strongly recommends a voltage stabilizer
(Model SH-5050, $120) for best results.
While JVC also had a portable minicomponent system (the PC -5, about $600), they
introduced a system of non -portable mini -

components (no handle on top) as well.
JVC's system is baldly designated as the
"Mini Component Rack System." Like
some others, it borrows many features from
its maker's more expensive gear. For $1,300
you get a pair of three-way speaker systems;

SYSTEMS RAD

minicomponEnTs

a 30-W/ch integrated amplifier with variable -bias

quasi -class -A

operation,

two

speaker outputs, two tape -monitor loops
with dubbing facilities, and a mike mixing

A reporE by

input; a servo -lock tuner with JVC's Phase Tracking Loop detector; a two -motor

Brad Meyer

metal -ready tape deck with super-ANRS
noise reduction, program search, and peak -

reading LED level meters; and a straightline -tracking direct -drive turntable (with
servo speed control) that is only 41h inches
high.

It is a truism in the hi-fi business that
the simpler and cheaper the system, the
broader will be its market. Many more

people buy three-piece compacts (a combined turntable/receiver/cassette deck plus
two speakers) than are willing to cope with
the cost and complexity of separate components. And manufacturers are always looking for ways to appeal to those outside the
group of eighteen- to thirty -four -year -old
males who buy most components. This has
led to products filling the gap in price and/
or convenience between $200 compacts and
full-fledged separate -component systems.
One increasingly popular approach is to
sell regular -size components preassembled
into a package, complete with a cabinet or

rack to house everything. The largest of
these rack systems are fully as elaborate,
and as expensive, as many separate -component systems. For example, the Kenwood 5-

8154 ($2,051) comes with two equipment
cabinets, each with glass doors and caster

feet, that contain a 60-W/ch integrated
amp, an AM/FM tuner, a fully automatic
single -play turntable, a solenoid -operated
metal -compatible cassette deck, storage
space for about a hundred records, and two
three-way speaker systems.
Fisher's

ACSM-500 ($2,200), one of six systems
they showed, has not only a cassette deck
but also a stereo, metal -compatible, Dolby -
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Akai introduced two mini systems, the
equipped microcassette deck. The tapes you
make on this unit are also playable on a por-

table stereo microcassette player included
in the purchase price. Sansui introduced six
rack systems ranging in price from $500 to
$2,465.
Bang and Olufsen introduced a new one-

piece system, the Beocenter 7000. It sells
for $2,000 without loudspeakers; a matching cabinet ($475) houses the 7000 on top
with storage space for records and tapes beneath. The 7000, like other B&O products,

has a low profile: it is 29 inches wide and
less than 4 inches high. Pushbuttons on the
top select among phone, tape, tuner, or any
of five presettable FM stations. A large red
fluorescent display shows which input has
been selected as well as displaying the time
or (when the tape deck is in use) a four -digit

tape -counter reading. A wireless remote
control (included) duplicates all input -selection and tape -recorder functions, raises
or lowers the volume, and starts or stops the
fully automatic turntable. The microproces-

sor that runs the whole system can also
shuttle the tape to any chosen tape -counter
reading.
The first minicomponents made their appearance in the U.S. almost two years ago,

and no one has quite figured out yet how
much of a place they will have in the audiophile market. At Las Vegas they appeared

UC-3 and the UC-4, to fill the gap between
the UC-2 and UC-5 that debuted last summer. The UC-4 ($930) comes with a pair of
two-way loudspeakers with 4 -inch woofers,

a cassette deck, a tuner, and an integrated

amp rated at 45 watts per channel. The
phono preamp will accept either moving magnet or moving -coil cartridges. There is
a microphone mixing input, complete with
adjustable reverb. Like most minicompo-

nent tuners, Akai's has electronic tuning
with scan/search and memory presets, ten
each for FM and AM in this case. These
features were found only on the most expen-

sive tuners as recently as a year ago, but
large-scale integrated circuits (LSIs) to
perform the tuning chores are now available, and the elimination of large and heavy
mechanical tuning components is very important in such small designs.
Mitsubishi Audio announced a minicomponent series last year for just under
$1,800. This January they added a less expensive line. For $1,320 you can get a two motor cassette deck; a preamp with moving coil input, two tape loops with dubbing, and
switchable subsonic filter; an AM/FM tun-

er with a truly linear slide -rule dial and a
tuning lock circuit that goes on when your
hand releases the knob; and a 50 -watt -per channel power amp with peak -reading LED
power indicators.
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modules now under development are available and in place, the system will be able to
equalize automatically with several types of
equalization (parametric, octave -band,
etc.). The Zapco system will also have cornputer-control inputs and a foot -pedal control so musicians will be able to shape their
tones electronically as they play. The dis-

play is a 32 x 64 -dot matrix that permits
much finer resolution than that of the typical home analyzer (about 10 x 10 dots).
Price and availability aren't yet determined, but the cost will certainly be higher
than t hat of dbx's automatic equalizer (now
$1,300).
At the other end of the parametric price
range was Superex's GEM -4 "Varigraphic" ($209.95), a five -band graphic equalizer
whose center frequencies can be varied over

a range of more than one octave each.
ADC's Sound Shaper Three Mark II
"Paragraphic" ($229) is similar. What's
new about this one (and about the latest
versions of ADC's Sound Shapers One,
Two, and One -Ten, all conventional graphic
types) is the addition of LEDs to each slider
to give a quick visual slide -position indica-

"

.
Are you telling me you lost your money playing roulette
and you pawned our new equalizer to recoup your losses?"
.

Meanwhile, the two domestic manufac-

one-S140 There is also a stereo version,
the Model 420S, which looks the same (except for the extra loudspeaker) but which is
really a minireceiver packaged in a 5 -inch
cube with stereo FM, phono, and tape inputs. The speakers that come with this system are also available separately. Finally,
there is another small receiver, the 450S,
with the same electronics as the 420S but in

have reappeared on the scene. At its private

hospitality suite, KLH announced two new
packaged units: the System 500, with a target price of $2,000, and a minicomponent
package, the System 400, expected to retail
for $1,000.
Advent has just reissued a two -unit mono

FM radio for the same price as their old

from 31.5 to 125 Hz. Incorporated in the
unit are a tape monitor, an 18 -dB -per -octave subsonic filter, a rumble -reducer, a
"Thunderbutton" (which boosts the bass by

turers who could be said to have started this

part of the hi-fi business many years ago

tion even in the dark. The new Three Mark
II has also added a second tape monitor
with two-way tape dubbing.
Audio Control's Richter Scale was another unusual equalizer model. Designed
strictly as a bass -correction system, its five
bands are spaced on half -octave centers

a more conventionally shaped package.
With the same speakers, it costs $290.

15 dB at 36 Hz), and an analyzer circuit
using a decibel meter and built-in warble tone generator. An electronic crossover is
also built in.
Half -octave bass equalization was also
featured in Cerwin-Vega's GE -3 stereo
graphic equalizer, which has filters placed
on half -octave centers below 250 Hz and on

octave centers above that frequency. Designed with professional use in mind, the
$550 GE -3 has both balanced -line, XLRtype and unbalanced -line, phone -jack con-

nections. Obviously not for the superstitious. the GE -3 has thirteen bands. Numark

showed mixers with built-in equalizers, but

they had six bands rather than the more
common five.
Ten -band equalizers were the most common, however. Audio Control offered the D10 ($169) with ganged channel controls, and
the D-11 ($230) with individual channel controls and an analyzer section like the Richter

SIGN&
PROCESSORS

Scale's. Marantz had a new ten -band unit
too, as did MXR and Numark. And Spectro

A report by

Acoustics had a new seven -band model in the

charcoal -grey finish used in all of their new
line. The company also announced a ten band model to appear goon.

Ivan Berger

Soundcraftsmen's new ASI 000 AutoScan-Alyzer is a real-time spectrum ana-

Since equalizers are the best-selling of
the various kinds of signal processors, there
were naturally a few new ones introduced at
the WCES. Only one of them, however, was
as revolutionary as the dbx 20/20 automated equalizer/analyzer introduced last year,
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and that was the "signal processing mainframe" by Zapco.
The "mainframe" is actually a computer
(incorporating graphic and alphanumeric
displays and a keypad) into which special function modules can be plugged. When

lyzer with an extra: it can be set to generate
octave -band (instead of full -spectrum)
pink -noise test signals in a timed sequence
so that the user sees and hears one band at
a time. The speed of the sequence can be

adjusted or the signals can be scanned
manually. In a fast trial at the show, it did
seem to be a faster method than the usual
full -spectrum analysis technique.(Overleaf)
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After last year's flood of image -enhance-

ment devices, only three new ones appeared: Carver's Sonic Hologram Generator (said to be improved to cover a wider
listening area and to eliminate bass anomalies caused by standing waves in the room)
is now available as an add-on device, the C9, for $279. The same improvements can be
retrofitted into older Carver C-4000
preamps for $65. An image -enhancement
"ambiance -stereo" circuit available from
Technics in Japan for several years is now

incorporated into the Technics SH-8030
Space Dimension Controller. The 8030 also
includes a five -band equalizer, a time -delay
system, and a mixer for two microphones

and either a phono or line -level signal. For
recording, all these effects can be added to

Turntables

the signal fed to a tape deck. The third

The
standard -configuration
record
player is slowly disappearing from the mar-

image enhancer is a car -stereo version of
the Omnisonic Imager.
New bass -enhancement devices weren't
restricted to Audio Control's Richter Scale.
KM Labs showed their Servo Sub-Octavator, which goes beyond simple frequency
boosting. Instead, it compares the input signal with feedback from the speaker cone
(of any speaker) and applies corrective signals to deepen and tighten bass response.
Nothing much seems to have been added
to the flood of outboard noise reducers that
appeared last year (such as Sanyo's Super -

D and several Hi-Com systems), though
Toshiba says it will bring in tape decks with
its "Adres" noise -reduction system-which

might presage an Adres black box, too.

TURATABLES
CARTRIDGES
SPEAKERS

ketplace. Tone arms no longer pivot; records are no longer dropped on the platter
but are applied and clamped on; the machine is no longer manipulated but rather
"addressed" by pushbuttons and then left to
its own wiser -than -thou devices. Some record players even talk back to you.
Arms that do not pivot have been with us
for some time, but never in such numbers.

The straight -line -tracking arm is theoretically superior in tracking geometry and potentially superior in some other respects. Its
drawback, until now, has been expense, but
that situation is changing.
Heartened by the success of the recently
introduced SL- I 0, Technics has already
created two lineal descendents, the SL -15
($850) and SL -7 ($400). Both are direct drive machines with straight -line -tracking
arms effectively integrated with their dust
covers, which must be closed for operation.
All functions are activated either automatically or by pushbuttons, with the SL -7 providing automatic end -of -record arm lift and
return, cueing in either direction, and a sensor that prevents lowering of the stylus onto
an empty platter. The SL -15 has all this as
well as sensors and microprocessor circuitry

that enable you to play disc bands in any

A report by
Ralph Hodges

desired sequence automatically. A Technics

EPC-205P MK III cartridge is routinely
supplied with the SL -15; the SL -7 comes
with an Ortofon TM -14. However, alternative cartridges to fit the SL- I 5, SL -7, and
SL -I0 are being introduced by Audio-Technica as the Models AT I 12P, ATI 22EP,
and AT132EP. The Technics machines are
said to be insensitive to tilting and will even
play upside down. Their appearance, highly
reminiscent of some of the new videodisc
players, suggests a determined and aggressive push toward the future.
Revox, another straight -line -tracking enthusiast, has made its technology more affordable with the $600 B 795, a direct -drive
machine employing Hall -effect sensors and
quartz -crystal servo -feedback speed con-

Technics SL -7

Onkyo CP-1011F

trol. In addition, the Revox arm is now usable with virtually any available cartridge.
At the same price, the Benjamin 4100, a
surprise entry from a long-established manufacturer not prominent in recent years, is
also a straight -line -tracking unit with a novel belt -drive platter assembly that pulls forward like a drawer, permitting records to be
loaded or removed without raising the dust
cover.

JVC's L -E5 direct -drive turntable, also a
straight-line tracker, is controlled electronically by cueing pushbuttons that command

Dual 741Q

a

Harman Kardon hk720

microprocessor.

If cueing of specific

bands is not required, a single control can
govern all operations. Another radial -tracking arm turned up in the X- I0 compact music system from Mitsubishi; it employs that
manufacturer's unusual belt -drive turntable designed to play on its side. In this case
you cannot separate the turntable from the

rest of the system, but the price for the
Sansui FR -D45

works is only $690, without speakers.
All the above straight -line -tracking units
employ servo -controlled motor systems to
drive the arm along its radial path. In addi-
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tion, a few manufacturers have produced
passive arms with friction -free air bearings
provided by associated air compressors. The

(

first of these to go into serious production
was the Dennesen ABLT- I, in which air
emerges from tiny holes along the length of
the arm's guide track with sufficient force
to keep the arm assembly floating just free
of contact with the guide track. The new
Model AB- I turntable from Coloney has a
theoretically similar arm of different configuration. In this case the air -bearing principle doesn't stop with the tone arm: the
belt -driven platter, too, is supported by a jet

of air, and the whole assembly is in turn
mounted on long spiral springs. Exotic, and
probably priced accordingly.
At about $8,000, there is no question that

the SX-8000 air table from Micro Seiki is
expensive, as is the $1,000 MAX -237 tone
arm that might be used with it. These new
products spearhead the re-emergence of
this manufacturer in the U.S. An extensive
line of record -playing equipment also includes an updated version of their multi thousand -dollar belt -drive with an unusual

configuration of entirely separate platter
and motor assemblies. Another manufacturer of esoteric turntables, Ariston, is also
expanding; they unveiled the belt -drive
RD80 at the show as a step-down from their
more expensive designs.
In the more conventional sphere, we en-

counter Dual's three new models, in silver
instead of the company's formerly inevitable black styling, and with isolated sub chassis that float arm and direct -drive platter as a unit on sprung, fluid -filled shock
absorbers. Further isolation for the entire
assembly is provided by feet that are adjustable in their shock -damping characteristics.

The tone arms are the established Dual
ULM designs, with mechanical counterweight filters to subdue arm -cartridge resonances. The top -of -the -line 741Q (under
$500) is speed -regulated by a Hall -effect
servo; the least -expensive machine, the 608
(under $330), has a welcome feature: a 78 -

rpm speed. All three models have front apron controls and an ample complement of
automatic functions.
Advent has never before offered a turntable but has now produced the Model 190, a
direct -drive machine with servo -feedback
speed regulation and an emphasis on speci-

fications and value rather than frills; price,
$169.95. Sansui, on the other hand, has introduced many turntables over the years,
and its latest is the $400 FR-D55C, which
incorporates a microprocessor that can be
preprogrammed to play automatically up to
seven bands on a record, in any order, and

'I don't care if you do own thirty-eight stores.
Keep your cotton-pickin' hands off the tone arm!"

ploys a three-point unenclosed cast sub chassis, a belt -drive system, and an aggres-

sively modern appearance. It also pays attention to resonances in both turntable
mechanism and disc through the use of a
new record mat and clamping system, laminated combinations of dissimilar materials,
and a sophisticated suspension. The Delphi,
without arm, costs $1,095. If this is too rich
for your blood, there is a similarly modernistic design at about half the price: the Au del turntable by Sao Win, a belt -drive machine with a Plexiglas motorboard. However, if you choose to use the new tone arm
from the same manufacturer (magnetic suspension and sapphire gimbal bearings), its
$1,000 price will pretty much eliminate any
savings. An alternative choice might be the
Danish -made Morch Up -4, a unipivot arm
that encourages-and is designed for-rap-

id switching of arm shafts with different
masses, to match cartridges of different
compliances.

predicted rout of belt -drive by direct -drive
technology. This is perhaps not exactly
what might have been expected for 1981,
but the year isn't over yet.

Phono Cartridges
The news in phono cartridges this year
involves further use anew materials (or old
materials in surprising new applications) to
enhance mechanical and electrical performance; continued adjustment of mechanical

and electrical characteristics, particularly
in moving -coil cartridges, to increase compliance and output; and more attention to
the problems of tracking records that make
unprecedented dynamic- and frequency range demands.

Ortofon believes it has achieved the car-

tridge with the highest tracking ability to
date in their new top -of -line VMS 30 Mk11
(price not announced). The Concorde series
of cartridges integrated with low -mass
headshells will also be expanded by at least
one new model and in the direction of more
moderate cost.
The latest from Sonic Research is the Sonus Bronze Series II ($130). It does not de-

straight-arm belt -drive turntables this year,

For this show, Harman Kardon made a
surprise move away from the trend toward
straight -line -tracking tone arms to give us
the hk720 turntable: it has a conventional

one of them, the $145 CP-1011F, with a

arm and an internal control to adjust the

LED speed indicator to display speed errors
and a control to correct them. The more basic CP-1000A ($125) lacks this feature but
does share the costlier model's isolating feet
(composed of a spring plus rubber and felt
materials).
One of the more provocative new turnta-

effective capacitance

bles at the previous CES was the Oracle,
manufactured by Trans -Audio Corporation
of Canada. It has now been superseded by

I find virtually no new machines intended
to change records, no machines at all in the

grated with its own headshell. Shure ex-

high-fidelity class that still employ idler

the same company's Delphi, which also em-

drive, and still no indication of the once -

M97HE-AH and M97EJ-AH ($120, $96).
And the Model 100-e from Micro-Acous-

to repeat sides and sequences.

Onkyo had a pair of moderately priced
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presented

to

the

phono cartridge. And H. H. Scott made a
not -so -surprising move into the high -rent
district with the PS -98 ($400), a direct drive machine whose tone arm has a very
potent -looking antiskating adjustment and
two separate motors to control its cycling.

part markedly from the company's longstanding design philosophy, reaffirming the
need for balancing all parameters to realize

optimum performance. Empire similarly
stands on its past accomplishments, but offers the $80 IC -350, a cartridge that is inte-

panded its cartridge/headshell line with the
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ly conservative in its introductions as well,
170)

which boasts a hinged Plexiglas panel covering level controls, curves for the various
control settings, and the fully exposed cross-

and a series of two- and three-way systems

over network. Price not yet available, but

employing still newer cone materials and
costing from $100 to $350. JBL and Altec

undoubtedly high.
While ESS kept the focus of attention on

Lansing brought out several larger systems:
the JBL LI50A, a three-way floor -standing
design with a 12 -inch woofer and passive

its recently introduced Transar II, an imposing full -range Heil system augmented

showing a $100 two-way system with a
polypropylene -cone woofer (Model
tics is once again an electret cartridge, but
with a price ($90) said to be uniquely low
for the performance level.
In the moving -coil camp, it was an-

nounced that the Micro Seiki line of cartridges will be brought to the U.S. by SAE.
It will include the $350 LC-80Wi with
chemically pure copper windings and coil
formers, the $250 LC-40Wi, and a more
moderately priced moving -flux pickup, the
LF-7. Osawa, the distributor of Satin mov-

ing -coil cartridges, had new offerings at
prices ranging from $1,200 for the M2IP to
a mere $400 for the M20. Most expensive
($2,000) was the Au 2000 ribbon cartridge
from Nagatronics (it is essentially a moving -coil design with single -turn coils). This
paragon, integrated with a headshell, has
24 -karat gold ribbons, a diamond cantilever

and tip, and a chunk of solid ruby that is
said to shape the magnetic fields impinging
on the ribbons. The established 200 Series
of Nagatronics cartridges has been altered
to provide higher compliance and less
mass.

Dynavector has managed to increase the

output of its EV-10X moving -coil unit to
2.3 mV, which means a new model suffix
(Type II) but no increase in price (it remains $120). And Fidelity Research has
added the $800 MC702, appreciably lower
in mass than previous models, and a new
$800 transformer, the XF-1, to match it to
conventional phono inputs.
Adcom's $400 Crosscoil XC cartridge,
moving -coil

radiator, and the Altec 1010 and 1012
($200 and $300), with 10- and 12-ineh
woofers and a new type of acoustic lens for
the high -frequency drivers. The 1012 also
has a 5 -inch midrange driver.

Infinity, which startled attendees at the
previous CES with its $20,000 "Reference
Standard," returned this time with the Reference Standard 2, somewhat moderated in
price ($650) and size but nonetheless em-

ploying two 10 -inch woofers, three midrange drivers, and two planar tweeters in
oak cabinetry intended to eliminate diffraction effects. Koss's three-way Model 210
(under $250) is also an example of technology extended down into lower price regions.
Its "Kossfire" nickname derives from a pair

by a subwoofer commode, the company also
made numerous changes and additions to its

"Performance" and "Classic" series of
loudspeakers: a lighter and more compliant-

ly hinged diaphragm for the Heil tweeter/
midrange driver and alterations in woofers,
crossovers, and cabinetry. The five systems

in the Performance series now range in
price from $150 to $430. Technics has also
been embarking on new driver technology,
having come up with an internally stressed
flat diaphragm that in cutaway resembles
the cross section of a metallic honeycomb.

It made its first appearance in the Model
SB-I0 but is now becoming available in the

drivers of the three-way Models SB-8,

ty. A second new Koss product, a mini

SB-6, and SB-4.
Boston Acoustics has been aiming its design work at efficiency, optimum directivity, and good stereo imaging and believes it
has achieved these goals in the new floor -

speaker, has dual 41/2 -inch woofers and a
dome tweeter for about $200 a pair.

standing three-way A150 ($275, the next
step down from the top -of -line A200) and

of tweeters toed in toward each other, a pos-

ture said to enhance uniformity of directivi-

In the European tradition of fabulous
furniture, Revox showed its new $1,300
"Symbol," an imposing three-way system
( I 2.4 -inch woofer plus passive radiator)
with acoustic lens for midrange and tweet-

er. Tandberg decided to test the market
with its stunning four-way 3005, a glorious

piece of woodwork, one vertical slab of

the bookshelf A60 ($100), which works best

mounted above floor level. The company
continues the wide, shallow -enclosure configuration in both new models. B&W seems
to agree with these design goals, adding a

striking appearance as well. The $895
DM16, successor to the popular DM6, retains

the

three-way

yet another new stylus shape, the Van Den
Hul, named after its inventor. The stylus is
said to be the closest practical approxima-

tion of the cutting stylus yet devised for
playback purposes. Goldring is also using
the new configuration.

Speakers
Speaker designers seem to be exploring
every direction simultaneously these days:
tall enclosures, wide enclosures, shallow enclosures, box enclosures, multi enclosures,
indescribably shaped enclosures, no enclosures; cone diaphragms, dome diaphragms,

flat diaphragms, film diaphragms, corrugated diaphragms, undescribable diaphragms, no diaphragms; simple crossovers,
complex crossovers, more -than -complex

crossovers, electronic crossovers, no cross-

overs. All were present to be seen, heard,
and wondered at in Las Vegas in January.
Let's begin this examination of new loudspeakers with the Acoustic Research 38S,
28S, and 18S ($150, $125, and $90, respec-

tively), all based on the company's market
research indicating that what many consumers really want in a good -sounding
speaker system is a couple of cones in a
plain walnut box. Even the much -maligned

extended moldings around the grille are
considered desirable, and good electro-

acoustic efficiency (a big issue with manufacturers this year) is always a plus.
KLH, a company sprung from the same
no-nonsense traditions as AR, was relative "Of course 1 love you. Roxanne, but 1 can't buy
10.000 speakers. I only have two stores. . . ."
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driver -alignment

scheme responsible for "phase coherency"
but abandons the potbellied -troll look for a
much sleeker but still unusual shape. The
two-way DM22 ($225) has a grille configuration with a plunging neckline.
Bozak is up to some interesting things in

Boston Acoustics
A150

its new LS -440A tower system ($700).
Within are essentially separate three-way
and two-way (woofer plus midrange) driver
systems. Played in the normal way, they are
said to result in an enhanced spatial image,
but a rear -panel switch permits the user to

disable the two-way system's midrange,
shifting the spectral balance in favor of the
bass. There are two additional new offerings in the Bozak line along with a subwoofer, the MBE -1, with its own amplifier.
New speakers come from two other New
England manufacturers. The EPI A-300, a
three-way sealed design, costs what the
model number says. The two-way Genesis I, based on an 8 -inch woofer and a 1 inch inverted -dome tweeter, costs $100
(Genesis also has four other, upmarket de-

B&W DM22

Bang 8 Olufsen MS -150
(left) and M-150

Beveridge System 4

signs in the immediate wings). Far from
New England, Kenwood has developed the

Model LS -1000, a $250 two-way design

with planar film tweeter and a

10 -inch

woofer with strongly articulated radial and
concentric ribs for cone stiffening.
Marantz has brought its latest speaker
offerings out in two lines of three models
each that parallel each other fairly closely.
In the "Precision Plus" series are the Models M-2, M-10, and M-16 ($190 to $750),
and in the Marantz series are the 200, 400,
and 600 ($200 to $650). The top models in
both lines are four-way designs with front mounted slider controls for the upper -frequency driver levels. Sherwood's S-01,
S-02, and S-03 ($180, $240, and $380) are
"time compensated," and the three-way
S -03's midrange and tweeter can be reversed in position to provide mirror -image
pairs as well. B&O's Models M-150 and

There were more than a few ambitious
additions to that increasingly popular phenomenon, the minispeaker. Among the notables: the JR Metro ($210), a two-way de-

conventional monitor design than the array
of essentially free -mounted drivers the
DQ- I 0 provides. The enclosure -mounted

MS -I50 are "phase compensated," which is

sign with a 5 -inch woofer and a I -inch dome

to say they employ this manufacturer's

tems are supplements, not replacements, for

tweeter; the Mini -Mesa 75 ($175), a three-

"Phase Link" circuitry to smooth the transitions at the crossover points (the MS -I50

way system that is atypically broad and

the DQ-10.
The very high -end Beveridge lint of systems is growing as well. Preliminary information on the new System -4 electrostatic
transducer describes a 3 -foot -high columnar design effective above 200 Hz; a dynamic woofer section with two 12 -inch drivers supports it physically and spectrally.
Passive crossovers are built in; projected
price is about $3,000 for a stereo pair.
Acoustat's new $750 Model Three (not to
be confused with the Monitor Three, which
it is said to match in output capability), is a
full -range electrostatic system that benefits
from the gentle load on the driving amplifier provided by its novel two -transformer

augments the 8 -inch woofer used by the M150 with a 10 -inch woofer).
From H. H. Scott there was new encouragement for disco in the form of the DJ -I, a

tall, rugged system in a utility cabinet with
doubled -up midrange and tweeter drivers
(about $600). And, from Ohm, a vote for
multidirectional sound propagation in the
Model B2, a three-way system with a hard to -describe flared shape and a midrange

Revox Triton

shallow; the Visonik Mini-Euro 2 ($135), a
two-way that is evidently intended for use
with a subwoofer (the new Euro 12, a $450
three-way tower design, presumably doesn't

need one); and the Linn K.A.N., another
two-way. The Ultralinear RadioMates are
not actually "mini," just smallish packages
of very high efficiency that are intended to

Recall") series. KEF gratifies color coordinators with slip-on grille "sleeves," in seven
attractive shades, for the new KEF 303 and
304 Series II systems. (There was a contest

be driven effectively by the minuscule amplifiers in portable radios and other carry around noisemakers. They are distinguished by prominent acoustic lenses extending from their front panels.
Some new speakers will give you more
than you expect. The Snell Type 1, for example, has a metal floor plate because floor
level is where the two drivers are positioned,
and their outputs need a proper reflective
surface. The KM AC 550 ($450) can give
you listening satisfaction for yourself alone
or for a roomful of people, depending on
how you adjust the relative levels of three
tweeters set in an array to provide a variety
of directivity patterns. And Dahlquist finally gives you a box, which they tried so assid-

in Las Vegas between KEF dealers to deter-

uously to avoid in the original and justly

mine who could "dress" a 304 in the shortest time-strange activity in a town known
for its stripping.)

celebrated Model DQ-10. The enclosure reportedly better meets the requirements of
professional sound engineers seeking a more

that fires straight up (also about $600).
There are rumors that Ohm is soon to unveil

new systems based on the unique Walsh
driver of the Ohm F. Advanced -engineering

enthusiasts will applaud Celestion's threeway Ditton 300 ($400), the latest addition
to their line to be optimized using laser-interferometry studies of diaphragm motion.
Admirers of hand craftsmanship will wel-

come Wharfedale's TSR ("Total Sound
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DQM-7 ($400) and DQM-9 ($600) sys-

interface. The image Master from Island
Sound, a comparatively conventional dynamic system, costs only $375 the pair but
seems to achieve its goal -a credible,
depth -suggesting stereo image -- nonetheless. The Vandersteen 2B, a three-way configuration with stepped -back drivers ($920
per pair), is the third evolutionary develop-

ment of a long-standing design concept.
Many other speaker systems at the show
were interesting for reasons just as diverse
and at least as valid, but there is not enough
space to do them all justice.
To be concluded nest month
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Karajan Takes a Second Look at Verdi's
EVERY time I hear Verdi's Falstaff I

Falstaff

outstanding version (London 1395) is
very much in the Toscanini mold; Her-

mised in the process, for though his

find new riches in its incomparable,

score. There was a time

bert von Karajan's 1956 recording (An-

rajan's total effort is successful. His

when I deplored the fact that it was not

gel S-3552) and Leonard Bernstein's
(Columbia D3S 750) take a somewhat
more relaxed but still mercurial view.

control of the performance is absolute;
the ensembles are polished to perfec-

ever -fresh

"box office," that though it was respected it was not really loved by
opera's faithful legions, but I have since

discovered why this is so. Falstaff is,
simply, too good; it does not appeal to
all lovers of opera because it was not
meant to.
Although always a keen respecter of

popular taste, Verdi at age eighty allowed himself the luxury of no longer
catering to it, of immersing himself in
the proud and selfish joy of creating a

But now, twenty-five years after he first
recorded it, Karajan has adopted a mel-

lower approach to Falstaff issuing us
an invitation to savor the score's riches
along with him at a more leisurely pace.
Assuming Philips' timings to be accurate, the present recording adds nearly
nine minutes to Karajan's own previous
version and nearly fourteen minutes to

ising buds before they can burst into
melodic flowers. There is barely time
for aria -length episodes, even though
'conversational

gestures

abound

in

memorable musical fragments. "Falstaff immenso!" cries Pistola early in
Act I, and we might say the same about

the opera itself. It is a miracle of wisdom, wit, and incredible skill that
sweeps everything before it-including
Boito's superb verses, which simply
cannot emerge from the musically intricate ensembles with the clarity their literary merit deserves.
There is an almost incredible energy

VERDI: Falstaff. Giuseppe Taddei (baritone), Sir John Falstaff;
Rolando
Panerai
(baritone),
Ford; Raina Kabaivanska (soprano), Alice Ford; Francisco
Araiza (tenor), Fenton; Janet
Perry (soprano), Nanetta; Christa Ludwig (mezzo-soprano), Mrs.
Quickly; Piero de Palma (tenor),
Dr. Cajus; Heinz Zednik (tenor),
Bardolfo; Federico Davia (bass),
Pistola;
Trudeliese
Schmidt
(mezzo-soprano),

Meg

Page.

Vienna State Opera Chorus and
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,
Herbert von Karajan cond. PHILIPS 6769 060 three discs $29.94,
© 7654 060 $29.94.

legendary

1950

recording

(RCA LM 6111), with its lightning
tempos, that established the modern
performance precedent. Georg Solti's

.
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way to artifice-Sir John's wooing of
Alice (Act II, Scene 2), for example,
moves along much too deliberatelythe overall view works, and Karajan has
forged his gifted singers into a marvelous ensemble.

first to the amazing Giuseppe Taddei,
aged sixty-five, whose total mastery of
the title role, enriched by a superb com-

ic sense and a practiced skill at vocal
coloration, triumphs over the unavoidable tonal shortcomings. No longer in
command of what was once an ideal
"Falstaff tone" of mellifluous richness,
he uses a leaner instrument with uncommon resourcefulness. Rolando Panerai, himself fifty-seven and a veteran
of two recorded Falstaff casts (Kara-

jan's first and Bernstein's), is still a
powerful Ford, in full command of a
pungent tone and an admirably clear
projection. The Alice of Raina Kabaivanska is in the class of her distinguished

predecessors

in

the

role

(Schwarzkopf and Ligabue). Hers is

in this music, and it was Arturo Toscanini's

lems, but despite these, and despite a
few episodes where spontaneity gives

In this ensemble of nearly uniformly

So he wrote this giant, effervescent
sometimes recklessly mows down prom-

tion, the orchestral tone is luxuriant.
There are occasional balancing prob-

strong performers, praise should go

masterpiece to delight his own senses.

scherzo that moves with an inexorable
momentum, spills over with ideas, and

pacing may be questioned at times, Ka-

the almost identical Toscanini and Solti
timings.
I am happy to report that the music's
essential vitality has not been compro-

not an incandescent vocalism, but it is
appealing, and the characterization is

memorably drawn with a charming
touch of irony. Christa Ludwig is a flavorful Quickly, and Trudeliese Schmidt

. a miracle of wisdom, wit, and incredible skill that sweeps everything before it."
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Giuseppe Taddei as Falstaff
(Photo: Fayer, Wien/Philips Records)

an entirely satisfactory Meg. Janet Per-

poraries in this realm was Brahms. It is

ry and Francisco Araiza are a likable

curious that his piano quartets are
heard so much less frequently than

pair of lovers, both youthful and

winning in sound, though the tenor
could profitably use more tonal body to

support an attractive timbre and fine
technique.

The roles of Cajus, Bardolfo, and
Pistola

are satisfactorily done, but

somehow the singers are not given
enough presence in the overall sonic
frame to permit them to assert themselves sufficiently. Aside from these
production miscalculations, the set's
digital sound admirably supports Karajan's efforts to clarify the opera's
miraculous musical complexities.
-George Jellinek

Superb Dvof-ak
Chamber Music in
Splendid Performances
And Immaculate Recording

those of Brahms, but gratifying that the
attention they have received on records
has been on so high a level. CBS, which
issued its recording of Dvotak's Piano

er inside the music, and the CBS recording is clearly superior in terms of
definition, balance, and overall presence. The extra sides are required because the full exposition repeat is taken
in the opening movement of Op. 23 and
there is an even more welcome repeat in

the finale of Op. 87. Since CBS has

Quintet with Rudolf Firkusny and the
Juilliard Quartet some four years ago

generously eliminated economic consid-

(M 34515), has only now gotten around

erations by giving this set a special

to issuing the two quartets, which this
team recorded at the same time. (Yes,
the entire team: violinist Robert Mann
performs in the Op. 23 quartet and Earl
Carlyss in the Op. 87.)
The two -disc set was issued in England two years ago, and I can only wonder why its release here was so long delayed, for it is a most distinguished
presentation. Here the Juilliard's contributions are more persuasive than in
the quintet recording, with especially
beautiful playing by cellist Joel Krosnick, and the integration with Firkusny
seems altogether more complete, as if

price that is the same as that of the single Philips disc, this is surely the version to choose.
-Richard Freed
DVOITIAK: Piano Quartet in D Major, Op.
23; Piano Quartet in E -fiat Major, Op. 87.

Rudolf Firkusny (piano); Juilliard Quartet.
CBS MG 35913 two discs $9.98.

INN

New Creations by
the string players too had lived with this Corigliano and Barber
music all their lives and had played it
Magnificently Celebrate
with him for years.
In addition to the eminently agreeable RCA recording of Op. 87 by Ar- The New York Philharmonic
thur Rubinstein and members of the

FEW of Antonin Dvofak's works in

any form carry his personal imprint more clearly or attractively than
his two quartets for piano and strings,
the second of which (E -flat, Op. 87)

represents one of the peaks

in the

chamber -music production of a composer whose only peer among contem-

Guarneri Quartet (LSC-3340), we
have had for the last several years a still
more satisfying Philips disc on which
the Beaux Arts Trio and violist Walter
Trampler give us each quartet complete
on a single side (6500 452). While both
the Philips and the new CBS perform-

ances are really first-rate, I think Firkusny and the Juilliard reach still deep-

Rt DOl PF1 FIRKLSNY: deep inside the music

HOW CBS

could have failed to claim
such material for itself, I cannot
imagine, but New World Records has
scored a real coup in borrowing Zubin

Mehta and the New York Philhar-

monic to record two of the most intrigu-

ing new works written for that orchestra in the last several years: John Corig-

STANLEY DRUCKER: master of the clarinet

r

O

E

TANTRA: driving
tempos, fresh
rhythmic ideas.

ambitious lyrics.
and inventiveness

that never flags

liano's

wildly imaginative Clarinet
Concerto and the late Samuel Barber's
Third Essay for Orchestra. It was for

Stanley Drucker, the Philharmonic's
superb principal clarinetist, that Corigliano composed his concerto, as part of
the series of concerted works for the orchestra's principal players commissioned by Francis Goelet (who also, to-

gether with the National Endowment
for the Arts, provided funding for this
recording). But, as the composer himself has pointed out, the work was really
created for the entire orchestra-a

"concerto for orchestra" as well as a
clarinet concerto-giving every section
and many individual players virtuoso
opportunities.
Corigliano literally grew up with the

Philharmonic. His late father was its
concertmaster for twenty-three years;

he himself had some lessons from
Drucker and worked with Leonard

Bernstein and the orchestra for a time
as a member of the production team for
the televised Young People's Concerts.
The premiere of the concerto in Decem-

ber 1977, with Bernstein conducting,
was one of the most exciting events yet
presented in Avery Fisher Hall, its special impact generated by the incredible
difficulty of the solo part and Drucker's
magnificent playing, by the sheer exu-

berance of much of the score, and by
the broadly felt "family references" to
the Philharmonic.
In the first movement, headed "Cadenzas," Drucker identifies himself as

the master for whom the part was
created. The second, "Elegy," is a
memorial to Corigliano Sr. in which the
solo violin (here played by Sidney
MAY 1981

Harth) has an extended dialogue with
the clarinet. The last, "Antiphonal Toccata," quotes Giovanni Gabrieli's
Sonata Pian' e Forte and not only has
antiphonal effects produced by the orchestra on stage but has several brass
players distributed around the hall, ex-

tending the range of musical effects
and at the same time in a sense extending the Philharmonic's musical "fami-

ly," drawing the audience into it by
scattering musicians in the boxes and
aisles. While the unique excitement of
the premiere would probably be impossible to duplicate under any conditions,
the full aural impact is most successfully recaptured by Drucker, Mehta, and
the orchestra in the absolutely magnificent recording.
The Third Essay, with which Mehta
opened his first season as the Philhar-

monic's music director in September
1978, was Barber's last work for orchestra and, I believe, his last completed composition in any form. It displays obvious connections with the two
earlier Essays of 1937 and 1942, and at
the same time is just as conspicuously
different from them. It is at once more
urgent and more expansive, and it has a

greater emphasis on (one might even
say it is a wilder celebration of) orchestral virtuosity. While lyricism is less to
the fore than in the earlier Essays, Barber's distinctive vein of romanticism is
clearly identifiable, together with some
coloring that suggests so unexpected an
influence as Scriabin. It is, in any event,
a stunning valediction, and it is carried
off with irresistible conviction and brilliance to burn.
In addition to sensationally good

sound, New World has provided its
characteristically outstanding documentation, in this case including transcripts of talks Phillip Ramey had with
both composers. If there is any room for
complaint, it might seem that the twenty -seven -minute concerto really doesn't

require more than a single record side;
its nine -minute final movement is on
side two, I assume, only because the
eleven -minute Barber piece was not
considered enough for a side to itself.
The total timing is the same, no matter
how you slice it, but this is a very minor
inconvenience and the release is certifiably indispensable. -Richard Freed
CORIIGLIANO: Concerto for Clarinet and
Orchestra. BARBER: Third Essay for Orchestra.

Stanley Drucker (clarinet, in con-

certo; New York Philharmonic, Zubin
Mehta cond.

NEW WORLD RECORDS
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309 $8.98.

Tantra's Double Album:
Fiendishly Designed
To Get You on Your
Feet and Dancing
IF you're wondering where disco has
gone, here's the answer: it's gone to

Europe-or, more precisely, to Italy.
Fortunately, the Italian group Tantra
has sent it right back in a simply terrific
57

new two -record set on the Importe/12
label. I'm not talking about disco -pop,
you understand, that tiresome stuff that
is essentially pop or rock music tarted
up with soggy disco rhythms and mix down trickery. There's enough of that
around that we don't have to go all the

way to Italy for it. What I'm talking
is music persuasively-even
fiendishly-designed with no other pur-

about

genre for a while, and the production,
with its kaleidoscopically shifting ambiances, is topnotch. Tantra's spark plug, arranger -composer Celso Valli,
can make even less substantial material

work. Just listen to the attractively jag-

ged string arrangement in Top Shot
and the distant, echoey vocal chorus
penciled in there 'way behind the mu-

-Iry Cohn

sic. Benvenuto, Tantra!

pose in mind than getting you up on
your feet and dancing, music that gives
you the energy you need (a lot) to throw
yourself with enthusiasm into the uninhibited, self -choreographed movement
that was disco's very special contribution to pop culture.
The reason for the American release
mandu in Stateside discos. Shot through

YOU MAY HAVE MISSED

with electronic embellishments, hauntingly melodic, and played at an infec-

tiously driving tempo, Katmandu is a
big production number that runs over

CLASSICAL
Franck: Los (Him: Symphonic Variations: Prelude.
In fectrous spontaneity
Chorale, and Fugue. BIS LP 137
works

(April)

O Handel: Messiah. L'OISEAULYRE D189K33
most

absorbing

and

moving

performance

"The

ever

(March)

O Heinz Holliger: Chamber Music for Oboe and Strings.
DENON OX7185-ND

Happy; Wishbone. ImPoa-rE/12 MP -310
two discs $1 3.98.

ground success of The Hills of Kat-

RECENT SELECTIONS

for fascinating piano orchestra

ku-leu: Mother Africa: Hallelujah: Get

of this Tantra album is the under-

BEST OF THE MONTH:

superb sound

TANTRA: The Ihmbk Album. Tantra (vocals and instrumentals). The Hills of Katmandu: Get Ready to Go: Top Shot: Su-

Splendid performances by a Simply

wonderful oboist, superb digital recording "(April)

LucWito Pavarotti: Vedamo Arias. LONDON LDR
"Every selection represents ricbtoned committed
exceptional vocalism "(March)
10020

Ray* Solaro; Raw& Espegnole; Agars& del
Grackle°. RCA ARCI 3686 "Razor-sharp performances, a
bockbuster digital recording "(February)

sixteen minutes, its inventiveness never

flagging. Fresh rhythmic ideas enter
regularly (the mix is by Jurgen Koppers), and the break, when the long intro switches wonderfully, romantically,
into the lovely principal melody, is particularly fresh and exciting.
Though it is true that the other songs
aren't quite that effective, the fast -tempo Get Ready to Go and the mountingly

Toots and the Maytals:
The Absorption of
American Soul in
Jamaican Reggae
IT is ironic that one of this era's most
gifted soul musicians comes not
from the United States, the simmering
crock pot of contemporary popular mu-

exciting Mother Africa are almost as

sic, but from another corner of the

good. In addition, the lyrics throughout
are far more ambitious than anything
the United States has produced in this

Americas.

Although Toots Hibbert
hails from Jamaica and the music he
makes is called reggae, he has nonethe-

RosWni: Wdlrn Tell. LONDON OSA 1446 "An °peter

TOOTS HIBBERT: more like early Ray Charles than Charles himsel

lc masterpiece gets the as -star cast it deserves." (April)

O Schubert:

Minterretat DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

2707 118 "The one to have."(February)

O Shostakovich: Symphony No. 13, Op. 113 ("Bali
Vat"). ANGEL SZ-37661

"Perhaps Andre Prom's finest re-

cording to date "(Match)

POPULAR
O Roy Acuff: Sings Hank Williams (Foe the First Time).
ELEKTRA 6E287 "One master pays tribute to ono",
should become a collector's item "(March)

er

O Bobby Sere: Drunk and Crazy. COLUMBIA JC 36785
"Seriocomic country rock

basically anti -hypocrisy in a

good -old -boy mode "(February)

O Blond's: Autoamerican. CHRYSALIS CHE 1290

"Ar

atum of good tunes, stylish lyrics, and impressive perform

antes "(April)
Aretha Franklin: Anitha ARISTA AL 9538 "The Queen
or Soul back in peak lone "(February)

El

Don McLean: Chain Lightning. MILLENIUM BXL i

7756 "A triumphant return

Idled with wondering delight

in musical discover), "(April)

El

Michael Wycoff: Come to My World. RCA AFL 1-3823

"A polished debut album by a promising young multi talent
(March)

O NMI Young: Hawks I Doves. REPRISE HS 2297
'Back to basics with one of the originals "(March)

O Warren Zevon: Stand In Me Fire. ASYLUM 5E579
"The hest great live abum of the Eighties

could Binh

a

late your house plants "(April)
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NO RUM REFLECTS
PUERTO RICO
LIKE RONRICO.
Puerto Rico is the Rum Island, the

world's foremost rum -producing
region. And Ronrico is the rum-authentic Puerto Rican rum since 1860.

Ronrico's smooth, light taste has
been the pride of six generaticns of
Puerto Rican rum masters. One sio
will tell you why.

125.4 FL 0:

RONRICO: AUTHENTIC
RUM OF PUERTO RICO.

BOTTLED IN PUERTO RICO

EXTRA DRY- WHITE

KiON

CO
#60
r, 9

i4

Come to where the flavor is.
Come to Marlboro Country.

Marlboro Red or Longhorn WO'spts get a Id to ilke.
-41011"-

Warning: The Surgeon General Has DesErrr nei
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Y)ti dealth.
17 mg "tar:' 1.1 mg nicotine ay. pEr cigarette, FTC Report

point you in the right direction and the
sound to do the actual conveying. All in

all, listening to "Live" is a first-class
way to go.
True, it has its dispensable greatest hits -and -crowd -noise aspect, but it also

contains enough stuff I don't have (or
have scratchy) that 1 have to value it

for the material. But the best part is
how the material is handled. Studio
licks are not faithfully duplicated, for
instrumental ideas have been
brought to several "old" pieces. Over
My Head, for example, has been rearranged in a muscular but fanciful way,
new

yet it's always the song, not the crowd,
that's treated first. And the subtle gains
in spontaneity that live albums should
provide (and usually don't) are present
in just about every cut. There's almost
no self-indulgence; the instrumental

break in Not That Funny may seem
rather drawn-out, but it is redeemed at
the end by a Lindsey Buckingham guitar solo that replicates the babbling of
someone steadily going bananas. And
then Buckingham sings his way around

LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM: going bananas on guitar

OP

less plumbed the fundamental intent of
the blues, that taproot of North Ameri-

can black music, more deeply than
many a currently popular soul brother
strutting about in all his tinseled glory.
To listen to Toots is to hear unmistakably, despite the pronounced Caribbean lilt, strong and uncannily accurate
echoes

the high notes in Never Going Back

TOOTS AND THE MAYTALS: Live at
Hammersmith Palais. Toots and the Maytals (vocals and instrumentals). Pressure
Drop; Sweet 'n' Dandy: Monkey Man; Get

Up. Stand Up: Hallelujah; Funky Kingston; 54-46. That's My Number; Time
ISLAND RECORDS M LPS-9647
Tough.
ZCM-9647 $7.98.
$7.98.

of Otis Redding and Sam

Cooke. The supporting musicians play
licks reminiscent of the earthy, pain nourished blues of B. B. King and Muddy Waters before they were doctored
and corrupted for commercial exploita-

tion, and when he gets into the right
mood Toots sounds more like the early
Ray Charles than Charles himself does
today. What it adds up to is reggae of a
very special kind for people who like the

blues, soul, and r -&-b but shy away,
more than a little bewildered, from the
farther -out children of the dreadlocks.
Island Records recorded Toots and

the Maytals live in a concert appearance at England's Hammersmith Palais, and the resulting album retains all

But just try sitting down with the bare
bones of a tune and thinking this stuff

Fleetwood Mac:
A Sound That Didn't
Have a Sound Until
They Came Along

to

kind of audience enthusiasm that has
been known to overwhelm artists in
similar outings. Although many of the
selections are well -established stand-

plied affinity for the Old Beach Boy

freshness right from the opener, Pres-

and Funky Kingston. This

your
chance to catch up with a music that is
is

totally devoid of pretension and fulfilling on several levels.
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-Phyl Garland

up. They may not do everything 1 claim

1 want (I think everyone should write
lyrics like John Prine), but they do so
many things so well: they never forget
the aesthetic value of contrast, seldom
let a thing run on too long, and always
let you hear through the instrumentals

when you need to in order to get the
point. Anyone who needs a lesson in

how to be a class act should study
THE last song in Fleetwood Mac's
new "Live" album is The Farmer's
Daughter, and the last of the credits
thanks Brian Wilson for contributing it

excitement of the performance
without too much competition from the

sure Drop, on through Monkey Man

Part of the reason is the fine, Spartan
acoustic -guitar accompaniment in that
particular case: getting the sound right.
Fleetwood Mac is one of the best bands
at doing that. Many of the instrumental

figures it plays are not all that difficult-once they've been thought up.

the

ards identified with the group, they
grab you with an amazing first-time

Again (in the phrase, "Been down one
time, been down two times") and still
brings it off as one of the highlights of
our trip.

repertoire, adding,
"You're the greatest." The group's imthe

"Live." And anyone who wonders why
some of us still have a measure of faith
in popular music should listen to it.

-Noel Coppage

band's

seems fitting, since both he and Fleetwood Mac hit upon the sound of some-

thing that wasn't sure it had a sound
until they came along. In Fleetwood
Mac's case, it wasn't the sound of so
specific a place as Surf City, U. S. of
A., but of something many of us carry
around in our heads-call it the folkrock consciousness as amended by the
Seventies. Like Wilson, the three Mac

songwriters use the words mainly to

FLEETWOOD MAC: Live. Mick Fleetwood (drums); Lindsey Buckingham (vocals, guitar); Christine McVie (vocals, keyboards, guitar); Stevie Nicks (vocals); John
McVie (bass). Monday Morning; Say You
Love Me; Dreams; Oh Well: Over & Over:
Sara: Not That Funny; Never Going Back
Again; Landslide; Fireflies; Over My Head:
Rhiannon; Don't Let Me Down Again: One

More Night: Go Your Own Way; Don't
Stop; I'm So Afraid; The Farmer's Daughter. WARNER BROS. 2WB 3500 two discs

$13.98, ® 2W8 3500 $I3.98, © 2W5 3500
$13.98.
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Classical music Briefs

E

0

Anglo-American lLvenile gangs
in Manhattan in the late 1950s.
West Side Story provides a
metaphor for the ethnic tension

may vary in some cities, so
check local stations of the Pub-

between Germans and Turks

the first stage presentation of

today an influx of laborers from
Turkey in recent years has
made West Berlin the third larg-

L'Enfant et les Sorbldges at the
Monte Carlo Opera in 1925 He

est Turkish city in the world 0

with Ballet Society in 1946 and

Tis is the year of The Spell -

again for the New York City Ballet's Ravel festival in 1975
Television has made it possible

bound Child-that is, L'Enfant et les Sortildges, a one -act

opera by Maurice Ravel Making its Met debut this season in
Parade." a bill of three short
French works, L'Enfant was
broadcast at the end of February on the Texaco -Metropolitan

AFTER a concert at the Amsterdam Concertgebouw,
pianist Alfred Brendel re-

ceived a large birthday cake
record company,
Phonogram International The
from

his

cake was the traditional Abracake customarily presented to men in Holland when

ham

they reach fifty. To the Dutch
Bible verse John 8 57
("You are not yet fifty years old
How can you have seen Abraham?") suggests that one
should see Abraham upon
the

and the largest Abraham ever
baked in Amsterdam, Brendel's
cake was decorated with the
jacket of his recording of Beethoven's Appassionata, Moonlight, and Pathefique sonatas,

now been able to realize the
work as he always envisioned
it In the television version it is
performed as an opera -ballet
by members of the New York
City Ballet, the NYCB orchestra,

released in the United States by
Philips in January As if to show

that reaching the age of fifty

May 25 at 8 p m (Date and time

pher Byars as the Child

does not cause any slackening
of vigor, Philips released three
more Brendel recordings in
March an album of Haydn son-

nine

vocal

soloists

Soprano

Karen Hunt appears as the
Princess, dancer Karin von
Aroldingen as Fire, and Christo-

0

Designer Kermit Love (left) shows a puppet to Balanchine before PBS

taping of The Spellbound Child with Christopher Byars (center)

atas, one of late Liszt pieces,
and a Schumann album of works

TE first work by an Amencan-born composer ever to
be performed at the Vienna
State Opera is Leonard Bern stein's Mass, which was in repertory there in a German -lan-

by Maurice Peress who also

with

Heinz Holliger

0

conducted the Vienna performances this year Bernstein himself conducted the award -

winning CBS Masterworks recording of Mass
Bernstein is also being performed

in

German in

Berlin,

posed for the opening of the

where a very successful pro-

Kennedy Center in Washington,
D C , where it was first performed on September 8, 1971

duction of West Side Story is on
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for him to express certain elements of fantasy in this work
that could only be suggested in
the staged productions. Balanchine says, and he feels he has

a chorus of twenty-four, and

for piano and oboe performed

That premiere was conducted

staged the work in New York

pher George Balanchine has
been taped by WNET/ 13 of
New York This version will be
telecast in Exxon's Great Performances series on PBS on

reaching fifty, the age of wisdom More than six feet long

guage production during February and March Mass was com-

Opera Radio Network Another
production conceived especially for television by choreogra-

lic Broadcasting Service )
Balanchine choreographed

the boards at the Theater des
Westens A Broadway musical
about opposing Hispanic and
STEREO REVIEW

AMATEUR scholars of music
have not already

Deutsche

Pit who

Grammophon,

the

new set has been moving so
briskly that its U S sales alone
are already more than double
what the Bohm recording sold

mortgaged their record collections to acquire the New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians (twelve years in preparation. twenty volumes, 18.000
pages. $1,900) might like to inspect the new third edition of
the Concise Oxford Dictionary
of Music (six years in preparation, one volume, 724 pages,
$19 95 in cloth, $9 95 in paper)

in Germany in the previous ten

ance, said the piece sounded
good to him "Peskanov, Leonard Slatkin, and the St Louis

years

WHEN interviewed by STEREO

REVIEW last year, composer / conductor John Wil-

lust published by the Oxford

liams described his violin concerto (then still unperformed)

University Press (200 Madison

as

Avenue,

scores for Jaws and Star Wars
and probably the best thing he
had ever written When the concerto had its world premiere in
St Louis in January, played by

New

York,

NY

10016) The first radical overhaul of the book since the original 1952 edition, it is crowded

with musical terms, titles, or-

son Bill Zakanasen of the Daily
News described it as "a dreary
piece
predictable notespinning of no profile whatsoever "
Williams, who was on hand
for the Carnegie Hall perform-

quite

different

from

his

his first album as conductor of
the Boston Pops, reviewed here

last December, has racked up
American sales that are the high-

est in the history of the Philips
label His second album. "Pops
on the March," which went into
stores in March. is also stepping
along smartly
-W L

Symphony gave it a wonderful
performance, and I would love
to have the concerto recorded
by these musicians There are a
few measures I might like to rewrite, but thought the second
movement went particularly
well " Taking bows at Carnegie
I

Hall is ro novelty for Williams.
who has conducted the Boston
Pops there He finds that com-

personalities famous and obscure, and even a
few music critics It is also commendably up to date (there is a
mention of the digital recording
process in the Gramophone

violinist Mark Peskanov and
the St Louis Symphony con-

Recordings entry) where it is
not coasting on received opin-

wrote "The concerto is so
craftily paced and so seductive-

(Gottschalk "sentimental
and naive music for unsophisti-

cated audiences") There is
even room for the Beatles and
evidence of a slight jazz bias

ly orchestrated that those who
hear it have little choice but to
give in to its emotive power "
But New York critics did not
give in when the same musi-

(Herman,

Ellington,

cians played the concerto at

nal Score for a move or iv

ing a number of albums that

Armstrong). plus a nod to rag-

Carnegie Hall later in the sea-

special Also. "Pops in Space,"

Vaughan recorded originally for
RCA conducting the Orchestra

ganizations,

ducted by music director Leonard Siatkin, it was favorably reviewed in the Globe -Democrat
by critic James Wierzbicki. who

ion

Kenton,

ing out after a performance and

taking a bow as the composer
is "a lot more comfortable "
If the New York critics' parrs
for his concerto disturbed Williams, he has many things with
which to console himself. He
has just won two new Grammy
Awards to add to the eight he

had-this

record "Bach After Mid-

score for The Empire Strikes

night" has been one of the best
sellers on the Arabesque label
The company is also re-releas-

year

Back won as Best Instrumental
Composition and as Best Origi-

time (and to Joplin) and the
Great American Musical (Berlin,
Prim', Kern, Romberg, Hammerstein, Porter)
-W A

TE name of composer Aiban Berg (1885-1935) is

Denis Vaughan s clavichord

his

already

of Naples, which he founded.
These include Haydn's "Paris"
Symphonies and a two -volume
integral set of
symphonies issued some time
ago Haydn's Symphonies Nos
88-92 and Sinfonia Concertante were March releases, and
Mozart's ll Re Pastore is scheduled for August
Born in Australia. Vaughan

a

not exactly a household word in

the United States-not even in
all musical households-but
when the National Academy of

Recording Arts and Sciences

became a protégé of the Eng-

handed out this year's classical
Grammy awards, it was Berg's
Big Night Violinist itzhak Perlman tied with himself in the category of Best Instrumental Solo
with Orchestra, winning for the
Brahms Double Concerto (with
Mstislav Rostropovich) on Angel and the Stravinsky and Berg
concertos on Deutsche Gram-

lish conductor Sir Thomas Beecham Since 1972 he has been

mophon The DG recording of
Berg's
Pierre

Lulu,
conducted by
Boulez with Teresa
Stratas in the title role, won as

Best Opera, Best Engineered
Classical Recording, and Best
Classical Album of the Year
The

Metropolitan

Opera's
performances of Lulu this sea-

son, conducted by James Levine, contributed to interest in
the DG set, and both the matinee radio broadcast with Stratas and the PBS telecast in Tex-

aco's Live from the Met series
with Julia Mlgenes-Johnson
as Lulu stimulated sales of the
recording Boulez's complete
three -act Lulu supersedes DG's
older two -act version under
Karl
Bohm
According
to

MAY 1981

on

the

staff

of the

Munich

Opera House, and this year he

AT a time when even modestly

gifted musicians arrive

on the scene with a blast of
publicity that might do for the
opening of the seventh seal, it is
interesting to see a major talent
slip so quietly into

our con-

sciousness that we are unable

to say when we first heard of
him. Violinist Schlomo Mintz
was born in Russia in 1957,
grew up in Israel, and lives in
the United States Since he
made his Carnegie Hall debut in
1973 he has been virtually
everywhere, subtly infiltrating

the musical worlds of Europe,
America, the near and even the
far East, present and at home in

both the concerted and solo
repertoire and chamber music
He plays a violin made by Gaudagnini in 1752. He is not totally
satisfied with it, but, he says, "I
had to have something to play
The better violins are so incred-

became music director of the
ibly expensive. even some of
the most successful violinists
are still paying for theirs."
Mintz is now an exclusive
recordirg artist for Deutsche
Grammophon, his first record
lust out (Bruch and Mendessohn concertos), his second

State Opera of South Australia

(Kreisler pieces) due in the fall
His recordings tend to enhance

Egyptian

the idea of his simply being
there in the top echelon, for

television)

whereas one may listen to find
talent and potentiality, one perceives only complete technical
mastery and mature musicianship Mintz is twenty-four Is
there some reason (apart from

as an ardent audiophile who

ability)

he plays the way he

in Adelaide When he passed
through New York on his way
back to Australia, we asked him

how it happened that his Arabesque recordings were engineered by the actor Edmund
Purdom (whose movies The
and

The

Student

Prince show up frequently on
Vaughan described Purdom

found it fascinating to become
involved in the actual making of
records "We met in Venice

and again later in Rome when

we were both working there
We recorded with his equip-

does? "Tradition," he says "I
may not always play a piece in
the traditional way, but I'm always aware of the tradition if

ment, which we took to Naples

only as something with which to

operating He's really a brilliant
person he left all the balancing
to me "
-W L

disagree. You have to begin
somewhere."

-J G

for the sessions, and he put
everything on six tracks before

that was a standard way of
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Disc and Tape Reviews
By RICHARD FREED DAVID HALL GEORGE JELLINEK PAUL KRESH
STODDARD LINCOLN ERIC SALZMAN
C) = stereo cassette
= eight -track stereo cartridge

e

0 = digital -master recording
(I) = direct -to -disc

0 = quadraphonic disc
= monophonic recording

The first listing is the one reviewed; other formats, if available, follow.

P. D. Q. BACH: Liebeslieder Polkas. Anne

BARBER: Third Essay for Orchestra
Best of the Month, page 56)

Three Sonatas for Harpsichord with Violin,
Op. 10. Carol Lieberman (Baroque violin);
Mark Kroll (harpsichord). TITANIC Ti -90

Epperson, David Oei, Prof. Peter Schickele
(pianos); Swarthmore College Chorus, Peter Gram Swing cond. Twelve Quite Heavenly Songs. John Ferrante (bargain counter
tenor); Prof. Peter Schickele (basso blotto);
David Oei (keyboards). VANGUARD VSD-

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas: No. 1, in F
Minor, Op. 2, No. 1; No. 2, in A Major, Op.
2, No. 2; No. 3, in C Major, Op. 2, No. 3;
No. 15, in D Major, Op. 28 ("Pastoral").

$9.

79438 $7.98.

Glenn Gould (piano). CBS M2 35911 two

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
C. P. E. BACH: Sonata in B Minor for Violin and Obbligato Harpsichord. J. C. BACH:

Invigorating
Recording Excellent

P. D. 0. Bachisch
Recording. Llebesliederisch
Performance

Performance

Certainly one of the finest harpsichord -violin teams in business today is that of Carol

Lieberman and Mark Kroll. Both of these
artists play with a rare combination of vigor
and sensitivity that brings to life whatever

music they approach. Their greatest distinction, however, is in the area of balance;
their recording of J. S. Bach's sonatas for
violin and obbligato harpsichord is the only

one available in which the sonority of the
two instruments blends into a perfect whole.

Here turning to the music of two of Bach's
sons, Carl Philipp Emanuel, the second oldest, and Johann Christian, the youngest,
Lieberman and Kroll have come up with
a fascinating album that demonstrates the
difference between the Empfindsamer (expressive) style and the galant style.
The first movement of Carl Philipp Emmanuel's B Minor Sonata introduces a raging harpsichord and a pleading violin that
eventually joins in the raging. The other two
movements are devoted to melancholy. In
the last, filled with strange but expressive
pauses and silences, the two instruments are
equal partners as they pass fragments back

and forth and intermingle them. Johann
Christian's three sonatas are in a completely different vein, full of elegance, with
graceful melodies emerging from lighthearted textures. Here the harpsichord
takes the lead and the violin offers sustained
support and witty commentary.
Lieberman and Kroll are equally at home
in both styles. The older Bach's Sturm and

The seemingly infinite output
and the endless and pointless array
of works by a long -dead composer
who never lived anywhichway
Is a shameful deceit on the public
who continue to fall for the fraud
and has nothing to do with the offspring
of a Well -Tempered Bach Clavichord.
These dumb Liebesliederisch Polkas
and the songs of the signs, Zodiac,
come from musicological jokers
and not the relations of Bach.
Now the common and studied opinion
will claim how it's easy to see
that P. D. Q. Bach was invented
by Professor P. D. Schickele.

But I've studied the P. D. Q. story
and the fact is the facts have been
twisted;

the truth is much stranger than fiction,
for Schickele never existed.

(see

discs $17.96.

Mostly moderato
Recording Good
Performance

Rumor has it that Brahms once marked a
piece or movement of his "Moderato ma
non troppo." Brahms perhaps, but Beethoven never. Glenn Gould's persistent attempts to turn Beethoven allegros (even an
allegro vivace) into molto moderatos with
voice obbligatos are wrong-headed and bor-

ing. So is his willful alteration of dynamics,
articulation, and phrasing, with almost
everything flattened out, reduced to a kind
of uniform coyness. More's the pity, since
Gould is one of the few musical artists who
can think and he has some interesting ideas

about music (consider, for example, his
beautiful Pastoral Sonata here, where the
quirks work). I think his continued isolation

from the concert platform is making his
playing too introverted, too "personal." It
just sounds silly and eccentric when he's interpreting Beethoven.
E.S.

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata No. 29, in B -

The professor's persona's non grata;
from his voice when he spoke and he sang,
I can prove this recorded imposter
was invented by Paul Henry Lang.

flat Major, Op. 106 ("Hammerklavier").

So purchase this record with caution
and think, as you buy it at Liszt,
there may be a Santa, Virginia,
but Schickele doesn't exist!
E.S.

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata No. 28, in A
Major, Op. 101; Piano Sonata No. 30, in E
Major, Op. 109. Paul Badura-Skoda (Graf

Paul Badura-Skoda (Graf
ASTREE AS 47 $13.98.

fortepiano).

fortepiano). ASTREE AS 48 $13.98.

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata No. 31, in A -

flat Major, Op. 110; Piano Sonata No. 32,
in C Minor, Op. 111. Paul Badura-Skoda

Drang expression is powerfully projected
and beautifully contrasted with the sup-

(Graf fortepiano). ASTREE AS 49 $13.98

pressed passion of the lyrical sections. In
the younger Bach's sonatas, all is light and
airy. Ms. Lieberman's role here must not be

ter City, Calif. 94404).

underestimated. Taking a low profile so
as never to obscure the harpsichord part,
she nonetheless supplies the dynamic expression that the harpsichord is incapable of

creating. Subtly written and subtly played,
the violin part breathes soul into the monochromatic sound of the harpsichord. This is
another victory in balance, and it sheds new

light on this all too frequently misunderstood music.

S.L.

(from AudioSource, 1185 Chess Drive, Fos-

Performance Fortepiano blues
Recording: Very good
This certainly seems to be the time of the
fortepiano. Here are all the late Beethoven
sonatas played by Paul Badura-Skoda on
his Conrad Graf of 1824. A similar piano,
made at about the same time, was given or
loaned by Graf to Beethoven in 1825. Is this

the same type of instrument that we have
been hearing under the name fortepiano?
Essentially. Although the model is later-

by nearly half a century!-the Viennese
J. S. BACH (arr. Siloti): Prelude in B Minor
(see TCHAIKOVSKY)
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type of instrument persisted for a long time.
(Continued on page 68)
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Tomorrow is here...
from the world of Ford.

FORD EXP

Introducing America's new
personal sport coupe.

-e

Advanced 1.6 liter compound salve hemi engine.

Sophisticated world -class
technology.

A remarkably long list of
standard features.

Front -wheel drive.

46 EPA EST HWY

Four-wheel independent
suspension.

Two -plus interior design

room for two plus a lot of
room for a lot of living.

EPA E ;T MPG

Applicable to units built after March. Estimate for comparison, Your mileage may differ
depending on speed, distance and weather.
Actual highway mileage lower.

FORD EXP
FORD DIVISION 6/7ert-si
C RCLE NO 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD

In fact, the Graf was a distinctly old-fashioned instrument in its day-relatively
dry and light in tone.
Was this the instrument for which Beethoven fashioned his last sonatas? Not exactly. The set of thirty-two sonatas was
completed in 1822, by which time Beethoven was totally deaf. The instruments that
inspired his later sonatas were French (Erard) and English (Broadwood). The latter

or collected records in the early days of the
LP. Many of us learned our Classical repertoire' at the metaphorical foot of this master. But Badura-Skoda never made an inter-

particularly pleased him; its innovative construction gave it power, sustaining as well as
dynamic, and paved the way for those Ro-

only.

strength is somewhat compensated for by
the miking here. The records are beautifully
made-in France, by the way, although the
performances were taped in Vienna. E.S.

What does this add up to? Unquestionably something of interest. The instrument
is not really singularly appropriate-it does
not work for late Beethoven the way Malcolm Bilson's much earlier Viennese -style

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3, in E -flat
Major, Op. 55 ("Eroica"). New York Philharmonic Orchestra, Zubin Mehta cond.
CBS 0 IM 35883 $14.98, © HMT 35883

instruments work for Mozart and early

$14.98.

mantic and modern music -making machines with which we are so familiar.
Paul Badura-Skoda? The name has to
have resonance for anyone who listened to

national career, and the reason became
clear as soon as he appeared in live perform-

ance: he simply did not have the virtuoso
technique. His records represented a new
kind of musical artist, the cut -and -splice ge-

nius whose medium is records and records

the best value in hi-fi
Three V15 Type IV
Technological Breakthroughs
Dynamic Stabilizer Suspended from
two viscous -damped bearings, acts like a shock
absorber to maintain constant cartridge -to -record
distance and uniform tracking force; eliminates
record groove skipping caused by warp; cushions
the stylus from accidental damage.

Electrostatic Neutralizer 10,000

Plus a Studio Cartridge
Innovation
SIDE -GUARD Stylus Deflector
A unique lateral deflection assembly developed by
Shure for its professional studio cartridge-prevents
the most common cause of stylus damage by
withdrawing the entire stylus shank and tip safely
into the stylus housing before it can be bent by
sideways thrusts.

In 6 Models to Match Any
Turntable, Any Budget

conductive graphite fibers discharge static electricity
from the record during play. Eliminates attraction
All these feaof dust and tracking force variations caused by
tures are incorporated into six moderately -priced
static charges.
cartridges-with tracking forces ranging from 3/4 to 3
grams, and three different stylus configurationsincluding the revolutionary distortion -reducing
Greatly improves
tractability at the critical middle and high frequen- Hyperelliptical stylus. Headlining the M97 Series
is the M97HE-AH, featuring a precision aligned
cies. Lowest effective mass, with no sacrifice of
cartridge-headshell and adjustable overhang.
necessary stiffness or strength.

Telescoped Shank

For all the facts
circle 50 on
Reader Service Card

Beethoven. And Badura-Skoda is not, even
with all the splices, really equal to the technical demands of late Beethoven. But he
does have something to say, and his instrument is certainly of a type that must often
have been used for Beethoven sonatas. Its

very clarity is in its favor, and its lack of

Performance Suave
Recording Good detail

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3, in E -flat
Major, Op. 55 ("Eroica"). Berlin Staatskapelle Orchestra, Otmar Suitner cond. DE NON O OX -7202 -ND $15

In the grand tradition
Recording Excellent
Performance

These first two digitally mastered recordings of the Eroica offer a study in interpretive contrast. Zubin Mehta opts for a suave,
smoothed -over treatment of the symphony.

The sharp accents and steady pulse demanded throughout the opening movement
are missing in his CBS recording, and the
funeral march is not ideally steady either.

Interpretively things improve decidedly in
the last two movements, however, and the
digital sonics bring out a lot of detail in the
outer sections of the scherzo.

In contrast, Austrian -born Otmar Suitner, who has long been active in East Ger-

man musical circles and particularly with
the excellent (East) Berlin Staatskapelle,
comes through here with a reading in the
grand tradition of Weingartner, Toscanini,
and Szell. It is a rugged performance with
authentically heroic dimensions. Strength is

the distinguishing aspect of the opening

THE HEADLINER'"
Model M97HE-AH
with adjustable integrated headshell

M97 SERIES
phono cartridges
ss GENUINE
S F-1 U F:2 E Shure Brothers Inc . 222 Hartrey Ave.
Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity components,
microphones, sound systems and related circuitry

movement. The succeeding funeral march
may seem a bit too fast to some, but the
pulse Suitner maintains conveys the proper
sense of tragic inexorability, and the tutu/
attacks at the climactic moments have tremendous impact. The scherzo goes with a
terrific zing, and the variations -finale has a
stunning brilliance, particularly in the solo
winds. Indeed, it is especially pleasing
throughout that Suitner keeps the woodwind choirs front and center, not only preserving Beethoven's intentions regarding
balance but allowing the listener to hear a
wealth of details that are usually lost in the
overpowering string sonority of most modern performances.
I have in the past criticized the sound of
Denon's orchestral recordings in the Christuskirche in East Berlin, but in this case the

ambiance is exactly right, with a perfect
balance between presence and resonance.
Undoubtedly there will be dozens of other

digital recordings of the Eroica in the future, but both interpretively and sonically
you can't go wrong with the new Denon
disc. And the Japanese pressing is absoluteD. H .
ly flawless.

(Continued on page 68)
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alternates in and out of ()nose in the two channels to allow proper
phasing of cartridge and speakers.
LOW -FREQUENCY NOISE. A very -low-level orchestral passage.
followed by a section of quiet groove." allows analysis of low frequency noise.
TURNTABLE FLUTTER. A passage of piano music is recorded three
times with increasing amounts of flutter. The degree to which the
record player's flutter "masks" the test passages indicates the
severity of turntable flutter
FREQUENCY -RESPONSE SWEEP, 500 Hz, TO 20,000 Hz, LEFT
CHANNEL. A steady tone rises trom 500 Hz to 20 kHz. allowing
evaluation of system electrical response by instrument
FREQUENCY -RESPONSE SWEEP, 500 Hz TO 20,000 Hz, RIGHT
CHANNEL. Same' as Test 10, bLt in right channel.
TONE -BURST. The test signal is sixteen cycles on. same period off.
sweeping from 500 Hz to 20 kHz. allowing evaluation of transient
response of phono cartridges
INTERMODULATION DISTORT ON. A phono cartridge's inter modulation distortion can be measured directly using a standard IM
meter designed to analyze an SMPTE signal.
ANTI
adjustment of anti -skating force for best reproduction of high-level
'

This latest version contains everything you need to get the fullest.
most realistic reproduction from your stereo equipment. Whether

you've spent thousands on your stereo system or have a more
modest setup, the SRT14-A is an indispensable tool for helping you

realize the full potential of your equipment. Best of all, you don't
have to be an electronics engineer to use it. You can actually

perform a complete stereo system checkup by ear alone.

A test lab in a record jacket
Employing the most advanced recording. mastering, and pressing
techniques, the Stereo Review SRT14-A is produced to strict laboratory
standards Engraved in its grooves are a series of precisely recorded
test tones. frequency sweeps, and pink noise signals that enable
you to accurately analyze and check your stereo system for.
III Frequency response
Wow and flutter.
III Stereo separation.
MI Optimum speaker placement.

Cartridge tracking ability. Cartridge Tracking Force &
Channel balance.
Anti -skating.
11 Hum and noise. including Musical Instrument Tuning.
turntable rumble.

Standards. and more

much more

And you can do it all without any instruments...by ear alone.

Step-by-step instructions
Included with SRT14-A is a detailed instruction manual, complete
with charts. tables. and diagrams. This takes you step by step
through the testing process. It explains the significance of each test.
It tells you what to listen for. It clearly describes any abberations in
system response And it details corrective procedures.

For professionals too
The usefulness of the SRT14-A is not confined to the nontechnical
listener. Included on the record are a series of tests that call for the
use of sophisticated measuring instruments, such as oscilloscooes.
chart recorders. and distortion analyzers. These tests permit the advanced audiophile and professional to make precise measurements of
transient response, recorded signal velocity, anti -skating compensation. IM distortion, and a host of other performance characteristics.

SRT14-A record contents
CARTRIDGE TRACKING, HIGH FREQUENCY. Consists of a twotone signal (16,000 and 16.300 Hz) that repeatedly swoops to a
high level and returns to a fixed low level. The level and quality of
the audible 300 -Hz "difference tone" indicates pickup quality and
mistracking
FREQUENCY RESPONSE, 20 kHz to 25 Hz. Uses one-third octave
bands of pink noise, centered on twenty-nine frequencies over the
audio spectrum. compared with reference tones at three levels
SEPARATION, LEFT -TO -RIGHT. Uses test tones consisting of onethird octave bands of pink noise recorded in the left channel with
reference tones in the right, to check leakage from left to right
SEPARATION, RIGHT -TO -LEFT. Same as Test 3. with channels
reversed

CARTRIDGE TRACKING, LOW FREQUENCY. Uses a single
300 -Hz tone that repeatedly swoops to a high level, producing buzzy
tones if the cartridge is misadlusted or inferior.
CHANNEL BALANCE. Two random -phase noise signals. one in
each channel, produce sounds heard separately to allow accurate
setting of channel balance.

passages.

1000 -Hz REFERENCE TONES. Four tones with recorded velocities
that increase by 3 -dB steps can be used to determine (by the comparison method) the recorded signal velocity on a disc recording
FLUTTER AND SPEED ACCURACY. A 3.150 -Hz tone recorded with
great accuracy of speed provides the standard signal for use with a
flutter meter or frequency counter.
STEREO SPREAD. A series of chum beats recorded out of doors
provides a guide to optimum speaker placement tor a subjectively
satisfying stereo effect.
STANDARD "A." The standard 440 -Hz tone is recorded with very
high precision for tuning instruments and for checking turntable
speed

CHROMATIC OCTAVE. The tones of the "equal -tempered" octave
from 440 Hz to 880 Hz are recorded with accuracy better than 0 1
per cent

GUITAR TUNING TONES. The six notes of standard guitar tuning
are recorded with accuracy better than 0.1 per cent.

The final step
Start getting the most out of your stereo system. Make the SRT14-A
your next record purchase Just complete the coupon and mail it
along with your remittance
today'
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CHARGE ORDERS - for your convenience PHONE 24 HRS.
TOLL FREE 800-431-2731. NEW YORK STATE ONLY 800-942-1940.

Test Record. Dept. 30013. P D. Box 278. Pratt Station, Brooklyn, NY 11205
Please send
1910 95 outside U S A 1

SRT14-A Stereo Test Records @ S8 95 each

Enclosed is S

CHARGE' VISA
' Master Charge - Interbank
7 American Express
Ei Diners Club
Account de_
Signature
Print Name

.

Exp

Date

_

_

Address

City /State / zip
'Residents 01 CA, CO DC, FL, IL, MA, MI, MO, NV STATE, UT, and VT
applicable sales tax

BOLCOM: Three Ghost Rags. COPLAND:
Four Piano Blues. RZEWSKI: Four North
American Ballads. Paul Jacobs (piano).
NONESUCH 0 D-79006 $11.98.

Performance. Good
Recording Good

This is an imaginative collection, and it is
very well played and recorded (if not entirely free of both pre- and post -echo). William
Bolcom himself makes Graceful Ghost, the
first of his Ghost Rags, more insinuating
than it is here, but the remaining two-Poltergeist and Dream Shadows-are wel-

come, and the three do add up to a cycle
that works. Paul Jacobs may not have quite

the proprietary authority in the Copland
that Leo Smit shows in his recent set of all
of Copland's solo -piano works, but he
makes his own convincing case for the music, and in the fantastic, neo-lvesian Rzewski workouts on Dreadful Memories. Which
Side Are You On?, Down by the Riverside,
and Winnsboro Cotton Mill Blues the proprietary authority is all his, for the set was

composed for him. While Jacobs' own anno-

tations for his Debussy recordings have

NEVER heard Sir Thomas Beecham con-Herrn") almost worth the price of the set,
duct Mendelssohn's Lobgesang (the and Siegfried Jerusalem, 1 think, surpasses
Symphony No. 2, which Mendelssohn desanything he has done on records before in
ignated a "symphony -cantata"), but 1 think
the vibrant beauty of his singing-so ferthat if he ever performed the work it must vent, so truly heroic in the big aria "Stricke
have sounded much like the new Philips redes Todes" (No. 6) and in his own duet
cording by his old orchestra, the London with Price (No. 9).
Philharmonic, under Riccardo Chailly. One

can sense Chailly's relish in this assignment. He draws gorgeous playing and singing from his forces, never on a level of mere
efficiency, but enormously involved, com-

THE Lobgesang

takes up two and a half

been exemplary in their comprehensive informativeness, what he has provided in this
case is a bit less (for example, he does not

mention the four pianists for whom Copland wrote his Piano Blues). But the disc
itself, which is the point after all, is both
intriguing and satisfying.

R.F.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BRAHMS: Piano Trio No. 2, in ( Major.
Op. 87. San Francisco Trio. SOUND STORAGE

municative, and more than a little caressing. This young conductor's reputation has
been built in the opera house-his only pre-

sides of this two -record set; on the remaining side and a half is Chailly's similarly expansive but somewhat less thoroughly successful account of the Scottish Symphony
with a different orchestra, the London Symphony. Here again the playing is on the very

vious recordings appear to be those of Massenet's Werther on Deutsche Grammophon
and Rossini's William Tell on London-

highest level, but in this case the sort of
gear -shifting that worked so well in the
Lobgesang's opening movement tends to

This performance may tell us nothing new
about Brahms' C Major Trio, but it certain-

the seldom -heard Lobgesang with very sure
instincts.

create a little clutter, especially in the slow
movement, which is always most effective
when presented most straightforwardly.

and he responds to the dramatic nature of

Like Beecham in so many famous instances, Chailly shows here that a more
compelling and truly exciting effect can be

achieved by taking slower tempos than
usual rather than whipping up a breathless
pace. The three trombones' statement of the
opening phrase is a good deal slower than
Mendelssohn's own marking indicates, but
the effect is truly maestoso, which is to say
it has great solidity and breadth without being in the least turgid or stuffy. Christoph

von Dohnanyi, with the Vienna Philharmonic (London CSA 2250), comes closer to
the "correct" speed, and Kurt Masur, in his
complete Mendelssohn symphony set with

Mendelssohn's own Leipzig Gewandhaus
Orchestra (Vanguard VCS -10133/36),
comes closer still (he brings in the entire
work at just over an hour, about ten minutes

under Chailly's timing), but not even Masur matches Chailly's riveting conviction.
No other version is as richly recorded as
Chailly's, either, and none boasts such extraordinarily appealing soloists. Margaret
Price and Sally Burgess make the delicious
duet with chorus (No. 5, "Ich harrete des

And the scherzo, in which Mendelssohn
probably reached the high point in a genre
in which he especially excelled, just manages to miss the magic it yields in the older
recording by the same orchestra under Peter Maag (London STS 15091). Still, this is
a generally good Scottish, with more than a
few fresh details. And Chailly's Lobgesang

is really indispensable. What beauty and
power Mendelssohn created in this odd
piece! This marvelous performance demands to be heard again and again (but
heard,
hope, without the conspicuous
1

thuds produced by invisible pressing flaws
on my copies).
-Richard Freed
MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No. 2, in
B -fiat Major, Op. 52 ("Lobgesang"). Margaret Price, Sally Burgess (sopranos); Sieg-

SSR 2010 $13.98 (from Sound Storage
Recording Co., 166 Homestead Boulevard,
Mill Valley, Calif. 94941).
Performan-e Brahms lives!
Recording Outstanding

ly leaves nothing of importance unsaid.
Beyond the readily apparent skill of the
well -matched performers (what handsome,
warm tone from both string players!), it is

the stimulating feel of a live performance
that is conveyed here. I was not at all surprised to discover, in the tiniest type on the
back liner, that each of the four movements
was recorded in a single take and preserved
without splices. Why that information

should have been conveyed in such a discreet footnote, while the technical recording
information is given at length and in easily

readable type, I can't imagine, but the
sound is something the producers have

every right to be proud of. It too is hearteningly "live," its exceptional realism
achieved not through a digital or direct -cut
process but by half -speed mastering of an
analog tape made with a minimal array of
studio hardware (without equalizers, limiters, or gain riding). And to complete the list

fried Jerusalem (tenor); London Philharmonic Choir and Orchestra, Riccardo

of admirable qualities, the pressing is impeccable; one is simply not aware of electronic involvement in the sonic reproduc-

Chailly cond. Symphony No. 3, in A Minor,
Op. 56 ("Scottish"). London Symphony Or-

tion. Perhaps no great interpretive personal-

chestra, Riccardo Chailly cond. PHILIPS
6769 042 two discs $19.96, 0 7699 128

ity comes through here, but Brahms' musical personality emerges uncluttered and
fetching in this unselfconsciously sympa-

519.96.

thetic, exceptionally live presentation. R.F.
(Continued on page 72)
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At These Finer Audio Salons:
ALABAMA
AUBURN. Sound Track 12051 821-7700
DOTHAN: Audio Center 12051 793.7466

ALASKA
ANCHORAGE: Shimek's Audio 19071 277.2823

ARIZONA
TEMPE: The Listening Post 16021 967-1250
TUCSON: Wilson Audio Ltd. 16021 6241976

ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK: Project One Stereo 1501) 661.1440

CALIFORNIA (Northern)
ALBANY:Stereo Image 1415) 658-7837
CARMICHOL: Deetes Sound Room (91613347000
CHICO: HCM Audio (916) 343.0558
CONCORD: Sound Distinction (41516765544
MILL VALLEY: World of Sound (415) 383-4346
PALO ALTO: Audible Difference (415) 328-1081
SAN FRANCISCO: Audio Excellence (415) 433.1335
SAN JOSE:Garland Audio 1408) 244-6724
SANTA CRUZ: Water Street Stereo 1408) 427,1604
SO. LAKE TAHOE: Eldorado Audio 19161 544-2232

CALIFORNIA (Southern)
ANAHEIM: Henry Radio 17141 772-9200
ARCADIA: Audio Concepts (21314460710
BREA: Sound Cellar 17141 990-3982
ENCINO: Sound Factor 12131 601-3548
GARDENA: Reference Audio 12131 321-8445
GOLETA: House of Audio 18051964-1983
HUNTINGTON BEACH: Havens & Herdesty (714) 897 0166
MONTEREY PARK: Gene Rubin Audio (213) 6711299
NEWHALL: Accurate Audio 1805/ 256-2487
NORTHRIDGE: Northridge Audio Centre 12131993-1016
PASADENA: Accurate Audio (213) 792-4444
SAN DIEGO: Audio Directions 1714/ 2783310
Stereo Unlimited 17141 223-8151
SANTA BARBARA: House of Audio 18051882-8065
SANTA MONICA: Accurate Audio (213) 399.4434
STUDIO CITY: Accurate Audio (213) 7667478
TORRANCE: Dimensions in Stereo 1213/ 5418521
VENTURA: Ventura/Audio 18061 6535924
W. LOS ANGELES: Henry Radio 1213/ 272.0861

COLORADO
FORT COLLINS: Audio Alternatives 13031 221-1496

CONNECTICUT
GROTON: Stereo Leb 1203/ 447-9802
NEW LONDON: Stereo Lab 12031447-9802
OLD GREENWICH: Audiocom 12031 637-3671

FLORIDA
CLEARWATER: Dalton Audio (813) 447-0987
FORT LAUDERDALE: Audio Insight 13051 491-7677
TAMPA: Sensuous Sound 18131985-5164

GEORGIA
ATLANTA: Hifi Buys 14041 261-4434
Stereo Designs (4041955-2533

MARTINEZ: The Stereo Shop (404) 863-9143

HAWAII
HONOLULU: Audio Reference Systems 18081988-3305

ITHACA: Stellar Stereo (607) 272-2644
MT. KISCO: The Sound Mill 19141 241-1230
N.Y.C.: American Audiophile 1212) 751-9733
Sound by Singer (212) 683-0925
SCHENECTADY: Progressive Audio 1518/ 370-4348
SETALKET: Designatron 15161 751-0253
VALLEY STREAM: American Audiophile (516) 561-7114

IDAHO
BOISE: The Stereo Shoppe (208) 344-7603
LEWISTON: Audio Recorder Center 12081 743-4141
TWIN FALLS: The Stereo Shoppe 12081734-9636

ILLINOIS

WAPPING E R FALLS: Sound Odyssey (9141 297-6922

ARLINGTON HTS: The Stereo Studio 13121398-8510
BELLEVILLE: Audio Musicale 16181 277-4434
CHAMPAIGN: Audio Limited (217) 359-3774
DECATUR: J. R. Lloyd (2171422-4455
HINSDALE: Quintessence Audio 1312/ 920-0170
MURPHYSBORO: Sabin Audio (618) 684-3771
SCHAUMBERG: The Stereo Studio 1312) 894-8602
SIDNEY: August Systems (2171688-2222

NORTH CAROLINA
CHAPEL HILL: Audio Works (919) 942-8763
CHAR _OTTE: Audio Salon 17041 333-3306
JACKSONVILLE: Sound Source (9191 353-8191
RALEIGH: Audio Advice 19191 872-5432

OHIO
COLUMBUS: The Speaker Company 16141299-0565
HURON: Audio Connection 1419/ 433-6069

INDIANA

OKLAHOMA

FORT WAYNE: Classic Stereo (219) 483-0553
LAFAYETTE: Pro Audio 13171448.1547

OKLAHOMA CITY: Audiophile Systems (405) 751.2532

OREGON

IOWA
IOWA CITY: Advanced Audio Engineering 13191 338-9388

KENTUCKY
RADCLIFF: Renaissance Audio 15021 351-3933

LOUISIANA
LAFAYETTE: Audio Systems 13181984-7007
NEW ORLEANS: Wilson Audio 15041 866-3457

MAINE

PENNSYLVANIA

AUGUSTA: New England Music Co 12071 622.3978
LEWISTON: New Englend Music Co. 12071 783-0835
PORTLAND: Yew England Music Co. 12011 772-2869

GREENSBURG: The Stereo Shop 14121834-2074
PHILADELPHIA: Chestnut Hill Audio 12151 923-3035

SOUTH CAROLINA

MASSACHUSETTS

CHARLESTON: Sun of Sunloft 19121 556-8623
GREI NVILLE: Music Machine 18031 232-8171
HI LTDN HEAD: The Gremephone 1803/ 785-7100
SPAPTANBURG: Audio Mester 18031 573-9397
WES, COLUMBIA: Upstairs Audio 18031 791-1885

NORTHAMPTON: Sound & Music (413) 584-9547
WELLESLEY: The Music Box 16171235-5100

MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR: Absolute Sound 13131 662-2026
BIRMINGHAM: Audio One 13131 646-6666
DETROIT: Absolute Sound 13131 527-2244
E. LANSING: Absolute Sound 15171 351-9300
GRAND HAVEN: Tri-City Sound 16161 846-5140
MIDLAND: Sound Decisions 15171 631.3781
ROYAL OAK: Absolute Sound 13131 549.7550

TENNESSEE
JOHNSON CITY: Sound Concepts 16151 929-1122
MEMPHIS: A. D. Studio Sound (90111963963
NASHVILLE: HiFi Corner 161 51 383-8600

TEXAS
AUSTIN: The Audio File 15121 443-9295
DALLAS: Melody Shoos (214) 363-9181

MISSOURI
COLUMBIA: Johnston Audio 13141449-3933

VIRGINIA

NEW HAMPSHIRE

LYNCHBURG: Lakeside Audio (804) 845-0414
ROAROKE: Audiotronics 17031 774-5757
VI RCINIA BEACH: Digital Sound 18041424-5850

PORTSMOUTH: The Soundsmith 1603) 436-0123

NEW JERSEY
DUNELLEN: Personalized Audio (201)752-3883
E. HANOVER: Roll Audio Consultants 1201 887-7550
MORRISTOWN: Sight & Sound 12011 267-6700
NEW BRUNSWICK: HiFi Haven 12011249-5188
VERONA: Audio Connection (201) 239-1799

NEW YORK

CONTROLLED DISPERSION LOUDSPEAKERS

WASHINGTON
BEL/ INGHAM: The Sound Center (206) 676-8014
SEATTLE: Definitive Audio (206) 524-6633
SPOhANE: Hal's Stereo (509) 747-4268
TACOMA. Stereo Shop 12061584-2200

WISCONSIN

BINGHAMTON: JSG Audio 16071 798-0786
BUFFALO: 'he Speaker Shop 17161 837-1557
COMMACK: Audio Source (516) 499-7680
EAST ROCHESTER: Stereo One 17161 586-4776
FRESH MEADOWS: Sound Stage Audio (2121762-3220
HICKSVILLE: Designatron (516) 822-5277

3D zzcosT CS

ASHLAND: Everything Electronic 1503/ 482-4320
BEAVERTON: Hawthorne Stereo West 1503/ 292-4401
BEND: Stereo Plant 1503/ 382-9062
CORI:ALLIS: Toad Hell Stereo (503) 752-5601
EUGENE: Toed Hall Stereo 15031485-1262
PORTLAND: Gilbert Audio 15031 232.5552
Hawthorne Stereo 1503/ 2349375

MILWAUKEE. Audio Emporium 14141 3545082
OSHKOSH: Audiophile Specialists (414) 426-1100
WISCONSIN RAPIDS: Salon One (715) 421.5910

CANADA
TORONTO: Encore Audio & Video Inc 14141 488.2199

5 Sunrise Plaza
Valley Stream, NY 11581
(516)-561-7555

Simply overwhelming
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Overwhelmingly simple
At Aiwa, we believe the only thing about quality
recording that should overwhelm you is the quality
of the recording.
That's why our engineers developed the Aiwa
AD -M800. A microcomputerized cassette deck
that's so advanced, it's simple.
The AD-M800's specifications tell you it's the last
word in cassette deck technology. But its D.A.T.A.
microcomputer system lets you know a new era of
recording accuracy and simplicity is just beginning.
Instead of imprecise tape selector switches
or confusing variable bias and eq switches, the
AD-M800's D.A.T.A. microcomputer system is as
simple as it is accurate.
For "master" quality recordings with ruler -flat
tape frequency response all you do is press "start".
D.A.T.A. does the rest.
It's so smart, it automatically senses what type

of tape you've chosen, then selects the best setting
from over 250 million possible combinations to
optimize bias, equalization and calibrate sensitivity.
All in less than 30 seconds!
And thanks to its memory, next time you use the
same tape it won't take any time at all. D.A.T.A. can
recall past analyses instantly.
But D.A.T.A. is just one of the AD-M800's out-

standing features. There are a lot more. Like
Aiwa's V -cut Sendust CVC 3 -head system. Infrared
remote control. Both vU and Peak LED metering.
Double Dolby* NR. And Dual Motor Drive.
The Aiwa AD -M800. It's that advanced. It's that
simple. That's why it's the top of our line.
*Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

AIWA

SIMPLY ADVANCED

For more information, write: Aiwa America Inc., 35 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074. In Canada, Shriro (Canada) Ltd.
CIRCLE NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Recording
engineers
are
trained...
not born.
Learn to
engineer
the sound
of music...

BRIAN: Symphony No. 10; Symphony No.
21. Leicestershire Schools Symphony Orchestra, James Loughran and Eric Pinkett
cond. UNICORN UNS 265 $10.98 (from Euroclass Record Distributors, Ltd., 155 Ave-

sieri; Vintendo V'Intendo Occhi; Suonera
l'Ultima Tromba; Amor Mio. Che Cosa 0
Questo? Martyn Hill (tenor); Robert

nue of the Americas, New York, N.Y.

organ). 1:01SEAU-LYRE DSLO 547 $9.98.

10013).

Performance Passable to excellent
Recording Improved remasterIng

These two tough-fibered works were recorded in 1972, a few months after Haver gal Brian's death at the age of ninety-two.
Brian completed thirty-two symphonies, yet
this was the first commercial disc documentation of his work. In my 1976 review of the
original issue, Unicorn RHS 313, I noted
that the one -movement Symphony No. 21
ranges in idiom from Schoenbergian density
of texture to the bleak sparseness of late Sibelius and Shostakovich, whereas No. 10, in
four movements, is more expansive and ru-

minative and has just a touch of English
flavor in the march episode of the finale.
The performance of No. 10, led by James
Loughran, is the more impressive, for while

Eric Pinkett does succeed with his gifted
amateurs in the end movements of No. 21,

the demands of the scherzo prove a bit
much for them. This reissue is a decided improvement sonically on the original tape.

For those on the hunt for recordings of
the Brian symphonies, a summary may be
in order here. Among the authorized commercial recordings, only two have appeared
thus far on a U.S. label: Symphonies No. 6
(Tragica) and No. 16 with Myer Fredman

conducting the London Philharmonic on
Musical Heritage Society MHS 3426 (Lyrita SRCS 67 is the British release). Most
import specialists carry the 1978 Sir
Charles

Groves/Liverpool

Philharmonic

disc of Nos. 8 and 9 (HMV ASD 3486).

Complete the
Multi -track Recording Technology
curriculum in one year, or earn the
B.S. Degree in Music Technology
via the Institute of Audio Research New York University joint program.

Summer '81 Quarter
starts July 6th.
Fall '81 Quarter
starts September 24th.

and No. 22 with the Leicestershire Schools
Symphony Orchestra under Laszlo Heltay
was issued in 1975 on British CBS 61612
The remaining disc documentation takes
the form of airchecks from BBC broadcasts
issued on the Aries label (P.O. Box 126, Reseda, Calif. 91335). First and foremost of
these is the Gothic Symphony (No.
1),
which rivals the Mahler Eighth in vastness,
conducted by Sir Adrian Boult (LP -2601).

The other Aries discs give performance
credits under.a variety of conductorial and
orchestral pseudonyms, which decoded turn

out to be: Royal Philharmonic/Myer Fred man for No. 8, London Symphony/Edward
Downes for No. 14 (LP -1603); Royal Philharmonic/Myer Fredman for No. 9, BBC

Symphony/Norman Del Mar for No. 12,
and University of Illinois Symphony/Bernard Goodman for No. 23 (LP -1604); New

To obtain our 24 -page descriptive
brochure, simply write or call

Philharmonia/Leopold Stokowski for No.
28 (LP -1607); New Philharmonia/Stanley
Pope for No. 3 (LP -1617). The sound in the

Institute

Gothic Symphony is magnificent, but it is
highly variable in most of the other Aries

of Audio
Research

issues. Readers interested in learning more
about Brian's unjustly neglected music

64 University Place
Greenwich Village
New York, N.Y. 10003
Established

(212) 677-7580

1969
Licensed by N.Y State Dept. of Education

might look into Malcolm MacDonald's recent two -volume study, The Symphonies of
Havergal Brian (Taplinger, 1978).
D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
CARISSIMI: Cantatas. Apritevi. Inferni;
No No Mio Core; Deh. Memoria; Be! Tem-

po per Me Se N'Andb; in un Mar di PenCIRCLE NO 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Spencer (lute); Trevor Jones (viola da gam-

ba); Christopher Hogwood (harpsichord,
Performance Fantastic
Recording Beautiful
The cantatas of Giacomo Carissimi (16051674) stand midway, stylistically as well as
chronologically, between those of Claudio
Monteverdi and those of Alessandro Scarlatti. Carissimi's settings are a run-on mixture of simple recitative, ariosos that use
coloratura and sequence, and formal arias.

Through his supple alternation of these
three styles, Carissimi captured the mood of
the poetry he used and gave his texts powerful settings.
In order to perform these works effectively, a singer must have a wide range, mastery

of coloratura, the ability to shift rapidly
from style to style, a sense of word coloration, and a sense of overall drama to mold
the brief musical sections into a larger unity. Martyn Hill has all of these qualities as
well as a beautiful, high voice. His performance here is not only technically excellent

but musically effective and dramatic.

I

might also add that it is a pleasure to hear
this music sung by a real tenor rather than a
countertenor. The emotional impact is
somehow much more immediate.
The realization of the figured bass here is
a model of good taste. The accompaniments
support the singer rather than competing

with him, and just the right coloration for
each passage is achieved by a judicious use

of organ, harpsichord, and lute supported
by the gamba. Altogether, this album is extremely important because it shows us an
aspect of Carissimi different from what we
have come to expect. Those who know his
oratorios for larger forces will be amazed at
his powerful treatment of sustained works
for solo voice. It is therefore especially unfortunate that texts and translations are not
provided with this release.
S.L.
CHOPIN: Piano Concerto No. 2, in F

Op. 21; Andante Spianato and Grande
Polonaise, Op. 22. Krystian Zimerman (piano); Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra,
Carlo Maria Giulini cond. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON 2531 126 $9.98, © 3301 126
$9.98.

Performance Extrovert
Recording Uneven
Contest winners sometimes turn out to have

little in the way of staying power, but Krystian Zimerman, winner of the Polish Chopin Competition a few years ago, has maintained his reputation splendidly through a
heavy and regular concert and recording
schedule. His recordings, not only of Chopin, but of Mozart and Brahms too, show us
a real pianist and a real musician, plucky,
personable, and individual. He gave us, not
long ago, a Chopin E Minor Concerto on
the level of Pollini's early one, and this new
recording of the F Minor, if it does not leave
the competition behind, is still well worth
hearing. In brief, Zimerman offers an ex-

trovert performance with brilliant finger work and a goodly number of dramatic
"clangs." It's not the way I personally pre (Continued on page 76)
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You may not realize it, but you've only been
listening to music in two dimensions. In
fact, owners of the most sophisticated
systems utilizing the latest enhancement
techniques are also only hearing
two-dimensional sound. totally lacking the
missing third dimension, Omnisonic
Imogene". Even owners of the most modest
stereo systems will recognize the 801
Omnisonic Imager"' as one of the most
significant improvements in music
reproduction in years. This advance,
available after extensive research by
Omnisonix in the field of psychoacoustics, is
intended to provide the enjoyment and
feeling of live musical performance. To
vastly upgrade the performance of your
stereo system, simply connect the 801 to the
tape or preamp input/output jacks and
listen to clear, distinct sound images that
seem to surround you, even while moving
about. In fact, the impact is so great that the
sound seems to come from outside the

speaker plane, often overhead and
to the rear Your home virtually becomes a
concert hall.

Hearing is convincing
To experience the dramatic presence and
detail that have been missing from your
records, digitally recorded discs, and
pre-recorded tapes, take a few of your
favorites to an Omnisonix dealer for a
demonstration; you are in for a musical
delight. And amazingly enough, any tape
you record through an Omnisonic Imager
will retain the Omnisonic quality when it is
played back on a conventional stereo
system. The 801 Omnisonic Imager also

adds a dimension to FM, monophonic AM
and TV sound, with a simple adjustment.

Highway imagery
The new Imager 801-A'" does tor your car
stereo what the 801 does for your home
music system. It raises the sound from the
floor level to the ear level. The variable

imager control allows you to vary the image
to any auto environment.

Hear what you've been missing
Join the growing thousands of music
listeners who have found it completely
affordable to enjoy the delight of Omnisonic
Imagery and discover what they had been
missing with conventional stereo.
Since all Omnisonic Imagers are
designed and built for lasting performance
under strict quality control conditions,
Omnisonix offers a lifetime warranty on the
active proprietary circuitry.

Call today, toll free
1-800-243-0688
For additional information and the name of
your nearest Omnisonix dealer. Write: PO.
Box 430, Northford, Ct. 06472 or call
203-239-6213 in Connecticut.

QMNISONIX, LTD.
Setting Sound Free
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SOME time around 1718, the Neapolitans.
previously mad for Alessandro Scarlatti's operas, lost interest in his music, and the

composer seems to have packed up and
moved to Rome. If Scarlatti had been an
Englishman or a German or a Frenchman,

Scarlatti was one of the greatest opera
composers who ever lived and one of the
most influential as well, but he had actually
outlived his own fame by the time of his
death in 1725. In his years in Rome, he continued to write and produce operas-his fin -

the church and who, by some mysterious
process, came to be regarded as the patron

saint of music. What better occupation for
the greatest living Italian composer than to
write a Mass in her honor for performance
at her church?
It's a beauty. Edward J. Dent, one of the
first modern writers to take up Scarlatti's
cause, called the St. Cecilia Mass a "worthy ancestor of the great masses of Bach
and Beethoven." He meant the B Minor
Mass and the Missa Solernnis, and I agree.

Its long, soaring lines; its concertante settings of orchestra, choral blocks, and grace-

ful, expressive solo lines; its contrapuntal
skills; its sustained harmonic movement; its
qualities of invention, seriousness, and even

its gorgeous Baroque elaboration;
and its intensity of expression are all features in which Scarlatti cedes nothing to
Bach. In fact, in one area, dramatic continuity and integration, he actually excels
all his contemporaries. For example, the
Gloria is a 231/2 -minute piece that intescope;

grates various tempos, solos, a fugue based
on plainsong, and a recurring series of cho-

ral acclamations and binds the disparate
sections together in the most intensely dra-

matic way. Much of this is extremely forward -looking, but some of it looks back.
Scarlatti wrote polyphonic Masses patterned after the great sixteenth -century
composers, and in the St. Cecilia Mass he
consciously tried to amalgamate the very
old and the very new-most notably in the
beautiful and exceptional final Agnus Dei,
which is also based on the plainsong and
treated with all the skill (and something of
the manner) of a Renaissance contrapuntist. Bach also did such things, but for a parallel case of a conscious mixing of the ancient and the very modern you have to turn
to Beethoven's late counterpoint.
ARGO has given us a new recording of the

work, a very beautiful performance in the
finest Olde English Olde Musick manner.
It's hard to quarrel with it, even though I
rather doubt that any eighteenth -century
Italian performance-no matter how eighteenth -century and how polished-would
have been quite so sweet, quite so polite.

And frankly, authentic or no, I'd like to
hear it sung just once by women instead of
boy sopranos and altos. There is a slight
provincial quality to this performance, lov-

Alessandro Scarlatti's
St.CeciliacMass

able and elegant as it is. But in nearly all
respects that count it is affecting and lovely-and by no means lacking in liveliness,
vigor, and expression. The technically gorgeous recording was made at St. John's Col-

lege in Cambridge, England. It is a worthy
tribute to the patron saint of music and a
must for anyone who loves the Baroque and

he would have been remembered with the

est and most developed works, according to

wants to deepen his understanding of Ba-

respect accorded to a Purcell or a Handel or

some-but also, fittingly, he wrote sacred

roque music.

a Lully. If he had been primarily an instrumental composer like his son Domenico, he
would be the featured Morning Music composer on your friendly neighborhood FM
Good Music Station. But he was an Italian
opera composer, and Italian opera audiences-not unlike our latter-day musical -

music. One of his patrons was the Cardinal
Acquaviva, who had some connection with

comedy or pop -music public-are notoriously fickle.
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the Church of Santa Cecilia in Trastevere-a venerable structure that goes back
to Roman times and can still be visited al-

-Eric Salzman

A. SCARLATTI: St. Cecilia Mass. Elizabeth Harwood, Wendy Eathorne (sopranos); Margaret Cable (contralto); Wynford Evans

(tenor); Christopher Keyte

though it lies a bit off the regular tourist

(bass); John Scott (organ); Choir of St.

track. The good Saint Cecilia was a noble
Roman lady who is supposed to have lived
and died for her religion on the very site of

John's College, Cambridge; Wren Orchestra, George Guest cond. ARGO ZRG 903

$9.98,0 KZRC 903 $9.98.
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Test labs now use
an extraordinary new instrument to
evaluate record playback performance.
A warped record.

111.-0
la

1;1

IMO

Magazine test repors are usualy
based 071 measurements mace wi:h

profsbnal equipment and ..mder ideal laboratory conditions. None of

air will usually give no more thar a
slieFt 'thump' ... and most warps.
are undetec:able by eat"
Pondar Electronics

which matches the real -Lb s:tuation
you lace at home.
Vir:ually all records manufactured
toda, are warped. And el.en records
that are slightly warped can make
conventional tonearm and cartridge
combinations (typically lE grams
effective mass) distort badly and even
leave the record greoue.
The bast labs know -his, of course,
whien is whir they tried something
differert with Duals s -gram Ultra
Low Mass tenearrn and cartridge
system They added an innovath-e
test ins:rurrent to their scopes and
meters.
A badly warped record_
The nesuls of this rew test are not
rep bed as -oercentagps. decibels or
other techn-ral jargon, bLt in clear
and -..mmistakable language:
"'savigating the worst warps we
could End, the Dual/Ortofon
combiration proved uery agile
indeed. with nary a mist-ack."

'The Dual takes dead aim at the
fiend of disc reproduct:on-the
warped record-and response to

His/! Fidelity
. t-acked the most severely

warped records in our collection
usually so well that we Bard no:hing
wrong " Star° Revaeu
-Even a severe warp tLat would

A major breakthrough in record
playback technology.
Write for our brochtre describing
aJ nine Dual ULM turntables. Prices
s:art at less than $190. United Audio,
120 So. Columbus AVE., Mt. Vernon,

norm ly tlrow the pickup into :he

NY 10553.

record warps practically is eliminated
at the source." Stereo
One test lab, after making the usual
measurements, chose to just listen to
mcsic as reproduced b., ULM.
`There is no way measurements, or
mere words, can descr.be the accustic
presence of this record player ... nighs
are crystalline, with a purity we
haven't heard before. The bass is so
cleen that one can hear new sounds
fr-1...,m records, such as the harmonic

vibration of unplayed strings on the
double bass... overall definition and
transient response were outstanding."
HiP/Stereo Buyers' Guiae

You too can hear the difference
ULM makes. Visit your local Dual

dealer and be sure to bring your own
"test instrument." Especially one that
seems unplayably warped.
LLM.

Dual

Ortofon LM cartridges have changed the audio world.
Super low mass eliminates resonance distortion
and unwanted signals from warped records, while our
exclusive, patented VMS generating system lets you
hear your records with unprecedented clarity.
What in the world are you doing with a cartridge
other than an Ortofon LM?

fer the concerto, but there is no question
that it works. It is, however, combined here
with a not particularly attractive orchestral

accompaniment that gets very sleepy in
places and a recorded balance that seems to
favor the piano but not consistently. Some
listeners will like it anyway. For myself, I
much prefer the recording by Emanuel Ax,

Eugene Ormandy, and the Philadelphia
(RCA ARL1-2868), in which Ax is brilliant enough but adds a lyricism way
beyond what Zimerman offers, Ormandy
provides a far better -shaped accompaniment than Giulini, and the Philadelphia
shows the difference between a first-rate or-

chestra and a lesser one. The filler on the
DG disc is the orchestrally accompanied
version of the Andante Spianato and
Grande Polonaise, which gets a performance of the same style and quality as the
concerto but perhaps takes it a bit better.
-James Goodfriend
COPLAND: Four Piano Blues (see BOLCOM)
CORIGLIANO: Clarinet Concerto (see Best
of the Month, page 56(
DVORAK: Piano Quartets. Opp. 23 and 87

(see Best of the Month, page 561

orrofon

122 Dupont Street, Plainview, New York 11803
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Standard
on Angel
of Excellence
The New

HINDEMITH: Three Organ Sonatas. Elis-

abeth Ullmann (organ).

TELEFUNKEN

6.42575 AZ $10.98.

Performance Excellent
Recording: Tremendous presence
Hindemith wrote his first two organ sonatas
in 1937 and his third in 1940; they directly
preceded and followed his immigration to
this country. The music is excellent, vintage
Hindemithian neo-Classicism, here played
on a modern neo-Classical Flentrop organ

in Linz, Austria. Elisabeth Ullmann is a
good organist, and the digital recording has
startling presence.
E.S.

RECORDINGS OF SPECIAL MERIT
LISZT: Piano Sonata in B Minor; .tpres

Nos-,RpT

PhiMarrnona

Orchestra

une Lecture du Dante; Concert Paraphrase

on the Quartet from Verdi's "Rigoletto."
Daniel Barenboim (piano). DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON 2531 271 $9.98,0 3301 271
$9.98.

LISZT: Six Consolations; Three Liebestraume; Sonetti del Petrarca Nos. 47, 104,
and 123. Daniel Barenboim (piano).
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

2531 318 $9.98,

© 3301 318 $9.98.

Performances Elegant
Recordings. Exceptional
In more than a quarter -century in the recording studios, Daniel Barenboim appears

to have had only one previous encounter
with the music of Liszt, an especially fine
performance of Les Preludes by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra under his direction

(Deutsche Grammophon 2531 054). One
might not have thought of him in connection with Liszt's piano music, but, as these

two records make brilliantly clear, that
would have been a big mistake. It is rather

late in the day now for anyone to regard
Liszt as a mere concocter of showpieces
(Continued on page 78)
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We don't just guarantee
AR speakers won't die.
We guarantee they won't
fade away.
t
oltea

ay.,e
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tett" it
vote: A. a

in the AR factory. We never buy
drivers or cross-overs from
outside suppliers as some
v4a
veto date tam stz'
makers do. We even wind
tvo'vtp, No'
our own air -core chokes.
a ye
--It's the only way to really
a5
control quality.
And isn't quality what you're looking for
in your next speakers?
If it is, come listen to the best at your AR
All good speakers are guaranteed against dealer's.
defects in parts and workmanship.
He has a catalog with pictures and specs
So are AR's.
of all nine models we build. If he's out of
But AR also gives you a full warranty
catalogs temporarily, write and we'll send
(not a limited one) with an important
you one.
extra.
We don't just promise to. We guarantee it.
We not only promise that your speakers WTELEDYPE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
10 AMERICAN DRIVE, NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS 02062 USA
1981
won't fall apart, we also promise that they'll
IN CANADA BYA. C SIMMONDS AND SONS LTD.
AND IN AUSTRALIA BY W C. WEDDERSPOON PTY. LTD.
perform within 1dB of design specs for
5 years from the day you walk them out the
door (see our warranty for full details).
That's quite a promise.
But we build quite a speaker.
It's designed for accuracy; the most
"Truth in Listening"
important quality in a speaker no matter
what kind of music you're
into.
Building it to stay accurate is the real challenge.
It means designing,
building, testing and
re -testing every driver
pia
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Realism.

(though the Rigoletto paraphrase does not
pretend to be more than that), and there is
of course no empty barnstorming in Barenboim's performances. If comparisons are

helpful, one might cite the Liszt performances by such distinguished senior colleagues as Claudio Arrau, Wilhelm

Kempff, and Sir Clifford Curzon, all of
whom, like Barenboim himself, are strongly
ALLISON :ONE loud

identified with Beethoven, Mozart, and

speakers were used by

Brahms. The common denominator in this
august company is elegance. None of these
pianists regards Liszt's scores as mere outlines on which to base one's own flights of

Diversified Science
Labs in reviewing nine

"audiophile discs."
The reviews were
published in a special
section of the Winter.
1980 issue of Stereo
magazine. Here are
some excerpts:
"Stereo imaging has
excellent width and
depth and is rock
stable. . . What we
heard was as real a piano as we have ever heard
on a recording.
. percussion is crisp and clean
and even the triangle stands out clearly in the
presence of the full orchestra. Brass is excellent
in all registers: cellos and basses are clearly
defined.. . . Undoubtedly, this is one of the
.

.

.

most sonically thrilling recordings we've ever
heard. .. . super -solid kick drum, magnificent
transients, scintillating cymbals. . . contains
a truly perfect transcription of the sound of a
bass drum. . . The imaging, dynamics, and
.

.

accuracy are so perfect that the three musicians
seem to be performing in your living room."

These words are from record reviews. But the
sounds described were not created by the records alone: they had to be reproduced by loudspeakers before the reviewers could hear them
and judge their realism.
The loudspeakers were Allison One systems.
with the Electronic SubwooferT" to extend response flat to 20 Hz.

fancy; all of them acknowledge that he
knew quite well what he wanted and did not
need performers to revise or amend what he
set down; all of them achieve a poetic sort of
intensity through an essentially straightforward and simple approach, with no overlay
of sentiment or drama where Liszt provided
quite enough.

In the B Minor Sonata Liszt provided
quite a bit of drama, and Barenboim makes
the most of it, in part by resisting what must
be at times the overwhelming temptation to
make still more of it. His playing suggests
both effortlessness and passion, refinement
and flair, and nothing less than total identification with the material. Part of that identification is an unerring sense of proportion

and momentum, similarly manifest in the
incredibly alive performance of the socalled Dante Sonata, from the Second Year
of the Annees de Pelerinage, and in the con-

trastingly intimate Petrarch Sonnets from
the same collection. In the latter group Barenboim achieves an lnnigkeit beyond even
what Kempff gave us in his early -Fifties recording: he seems to be playing for his own

delight and finding special pleasure

One reason why Allison® systems reproduce
original sounds so accurately is that they have
flat bass power response in real rooms. Conventional loudspeaker systems are affected by
reflections from room surfaces; Allison Room Matched® design avoids these effects. A series
of technical papers on the room -boundary
problem and its solution is available, along with
our catalog and other literature, free on request.

ALLISON: ONE $590 each

more easily sentimentalized Consolations
and Liebestrdume, here models of clarity
and aristocratic grace and with their Schubertian links clear. The virtuoso workout on

the Rigoletto Quartet, too, makes its brilliant effects with great musical sense. The
realistic reproduction of the piano, in which
the bass is exceptionally rich but never

soupy, does full justice to the masterly
performances.

11=111111111
THE ELECTRONIC SUBWOOFER: $290.

($50 CASH REBATE on The Electronic Subwoofer until May 1, 1981)

ALLISON
ACOUSTICS
'au%cn !cull

ircic Natick, \l \ 01760.1

k.

For literature and information call (800) 225-4791
In MA 16171 237-2670. or send coupon.

Address
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R.F.

State

Zip

I applaud the scholarly achievement. I
am even willing to accept the annotator's
claim that this early "dramma giocoso" anticipates Mozart's later masterpieces in cer-

tain ways. But I still think that in this "authentic form" the opera is immaturely conceived, excessively verbose, and absurdly
overplotted. There are many musical felicities among the score's twenty-seven (!) set
numbers, virtually all of them arias, but the
many secco recitatives that separate them
in this version make it seem interminable.
The performers here labor commendably
in the opera's behalf. Conductor Leopold
Hager, who has done much for early Mozart in the past, again assures a good measure of vitality, and, if his Salzburg ensemble
is not the most refined imaginable, it is certainly efficient. Among the singers, soprano

Lilian Sukis stands out for her charming

and limpidly vocalized Arminda. Aside
from a certain tentativeness in ornamentation, Brigitte Fassbaender is smooth and
stylish in her trouser role, and Enzo di Cesare, a lively tenor, outdoes himself in an
effort to find comedy in his part. Jutta-Renate Ihloff is entirely acceptable in her sou-

brette role, but, though never less than
creditable vocally, neither Thomas Moser
nor

Barry McDaniel (both Americans)

sounds entirely idiomatic, while Julia Con well (another American) seems to have been
prematurely cast in the role of Sandrina.
In sum, the Philips set, though perhaps
less authentic, makes a stronger impression
because it displays the musical gems more
advantageously. It is also uniformly better
sung, framed in a more polished and richer sounding orchestral setting, and superior
technically.
G.J.

RZEWSKI: Four North American Ballads
(see BOLCOM)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
SIBELIUS: Six Impromptus, Op. 5; Sonata
in F Major, Op. 12; Six Finnish Folk Songs;
Kyllikki, Op. 41. Erik T. Tawaststjerna (pi-

ano). Bis LP -153 $10.98 (from Qualiton
Records, Ltd., 39-28 Crescent Street, Long

Island City, N.Y. 11101).

MOZART: La Finta Giardiniera (K. 196).
Ezio di Cesare (tenor), Podesta; Julia Con -

well (soprano), Sandrina; Thomas Moser
(tenor), Count Belfiore; Lilian Sukis (soprano), Arminda; Brigitte Fassbaender
(mezzo-soprano), Don Ramiro; Jutta-Renate Ihloff (soprano), Serpetta; Barry
McDaniel (baritone), Nardo. Salzburg Mozarteum Orchestra, Leopold Hager cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2740 234 four
discs $39.92.

Performance A noble try
Recording: Good average
This early (1775) opera has had a rather
tumultuous history. Part of its original autograph, with Italian text, disappeared soon
after the Munich premiere; Mozart subsequently authorized a German Singspiel version, which survived and even received an

excellent recording (Philips 6703 039) a

Name

City

in

Liszt's most delicate effects. Elegance is no
less gratifyingly apparent in the smaller and

be "in the form Mozart composed it for
Munich."

few years ago. But musicologists are a tenacious lot, and the original version of La Finta Giardiniera was pieced together in 1978.
The present recording of the work is said to

Performance: Authoritative
Recording Excellent

This is the first of a planned six LPs con-

taining all of the more than a hundred
pieces Sibelius wrote for solo piano, and it
features the first complete recordings of the
Op. 5 Impromptus as well as the hitherto
little-known set of Finnish folk -song transcriptions dating from the time of the Violin
Concerto. The Impromptus, Sibelius' first
published work for piano, display from the
first bars a distinctive musical personality
with a genuine bardic touch. Of particular
interest are Nos. 2 and 3, both endowed
with a strong folk feeling and containing at
various points elements that were to find
their way into En Saga and the Third Symphony. The six folk -song arrangements are,

for the most part, of almost Webernian
brevity, and Nos. 4 and 5 have a Bartokian
intensity and boldness.
The Op. 12 Piano Sonata has been criticized as being "unpianistic," and it is true
(Continued on page 82)
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WHY ONLY SONY WINDS UP
WITH FULL COLOR SOUND.
Strangely enough, some of the things that make Sony
Full Color Sound sound so terrific are things you can't hear.
Such as Sony's unique experience and technical
achievement. Sony makes both tape and the equipment
that plays it. So Sonys experiStepped hub
Outer ring
lnner ring
ence with tape recording is
unique among major tape
manufacturers. After all, you'd
better know all there is to
know about tape decks before
you make a tape. Sony does.
Tape
liner
Parallel rails
Then there's unique Sony
Cross section of SP mechanism
balance. The fine-tuning of aL
the elements that go into making a tape, so that each synergistically complements the other and delivers the finest
recording humanly and technically possible to achieve.
You also cant hear Sony's unique SP mechanism, one of the carefully balanced elements in
every Sony tape. It's a perfect example of Sony
technical achievement. The SP mechanism is
what makes the tape run so smoothly inside
the cassette. And smoothly running tape is
critical for total, perfect tape performance.
Smooth running means less friction.
So some of the most popular tape makers
give the tape as much clearance inside the
cassette as possible. (We used to do the
same thing.) But this method results in
uneven or too tight winding and actually increases friction as you wind and
rewind the tape. Jamming and even
a stopping of the tape in its tracks
can result.
It was clear to Sony that even,
uniform winding was the key. So
Sony reversed the basic thinking about
friction completely and invented the
SP mechanism, the first positive guidance system on the market. Instead
of giving the tape lots of room, it
gently guides the tape smoothly and
precisely through the cassette, and
onto the reels, with a maximum of
positive precision support, yet with
an absolute minimum of friction.
This is a perfect example of Sony

pioneering and how the Sony balance system works.
Some of the unique patented Sony innovations are
the stepped hub wheel, which suppresses wobble; parallel
"rails" of the liner which guide the tape and hub and keep
the tape winding flat and even. Even the surface which
touches the tape is special graphite -coated polyester, for the
least possible friction.
Our Sony SP mechanism is actually 10 times more
trouble -free in lab tests than our old conventional mechanism. And the increase of friction after 200"torture-test"
windings and rewindings has been reduced by nearly 2/3!
The fact is, the more sophisticated your equipment,
the more you'll appreciate Full Color Sound. Listen to Sony
SHF (our best normal bias tape), EHF (high bias), FeCr or
Metallic tape. Listen to the perfect balance of its perfect
components. It's the secret of Full Color Sound. SONY

Stepped hub
Liner with
parallel rails

__Tape guide
Five screw

system

CIRCLE NO. 02 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Precision guide roller

Tape

Pressure pad

Shielding plate

01981 Sony fcrporatson of Amenca Tape Div
Sony is a traciernark of Sony Corp

E VERYBODY

(well,

almost

everybody)

thus belong to a still later age group-the
prize-winning generation, we might call it.

E knows about the "New York School" in
painting: Pollack, Kline, Rothko, and all the
abstract expressionists who dominated the
painting scene in the period after World
War II. Two new releases from New World

Their correct and efficient work fills out the
new -music performing repertoire but is very
little known outside the circles of initiates,
even among contemporary -music audiences. Lundborg's music, more connected
and rhythmic than Olan's, suggests new directions, but it is too careful and too con-

Records raise the question of whether there
was an equivalent New York School in new
music. The answer is yes, but the case is not
so simple. There were, in fact, two or three
different postwar New York schools in mu-

cerned with elegance to make any bold
moves.

sic, and their divergent influences can be
considered to be at the root of today's division between the so-called "uptown" and
"downtown" styles (see my review of music
by young composers Tobias Picker and Ingram Marshall in the February issue).

Arthur Berger, two of whose works share
a disc with two of Wolpe's, is not a compos-

er one would ordinarily associate with any
New York school, although he was actually
born in the city. His earlier work was neoClassical, but since the late Fifties his music has become increasingly serial. The
pieces here are serious, solid work from the

For some people, the New York School in
music consists of John Cage and his disci-

ples and followers-a repertoire of open form, performance -practice music of an
openly anti -European bent. For otherssuch as Jeffrey Kresky in his notes for the
New World album by the chamber group
Parnassus --the New York School is embodied in Elliott Carter, Milton Babbitt,
and other American inheritors of the European tradition. Two of the major pioneer
figures in this school were actually transplanted Europeans: Edgard Varese (who influenced the Cageians as well) and Stefan

Wolpe, three of whose works are included
on the two releases under consideration
here.

Wolpe was born in Berlin in 1902, came
to this country in the late Thirties, and was
settled and active in New York City during
the last years of his life (he died in 1972)
when he developed his best-known and most

influential late style --a kind of flashing,
fantasy serialism that reflected the imposing personality of a dynamic, tortured soul.
Wolpe's music never reached a very large
public, but its cause was taken up by young-

er musicians who fell under his influence.
This was particularly true of the Group for
Contemporary Music founded by composer

Charles Wuorinen and flutist/composer
Harvey Soliberger and also of many tal-

Mario Davidovsky

Sixties: some crunchy piano pieces of 1969,

brilliantly played by Robert Miller, and a
more graceful septet of a few years earlier.

ewcAlusic:

THE recordings on the Berger/Wolpe disc
are reissues, having originally appeared in
the ambitious and excellent new -music series organized some years back by Acoustic
Research. They are all excellently played
and very well recorded. The Parnassus recordings are all new, everything again excellently played; oddly, though, considering
the source (New World records tend to be
very richly annotated), the album lacks cer-

We
New York

School(s)

tain basic information, notably dates of
-Eric Salzman

composition.

ented successor groups-including the Parnassus ensemble.

Wuorinen himself (born in New York)
and Mario Davidovsky (born in Buenos
Aires but long settled in New York), represented with one work apiece on the Parnassus disc, are dominant voices of the next
generation after Wolpe's. They and others
took the rebellious, avant-garde ideas of the

immigrants and domesticated them with
great skill. The last two composers represented on the same disc, David Olan and
Erik Lundborg, were both born in 1948 and

WOLPE: Chamber Piece No. 2. DAVIDOVSKY: Pennplay. WUORINEN: The
Winds. OLAN: Octet. LUNDBORG: Sound soup. Parnassus, Anthony Korf cond. NEW
WORLD NW 306 $8.98.

WOLPE: Form for Piano. Russell Sherman
(piano). Piece in Two Parts for Solo Violin.
Rose Mary Harbison (violin). BERGER:
Five Pieces for Piano. Robert Miller
(piano). Septet. Contemporary Chamber
Players, Arthur Weisberg cond. NEW
WORLD NW 308 $8.98.

Ow 3 Vela
Steps to &an,
!
Sound
INiet

one
sell you short. No
Don't let anybody enough to insure
products are
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that part of the first movement does seem
rather insistent in its rhythmic patterns and
overly dense in texture. But the slow movement has a somber and telling beauty, and
the finale is really brilliant in its own special
way. A comparison of the performance here

NEW HIGHS. The 5001D defines
hard -to -get high frequencies because
it comes with a cantilever that doesn't
easily distort them.
It's boron -vapor hardened to track
under "G'=forces that would buckle
ordinary cantilevers.

with the one that David Rubinstein recorded some years ago for the Musical Her-

itage Society shows Erik Tawaststjerna
(son of the renowned Sibelius authority and

NEW FIDELITY. In addition to
hearing more highs, you're going to
hear less noise from a 500ID.
There's nothing complex about the

biographer) much more on top of things
musically. Likewise, the Kyllikki lyric
pieces, the most frequently recorded in the
Sibelius piano repertoire, receive a sensitive

benefits of Samarium -Cobalt magnets.

They are simply less massive and
higher in output than conventional

Which means, the performance we
monitor in our lab is the performance
you're likely to hear at home.

ones.

So, if we had to give a reason for
our signal-to-noise ratio being better
than most, it's because the materials
we use are better than most.

NEW SECURITY. Empire's two-

year limited warranty is 365 days

longer than the one-year limited war-

ranty offered by many other manu-

NEW TECHNOLOGY. Beacuse the

500ID features Empire's inertially
damped tuned stylus system, its performance is consistent-even when
the capacitance varies from one system to the next.

facturers.
An extra year in no uncertain terms.

NEW SOUND. The Empire 500ID.

You're an arm's length away from a
new listening experience.

EVERYONE WHO WANTS
THEIR OLD SYSTEM
TO SOUND LIKE NEW,
RAISE YOUR ARM.

reading, with the lyrical and intensely dramatic aspects of the music very effectively
counterpoised. As with most Bis piano discs
that have come my way, the recording of

the Bosendorfer instrument used by Mr.
Tawaststjerna is first-class.

D.H.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
SOLER: Fandango (R. IA). Sonatas: D Major (R. 74, R. 84, R. 92/4); B Minor (R. 10);
E Minor (R. 27); A Minor (R. 71, R. 1181; C

Minor (R. 18, R. 48); C Major (R. 66/2).
Igor Kipnis (harpsichord). NONESUCH 0 D79010 $11.98, ® D1-79010 $11.98.

Performance Strong
Recording Very good
Antonio Soler's Fandango, eleven minutes
of spasmodic brooding over a hypnotic ostinato bass, is surely the most "Spanish"
piece ever written for the harpsichord. Igor
Kipnis plays it for all it is worth, contrasting
its fiercely virtuosic demands with its sultry
passion. Such a dazzling performance is
hard to follow without a letdown, but
Kipnis and Soler come through het -with a
group of sonatas that wit% be mostly new

even to the collector uI the good padre's
music.

In a day when $o many harpsichordists
are favoring "historically authentic" instruments with limited tonal possibilities, it is
refreshing to hear Kipnis tackle this music
with a full-blown concert harpsichord that
has a sixteen -foot stop and is capable of a
full panoply of timbres controlled by pedals.
Admittedly, he uses more effects than Soler

ever dreamed were possible, but he uses
them with discretion to bring out the structural aspects of the music. Kipnis also reveals an understanding of authentic practice by his use of the agogic, subtle tempo
variation, and articulation. This artist plays
for music lovers, not historians, and he gives
us our money's worth.
S.L.

/

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No. I, in
B -fist Minor, Op. 23. Emil Gilels (piano);

New York Philharmonic, Zubin Mehta
cond. J. S. BACH (arr. Siloti): Prelude in B

Minor (BWV 855). Emil Gilds (piano).

f"I'
)

EIVPIFE

There's a new sound
waiting in your system.
111

CBS 0 IM 36660 $14.98,

.4(

HMT 36660

$14.98.
'

Distinguished pianism
Recording. Very good

Performance

The "Special Merit" designation here applies mostly to Emil Gilels' exceptionally
distinguished and probing handling of the
solo role in this most frequently played and
recorded of Romantic piano concertos. But
(Continued on page 84)
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After the applause, the encore: (800) 446-7964.
The applause for our last ad featuring fine boxed sets of imported classical music line to us: (800) 445-7964. Weekdays from 9 to 5, EST. Ask for Bambi. All recordings
was unexpected, but wonderful. We even had to fly to Europe to fill-in the gaps and are pressed, printed and sturdily boxed in Europe, and include the original descripto request Philips to press a fresh batch of "Vivaldi 82 Concerti". We had a surprise tive material where available. As many of these sets are appearing for the first time
invasion from far -away lands and had to add a P.S. to the coupon. And the in the USA, "not" prices are tor comparison only, based on suggested list price for
telephone was busy, busy, busy with friendly requests about individual recordings, comparable LP sets.
encore orders, and assurances that we are for real. (We are!) So here's your direct

(

Lipatti. Dinu. Selected Works from Bach.

Mozart. Complete Piano Concertos. With

Vivaldi. 82 Concerti. The most complete Mozart. Symphonies 1-41. Berlin Philhar

Daniel Barenboim and the English Chamber
Orch Cited as being a masterwork by a still
young interpreter of Mozart EMI/Electrola

anthology. Performed by I Music, Grand Prix du
Disque. Edison Award, Deutscher Schallplatten
press. 12 hours of Baroque music. Philips

12 LP. net $ 107 ealy $ 39.99 Ns. 29231

18 LPs net $ 161 only $ 59.98 Ile. 29502

Mozart.Wind Concertos. Bassoon BMa1. Flute
No 1 G Mai. Clarinette Concert A Maj. Oboe

Verdi. 7 Operas. Rigoletto. II trovatore, La tra

Handel. Works for Orchestra & Concertos.

Un ballo in Maschera, Macbeth, Don Car.
los, Simon Boccanegra. Conducted by Abbado.
Kubelik, Seraf in et al. Comes in 7 boxes, corn
plete libretti Deutsche Grammophone

Complete Concerti Grosse op 3 & 6. 16 Organ with book. Are you experienced Bold as love.
Concertos. Water Music Royal Fireworks. Music Band of Gypsies Isle of Wight Cry of love West
for Ballet. Oboe Conc etc. Academy of St. Mar War Heroes. Midnight Lightning Crash Landing.
Blues End Ladyland Plus rare single Polydor
tin, conducted by N Marnner Decca

Conc C Mal, Conc tor Flute, Harp & Orch. C Maj.
Etc Berlin Philarmonics.Herbert v Karajan EMI
Electrola

Brahms. Chopin. Enescu. Grieg. Liszt. Ravel,
Schubert, Schumann and Scarlatti Important
historcal Mono recording EMI Electrola

mow, conducted by Karl Boehm Deutsche
Grammophone.

15 LPs not $ 134 only $ 74.99 No. 29397

No. 29554

7 LPs only $ 24.99

12 Orig. Hendrix LPs. Ong covers' Comes

21 LPs not $ 209 only $ 84 99 No. 29317 11 LPs not $ 98 only S 59.99 No. 29436

12 LPs not $ 95 only $ 74.99 No. 23947

Mozart. 7 Complete Operas. ldomeneo. Le

Beethoven. Complete Piano Sonatas. I led

Masterpieces of the 20th Century. Stray ins

Beethoven. Complete String Quartets.

nozze di Figaro. Don Giovanni, Entfuhrung a d

Gulda Deutscher SiCiallplattenoreis

ky, Bartok 'Music for Strings. Perc and Celesta'.

hard Quartet CBS

Serail. Cosi fan tune, Magic Flute. La Clemanza di
Tito. Mathis. Schreier, Prey, Janowitz. Nilson, etc
Vienna Phil. Berlin Phil . etc Karl Boehm
Deutsche Gram mo

11 LPs only $ 29.99

22 LPs not $ 219 only $109.99 No. 29396

4 LPs not 5 35 only $ 17.99

Klemperer Conducts Beethoven. A Blue
Angel excl. Worldwide K's comp! Beethoven 9
Symph Prometheus Missa Solemnis 5 Piano

Klemperer Conducts Mozart. A Blue Angel Concentus Musicus. N Hanoncourt and
exclusive Worldwide. Klemperer's complete Ensemble play Haydn. Purcell. Telemann. Giber.
Mozart works Cosi fan tutte Nozze di Figaro. M Oat, Schmelzer, Legrenzi. Fux and Instrumen

concertos Conc for Violin & Orch Edell° etc
With Barenboim. Menuhin. Nilsson et al EMI/

Magic Flute Symph No 25.29 31, 34, 35, 38 41 etc etc Price. Popp. Soederstroem etc

20 LPs only S 59.99

25 LPs only $ 79.99

3 LPs not S 26 only 16.99

No. 29369

No. 29401

No 29427 Debussy. Schoenberg Pierrot lunaire. Berg

10 LPs not $ 71 only S 39.99 No. 29307

Beethoven. The 5 Piano Concertos. New

'Lulu. Webe'n '6 Pieces for Orch etc London
Symp . Cleveland Orch. BBC Symph etc 3ou

Beethoven. The 5 Piano Concertos. Con

Philhar Orch London. Klemperer & Barenboim

Iez CBS

certgebouw Amsterdam. Haitink Array

No. 29249 4 LPs only $ 24.99

No. 29500 7 LPs only $ 23.99

Brahma. Complete Symphonies, Acad. Festival and Tragic overtures. Phil Orch Lund

Beethoven. 9 Symphonies. :9/ / Berlin Phil Tchaikovsky. Swan Lake op. 20. Comtdete
with Herbert von Karalan Deutsche Grammo

Roshdestwensky, Bolshoi Orch Melody

1111,111/1,, 1 MI

phone

3 LPs only $ 17.99

35 only

16.99

No. 29131

Bach. Brandenburg Concertos 1-6. On on
gtral instrum ConcentusMUYClAHarnoncourt

Roshdestwelsky. Bolshoi Orch. Melotha

un DId110 Philips

80 only $ 49.99

No. 29410

2 LPs only S 12.99

No. 29505

15 LPs only $ 49.99

No. 29085

Schumann. Piano Works. Wit Claudio Arrau Tchaikovsky. Nutcracker op. 71. Complete

4 LPs not

The Best Piano Concertos. A Blue Angel end!
Beethoven No 3. 4. 5 Mozart No 8. 20. 21. 23.
26. 27. 30 Chopin I, 2 Grieg op 16 Schumann
op 54 Brahms 1.2.Liszt' 2 Tchaikovski 1 Etc
Gilels. Klemperer, Barenboim, Karajan et(

tal music from 16th cent. France. Eng! Italy and
Germany. Blue Angel Exclusive

Brahms. The Piano Concertos. Concertge
bouw Or, h Arnsterd Haitink Array
2 LPs not 19 only 512.99 No. 29459

9 LPs not

4 LPs List $ 39 only $19.99 No. 29458

No. 29547

No. 29521

2 LPs not 519 only S 15.99

No. 29205

Bach. The Well -tempered Clavier, Parts 1
and 2. Complete Friedrich Gulda. Aniadeo

No. 29522

Metronome

8 LPs List $ 71 only $ 49.99 No 29422

No. 29321

5 LPs only $ 24.99

Mozart. Complete Violin Concertos. bath Mahler. Symphonies 1.10. New York Phil

Bruckner. 9 Symphonies andTe Deum. her

Menuhin, Yehudi. The Best Violin Concer-

fin Philharmonic & Bavarian RachoSymph.Orch

harm. London Symph Orch Leonard Bernstein.

11 LPs not $ 109 only $ 52.99 No. 29473

tos. Bach. Bruch. Brahms. Beethov. . Mozart & Festival Orch Yehudi Menuhin conducts and
Mendelssohn EMI Electrola
plays EMI Electrola
5 LPs not $ 44 only $ 19.99
No. 29418 4 LPs not S 35 only $ 16.99 No. 29347

Oistrach. David 'A Bequest'. Concertos for

Schubert. Piano Works 1822 - 28. With

Violin Concertos. tieethuv, Brahms. Eiuch.

Chopin. Complete Works for Piano and

Viol & Orch (Bach. Brahms, Beethov, Tchaik,
Dvoak. Mendels. Bartok. Sibelius, Prof ok. etc.)
USSR Stale Symph Orch. Cleveland Orch. etc
Conduct. Szell. Roshdestwensky. Sander ling.
Mrawinsky. etc Ariola

Alfred Brendel on piano Philips

Lalo, Tchai . Mendelssohn With Isaac Sten on
the violin New York Philharm with Bernstein and
Philadelphia Orch with Ormandy CBS

Orchestra. 0,01

8 LPs not $ 79 only $ 54.99 No. 29460
Schubert. The String Quartets. With Melos

4 LPs only $ 24.99

E Jochum Deutsche Grammophone

13 LPs only $ 74.99

No. 29572

CBS

15 LPs not $ 74 only $ 59 99 No 29455

Conservatoire

No. 29546

3 LPs not

iete des Concerts du
Alexis

Pans Sk rowar Tewski
PlArlf, I MI I Lei tr,)1,1

26 only $ 16.99

7 LPs List $ 62 only

39.99 No. 29475

Call Toll Free: (800) 446-7964

Virginians pis call 1904)293 5197
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Bach. Complete Organ Works....,gel
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ionel Hogg coil' idered A be
ultimate collection by Grammophone Mag EMI
I le( bola

20 LPs not $179 only $ 59.99 No. 29300

No. 29370

Quartet Deutsche Grammophone

Rolling Stones Story. 16e good old Decca
times Stones 1 Around & ar Stones2 Out of our
heads Aftermath. Got live if you want. Satanic
Majesty Beggar's Bang Let it bleed Va yas Out
Metamorphosis Btw The Buttons

12 LPs not S 95 only $ 59.99 No. 24213
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"It is hardly conceivable
that a small, inexpensive,
lightweight cube such as
this could deliver as
much clean power as any
but a few of the largest
conventional amplifiers

on the marketbut it does!"

Julian Hirsch,
Hirsch -Houck Lobs

once past a somewhat tentative statement of

sence of the work recalls Beecham's pre -LP

the opening horn motif, Zubin Mehta and
the New York Philharmonic come well up
to snuff for the balance of this concert performance recorded in November 1979 at
New York's Avery Fisher Hall.
There is no lack of virtuoso flair in Gilds'
treatment, but his real concern in this per-

reading of the same music as well as of
Francesca da Rimini. Only in the waltz
movement of the Fifth does Sanderling

formance seems to have been to achieve a
just balance between the lyrical and the virtuosic elements of the music, and in this he

was abetted beautifully by an orchestral

toward the close-followed here by thun-

discs were recorded in East Berlin's Christ-

By way of encore, there is a limpid read-

ing of a prelude from Bach's Well -Tem-

-

pered Clavier in the Siloti edition. For some
reason, this was taped in analog rather than
digital format, but in both parts of the program the recording is very clean and clear
(the audience's coughs are rather too clearly evident at times). The balance between
soloist and orchestra is more than usually

pleasing in terms of unity of perspective.
The piano sound is a mite hard in the upper
middle register, but I suspect that this is a

The Carver M-400

Magnetic Field Amplifier
The cube that impressed Julian Hirsch
is indeed small: less than 7 inches.
And it is very light: less than 10
pounds. And very inexpensive: suggested retail price, $399.
As for its clean power: 201 watts per
channel in stereo and 500 watts mono!
That, of course, is RMS into 8 ohms,
from 20 to 20kHz with no more than
0.05% total harmonic distortion.
As for its sound, Leonard Feldman
reported in Audio: "Music reproduction
was superb and completely free of any
false bass coloration or muddiness...
none of that brittle quality that one
often detects from amplifiers that are
beginning to strain."
In short, the M-400 is musical and
accurate.
And now here's good news for everyone with a receiver. The M-400 can be
added to it easily-with our new Z-1
coupler. So if you now have a 20 -watt
receiver, it can be a 201 -watt (per
channel) receiver!
For literature, test reports and nearest Carver dealer, circle number below.
For faster response, write directly to us.

CARVER
CORPORATION
P.O. Box 664, 14304 N.E. 193rd Place
Woodinville, Washington 98072

Symphony, he lavishes care on details of in-

strumental color and on internal balances.
The 5/4 movement could use much more

derous applause.

--

new Pathetique too, and, as in the Fifth

collaboration unusually rich in the care accorded to the give-and-take of woodwind
figurations and finely honed string nuances.
The slow movement is the high point of the
performance; the solo flute and cellos are
superb, and in the virtuosic middle section
Gilels strikes just the right balance between
zestful fireworks and precise rhythmic
articulation. The finale is capped, of course,
by the thunderous double -octave cadenza

1.4semitie Add Poem MOON

CARVER
N-400

come a cropper, for the lift needed here to
capture the music's essentially balletic
character is just not present. The finale, on
the other hand, comes off splendidly.
Sanderling explores the lyrical impulse in
depth throughout the first movement of his

characteristic of Avery Fisher Hall in its
present state. The orchestral sonics are as
full and rich as one could wish.
D.H.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 5, in E
Minor, Op. 64. Berlin Symphony Orchestra, Kurt Sanderling cond. DENON 0 OX 7186 -N D $15.

Performance Probing and thoughtful
Recording. Very good
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6, in B
Minor, Op. 74 ("Pathetique"). Berlin Symphony Orchestra, Kurt Sanderling cond.
DENON 0 OX -7183 -ND $15.

Performance: Lyrical
Recording: Very good

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6, in B

Minor, Op. 74 ("Patbetique"). Philharmonia Orchestra, Riccardo Muti cond. ANGEL
C:ISZ-37626 $8.98.

Frenetic
Recording. Very good
Performance

One could hardly imagine more violently
contrasting interpretive approaches to the
mature Tchaikovsky symphonies than these
by the sober -sided Kurt Sanderling and the
hot-blooded Riccardo Muti. I reviewed
Sanderling's Denon disc of the Fourth Sym-

phony-also done with the (East) Berlin
Symphony Orchestra-in these pages in
June 1979, and now, as then, I am struck by
the difference between his newer readings
and those he did in the Fifties with the Leningrad Symphony Orchestra. The older per-

formances, while very full-bodied, had a
volatility almost entirely lacking in the Berlin Symphony renditions. Yet there is much
to be said in favor of the different perspective on the Fifth Symphony offered here.
His thoughtful probing into the lyrical es-
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lilt, but the march movement comes off
with genuine panache as the Russian quickstep it was meant to be. An imposing sense
of line pervades the Adagio lamentoso, and

the great pauses before the reprise of the
opening theme are most effective.

Like the Denon recording of the Fourth
Symphony, also digitally mastered, these

uskirche, but one is very little aware of a
church acoustic in them. The microphone
setup seems to have been rather close-up,
which is great for detail but somewhat dis-

appointing in the massive orchestral climaxes. The sound as such is altogether
splendid throughout the musical spectrum,
and the Japanese pressing is flawless.
With Riccardo Muti's quadraphonic Angel recording of the Sixth we are in a wholly
different world both interpretively and
acoustically. The sound is even brighter and
more spacious and is further enhanced in
four -channel playback. Tape hiss is minimal and the pressing unusually excellent.
The interpretation recalls for me the pas-

sionate 1949 Karajan recording with the
Vienna Philharmonic in the way Muti
throws restraint to the winds and whips the
first -movement development along at an almost presto pace. Balances are allowed to
get out of hand at times, as with the tuba in
the episode preceding the final return of the
big lyrical theme. However, the 5/4 move-

ment comes off in eminently satisfying
fashion, and the ferocity Muti brings to
bear on the march movement is wholly ap-

propriate. If a super -heated treatment of
the final adagio is to your taste, you'll surely be pleased with the one here.
D.H.

VERDI: Falstaff (see Best of the Month.
Page 54)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
VIVALDI: Compkte Sacred Choral Music,
Vols. 5, 6, and 7. Introduzione al Dixit (RV
635); Dixit Dominus (RV 595); Credo (RV
592); Introduzione al Gloria (RV 639); Gloria (RV 588); Magnificat (RV 610): Lou date Pueri (RV 602); Magnificat (RV 611);
Beatus Vir (RV 598). Margaret Marshall,
Felicity Lott, Sally Burgess (sopranos); Susan Daniel (mezzo-soprano); Linda Finnie,
Anne Collins (contraltos); Anthony Rolfe
Johnson (tenor); Thomas Thomaschke
(bass); John Alldis Choir; English Chamber
Orchestra, Vittorio Negri cond. PHILIPS
6769 046 three discs $29.94.

Performance Outstanding
Recording: Lively

VIVALDI: Sacred Music, Vols. 5 and 6.
Dixit Dominus (RV 594); Stabat Mater
(Continued on page 86)
STEREO REVIEW

1939...FIRST DIRECT -DRIVE TURNTABLE SYSTEM.
1951...FIRST MOVING -COIL CARTRIDGE.

1972...FIRST DIGITAL (PCM) RECORDING.
Denor was founded
71 years ago, making I!
among the oldest extant
companies in the audio
industry. Thirty years ago,

Denon firs entered the
profession recording
field, and today is the
prime supplier to
organizations like the
NHK, Japans equivalent
to the British BBC.
DenonS professional
products range from
blar k tape to 24-treck
recording consoles -to

fully automated raio
stat7ons; their accomplisoments include the
development of PCM
(dig-tal recording), one
of the mos significant
advancements in the
history of recorded
sound.
In the J.S.

kno an primarily by those
in the know. In Japan, the
land where electronics ,s
king, Denon is king of
the :and.

1981..THE DENON OR -330 AND DR -320
SERVO-TENSIONER THREE -HEAD CASSETTE DEC
Many manufacturers ,n,o-uld teact you to believe that three Ic.act5_

can transform a cassette ieck Cenon's experience with profess (nal skdio
tape -recorders proved that fac:< of uniform tape -to -head contact aid p-oper
lin t-ic
transport stability, can create serious phase ycblerns

DENON
Imagine

frequencies --whether the -ECOrdE vas three haads or two.

what we'll

To solve this problm, Derion developec a unique Tape Tension Se
Sensor, a sys'xm that ma ita ns uniform tape -to -head contact do ring record

do next.

and playback In addition, Denon originated the Non-STip Reel Drive rrieclee ni ;IT)

(without clutches) which .-..)rovide... 'he extremey stable tape rnoiernen: and
prolongs the leck's life.
Before the develoxreit of the DR -330 (Speed Control and fine B.as
Adjus- merit). Denon built two -head cecks, which many audiophi fes p- e`er even
to the most expensive corriention I 'tree -head units.

With tie development of the Tape Tension Servo Sensor aid Non -Slip
Reel Drive, Denon has rea red the full potentia cf the three -head con rigu7at.on.
The Denon DR -32C a -id DR -::30. Two important contribution; to ter-er
sound reproduction, from '_1-e cmilynny where innovation is a trE-__d
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(RV 621). Elsa Saque, Joana Silva (sopran-

os); Naoka Ihara (contralto); Fernando

14 Park Road, Tinton Falls, N.J. 07724).
Performance: Polite
Recording: Dry

Serafim (tenor); Jose Oliveira Lopes (bass);

Symphonic Chorus and Orchestra of the
Gulbenkian Foundation of Lisbon, Michel
Corboz cond. Gloria (RV 588). Jennifer
Smith, Anna Bernardin (sopranos); Edmund Barham (tenor); John Toll (organ);
Michael Laird (trumpet); Clare Shanks,
Sophie Wilson (oboes); Jeremy Ward (bassoon); Charles Medlam (cello). Nisi Dom-

inus (RV 608). Helen Watts (contralto);
English Bach Festival Chorus and Baroque
Orchestra, Michel Corboz cond. MUSICAL
HERITAGE SOCIETY MHS 804248 two discs

$13.90 (plus $1.25 postage and handling
charge from the Musical Heritage Society,

Recordings of Vivaldi's sacred compositions

continue to pour forth,, and this is as it
should be. The music is rich and full of invention, and it reveals a profundity often
lacking in his concertos. Especially fascinating is Vivaldi's imaginative way of depicting words in musical figuration, as you
can hear if you follow the texts closely and
listen for such words as "pax" (peace),

By far the finer of these two new albums

is the Philips. The choral and orchestral
sound is brilliant and clear, and the soloists

are all top-drawer. Vittorio Negri's approach is vital and dramatic, making the
most of Vivaldi's driving rhythms and stark
contrasts. The centerpiece of the collection
is the Introduzione a! Gloria and Gloria, a
gigantic composition in which a solo cantata for contralto serves as an introduction to
a full setting of the Gloria for soloists and
chorus. In the version here, the first movement of the Gloria is dovetailed with the fi-

"somnum"
(sleep),
and
"pendebat"
(hangs), just to mention a few. Each pro-

nal movement of the cantata, giving the

vokes a little tone poem equal to any in The

ty. The fiercely difficult vocal writing in the

Seasons.

cantata

New RKO Ultrachrome
is a true chrome tape!

music an unusual continuity and strong uniis beautifully handled by Linda
Finnie. The Dixit Dominus, likewise preceded by a flashy introduction, finds so-

prano Margaret Marshall at her best. Judging from this and previous records, she is
one of the finest exponents of Vivaldi's vo-

cal music singing today. Tenor Anthony
Rolfe Johnson should also be mentioned for
his excellent work. All in all, this album is a
knockout in every respect.
Volumes 5 and 6 of Michel Corboz's series, bound together here, should really be
issued as two separate albums. Volume 5,
presumably recorded in Portugal, conveys
an ambiance so vast and hollow that a long,
loud echo blurs everything, making it virtqally impossible to distinguish what is going on. Moreover, the orchestra drowns out

the chorus. All one catches in this Dixit
Dominus is devoted enthusiasm. The Stabat Mater fares a little better thanks to the
absence of the chorus. Naoko Ihara's contralto is a booming one, but her introspecIt alone is worth the price of the record.
In Volume 6 we find Corboz conducting
the forces of the Bach Festival Chorus and

Baroque Orchestra. They perform very
neatly and precisely on early instruments,
but it is well worth comparing their version

of the Gloria with that of Negri. Vivaldi
himself made two versions of the work. As I

noted above, Negri includes the Introduzione; Corboz uses the version without it.
Both are effective, but the omission of the
Introduzione causes the piece to lose some

of its monumental quality. Negri projects,
molds, and drives the music to a point of
feverish excitement that leaves the listener
breathless. Corboz, in contrast, seems to be

at the mercy of his musicians. The old in-

When you're looking for chrome -cassette
performance, don't settle for a substitute.
Did you know that most so-called "chrome" recording tapes

aren't really chrome at all? They're made of ferric particles,
treated with cobalt to make them perform at a chrome bias
setting. Their proper name is "chrome -equivalent" tape.
New RKO Ultrachrome is a brand-new, secondgeneration, true chrome tape, made of genuine chromitim
dioxide particles. It's specifically formulated to give high
output, low distortion, and low noise on quality home cassette
decks.
Why settle for a "chrome -equivalent" when you can
have the real thing?
Insist on RKO Ultrachrome.
You owe it to yourself. And to your music.

lk
elipRICO
TAPE
CIRCLE NO
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struments produce a clear and delicate
sound, and the chorus is very English sounding indeed. But nothing really happens; politeness is offered rather than pro-

jection. The motet for solo contralto, Nisi
Dominus, suffers from the same malady.
There is nothing to object to, but neither is
there anything to get excited about. S.L.
COLLECTIONS

MONTSERRAT CABALLE: Song Recital.
Granados: La Maja Dolorosa. Falls: Tus
Ojillos Negros; Oracion de las Madres Que
Tienen a Sus Hijos en Brazos. Albeniz:
Besa el Aura; Del Salon. Obradors: Del Ca-

bello Mds Sutil; El Molondr6n; El Vito;
Aquel Sombrero de Monte. Vives: El Amor
y los Ojos; El Retrato de Isabela: VOlgame
Dios. Que los Ansares Vuelan. Rodrigo:
Cuatro Madrigales Amatorios. Montserrat
(Continued on page 88)
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AKAI QUICK -REVERSE.
FOR PEOPLE WHO HATE TO INTERRUPT

A GREAT PERFORMANCE.
reduced to less than 0.04%WRMS.Distortion is less than 0.7% (1000 Hz "0" VU).
Now, add AKAI's second stroke of
genius, our Quick -Reversing mechanism.
Integrated into one of the
two tape guides, is an infrared device that detects

the tape leader and triggers the reverse.
The result
virtually no interruption
in place of the usual 12 to
The magic of
quic.4-reverse.
14 seconds of silence
between sides on conventional decks.
And just in case you thought we ne-

-

glected the rest of the GX-F6OR's features
in search of the perfect transport system,

Just pop in the cassette and spend the rest of the
night making beautiful music together.

AKAI proudly announces the

read on.

You'll also find full -logic solenoid
GX-F6OR. Another superb example of
controls, nvo-color fluorescent
quality in reverse.
TAPE se L_EC TDE-1
VU/peak bar meters, Dolby*,
It begins with the finest

record/playback head in the

1-I

C,

timer record/playback and
remote control capabilites.

MI -r <St.

industry. AKAI's glass and crystal

ferrite Twin Field Super GX
Head. Guaranteed for over 17

Plus a handsomely designed
hydraulically -dampened panel
that artfully conceals a full host
years of virtually wear -free perFour. position
of controls.
formance on any tape formulatape selector.
All in all, the finest reverstion - low -noise through metal.
You'll also find a tape transport design ing cassette deck AKAI has ever built.
And guaranteed to leave you with a
that's sheer engineering wizardry.
And a two -motor system to lend even lot more than time on your hands.
For much more information on the
more stability.
GX-F6OR - or our
All this, combined
more economically with specially engineminded CS-M4OR,
ered channeled tape
guides, maximize tape to -head contact in both

directions for both
record and playback.

-

O

J

also metal -capable
with Quick Reverse

1 CI

..

write AKAI, P.O.

-

AK AI
es d ei

et)

Wow and flutter is

The GX-F6OR, our new Auto Reverse, Quick -Reverse expert.

YOU

NEVER HEARD

I

Box 6010, Compton,
California 90224.
"Dolby Labs. Inc

1

SO

GOOD

crafted analog recording made "direct to
stereo" with no post -session mixingwhich, of course, is the way we classical
producers made top -of -the -line mono recordings back in the Fifties!
Moreover, the disc is also a delight musi-

cally. Poulenc's 1922 Sonata for Clarinet
and Bassoon (no piano) is pert and saucy,
with a first -movement echo of Stravinsky's
L'Histoire du Soldat. His melodious and
sometimes touching Sonata for Clarinet
and Piano-composed for Benny Goodman
in 1962, the year before Poulenc's deathreflects to some degree the influences of
both Shostakovich and Prokofiev, but that
does not subtract one whit from the listening pleasure to be had from it. The Hindemith sonata finds that master in top form,
with a fine polyphonic lyrical flow in the
opening movement, then a jaunty quickstep,

a solemn canonic processional, and finally
an elegant rondo.
The performances by clarinetist Thomas

a digitally mastered or direct -cut disc. In
this case what we have is a virtually hand-

Performance Ardent and idiomatic
Recording Excellent
Jose Carreras is evidently in the dramatic tenor repertoire to stay, and it will be interesting to watch how his career develops
from now on. The present recital augurs
well, though reasons for caution emerge
here too. The tenor's dark -hued timbre is
natural for dramatic roles; combined with
the youthful ardor that has always distinguished his singing and with a certain poetic quality he has, it presages future glory for

him as Chenier, Calaf, even Canio if the
beautifully vocalized and dramatically unstrained "Vesti la giubba" offered here is

The overall achievement is impressive none-

instrument rather than his playing or the

techniques. Along with the best recent Philips releases, this one proves, I think, that a
flawlessly produced record from an analog
master can be every bit as good sonically as

$9.98, © 7300 846 59.98.

Poulenc; I suspect that the fault lies with his

tone in the best British tradition. Leslie

AN extraordinarily fine new recording of
clarinet sonatas by Poulenc and Hindemith on the small British Merlin label
provides more fuel for the running debate
on the relative merits of analog and digital

Jesus Lopez Cobos cond. PHILIPS 9500 771

Pearson's piano work is similarly first-rate,
though his tone seems a bit woody in the

for, always vital, and marked by lovely wind

Sonatas for
Clarinet

L'Arlesiana: E la solita storia. Jose Carreras (tenor); London Symphony Orchestra,

an indication. The top notes. however, are
not effortless enough for such a young singer (the Manon Lescaut and L'Arlesiana arias are audibly effortful), and this could be
worrisome. A little more dynamic shading
would also be beneficial: there is little true
piano in evidence here, but always a formidable concentration on the big climaxes.

Kelly and bassoonist Martin Gatt are
rhythmically precise where that is called

I R ANcis POULENC: a saucy sonata

La Gioconda: Cielo e mar. Mascagni:
L'Amico Fritz: Ed anche Beppe ame!
Comes: Fosca: Intenditi con Dio. Cilia:

recording, though the sound is better in the
Hindemith.
My only serious gripe about this release,
in fact, is that my review copy lacked a program -note insert; I hope this will not be the
case with copies purchased for $16.98. It
should also be noted that the movement titles of the two Poulenc sonatas are transposed on the disc label (they are correct on
the liner).
-David Hall

POULENC: Sonata for Clarinet and Piano;
Sonata for Clarinet and Bassoon. HINDE-

MITH: Sonata for Clarinet and Piano.
Thomas Kelly (clarinet); Martin Gatt (bassoon); Leslie Pearson (piano). MERLIN
MRF 80701 516.98 (from Merlin Records,
P. 0. Box 80559, Baton Rouge, La.
70898).

theless, and the inclusion of some offbeat
arias (all very effective) is laudable. Except
for a tendency toward phlegmatic pacing
("Cielo e mar"), Jesus Lopez Cobos provides very fine accompaniments, and the recorded sound is warmly glowing.
G.J.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
VIENNA PHILHARMONIC: New Year's
Concert. Offenbach: Orpheus in the Under-

world: Overture. Johann Strauss Jr.: Die
Fledermaus: Overture; Czardas. Kaiser
March; Fata Morgana: On the Beautiful
Blue Danube; New Pizzicato Polka; Perpetuum Mobile; Wiener Blut: Bandits' Galop.
Johann Strauss Sr.: Radetzky March. Josef
Strauss: Eingesendet. Ziehrer: Loslassen.
Vienna Philharmonic, Lorin Maazel cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

I/

2532 002

$10.98.

Performance Cork-poppingly good
Recording: Sensational
Caballi (soprano); Miguel Zanetti (piano).
LONDON OS 26617 59.98.

Performance. Very enjoyable
Recording: Very good
This is an unfailingly delightful sequence of
considerable musical variety. It embraces
many recital favorites but also a few items
that have heretofore eluded the aficionado.

The two brief Albeniz songs are among
these latter, as are the two Falla songs and
the three selections by Amadeo Vives in his
infectious zarzuela manner.
The beautiful three-part La Maja Dolorosa that begins the recital is written in a low
key more appropriate for a mezzo. Teresa
Berganza has recorded it sumptuously
(Deutsche Grammophon 2530 598). Victoria de los Angeles warmly and comfortably
(Angel S-37425). Montserrat Caballe's

rendition is less comfortable but certainly
skillful. Once past the Granados, though,
88

and moments of minor intonational lapses
aside, her singing offers consistent tonal
beauty and an element of vivacity not always present in her operatic recordings.
The four Obradors settings (Del Cabello
Alas Sutil, in particular) could have been
written with this soprano's exceptional gifts
in mind. But her excessive rhythmic liberties with Falla's Tus Ojillos Negros must
have been somewhat unsettling for her accompanist, whose support is otherwise firm
and praiseworthy.
G.J.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
JOSE CARRERAS: Arias. Puccini: Manon

Lescaut: Donna non vidi mai. Turandot:
Nessun dorma. Leoncavallo: Zaza: 0 mio
piccolo tavolo. I Pagliacci: Vesti la giubba.
La Boheme: Testa adorata. I Zingari: Principe! Radu io son. Giordano: Andrea Che-

nier: Un di all'azzurro spazio. Ponchielli:

I don't know how many "New Year's Concerts" from Vienna are on the market by
this time, but for me another collection of
effervescent waltzes, marches, polkas, and
galops is always welcome. This one by the
Vienna Philharmonic was recorded, complete with audience applause, at the start of
1980, and it should have led to a generally

happier year than the one we got. It includes all the familiar ingredients: generous

helpings of Schlag in the form of Strauss
and Offenbach overtures, merry marches
(including the inevitable Radetzky), the
Pizzicato Polka, Perpetuum Mobile, and so
welter. What makes it better than most is

that conductor Lorin Maazel coaxes his
players-who must have drunk this music
in with their mothers' milk-to yield performances of exceptional grace, flexibility,

and luminosity. And the digital sound
makes it all glow and sparkle like fine
champagne instead of the ginger ale that
sometimes comes out of such bottles. P.K.
STEREO REVIEW

IMMORTAL MUSIC SHOULDN'T
BE KEPT ON MORTAL TAPE.

Good music never dies. Unfortunately, a lot of cassette tapes do.
At Maxell, we've designed our cassettes to be as enduring as your
music. Unlike ordinary cassettes, they're made with special anti jamming ribs that help prevent tape from sticking, stretching and

tearing.
And our cassette shells are built to standards that are as much as
60% higher than the industry calls for.
So if you'd like to preserve your old favorites
for the years to come, keep them in a safe place.
On one of our cassettes.

Max.!! Corporation of Americo, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie. N.1 07074

maxell

IT'S WORTH IT
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Popular musk Briefs

was hell," said an obviously
a

eland Records, the quixotic
1 independent that spent the
better part of the last decade

hundred songs, threw darts at

trying to break any reggae artist

them, and came up with

other than Bob Marley, is at it
again. The company plans to

broken Simels

rowed my

"I finally nar-

list

down

to

six.

Then I told WNEW to pick their

own from the batch." For the
record, Simels nominated Glow
Girl by the Who, Soul Survivor
by the Stones, Marlena by the
Four Seasons, One Fine Day by

offer a new kind of prerecorded
cassette, one with an entire LP
on one side of a Cr02 tape and
up to fifty minutes blank on the
other Island has already mar-

Dance Dance

keted these "One Plus One"

Dance by the Beach Boys,
and-in a transparent bid to
Hynde -the Pretenders' Cuban

cassettes in England and hopes
to sell them here for about
$5.98, although there has been
fierce opposition to them at

Slide

home. A major British record -

John Williams (the classical
guitarist, as opposed to
John Williams the composer

commemorating the twentieth
anniversary of the founding of
Amnesty International, was also
the first televised musical event
held in the church. The BBC
plans to produce an international TV documentary, and it
should be on American television in time to coincide with the
release of the band's forthcoming Arista album, "Sky 3." 0

the

get

BOY Carl Wilson made
BEACH
goo

-goo eyes recently at
Wendy 0. Williams, lead singer .of the controversial Plasma tics The two arrived, simulta-

neously, to hype their respecTE life

of jazz saxophonist

talk -news

TV

show.

Unan-

swered question How on earth
is Wendy ever going to explain
that hairdo to her grandchildren, if any?

his

investment

in

the Parker

book, he plans to bring one out
on pianist Bud Powell.

Love, a large book containing
more than four hundred photographs, recently published in

T0P New York City FM rock

France. It was a labor of love by

station

graphic designer and jazz enthusiast Francis Paudras, who
mortgaged his home to raise
the $135,000 necessary to pro-

aired what

duce the book According to

vorite songs announced and
played Among the heavies thus

of how jazz has always
been treated more seriously
and with more love in Europe
tion

than in its home country." The
book costs $127. For ordering
information write Societe Wizlov, La Cure, 86310 Antigny,
France. If Paudras makes back
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a

date

with

Chnssie

tive new records on a New York

Charlie (Bird) Parker is
documented in To Bird with

jazz critic Michael Zwerin in an
interview with Paudras in the International Herald Tribune, "For
an in crowd, it is a valuable historical document. That it was
produced in Paris is an illustra-

Chiffons,

recently
called a "Star

WNEW
it

and

Boston

Pops

maestro)

moonlights, in case you didn't
know, in a rock band called
Sky, and the group lust made a
little bit of history they performed in the first -ever rock
concert in Britain's Westminster
Abbey. The show, a benefit

But can they do Gregorian chant9 John Williams (left) and Sky are
gathering appropnate repertoire for their 1981 Gothic Cathedral tour

Tracks" weekend during which
a variety of celebs in and out of
the music business had their fa-

honored were members of all
the major New York sports
teams, Ted Nugent, Rick Derringer, Mayor Ed Koch, Dick
Cavett, Pete Townshend and
Roger Daltrey, Mick Jagger and
Keith Richards, Bella Abzug,
Phil Collins of Genesis, J Geils,
Martina
Navratilova,
Bruce

Springsteen, Dave Marsh, Ian
Hunter, Chris Evert Lloyd, Billy
Joel, Debbie Harry, and STEREO
REVIEW'S own Steve Simels "It

STEREO REVIEW

store chain has refused to
stock them, and the general in-

dustry consensus seems to be
that Island is deliberately add-

album on Bomp, the aptly titled
"Disconnected "
Two-time

a

STEREO REVIEW Record of

the

Year award winner Tonio K.

ing to the home -taping problem In a just world, of course,

expects his third Arista album
to hit the stores early this summer. Tentatively titled "Too
Cool to Be a Christian," it in-

those blank tape sides would all

be used to dub other Island
Records
In a related development, the

cludes such soon -to -be -classic

Pretenders' new single, Message of Love and Porcelain,
has been released in England
as a cassette only and packaged like a flip -top cigarette
box No word yet whether Sire
Records, the band's American

Russia

numbers as Bride of the Biker,

ing You) Disgusts Me, and an
update called Funky Western
Civilization (Phase II)
Ralph
Records, the San Francisco
avant -rock label heretofore

0

outlet, will follow suit

Doesn't Care About

Your Mama, Everything (Includ-

Sting (right) of the Police models the new Ming the Merciless look

best known for unleashing the
Residents (their "Duck Stab"
is a
personal favorite,
though to this day I don't know
if it's supposed to be played at
45 or 331/3) is about to release
another sure-fire chart topper
EP

GRACENOTES Sting, lead sing-

produce those little album -cov-

er of the Police, the only
New Wave band to cop a

er gum packages. The Rush
"release" and the eight other
original gum packs (hey in-

Grammy this year, has just recorded Bob Dylan's old / Shall

Be Released as part

clude the Knack and Southside
Johnny) have all topped a million units in sales.
MCA is
distributing Headfirst Records,
a new fusion -jazz label Among

of the

soundtrack for Parole, a TV

movie scheduled for CBS next
season Wonder if it's a reggae

Rush got the first
version?
Chu -Bops platinum award from

the initial releases will be al-

bums by Bunny Brunei (currently Chick Corea's bassist),
English organ veteran Brian

Album Graphics and Amurol,
the firms that joined forces to

Auger, and Rehmlee Michael
Davis, the trumpet man w th
Earth, Wind and Fire
rocker Gary U.S.

Fifties

Bonds
(Quarter to Three) has signed
with EMI America, and his new
album, "Dedication," will be
produced, as rumored, by
Bruce Springsteen
Stiv Ba-

It's the debut of Renaido and
the Loaf. an LP titled "Songs
for Swinging Larvae " Ralph's
press

release

describes the

tors, former lead singer w'th
the Dead Boys (he just made
his feature -film debut in Join

work as "an album of primitive
modernism, energetic obnoxious noises, manic high-pitched
vocals, and sweet brilliance "

Waters' Polyester), has a new

I'm not making this up. -S S.

Disc and Tape Reviews
By CHRIS ALBERTSON IRV COHN NOEL COPPAGE PHYL GARLAND
PALL KRESH PETER REILLY STEVE SIMELS JOEL VANCE

0

%tereo cassette

CD

eight-traci,

= quadraphonic disc

O = digital -master recording
Ulf ridge

® = monophonic recording

CD = direct -to -disc

I he first listing is the one reviewed: other formats. if available, follow.

BLUES BROTHERS: Made in America.
John Belushi (vocals); Dan Ackroyd (vocals, harmonica); instrumental accompaniment. Soul Finger; Who's Making Love: Do

THE BRAINS: Electronic Eden. The
Brains (vocals and instrumentals). Dream

You Love Me; Guilty; Perry Mason Theme;

MERCURY

Riot in Cell Block No. 9; and four others.

1-4012 $7.98.

Life; Hypnotized; No Tears Tonite; Asphalt Wonderland; Ambush, and six others.

ATLANTIC SD 16025 $8.98, © CS 16025

$8.98, © TP 16025 $8.98.
Performance Utterly mediocre

SRM-1-4012 $7.98. © MCR4-

Jake Blues) and Dan Ackroyd (Elwood
Blues), but Belushi can barely sing and
Ackroyd can barely play the harp (which
isn't heard much here anyway) and can't
sing at all. The main attraction, as it has
been all along, is the band behind themSteve Cropper, Duck Dunn, Tom Scott, and

various other actual musicians-and the
tail can go on wagging the dog just so long.
The first BB album did uncover some funky
old songs, but this one doesn't even do that
with any real aplomb; it's just another bad
album depending on a TV connection to sell
it, on a par with Archie Bunker's "musical"
work.
MAY 1981

N.C.

Name; In Cars; It's the World Gone Crazy
(Cotillion); Rollin': Nothin' Quite Like
Love- and four others. CAPITOL S00- 12124
12124 $8.98.

missed the first Brains album, but this
new one doesn't make me think that
1

Enough already. I have a lot of respect for
the comedic talents of John Belushi (Joliet

Tonight; I Don't Want to Know Your

$8.98, © 4X00-12124 $8.98, C) 8X00-

Performance Leftovers
Recording Very good
I

Recording Passable

Tanya Tucker (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Why Don't We Sleep on It

missed much. The Brains are from Atlanta,
and their producer is Steve Lillywhite, who
is English. Their mutual effort, "Electronic
Eden," isn't much more than the well -recorded sound of familiar ideas already patented by countless other bands over the last
twenty years: Bo Diddley riffs on the

drums, organ playing that reflects the influence of everyone from Spencer Davis to
Keith Emerson, and vocals that could have
been sung long ago by Colin Blunstone of
the Zombies. With the lack of originality in
rock these days, such recycling is not surprising. But it is tiresome.
J. V.
GLEN CAMPBELL: It's the World Gone
Crazy. Glen Campbell (vocals, guitar);

Performance Good
Recording Good

The programming of this is odd. It starts
and ends with duets with Tanya Tucker
(you know all about Glen and Tanya from
the tabloids at the supermarket), and most
of the stuff in between seems to be randomly selected filler. There's Any Which Way
You Can, already released in the soundtrack album, A Daisy a Day, a cliche nobody still alive in the world wants to hear
again, and a couple of other ditties that are
born throwaways. The title song is a cover;

it was written by Waylon Jennings and Shel
Silverstein and recorded by Waylon a couple of albums ago, and Campbell gives it a
casual if not preoccupied reading. The only
othe- thing inherently interesting in the al (Continued on page 93)
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informs these three records. Like the best
rock-and-roll since Elvis I, and unlike so
much of what is offered to the public these
days, "Sandanista!" is "folk music" in the
truest sense of the phrase. Think of these
songs, then, as field recordings.
Once again, as with "London Calling,"
the Clash is trying to show it's not limited to
whatever genre one might want to pigeonhole it in, and the variety of styles essayed
on "Sandanista!" is impressive. They tackle
old soul -jazz (Mose Allison's Look Here),
Motown (Hitsville U.K.), reggae and dub
(all over the place), straight rock-and-roll
(Somebody Got Murdered), rockabilly
(The Leader), even something verging on
rap disco (The Magnificant Seven). What
unifies it all, apart from the "theme," is the
consistent avoidance of slickness, the late night jam -session feel most of it has-even
when you can hear the painstaking overdubs. The reggae stuff, to my ears, is the
least successful; the band was more interesting when it was reworking Jamaican music in its own image (Police and Thieves on

the first album) than when attempting a
purist re-creation. But almost everything
else works on some level, and the straight
rock in particular is among the most mature, accomplished, and exciting the Clash
has yet done.

IF the set has a major failing it is its very
evident ambition. Three records, even of un-

'We Clash: "Sandanista!"

relenting brilliance, would be hard to take
all at once from anybody, and sorting out
the terrific stuff here from the merely good
and the fluff is going to take me another
month. But I can't think of another band for
whom I'd make the effort. There's enough
obviously first-rate music here to demonstrate that the Clash continues to evolve in
ways even their initial boosters couldn't

CONVENTIONAL wisdom has it that all
two -record albums could be profitably

its role as at least vaguely analogous, the
Bohemian face of punk rather than the Pro-

edited down to two sides, and though you
and I could argue about the exceptions

letarian one. But the posture is an anomaly.
Times have changed since the days when a

for as long as they want. Their musical po-

popular entertainer could be called "the
voice of a generation" without inspiring
derisive laughter. For all that, the Clash's
politics are just as muddled as anybody
else's. It may take some kind of commit-

change the world, it won't be for lack of trying. The Clash saga is still the most inter-

("Exile on Main Street," "The Beatles,"
and Rundgren's "Something/Anything,"
among others, get my vote) the point is generally well taken. Some groups, in fact,
haven't enough worth saying to sustain two
sides of a 45, let alone a double album. So

what are we to make of "Sandanista!", a
new three -record offering from the Clash?
Granted, this is a group that has something
to say, but is it worth saying at this length?
Do they have the musical resources to get

away with it? In short, is this great rockand-roll or just chutzpah?
Giving a little credit for good intentions,
I'd say probably the former, maybe a little

ment (or stubbornness) to get a major U.S.
corporation to release a bargain -price al-

bum named after a bunch of left-wing

Leader; Something About England; Rebel

on the side of the angels of your choice. The

larger social and political climate all being
as shaky as they are (how long will it be
before we see some "Don't blame me, I
voted for Anderson" bumper stickers?), the
mere fact that a rock band is trying to fly in
the face of all that, to "raise a feeble little
protesting voice," is almost, well, inspirational. In that sense, the Clash is very much
a Sixties band. Their youth, their naïveté

real issue with "Sandanista!" is the music.
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time to be a band with a social conscience,
but meanwhile "Sandanista!" is as close as
we're likely to get to an aural Apocalypse
Now.
-Steve Simels

Sixties parallel, of course: the unmistakable

ness, the state of rock-and-roll, and the

early Bob Dylan, and I'm sure the band sees

esting story in rock. It may be the wrong

THE CLASH: Sandanista! The Clash (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians.
The Magnificent Seven; Hitsville U.K.;

of the latter. The realities of the music busi-

and more these qualities remind me of the

tential seems limitless, and if they can't

South American guerrillas, but it is, after
all, merely a gesture, and the album is not
particularly instructive about the realities
of Nicaragua's internal affairs (another
whiff of Radical Chic).
But intentions count for only so much;
there are any number of untalented bores

and idealism, their lack of polish-more

have foreseen, and that they will likely do so

Is

it any good? Yes it is-mostly-very

good music indeed. True, a lot of it is filler,
the kind of written -in -the -studio stuff we
would dismiss as a hopeless display of superstar arrogance if it came from anybody

Junco Partner; Ivan Meets G.I. Joe; The

Waltz; Look Here; The Crooked Beat;
Somebody Got Murdered; One More Time;

One More Dub; Lightning Strikes (Not
Once but Twice); Up in Heaven (Not Only
Here); Corner Soul; Let's Go Crazy; If Music Could Talk; The Sound of the Sinners;

Police on My Back; Midnight Log; The

testing its limits, growing before our ears, so
success or failure is not what matters. What

Equaliser; The Call Up; Washington Bullets; Broadway; Lose This Skin; Charlie
Don't Surf; Mensforth Hill; Junkie Slip;
Kingston Advice; The Street Parade; Version City; Living in Fame; Silicone on Sapphire; Version Pardner; Career Opportunities; Shepherds Delight. EPIC E3X 37037

matters is the unmistakable imprint of living, breathing, feeling human beings that

three discs $14.98,
ETX 37037 $14.98,
EAX 37037 $14.98.

else. What saves it all is the Clash's passion-

ate commitment. This is a band seriously

e
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bum's interior is In Cars, on the theme of
the automobile's interior as setting for big
events in our lives. Campbell seems sometimes engrossed in a song, sometimes not,

ARE YOU READY
FOR REAL?

exacerbating the lack of cohesiveness. The
opening duet is decent but considerably less
than Campbell and Tucker can achieve together (singing, I mean), and no two

people-or twenty people-could breathe
much life into the finale, Shoulder to
Shoulder. All in all, for whatever reason, it

sounds like-to paraphrase Lacy J. Dalton-a hillbilly boy with the blahs. N.C.

JOE "KING" CARRASCO AND THE
CROWNS. Joe "King" Carrasco (vocals,
guitar); the Crowns (vocals and instrumentals). Houston El Mover; Let's Get Pretty;
Federales; Nervoused Out; Caca de Vaca;

Party Doll; Gimme Sody, Judy; and six

CDcrown

announces five new audio instruments, built

exclusively for your home audio system, and designed for the most accurate reproduction - the real sound - of your favorite music.

a new FM tuner that solves RF intermodulation problems a new pre amp that packs unbelievable sonic accuracy and total control into a 13/4"
chassis three powerful, clean new amps featuring the Crown MULTI MODE"' circuit that stops distortion at all listening levels.

others. HANNIBAL HNBL 1308 $7.98.
Performance: Fun
Recording: Good

Joe "King" Carrasco and his crew play
"Tex-Mex," a simple, bouncy dance music

made famous by Buddy Holly. What it
lacks in content it makes up for in vigor and
hoopla. Holly, of course, went beyond the

limitations of Tex-Mex, a regional border
stew of styles incorporating occasional
Mexican rhythms, country-and-western lyrics and sentiments, and a rock-and-roll
overdrive imposed by the success of Elvis
Presley in the 1950s.
Carrasco's vocal mannerisms show definite traces not only of Holly and Presley but
also of Mick Jagger, Domingo "Sam" Samudio of Sam the Sham and the Pharoahs

(Woolly Bully), and even Question Mark
and the Mysterians (99 Tears), both of the
latter groups from the 1960s. Carrasco's
band is young, a bit sloppy, and somewhat
juvenile (they sing a lot about sex, but I get
the impression that it's something they've
read about somewhere). I'm not sure
whether Federales ("Bring my baby back
to me") is deliberate or accidental parody,
and they rush through Buddy Knox's Party
Doll, a Tex-Mex anthem, as though it's re-

quired but no longer inspirational. Still,
they're fervid and frivolous and occasionally funny. And the album cover is a triumph.
It's a gaudy and wonderfully dizzy pastiche
of all the garish and vapid small -label album covers of the 1950s, with some deadly
and delicious contemporary barbs tucked in
the corners.
J.V.

DAVID ALLAN COE: In rictus Means Unconquered. David Allan Coe (vocals, guitar); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Rose Knows; Ain't It Funny the Way
Love Can Do Ya; The Purple Heart; Lon-

don Homesick Blues; Stand by Your Man;
I Love Robbing Banks; and four others. CoLUMBIA JC 36970 $7.98,
JCT 36970

They're on their way to your Crown dealer now,
so you can look, touch and listen. Or you can read all about them in your
own home by sending tie coupon below and $5 for the latest edition of
the CROWN INFORMATION PACKAGE. Over 100 pages, including a
"tour" of the Crown factory in Indiana; brochures that explain the opera-

tion of all these new instruments plus information on Distinction products; technical articles by Crown engineers on the MULTI -MODE'"" circuit

and other audio topics; complete reprints of publication reviews; price
lists and dealer addresses. Satisfaction guaranteed or we'll refund your
$5. Your Crown dealer will give you this PACKAGE free if you visit his
store. If you don't know his address, use the Reader Service Card for a
free dealer list . Or call 219/294-5571.

crown

$7.98, ® JCA 36970 $7.98.
Performance. Good
Recording. Good

...WHEN YOL'RE READY FOR REAL!

David Allan Coe seems markedly less feisty

here than usual, which may be good since
this is one of his better albums. I think,
though, that it's his growth as a singer
that's the main factor. He has stopped imi-

tating other people and may even have
stopped hiding behind various poses (even
though the utterly unrepentant I Love Rob -

For your CROWN INFORMATION PACKAGE, send this coupon and five dollars
to Crown International, 1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, IN 46517. SR5
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may suffice to attract attention
in the music business, but in the long
run only talent can sustain it. A case in point
is provided by Izora Armstead and Martha
Wash, a pair of hefty soul singers who pack
NOVELTY

more ounce to the bounce than any act since

the portly Peters Sisters back in the Fifties.

Under the name Two Tons o' Fun, Arm stead and Wash emerged from the gospel
underground in I976 as back-up singers for
Sylvester, the sequined "queen" of disco.
Riding a wave of camp into a recording contract, last year they released an exciting but

through the music with a joyous abandon.
Armstead is the better growler, Wash the
sweeter singer, and the album's real peak
comes when they engage their dissimilar
voices in shouted harmony on the knockout
cut Your Love Is Gonna See Me Through.
The instrumental support throughout is inspired and sufficiently robust to bear up the
weighty vocals. The Two Tons are no longer

just promising. "Backatcha" is a thoroughly enjoyable album that will fill your ears

with pleasure from the first track to the

-Phyl Garland

last.

inconsistent debut album. They've now
shortened their name to just the Two Tons.
but their second album, "Backatcha,"
proves their talent is as substantial as their

THE TWO TONS: Backatcha. The Two

girths. No longer trying to squeeze into a
disco format, the Two Tons give free rein
here to their natural blues and gospel im-

on You: Your Love Is Gonna See Me
Through; It's True I Do; Can't Do It by

pulses in a broader pop -soul framework.
On "Backatcha" the Two Tons growl out

their lyrics with surging energy, romping

Tons (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Never Like This: I Depend
Myself; Cloudy with a Chance of Rain; I've
Got to Make It on My Own; I Been Down.
FANTASY/HONEY F-9605 $7.98, © 5-9605
$7.98, C18-9605 $7.98.
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bing Banks is dedicated to John Dillinger,
and the dedicatory note lists all the banks
Dillinger robbed and the approximate take
from each heist); he seems to have found
out what he sounds like. The songs, written

musicians. 634-5789; Speedo; Why Don't

and scavenged by Coe, are pretty good, and

M8 3489 $7.98.

the backing is clean and simple. There are
no attempted spectacles or outrages this
time, just some music. Karen Brooks (she
wrote I Could Never Do Nothin' Right, recorded by the likes of Jerry Jeff Walker and
Roseanne Cash) makes two appearances as

a duet singer, and she is spectacular in a
quiet way, making a great and restrained
emotional connection to a song that seems
almost as rare and touching as the early
Baez records. She should do her own album
and Coe should do more in the spirit of this
one.
N.C.

You Tly Me; Down in the Boondocks;
Johnny Porter; Crazy 'Bout an Automobile: and

four others. WARNER BROS.

0 BSK 3489 $7.98, © M5 3489 $7.98, (i)
Performance: Good
Recording: Excellent
While this is well done and some of it is fun,
Ry Cooder may have stayed on this partic-

ular tangent one album too long for me.
Stylistically, it is an updating of "Bop Till
You Drop," with some of the same sidemen

helping him mix in a little more Tex-Mex
and a little less r -&-b. A couple of the
strange old songs Cooder dug up this time
aren't quite strange enough or old enough to
work as camp; instead, Speedo and Down in

the Boondocks just seem like chestnuts.
RY COODER: Borderline. Ry Cooder (vocals, guitar, vibes); Jim Keltner (drums);

Crazy 'Bout an Automobile does have some
other -era weirdness about it, and Girls

George Pierre (percussion); Tim Drummond (bass); Bobby King (vocals); other

from Texas, given the ad-libbed ending, is
hilarious. Still, the program, overall, doesn't
STEREO REVIEW

seem to have enough juice. I found myself
wishing Cooder would turn to the acoustic
guitar once in a while, as the tight little no frills electric sound this group has -even
though it would be a blessed relief in most

bars -doesn't take full advantage of the
digital recording equipment; there's a mini-

illinoit audio
VNei

6

mum of overtones and harmonics when
electric instruments are used in this staccato style and are knitted together this tightly.

Cooder sings well, though, even if he did
cast Speedo in too low a key, and he does
some tasty instrumental work. It's better
than most albums, just not better than most
Cooder albums.
N.C.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

SAVE MONEY TIME FREIGHT
ON NAME BRANDS

GAIL DAVIES: I'll Be There. Gail Davies
(vocals, guitar); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. I'll Be There; It's a Lovely,

Lovely World: Mama's Gonna Give You
Sweet Things; Kentucky; Honky Tonk
Waltz; Farewell Song; Object of My Affection; Get That Feelin' Inside; and three others. WARNER BRos. BSK 3509 $7.98, 0
M5 3509 $7.98, ® M8 3509 $7.98.
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(1976), Boudeleaux Bryant's It's a Lovely,
Lovely World (1952), a hit for Carl Smith
when I was a kid, and Carl Davis and Hartford Taylor's slow, scrumptuous Kentucky,
which goes back to 1942. Davies glides
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of a category. "I'll Be There" has five more
examples of what a sure -handed writer she
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This is the second straight outstanding album from Gail Davies. This one is a little
less folkie-sounding and a little more country -rock -sounding than the last one, but
such terms don't really do Davies justice.
The thing about her is the gentle but insistent streak of individuality that cuts
through everything she does. The clean slate attitude she brings to what people call
"country" and "rock" boils off genre preju-
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Performance Excellent
Recording Very good
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FIREFALL: Clouds Across the Sun. Firefall

$41.50
49.50
47.50
545.00

(vocals and instrumentals). Be in Love To-

night; Staying with It; Old Wing Mouth:
No Class; Clouds Across the Sun; Quite

411 BMW Welk

Like You; and four others. ATLANTIC SD
16024 $8.98, © CS 16024 $8.98, ® TP

12 E. Delaware Pl., Chicago 60611

16024 $8.98.

Performance Bloodless
Recording Average
This album's sin, to invoke Bob Dylan who

used to turn a phrase, is its lifelessness.

(312)
664-0020

There is one halfway interesting song in the

TOLL FREE

whole batch -the only one no member of
Firefall wrote, Old Wing Mouth by Jimmy

(800)
621-8042

Webb. There is no detectable spark in any
(Continued on page 98)
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met her description of falling on one's
face.

"There was a staff producer and he had a

totally different idea of how to approach
music, just the opposite from mine, and we
fought the whole time," she recalls. "He favored very stiff arrangements." Roseanne

CRoseanne
Cash:

was also less than pleased with her own song -

writing efforts ("pretty immature") and had
misgivings about making an album.

"I was terrified," she says. "I thought,
God, there's no turning back after this.
There's no going back to acting school."

Closing
the Circle

And listening to the album made her
temporarily conclude that she couldn't sing
at all, however insistent fate wanted to be
about it. "Self-confidence is an elusive
thing," she says. "It only comes after experience, I think, after a long time of working
with your own abilities and becoming comfortable with them."

But Rich Blackburn of Columbia Records liked one cut in the German album,
Baby You Better Start Turning 'Em Down,
so much that he wanted to release it, uptight Teutonic arrangement and all, as a
single. "Rodney and I went to him and said
please don't do that, let us re -do it, give us

a chance-and that led to an album deal,"
Roseanne says. "He just let us alone for
two months and we delivered the album. It
II

AME is an embarrassment when you're

IF growing up and going to school and
want to be like the other kids," Roseanne
Cash says. "It's a hazard. I guess that's why

I was going into acting: something that I
started. But I suppose it was inevitable that

I would be doing what I'm doing...."
Like a future preacher wrestling with

Dylan). But, however ready Roseanne was
to leave home, her joust was not ending. It
was just beginning.

"It was a good learning ground," she
says, "to watch him work, but I was so protected I couldn't get any objectivity about
my work. I got to the point where I was doing a couple of songs, but it was still playing

The Call, Roseanne Cash went through a
period of jousting with the inevitable, alternately repelled by and attracted to the idea
of putting her chips in the same pot, so to

for his crowd and it was still cute for his
daughter to be up there, you know-the

speak, with those of her famous father,

to fall on your face."

Johnny Cash. In the end she capitulated, as
the heroine does in her new album, "Seven
Year Ache," and she says she's happy with
what she's doing now. She sounds like it;

crowds thought, 'Oh, how sweet,' no matter
how bad you were. At some point, you have
So after three years she quit and went to

homesick," she went back to Nashville but
not to the music biz. She enrolled in Van-

derbilt University with an English/drama

to us, because of his image and because he

shyness a year or so later was to cause her to

came and got me, and

I

was ready to

leave."

That was in 1973. Her mother, Vivian
Liberto, and her father had been separated
for many years. Roseanne had passed her
teenage years as president of the local Bea-

tles Fan Club, her taste being shaped by
"the same stuff most kids listened to"-except that she was also inordinately attracted

to two "old" folkies, Tom Rush and Eric
Andersen. What Johnny came to get her to
do was join his road show, at first as a laundry gofer and back-up singer. By this time
he was not merely famous but legendary,
having had a run on network television in a

double major. She didn't get involved in any

theatrical productions. She was shy; her
be sitting under a pool table during a party
at Waylon Jennings' house when she met
the man she would marry, songwriter/sing-

er/producer Rodney Crowell. "It was a
very tight clique," she says of the Vanderbilt theatrical situation, "and I was very
much a loner."
But acting did-and still does-appeal to
her, so the following year she went to Hollywood to study in Lee Strasberg's school

("I didn't study with him," she says, "although I audited his course-he was terrifying"), and she now says that's the best
thing she ever did.
Six months later, though, she was in Ger-

many, visiting a girl friend, and crossed
paths with some people from Ariola Rec-

show bearing his name (with such guest

ords. That led to the making of demo tapes,
with Crowell's help, and that led to making

stars as Neil Young, James Taylor, and Bob

an album in Munich-an experience that

96

The album they delivered, "Right or
Wrong," did moderate business but it was
an unqualified critical success. It had a nononsense feel to it, with Roseanne's warm,
moist, round tones supported by strikingly
clean and lyrical electric -guitar fills and
breaks before arrangements that touched

bases with Austin and Los Angeles but
were captives of neither. Hearing that one
reassured Roseanne. "I feel I've established

some credibility," she says. "I feel like the
importance of my lineage is decreasing in
people's minds, in their critical minds."

England. Six months later, "desperately

our conversation is frequently interrupted
by chuckles. But there were scary times.
Big John, she says, "was bigger than life
was not home a lot. 'Conquering hero' is a
good term for it. But I left with him the day
after I graduated from high school. He

was a big risk. He told us later he was really scared."

THAT didn't make the creation of "Seven
Year Ache" any easier. In fact, it may have
made it more difficult, at least in Roseanne

Cash's critical mind. "I was finally clearly
seeing my own abilities and potential instead of making things up to myself about
what I could be," she says. "There came a
point where I thought I couldn't do it. I was
ready to quit. I said, 'I'm out of my league.'
It shattered me, really, but after that I got
to a place where I could look at myself
clearly. Before, I think, I was pretending
some, because I was scared. I always knew

I wasn't a great technical singer but it was
just confusion about how much I could do.

I think I know now, and so I feel more at
ease and accept the things I can't do. I'll
never be a great harmony singer, and that's
something I always wanted to do and pre-

tended to myself that I could do. I finally
accepted that that's not going to be my gig.
But then I know the things I can do too."
Some might see her as symbolically closing the circle now, as she and Rodney are

moving back to Nashville, although she
says, "It's mostly because of the kids. I

STEREO REVIEW

MURA GOO
don't want to raise them in L.A." They
have a year -old baby girl, Caitlin-Roseanne couldn't tour to back up "Right or
Wrong" because she was pregnant at the
time-and Rodney's four -year -old daughter, Hannah, from a previous marriage.
Roseanne did put a major -cities tour together to go with the release of "Ache" and,

now fully committed,

is

trying to write

enough songs for her next album "to keep
my producer." That, of course, is Crowell:
"He told me he'd only produce my next one
if I wrote at least four of the songs."
Seems reasonable to me. The two she
wrote for "Seven Year Ache," the title
song and Blue Moon with Heartache, are
the best ones in it. Seven Year Ache has an
infectious shuffling rhythm, an instrumental hook (which Rodney thought up) that
strings the basic melodic idea into a seamless counterpoint, and lyrics about "seeing
how much your old heart can take." The
beat is so captivating it perks you up, even
though it isn't exactly a happy song. Blue
Moon takes you right back down, and it's
an even classier descent than you get later
in songs by Merle Haggard and Red Simpson and by Glen D. Hardin and Sonny Curtis, and those are a couple of fine downers.
"Seven Year Ache" doesn't have as
many highlights as "Right or Wrong," but
it is a worthy second American -made album. It has the same kind of honest, musical arrangements, and it gives Roseanne
several good settings for what Crowell says
(and I agree) is her best feature, the ability
to produce those lovely, warm tones (Bobby
Bare describes hers as "one of those wet
voices"). More significantly, the album has
her daring to try something that she knows
could result in a fall on her face.
IT was from the start, she says, a concept
album: "From Raining, where he's leaving
her, to the very end of / Can't Resist, where
she admits she still loves him, it's a story to
me." That meant throwing out some good
songs that didn't fit the theme, but she
stuck with it. The result, I think, not only
does a good job of telling the story but reflects the spirit of pushing on through
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(less cord). Unless you hear it, it's hard to believe
the dramatic, full rich sound that this small
package produces.
HI STEPPER features include

The ultra lightweight
headset is MURA's model hs. It has Rare earth

(samarium cobalt) drivers Tapered mylar
speakers A 4 ft. lightweight cord with a 3.5mm
plug. The hs also features a foldable headband
that permits compact storage and convenient
carrying when not in use.
MURA's HI STEPPER is perfect for today's
an -the -go people. And that's just about
everyone. It's the ideal take -me -along

Automat c and manual stereo

stereo companion.

With its outstanding features and
suggested retail price of under $80.00.

switching Slide rule tuning
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Stereo balance control LED
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CORTRIDGES WITH
0 BRAIN.

growing pains. Any listener making any
sort of attempt to live an examined life can

hardly help identifying with the humanity
projects. I hope she keeps getting
scared and pushing on anyway, and I believe she will. At the end of our chat she
she

said that negative thought produces negative actions leading to negative situations.
Therefore, she says, "I think it is self-indulgent to be disillusioned." Think about that
--Noel Coppage
a little.

ROSEANNE CASH: Seven Year Ache.
Roseanne Cash (vocals); instrumental and
vocal accompaniment. Raining; Seven Year

Ache; Blue Moon with Heartache; What
Kinda Girl?; You Don't Have Very Far to
Go; My Baby Thinks He's a Train; Only

Human; Where Will the Words Come
From?; Hometown Blues; I Can't Resist.
COLUMBIA JC 36965 $7.98, © JCT 36965
$7.98, 0 JCA 36965 $7.98.

Micro -Acoustics System II phono cartridces. The only cartridges capable
of automatically matching themselves to ary high fidelity system. Their
built-in microcircuit brains are so fast anc SD accurate, they duplicate in

your home the performaice measured in our laboratory.
Eut "brains- is only the beginning of why
System 11 is such an intel igent investment. Because

it's more than a new cartridge design-it s
whole new technology! Hear the differerce
for yourself at your Micro -Acoustics dealer.
Micro -Acoustics Ccrp., 8 WestcheIe-

Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523.

ma

Micro-OCOUStICS
System II
The Stereo Cartridge. Reinvented.

01981 Micro -Acoustics Corp.
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of the others. If you want an idle mental
exercise, I suppose you could toy with the
question of how so many songs could be
about so little. Outside of that, it's a very
anonymous -sounding album, characterized

by a little more solo singing and two-part

SONY
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FLEETWOOD MAC: Lice (see Best of the

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
THE GAP BAND: IH. The Gap Band (vocals and instrumentals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. When 1 Look on
Your Eyes; Burn Rubber on Me; Are You
Living; Humpin'; The Way; and four
others.

MERCURY SR M- 1-4003 $7.98,
MCR4-1-4003 $7.98, C. MC8-1-4003

OF MIAMI, INC.

Performance Fresh and energetic
Recording Excellent
I'll say this for the three-man Gap Band:
they've packed these grooves with energy.

What's more, nothing here ever falls into
the predictable. In the album's simplest
production, Nothin' Comes to Sleepers,
lead vocalist Charlie Wilson delivers the
lyric refreshingly straight and backed up
with nothing but a piano and a harp. And
works! The nice ballad Yearning for Your
Love has a vocal that is smooth as silk, but a
small army of back-up voices and support
musicians builds it into an uncommonly
complex and effective structure.
The up -tempo stuff really soars. When 1
Look in Your Eyes is a dance -tempo number, ambitious and terrific. What makes it

Name

Ext. 2J
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special is the way the three principalstheir singing and their work on guitar, keyboard, bass, and percussion-form a coherent unit in the center of a big production.
Sweet Caroline sounds like a song the Beatles might have come up with in their folksy

middle years, but it's pitched at a much
higher level of intensity. Finally, a bow to
the multilevel syncopations-vocal, piano,
keyboard-of The Way; they never go quite
the way you expect them to go. These guys

really know what they're doing. And their
music is fun to listen to.
1.C.
HENRY GROSS: What's in a Name. Henry
Gross (vocals, guitar); vocal and instrumen-

tal accompaniment. That Someone; Why
Go Falling in Love; Claudette; You're My
Ride Home; Back into Your Heart; and five
others. CAPITOL ST -12113 $7.98,
4XT12113 $7.98, ® 8XT-12113 $7.98.

I wasn't partial to Henry Gross' first two

For FREE 152 pg catalog send $1 50 for postage and handling

lai"
buyer.

$7.98.

Performance. Very good
Recording: Very good

17866 IPCO ROAD IN .E 5th AVE I
MIAMI , FL 33162

98

seem so bland.

BLAUPUNKT
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JVC ADVENT and much more
Order by phone or by mail send money or certified
check Two week delay on personal checks. when
paying by charge include card number and exp
dale Shipping charges will be added to credit card

LAddress

remake of stuff you've heard before-only
the first few times you heard it it didn't

Month, page 61)

SONY Color TV's

FX-412
FX-414
TV
TV -513.
TV -790.

harmony and a little less three-part harmony than you perhaps expected. Rick Roberts' I Don't Want to Hear It, the one disc
jockeys seem to favor, is a rewrite of Don't
Cry to Me, but then the whole album is a

albums; Gross seemed to be trying too hard
for stardom and tended to be either blasé or

strident. But he's much more relaxed this
time around, and-whaddaya
know,
folks?-he's very good.
The dandy of the album is Why Go Fall (Continued on page 101)
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filled with the

SOUND
OF BIG
SAVINGS

purchased high style, enough "good taste"
to send you straight to a Zappa recording
for instant relief, and a cloying musical refinement. It's almost impossible to judge
what the real talents of Ms. Hall might be
through all of the drapery. The songs are
fairly bad, the production obviously expen-
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Kris Kristofferson, like most of us, writes
better when something's bothering him; unfortunately, he doesn't sing any better. This

album, apparently designed to work off
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HK -3500
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Performance Good write, no sing
Recording Good

5134

SANSUI FR -055C
TECHNICS SL -02 .

$254

CARTRIDGES

ought to if she doesn't want to end up as a
modern-day Norma Shearer.
P.R.

Creason (drums); other musicians. Magdalene; Star -Crossed; Blessing in Disguise;
The Devil to Pay; Daddy's Song; and five
others. COLUMBIA JZ 36885 $7.98,
JZT
36885 $7.98, 0 JZA 36885 $7.98.

HI-FI ---,

SONY PS -X45

DECKS

TEAC CX-400

cals); Tommy McClure (bass); Sammy

Sound Reproduction, Inc.
7 Industrial Rd., Fairfield. N.J. 07006

TURNTABLES

RECEIVERS

Lani Hall to refuse all of the attention offered in this sort of project, but she really

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON: To the Bone.
Kris Kristofferson (vocals, guitar); Donnie
Fritts (keyboards); Billy Swan (guitar, vo-

NEW

State

INNWORATIN

sive, and the singer's talents largely wasted,
at least to my ears. It must be very hard for

32 Pages

Please rush your free

STEREO

wife-which is to say that it has a lot of

(301)434-5330

Fie

to, and Gross' version of the Everly Brothers' Claudette is tepid. But the standouts
I've mentioned are well worth buying the
whole album for.
J. V.

Lani Hall is presented here in another of
her custom-tailored, nipped and tucked,

155

MAXELL

TDK

Home is a very funny example of that limited but rewarding satiric genre, the expedient love ballad. Captain Ralph and His
Rocket Rangers is a so-so item about the

Performance Slick
Recording. Lush

206
216
229
299

Sony STRV35

14

into your heart"), and You're My Ride

CS -4829 $7.98.

219

Dual 606155

12

15

229

Dual 1257/50....

hook ("Put me out of your mind and back

LANI HALL: Blush. Lani Hall (vocals); orchestra. Where's Your Angel?; In the Dark;
Come What May; Only You; No Strings;
and four others. A&M SP -4829 $7.98, 0

AUDIO

179
158
129

McCartney might have done in those long ago days when he worked hard at melodies.
Back into Your Heart has an arresting lyric

hot band in the club that everyone's dancing

Koss ProlAAA

171

K P7500

mastery of romantic cynicism; the structure

of the melody resembles something Paul
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some of the feelings attending his split with
Rita Coolidge (at least it will be taken that
way), has some poignant and well -crafted
songs in it, but Kris' vocals are so limited in
range and emotional expressiveness that the
listener has to do a lot of imaginative reconstruction to appreciate them. Daddy's Song
(Kristofferson said on some talk show, after
the split, that he wanted to be the best daddy in the world), a sort of Jodie and the Kid
revisited, walks a fine line between pathos
and bathos. alternating between the guilt
and agony a father feels when he can't live

STEREO CORPORATION

with his child and a "rational" viewpoint:
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The wave
of the future
It's time you discovered a new generation of
speakers called Wave

Aperture' Speakers from
Speakerlab-the S100,
S300 and S500.

They work on the
principle that if the sound
source is small compared
to the wavelength, the
sound field will be broad
and uniform. The result:
incredibly accurate reproduction anywhere in
the room.
Features include polypropylene woofers,
samarium cobalt leaf
tweeters, and high efficiency passive radiator
low -frequency design.
They're all so good
you should know we're
not kidding when we say
they're the wave of the
future.
New Wave ApertureTM

Speakers. From Speakerlab.

Chris Cross today. left to right, Rob Meurer (keyboards), Tommy Taylor (drums),
Christopher Cross (guitar, lead vocals), Andy Salmon (bass),
James Fenner (percussion), and Hank Hehmsoth (keyboards).

"Christopher Cross"
IN the wake of Christopher Cross' surprisIll

ing (to some of us) five -way sweep of this

year's Grammies, there will no doubt be a
spate of mournful pronouncements from the
critical left that if this kind of aural Valium
is State of the Art for 1980, then the art is

bankrupt and why even bother

to give

awards? This is understandable, perhaps
even true. In fact, if you got me alone I'd
probably say the same thing.
Which misses the point, even if I'm not
sure just what the point is. The fact is that
it's not Cross' fault that he and his group
("Christopher Cross" is actually the name
of both the lead singer and the band) dominated the Grammies, and, what's more (to
paraphrase the truism), people get the pop
music they deserve. There are, after all, a
lot of acclaimed geniuses making music
that is far more pernicious, and they are
selling it in larger quantities. Bantamweight a talent though Cross may be, he is
decently accomplished at what he does,
which is to make brainless, catchy, quintes-

sentially Californian pop records-no more,
no less. If critics can bend over backwards
justifying the Doobie Brothers (whose head
honcho, Michael McDonald, is all over

Send me
your 48 -page

color catalog
plus fact sheet
on the new Wave
Aperture" speakers.

.. there's a freedom you find on your
own/that's nearly worth what you pay."

address

But the singer's unsuccessful effort to hit
some low notes calls too much attention to
itself. Something similar is true of The Last
state

zip

/peake d

Dept. SR15 P.O. Box C-30325
Wa I lIngtord Station -Seattle, WA 98103
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sure he would), but that too is irrelevant.
People like this stuff, so they buy it. Who,
then, is the villain of the piece? Somebody
once asked H. L. Mencken why he didn't
leave America if he hated it so much, to
which he replied, "Why do people go to
zoos?" Why have more copies of "Christopher Cross" already been sold than of the
last four Clash albums combined? Probably

for the same reason that people ride in
-Steve Simels

elevators.

CHRISTOPHER CROSS. Christopher
Cross (vocals, guitar); the ubiquitous Michael Omartian (producer, arranger, keyboards, background vocals); other musicians. Say You'll Be Mine; I Really Don't
Know Anymore; Spinning; Never Be the
Same; Poor Shirley, and four others.
WARNER BROS. BSK 3383 $7.98, © M5
3383 $7.98, ® M8 3383 $7.98.

SR15

name

city

Cross' album), then it's the height of hypocrisy to moan about Cross' fluffy appropriation of their sound.
Yes, there are people who make music in
a similar vein that is both better crafted and
addressed to somewhat weightier subjects
(if Cross could rhyme June and moon, I'm

Time, a song whose economy and near -per-

fect mating of words and melody recall the
glory days of the Bobby McGee era. The

shock of hitting the bottom of the barrel
and bouncing up slightly with a "to hell
with it" attitude is deftly planted in Nobody
Loves Anybody Anymore, co -written with

Billy Swan, but that too is undercut by the
obviously difficult time Kristofferson's having technically. Magdalene (a soft and
third -person way of saying "she's going to
be sorry I'm gone") has a swinging melody
that's easier to sing, and so it is the most
impressive cut without being the most impressive song. I tend to value good songs
more than good singing ... up to a point.
Kristofferson seems to be writing so much
beyond his vocal equipment that most of
N.C.
this album is beyond that point.
STEREO REVIEW

NICOLETTE LARSON: Radioland. Nicolette Larson (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Radioland; OooEee; When You Come Around; and six others. WARNER BROS. BSK 3502 $7.98, 0
M5 3502 $7.98, ® M8 3502 $7.98.

Performance Suburban r -&-b
Recording Good

Clean-cut funk is a contradiction in terms.
You'd think people who've made several
records would know that, but here's another

sizable pool of talent wasted on trying to
have it both ways. This effort to superimpose a vague r -&-b style over the white,
middle-class voice of Nicolette Larson is
hurt even more by the fact that only two of
the songs involved-Allen Toussaint's
Tears, Tears and More Tears and Lowell
George's Long Distance Love-are worth
the effort anyway. This is a Hollywood

more to his advantage as a sideman rather

than lead. He's also a pretty good singer
and a fairly good writer, but he's not quite
enough of either. All in all, he's a worthy
pro but not, I fear, touched with the x factor
that turns a talent into a titan. This album
is full of good moments, but they never add
up to much of a whole. You can listen and
enjoy, but at the end I think you'll have the
feeling that something's missing.
J.V.

ways on My Mind, might even brighten up
today's radio programming more than five

minutes of silence would-and there's at
least one good line (in DOA): "Talked to a
brother down in Frisco Bay/He ain't seen
nothing there but silicone." The group
seems able to see over the stylistic wall it's

built around itself, and, all things being
relative, that's something.

N.C.

MANFRED MANN'S EARTH BAND:
LOVERBOY. Loverboy (vocals and instrumentals). The Kid Is Hot Tonite; Turn Me

Loose; Always on My Mind; Lady of the
80s; Little Girl; and four others. COLUMBIA
JC 36762 $7.98, © JCT 36762 $7.98.

Performance Decent
Recording. Good

Chance. Manfred Mann's Earth Band (vocals and instrumentals). Lies (Through the
80's); For You; Fritz the Blank; Stranded;
Hello, I Am Your Heart; and four others.
WARNER BROS. BSK 3498 $7.98, © M5
3498 $7.98, ® M8 3498 $7.98.

Performance Very good
Recording. Very good

New Wave has become as formula -ridden
as glitter rock if not disco, but Loverboy, a

Either Manfred Mann is easier to listen to

new group borrowing a little from Elvis
Costello, a little from Cheap Trick, a little

nowadays or I'm more receptive than I used
to be. Whatever the reason, I'm quite taken

from various other sources, makes it at least

by this album. Ordinarily

ALVIN LEE BAND: Free Fall. Alvin Lee
Band (vocals and instrumentals). / Don't
Wanna Stop; Take the Money and Run;
Stealin'; Sooner or Later; Dustbin City;

seem not so bad. The vocals are mixed up
where you can hear them and involve some
actual, though limited, singing voices. And
even though the instruments generally are
used in ways that by now are all too familiar
to some of us, they do show that the boys

beep -beep synthesizer playing and gloomy
material irritating, but this time it somehow
goes down smoothly.

and five others. ATLANTIC SD 19287 $7.98,

value musicianship. The drummer, Matt

© CS 19287 $7.98, e TP 19287 $7.98.

Frenette, is particularly sharp, and guitarist
Paul Dean now and then steps out of the

High School approach to "cooking." Larson
has a nice voice. Somebody should worry
more about finding her a song to sing, less
about finding her a pose to strike.
N.C.

Performance Good, but ...
Recording. Very good

New Wavy role of making raucous noise
calculated to alienate whole generations

As a guitarist, Alvin Lee is much better
than average, though I think he's heard

and plays a whole musical run of notes. A
couple of the songs, Turn Me Loose and AI -

I

find Mann's

Stranded includes BBC weather forecasts for merchant ships while the lyrics,
couched in radio terms, begin and end with
"Stranded in Iowa." I have, in fact, been
stranded in Iowa and would much rather be
on a storm -tossed ship, so I couldn't help

but give the tune a sympathetic hearing.
Hello, I Am Your Heart, written by Dennis
Linde, reminds me of the medieval Francois
Villon s poem, The Debate Between Villon's

Equalizing is no longer a struggle. It's a science.
«a 7.
LP

so

dbx 20/30

Forget all the problems of trying to equalize by ear.
Because now there's the dbx 20/20. The world's first
computerized equalizer/analyzer.
Now you can equalize any location in your room. Automatically. In 15 seconds. You can store up to ten equalization curves in
the 20/20's memory. You can even analyze your music, your
system, and your room acoustics with the 20/20's sophisticated
measuring capabilities.
Hear the dbx 20/20 at your authorized dbx retailer, or send
the coupon for a free brochure.
Equalizing has finally become a science.
dbx, Inc., 71 Chapel St, Newton, Mass. 02195 U.SA.
Tel. (617) 964-3210, Telex 92-2522. Distributed throughout Canada
by BSR (Canada) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.
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dbx

Heart and Body. The song and the poem

paniment. Hearts on Fire; Gotta Get Away;

have the same plots and sentiments, and the

Come On Back to Me; Deep Inside My
Heart; I Need You Bad; and four others.
EPIC JE 36748 $7.98, © JET 36748

idea is intriguing.

In the late 1960s Mann had an unexpected hit single with Bob Dylan's The
Mighty Quinn, so he started including one
Dylan song, usually semi -obscure, in each
album. Now, since his late -1970s hit with
Blinded by the Light, Mann seems to be
shifting to Bruce Springsteen material. The
Springsteen selection

here

is

For You,

which, like the Dylan material he chose, is
long on lyrics, very short on melody, and
quite inventive in arrangement.
J. V.

RANDY MEISNER: One More Song. Randy Meisner (vocals); instrumental accom-

$7.98.

Performance. L.A.-delda
Recording. Good

This album is sort of like once -a -day vitamins: listen to one cut in the morning and
you'll be sick and tired of the L.A. sound all
day long. Isn't that nice? One wonders why
Randy Meisner bothered to get out of the
Eagles, since he could have gone on doing
more or less the same stuff in the Eagles.
Actually, "One More Song" is understated
and not unpleasant-on several of the songs

LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES.
HEAVYWEIGHT
TECHNOLOGY.

Meisner collaborated with Eric Kaz and
Wendy Waldman, who've been known to
write good ones-it's just that nothing the
least bit exciting or unexpected ever happens. The pleasantest moments are in the
utterly derivative title song, by Jack Temp chin. None of the others will bother you.
That's part of the problem.
N.C.

MEREDITH: Lost in His Arms. Meredith
d'Ambrosio (vocals, piano); orchestra. Bal-

timore Oriole; Love in Vain; Rip Van Win-

kle; Alone Together; Blame It on My
Youth; Spring Is Here; and nine others.
SPRING, INc. SPR 1980 $6.98.

Performance: "Sothern" exposure
Recording: Good

Meredith d'Ambrosio sounds enough like
Jerri Sothern to be Jerri Sothern. Almost.
What's missing is that mysterious note of
urgency Ms. Sothern used to put into even
the most unlikely material-remember her
transfixing Sand in My Shoes? Meredith's
pretty good on her own, however, and you'll

probably find a lot to enjoy here. I particularly like her measured Spring Is Here and
the sad coolness that permeates I Get Along
Without You Very Well.
P.R.

DT 550

RICK NELSON: Playing to Win. Rick Nelson (vocals, guitar); instrumental accompaniment. Almost Saturday Night; Believe

What You Say; Little Miss American
Dream; The Loser Babe Is You; Back to
School Days; It Hasn't Happened Yet; and
four others. CAPITOL S00-12109 $8.98,
4X00-12109 $8.98, ® 8X00-12109
$8.98.

Another white man's
burden
Recording Good
Through much of this, Rick Nelson tries to
get back to the roots he wishes he had. He
was in on the beginnings of rock-and-roll,
technically, but those of us who were there
at the time regarded him as a lightweight
and a dilettante-in no small part because
he was bland (read white) enough to seem
no threat to our parents, no small thing with

DT 880

4

crazies like Little Richard, Chuck Berry,

DT 330

Elvis, and Jerry Lee Lewis running around
loose. So several times here he tries to rock

Imagine headphones so light you
hardly know they're there, with a
frequency range so wide you never
miss a note. And imagine what it took
to create such headphones - heavyweight
technology that distinguishes Beyer from

with an authority he never really had in
those days (though we did admire his knack
for finding super -catchy tunes), and a lot of
it strikes me as merely a bit of feedback guitar and hard-hit drums superimposed on the

basic Ricky Nelson shtick. Still, there are

the rest.

those inevitable catchy tunes, and there are

A copper coil .9mm thick and one-third
the weight of conventional headphone coils.
A polycarborate plastic diaphragm so light.
rigid and rare it is found only in the world's
best mics. It is viscous damped and statistically
embossed so it is absolutely perfect for transmitting sound. Imagine using rare samarium
cobalt magnets, the strongest material known.
And imagine headphones that will simply over whelm you with bass response and a transparency
of sound unheard of except in the finest transducers.
But you don't have to imagine. Just visit your
Beyer dealer and try on our new heavyweight
line of lightweight headphones. There is
something better from Beyer.
BEYER DYNAMIC, INC.

a couple of cuts, at least, in which Rick,
growing older gracefully, and not Ricky, is
featured. He does not have much of a voice
for rock, to get down to the basics, but he
does have one capable of some nice nuances.

Almost Saturday Night is one rocker here
that uses the best of his vocal qualities,
but-catchiness aside-it doesn't have
much company. Although this isn't bad

BeyerMll

Dynamic

5-05 Burns Avenue. Hicksville. NY 11801 (516)935-8000 In Canada. H Roy Gray. Ltd

overall, considering its competition, a more
grown-up approach and a more lyrical setting would serve him better.
N.C.
ROSE ROYCE: Golden Touch. Rose Royce

(vocals and instrumentals); instrumental
accompaniment. And You Wish for Yester-

day; I Wanna Make It with You; Funkin'
Around; Golden Touch; Love Is in the Air;

104
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and three others. WARNER BRos. WHK
3512 $7.98, 0 M5 3512 $7.98, ® M8 3512
$7.98.

36996 $7.98, © FWT 36996 S7.98, e

Seymour and his band, with a couple of en-

FWA 36996 $7.98.

tries from Twilley, and they are all sturdy

Performance Excellent
Recording. Very good

Performance Subdued
Recording. Good

Rose Royce has always struck me as a
good-time, partying -down group, but this
set occasionally finds them in a rather subdued and sentimental frame of mind. In the

opening track, And You Wish for Yesterday, for instance, lead singer Richee Benson ruminates over lyrics so pensive that it
appears she did not go to the party at all but
stayed at home watching old Bette Davis
movies on television. This softness also
characterizes other tracks, such as Would
You Please Be Mine and Golden Touch, the

latter a particularly charming ballad. But
Rose Roycc (and its producer. Norman
Whitfield) can hold themselves back for
only so long. The big fun erupts halfway
through the first side on Funkin' Around,
involving roughly five minutes of amusing
horseplay with random references to folks
who apparently can't get up and dance because they have chairs stuck to their bottoms. The change is welcome, for this group
is best when it burns.
P.G.

and serviceable. Of special note, though, is
Bobby (I Fought the Law) Fuller's Let Her

Phil Seymour was the lead singer of the

Dance. Fuller died young and is remembered, occasionally, for his one hit. But he

now -defunct Dwight Twilley Band, and on

wrote straight -ahead songs in the post -Bud-

this, his first solo outing, he's simply terrific. I haven't heard such a commanding,
seasoned, and tasteful mainstream rock
singer in many a day. Seymour is nobly
aided by his musicians; unlike most California recording dates, the album has a virile
sound, with the easy professionalism and

laid-back feeling of a Memphis or New
York session from the late 1960s.

Nearly all the material was written by

dy Holly Tex-Mex style, and Seymour and
his band revel in this example. Yahoo!
J.V.

SHALAMAR: Three for Lore. Shalamar
(vocals);

instrumental

accompaniment.

Full of Fire; Somewhere There's a Love;
Make That Move; Pop Along Kid; This Is
for the Lover in You; Some Things Never
Change; and two others. SOLAR BZL I -3577

The Polks "At their price,
they are simply a steal!"
Audiogram

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
THE SEARCHERS: Love's Melodies. The
Searchers (vocals and instrumentals). Silver.. Infatuation; She Made a Fool of You;
Almost Saturday Night; Little Bit of Heaven; You Are the New Day. Love's Melody;
Everything but a Heartbeat; and four others. SIRE SRK 3523 $7.98, © M5S 3523
$7.98.

Performance Impeccable
Recording Very good
Anyone looking for melodic pop -rock that
doesn't insult your intelligence need look no

further. This new Searchers album, apart
from being convincing proof that last year's
comeback effort was not a fluke, is as appealing a genre record as I've heard in a
long time (the genre, of course, is akin to
Rockpile's, but without the irony). As
usual, the cover tunes are exceptionally well
chosen: Alex Chilton's gorgeous September

Gurls (from the second Big Star album), a
couple of nice new ones from Will Birch of
the Records, and, best of all, a superb soar-

Incredible Sound/Affordable Price "Our advice is not to
buy speakers until you've heard the Polks." Musician Magazine

ing treatment of John Fogerty's Almost

Reviewers and Critics Agree

Better sound in your home - Polk

Saturday Night that almost makes me forget the original. It's mostly a Sixties sound.
to be sure, and the sentiments occasionally
get sticky ( You Are the New Day being the

Polk speakers will give you the highest
sound quality and the most listening
pleasure for your money. They will deliver amazingly life -like, boxless, three
dimensional sound with breathtaking
clarity and detail in your listening room
from your hifi system

Audio loudspeakers will give you more
listening pleasure and greater long term
satisfaction from your music, your records and your hifi system. They offer the
best sound for the money available on
the market and are affordably priced
from less than S125 each to less than

"Polk Speakers (are so vastly
superior to the competition...a re-

$400 each Simply use the free
reader service card to receive de-

most obvious example), but this kind of
teenage romanticism is in an honorable tra-

dition going back at least to Buddy Holly.
In any case, these are obviously grown men
at work, and the results overall have a power and a conviction that come only from ex-

perience. A thoroughly lovely record, even

for those who didn't reach puberty until
well after the British Invasion.

S.S.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
PHIL SEYMOUR. Phil Seymour (vocals,
guitar, drums); instrumental accompaniment. Precious to Me: I Found a Love;
Then We Go Up; Let Her Dance; Don't

Blow Your Life Away, Trying to Get to
You; and four others. BOARDWALK FW
MAY 1981

Sound quite magnificent with a

tailed information, copies of the expert's
rave reviews and the location nearest
you for auditioning the incredible,
affordable Polks.
Folk Audio, Inc. 1205 S. Carey St.,
Balto., Md. 21230

good mid -powered popular brand
receiver...They make the popular
speakers in their price range seem
dim, colored, boxy and just plain insufficient." Musician Magazine

Incredible Sound/Affordable Price

markably well integrated ano coherent
sound that adapts itself ideally to all
kinds of music...the kind of open, uncolored, perfectly imaged sound we
thought began at twice the price...

p olk

Monitor Series Loudspeakers
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C CONSUMERS CO.

TAPES - DISCOUNTS - STEREO
Minimum Order 10 Tapes.
SAC -90
SAC -60
ADC -60
ADC -90

.

$8.98.

41TOK

OD C-60
OD C-90
SAX C-60
SAX C-90
MA C-90
MAR C-90

1.09
1.15
1.67

DC -45
DC -60
DC -90
DC -120
DC -180

2.99
2.19
1.66
2.39
2.98
3.95
3.89
4.95
7.59
12.45

2.19
3.15
14.50
1.49
VHS -VIDEO
VT120 4 hr. 14.79
3 hr. 13.95
VT -90

Demaglzr
Head CM,

SONY

VIDEO BETA L 500 10.95

11.7%

7

Metal C-90
Metal C-60
II C-90
so FX
FX II C-60

2.69
1.69
1.62

EHF C-90
ENE C-60

5.95
7.49
2.89
2.49

Metal C-60
Metal C-90
FECR C-90
FECR C-60

INS C-90

110

LNX C-60

1750 13.75

FUJI
5.19
3.89
2.79
2.09

15.95

L-830

2.49
1.79
1.20
1.55

FX I C-90
FX I C-60
FLC-60
FLC-90

VIDEO
VHS T 120
VHS Cleaner

13.98 I Be a L-500
Be a Cleaner
17.95

9.98
12.95

INFLATION FIGHTERS
SANYO CAR STEREO
228.50
FT -1498
222.95
FT -2400
64.50
FTC -4
75.50
FTC -6
99.90
FTC -8

TECHNICS
157.95
SA -202 RCVR
RS -M24 Cass.Dk. 179.95

SLD1 Trntble

86.95

KOSS H'PHONES
PRO 4AAA
45.75
HVX LC
46.75
41.50
HVX
SHURE CARTRIDGES
M 97 HE
53.99
34.99
M 95HE

EMPIRE CART'S
2000 E/III
400 TC

18.99
23.95

MAXELL
MEMOREX
HiBias. C,90. 3pk 5.99 I UDXL I or II C-90 3.30
All merchandise fresh. manufacturer guaranteed.

(800) 431-2932
In N Y.S Call

19141 884-2909

VISA'

MM.!

For prompt delivery. send M.O.. Cert Check or use Credit Card.
d 03.25 for tapes 5"
Person, checks. 2 wk dairy. Shpg Si hdlg..
Free Catalog'
of Stereo Equipl NYS res add sic Ix No CAD's

CONSUMERS CO.

P.O. Boo 550 = Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10551
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DISCOUNT
AUDIO

Performance: Cool and confident
Recording: Sparkling

Perseveranceis paying off for Howard

Hewlett, Jody Watley, and Jeffrey Daniel.
Hits they've had, from Second Time
Around to the more recent In the Socket.
But their music has not been distinguished,
and the high energy their live performances
have given off has never been captured on
discs. Their new album is a giant step forward, however. It contains only one really
topnotch number: Attention to My Baby is
a good new song sung solo with an exciting

ememas
aatwi.rns
COMP.ASTS

Kuniints

I ISO N Pon, Road en? Cicada It 641,65

Some Things Never Change that is full of
pleasant surprises; a nice sense of humor in
Pop Along Kid.
A lot of the credit goes to producer Leon

Sylvers. He's been careful with Shalamar.
giving most of the vocal solos to the stronger -voiced men than to the bland Jody Watley. And he's kept the mood up and the music bubbling. Shalamar, in his capable
I.C.

comes over cool and confident.

SIR DOUGLAS QUINTET: Border Wave.

Sir Douglas Quintet (vocals and instrumentals). Who'll Be the Next in Line,- I Keep
Wishing for You; Old Habits Die Hard;
Down on the Border; It Was Fun While It
Lasted; and five others. TAKOMA TAK

e

MasterCharge and VISA Welcome
Call or Write for the LOWEST PRICES Around!
MR

Ms

(Last)

I FIISI

(Number and Street)

CS,

Semi

,Z(p Code)

Phone Order Hours, M -W -F 8AM-4:30PM,

T-Th 8AM8PM. Sat. 9AM-Noon
WE CARRY THE TECHNICS PRO SERIES -Call for Quotes'

In Illinois, Alaska & Hawaii call.(312) 293-1825
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THE WHISPERS: Imagination. The Whispers (vocals); instrumental accompaniment.

It's a Love Thing; Say You (Would Love
Me Too); Continental Shuffle; I Can Make
It Better; Girl I Need You; and three others.
SOLAR

BZLI-3578 $8.98, © BZKI-3578

$8.98, ® BZSI-3578 $8.98.
Performance. Good, but .
Recording Good

The Whispers, that popular West Coast
soul quintet featuring a set of twins, sing
with such relish and precision that it is almost possible to overlook the pedestrian
material on this album. Certainly this stuff
is presentable, but it is far less effective
than what was on their previous albums. If
they can sound this good with hackneyed
melodies, predictable harmonies, and trite
lyrics, what might they be able to accomplish with more imaginative material? The
emphasis here is on up -tempo music that is
better danced to than listened to. Imagination. It's a Love Thing, and Up on Soul
Train pulsate with appealing fundamental
rhythms, and Fantasy is an engaging little

Fans of the Sir Douglas Quintet will be
pleased to know that Doug Sahm hasn't
changed. He is still the proudly parochial

softie tucked in at the end to finish the set
on a high note. Nevertheless, I'm still wait-

Performance. Very good
Recording Very good

tars and vocals and Speedy Sparks on
bass -fit smoothly into Sahm's mellow

SR -5 TOLL FREE 800-323-2518

TOOTS AND THE MAYTALS: Live at

8TA

7088 $7.98.

Electronics by Mail

TOP DISCOUNT AUDIO

TANTRA: The Double Album (see Best of
the Month, page 57)

Month, page 58)

Your National
Headquarters for
Name Brand

1150 N Powis Rd.. West Chicago, IL 60185

British Invasion period, and Sahm's revival
J. V.
is topnotch.

Hammersmith Palais (see Best of the

Texan who believes that most of the hicks
are in New York and Los Angeles -not an
indefensible theory -and he's still in good
voice. Two of the original members of the
quintet, organist Augie Myers and drummer Johnny Perez, are with him, and the
new fellows on board -Alvin Crow on gui-

* Full Manufacturer Guarantee Applies to All Sales!!
* Orders Shipped in
Factory -Sealed Cartons Most Within 24 Hours
* Multi -Million $$$ Inventory

but it shouldn't be forgotten that he wrote
some terrific pop songs in the mid -1960s

strutting dance tempo. But there are lovely
musical touches everywhere: the piano accompaniment to two dreamy ballads, Somewhere There's a Love and This Is for the
Lover in You; a vocal arrangement for

7088 $7.98, © CTA 7088 $7.98,

mares

Hard and I Keep Wishing for You are convincing tough -guy romantic items, by far
the best -written songs on the album.
The knockout here, though, is a bulldozer
version of Who'll Be the Next in Line, the
early Kinks single. Ray Davies of the Kinks
is now praised for his more ambitious work,

tension that is perfectly captured in the

hands, may not break new ground, but it

Phone Orders Call Toll Free

C

$8.98, 0 BZKI-3577 $8.98, 0 BZSI-3577

style of Tex-Mex bordertown music.
Sahm hasn't so much come a long way as

he has come full circle. He and the band
started out in Texas and in the early Sixties

had a regional hit on the Tribe label with
She's About a Mover, a variation on Ray
Charles' What'd I Say. They wound up in
San Francisco by the middle of the decade,
passing themselves off as a British band to
get work, and had a minor hit in 1968 with
Mendocino. The band split up for a while;
Sahm went back to Texas and sporadically
recorded solo albums.
Now the band has reformed, and this album is, with few exceptions, solid in both
material and delivery. Revolutionary Ways,
where Sahm harks back to his hippie days
in the Bay Area, is one of the exceptions,
and Sheila Tequila is standard stuff about
a bar floozie. But Down on the Border and
It Was Fun While It Lasted are examples of
Texas boosterism at its best. Old Habits Die
106

ing for the Whispers to do something worth
P.G.
shouting about.
YES: Yesshows. Yes (vocals and instrumentals. Parallels; Time and a Word; Going for
the One; The Gates of Delirium; and three
others. ATLANTIC SD 2-510 two discs
CS 2-510 $11.98, e TP 2-510
$11.98,
$ I 1.98.

Performance No
Recording: Good

I know some folks think the music of Yes is

deep and meaningful, but there are also
people who believe that Lord Kitchener
didn't go down with the Titanic, that Dillin-

ger escaped to Mexico, and that a visit to
the dentist is part of God's plan. As for me,
I don't see how any rational person with a
sense of humor could fail to laugh on hearing the Las Vegas -type fanfare that begins
this collection of live performances recorded

with the original band between 1976 and
1978, or how anybody can repress a snicker

at the delighted howls of the audience as
they lap up the pomposity.
Without detailing the wretched excesses
of each cut, I would merely suggest that a
suitable revenge upon the Iranian hostage takers would be 444 days of compulsory listening to a medley of Ritual and The Gates
J.V.
of Delirium.
STEREO REVIEW

It whistles while it works
Listen to the Robins WhistleStop electronic
head demagnetizer whistle as it eliminates

performance -robbing residual

TOSHIKO AKIYOSHI: Notorious Tourist
from the East. Toshiko Akiyoshi (piano);
Steven Huffsteter (trumpet); Gene Cherico

(bass); Billy Higgins (drums). Soliloquy;
Memory; After Mr. Teng; and three others.
INNER CITY IC 6066 $7.98.

Performance Oddly disjointed
Recording Unsatisfactory

magnetic build up from your
tape head. Hear the difference in sound quality and
reduced distortion.
Simply insert like any
cassette. Complete

with batteries. At
your hi-fi dealer.

/

istie

have ambivalent feelings about Toshiko
Akiyoshi's latest Inner City release. Trumpeter Steven Huffsteter's playing on the title song is stilted, but that seems to be the
way Akiyoshi-who composed all the music
and produced the album-wanted it. CerI

tainly Huffsteter is capable of more involved input, as he proved with the Akiyoshi/Tabackin Big Band and, indeed,

Stop

GLgigibr!
AM

14010P
RESF

V

demonstrates on this set's second track, So-

liloquy. Huffsteter and Akiyoshi herself
play nicely if not with great excitement on
Hangin' Loose, but here again I have a res-

ervation: drummer Billy Higgins is recorded too prominently. Akiyoshi goes it
alone on Memory, a very pretty tune that's
sensitively rendered-but, alas, on an electric piano with all the character of a celeste.
Perhaps poor recording balance is the real
fly in this ointment. There is something disturbingly disjointed about this "Notorious
Tourist from the East."
C.A.

BOB BROOKMEYER: Bob Brookmeyer,
Composer & Arranger, with Mel Lewis and
the Jazz Orchestra. Bob Brookmeyer (trom-

bone); Clark Terry (trumpet); Mel Lewis
and the Jazz Orchestra. Skylark; Ding
Dong Ding; Hello and Goodbye; and three
others. GRYPHON G-912 $7.98.

ROBINS INDUSTRIES CORP..
COMMACK, NEW YORK 11725
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There are 300 voices
in the Mormon Tabernacle Choir.
This tiny diamond tipped sapphire
enables you to hear every one.

Performance Excellent
Recording. Okay remote

This album of brassy big -band arrangements represents Bob Brookmeyer's first

Stumm actual a/.

writing efforts in twelve years, and it makes
me wonder why he ever stopped. The band,

led by Mel Lewis, is perhaps a bit hard
around the edges, but there are some good

solo spots (although pianist Jim McNeely

tends to tinkle a mite too much for my
taste). In any case, I long ago found out that
one should never judge a big band by a re-

It's the diamond stylus/sapphire crystal cantilever of the
Bang & Olufsen MMC 20 CL phono cartridge, the cartridge with
no audible tip resonance. And no distortion of the music.

cording made (as this one was) in that

Your cartridge has an overwielming influence on the

closet of jazz called the Village Vanguard.

My favorite moment here is Dick Oates'

reproduction quality you achieve. Which is why we go to great
lengths to achieve perfection where it counts in all four of our

slightly surrealistic alto solo on Hoagy Car-

cartridge models. Hear them for yourself at your local Bang & Olufsen

michael's Skylark, but there are other
highlights to savor. A line set that will be a

revelation to those who have thought of
Brookmeyer only as a trombonist.

C.A.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
DEXTER GORDON: Gotham City. Dexter
Gordon (tenor saxophone); Woody Shaw
MAY 1981

dealer. Or write to us for reprints of what reviewers the world over
have been reporting. Which is that Bang & Olufsen stereo phono
cartridges are great places for your music to begin.

Bang &Olufsen
CIRCLE NO 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Shaw and two by George Benson, there is
not a moment on the record that deserves
less than complete attention. Gordon maintains his excellence throughout, the rhythm
section cooks, and Woody Shaw will surely
win new followers with his electrifying work
on The Blues Walk. But the greatest delight of this album is to hear George Benson's guitar speak jazz flawlessly again, especially on the laid-back title tune, which

would have made a much better opener
than Hi -Fly (why do producers always
think they have to open with a fast track?).

This is the kind of album that gives me
hope.

C.A.

EARL KLUGH: Late Night Guitar. Earl
Klugh (guitar); instrumental accompaniment. Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; Jamaica
Farewell; Tenderly; Mona Lisa; Triste;
Laura; Two for the Road, and six others.
LIBERTY LT -1079 $7.98.

Performance: Limp
Recording: Very good

A mood music album? Shades of 1955!
Why didn't Earl Klugh go all out and call it

"Drifting and Dreaming"? The sighing string string sections! The lone cello! The
plunk -plunk of the nylon -string acoustic
guitar! Admittedly, all this is very well recorded, but after listening, in succession, to

'Weslia `Whitfield
WESLIA WHITFIELD is what used to be

known as a "song stylist," one of
those singers who can take the most dogeared of popular standards and, with a com-

bination of taste and talent, make every
word and note sound as if the whole thing
really matters. When she sat on a leather
swivel chair enchanting the customers in
the Plush Room at the York Hotel in San

Ship, You Go to My Head (it's the first
time it's gone anywhere near my head since

tar" ought to be awarded the soggy palm as
Throwback of the Year.
J.V.

the days of Dietrich), and Billy Strayhorn's
A Flower is a Lovesome Thing, though she
also displays a perky wit as she dusts off
Rodgers and Hart's Mountain Greenery or

L.A. 4: Zaca. Bud Shank (flute, alto saxophone); Laurindo Almeida (guitar); Ray
Brown (bass); Jeff Hamilton (percussion).

a forgotten bit of fluff like Them There
Eyes. In a letter accompanying her album,

Whitfield describes herself modestly as

Francisco last year (she had to sit-her legs
are paralyzed as a result of her being shot
by some misguided teenagers in 1977), the
only embellishment to her sweet, straightforward singing came from a piano.

"quite unknown," a situation, what with her

On her first record, "Lady Love," Ms.
Whitfield gets support from piano, bass,

WESLIA: Lady Love. Weslia Whitfield
(vocals); instrumental accompaniment. A

and drums and has dubbed in her own back-

Foggy Day; You Go to My Head; Mountain

ground vocals, but she doesn't need much
help to put a number over. Her voice is supple and versatile, something like Cleo
Laine's if less remarkable in range and power. But it is the warmth of her musicianly
approach that carries the day, and you don't
need a text to follow every word, even of an

Greenery; Love May Not Be There; A

unfamiliar lyric. She is particularly effective in ruminative, throbbing items like My

Jamaica Farewell, Tenderly, and Mona
Lisa, I had had enough. "Late Night Gui-

April booking at Michael's Pub in New
York, that is undoubtedly destined for rapid
reversal.

-Paul Kresh

Flower is a Lovesome Thing; One for My

Baby/Blues in the Night; But Beautiful;
Them There Eyes; if I Should Lose You,
Fly Me to the Moon/In Other Words; My
Ship; Since I Fell for You. MYOHO P 1980
$7.98 (plus 50c postage and handling from
Myoho, 1435A 25th Avenue, San Francisco, Calif. 94122).

Faure's Pavanne, Op. 50; Secret Love; You

Can't Go Home Again; and four others.
CONCORD JAZZ CJ -130 $7.98.

Performance Smooth
Recording: Very good

Since its formation in the mid -Seventies,
the all-star L.A. 4 has made about one album a year and gained a world-wide reputation as the top chamber -jazz group. Given

the reputation of its members, it was clear

from the very beginning that the quartet
wouldn't exactly go unnoticed, but even allstar groups have been known to fail, so longevity was never guaranteed.
The quartet's most recent album,

"Zaca," was recorded in London last summer following a successful booking at Ronnie Scott's club. It contains no surprises,
just forty-two or so minutes of bouncy, Rio flavored music guaranteed to soothe and
please. It's a bit tame for the listener who
seeks to feed his intellect with jazz, but even
intellects require periodic rests.
C.A.

(trumpet); Cedar Walton (piano); George
Benson (guitar); Percy Heath (bass); Art
Blakey (drums). Hi -Fly; The Blues Walk
(Loose

Walk); A Nightingale Sang in

Berkeley Square; Gotham City. COLUMBIA
JC 36853 $7.98,
JCT 36853 $7.98.

Performance. Excellent
Recording: Very good
Five years have passed since tenor saxo-

phonist Dexter Gordon made his highly
publicized "return" to the American jazz
scene. The hoopla has long since subsided,
but Gordon obviously continues to be mar108

ketable-at least Columbia keeps those albums coming, and there's no skimping on
the supporting cast. Disregarding those
unfortunately cluttered, let's -bring -everybody -to -Montreux albums on which Ca
lumbia threw together the great and the pathetic, Dexter Gordon's association with the
label has yielded many fine recordings, and
"Gotham City," the most recent one, may
well be the most thoroughly satisfying to
date.

With a solid rhythm section consisting of
Cedar Walton, Percy Heath, and Art Blakey, and with one appearance by Woody

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
GERRY MULLIGAN AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Walk on the Water. Gerry
Mulligan

(soprano and baritone saxo-

For an Unfinished
Woman; Across the Track Blues; Song for

phones); orchestra.

Strayhorn; Angelica; and three others.
DRG SL 5194 $7.98,

SLC 5194 $7.98.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Very good

If 1980 saw a proliferation of music called

"New Wave"-that unimaginative parody
STEREO REVIEW

of Fifties rock-and-roll-it also saw the
continuation of music created without any
strenuous efforts to attract attention. Good

McIntosh

music, of course, does not need bizarre pres-

entation to catch the ear, and Gerry Mulligan has long been a wellspring of good music. His latest album, "Walk on the Water,"
recorded last September with a nineteen piece band of musicians whose names are
not likely to be dropped outside of jazz's
inner circle, is a wonderful exercise in
taste, musicianship, and musical reverence.
There is a nice bow to Duke Ellington in
Across the Track Blues, a fine version of
Tommy Dorsey's theme, I'm Getting Sentimental over You, and a pretty tune by the
band's Keith Jarrett -inspired pianist,
Mitchel Forman. The remainder of the program is made up of Mulligan's own compositions, exquisitely arranged by him and-

STEREO CATALOG
and FM DIRECTORY
Get all the newest and latest information on :he new
McIntosh catalog. In addition you will receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America.

o

,

c

like the rest of the set-sprinkled generously with solos of substance.

..0 D
0

D

C.A.

RED NORVO AND HIS ORCHESTRA 1938. Mildred Bailey, Terry Allen (vocals);
Red Norvo and His Orchestra. Tea Time; I
May Be Wrong; Rug Cutter's Swing; Lullaby in Rhythm; Blue Skies; A-Tisket A-Tasket; Just You and Me; Drop Me Off in Harlem; and eight others. CIRCLE
CLP-3
$7.98.

Performance. Good
Recording Fair

This one's mostly for the serious jazz ar-

McIntosh laboratory, Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904

SEND

SR

NAME

TODAY!

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

chivist -collector. The great Mildred Bailey
is heard on several tracks singing with her

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.

husband's orchestra. Red Norvo is a fine
musician and a good bandleader, but he
plays the xylophone, the sound of which

CIRCLE NO 32 ON READER SERVICE CARD

somehow always makes me feel as if I'm be-

ing held prisoner by the Avon Lady in a
Hungarian restaurant. Miss Bailey is just
fine, but I would rather hear her without all
that dinggg-dinggg-donggg-donggg. P.R.
POLLY PODEWELL: All of Me. Polly
Podewell (vocals); instrumental accompani-

ment. She's Funny That Way; Skylark; All
of Me; Just One of Those Things; Seems
Like Old Times; Radio; and six others. AuDIOPHILE AP -136 $7.98.

Performance: Good
Recording: Good

Polly Podewell is a jazz -pop debutante
whom Benny Goodman recently introduced
as a "throwback" because she's apparently
intent on becoming a big -band singer. I
wish her luck, but I have a feeling that she's
going to have trouble finding big bands to
sing in front of-that is, unless she's content
to do the Sun City circuit. On this album,
accompanied by a sextet, she comes across
as a good -enough singer (she does a fine,
vexed -sounding Just One of Those Things),

but her style seems tacked -on rather than
innate. Polly Podewell is serious enough to
make it clear that she isn't kidding or camping, but what kind of future there is for this
sort of thing I really couldn't say.
P.R.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
GIL SCOTT -HERON: Real Eyes. Gil
Scott -Heron (vocals); instrumental accom-

paniment. (You Can't Depend on) The
Train from Washington; Not Needed;
Waiting for the Axe to Fall; Combinations;
MAY 1981
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A Legend in His Own Mind: and three others. ARis-rA AL 9540 $8.98, © ACT 9540
$8.98, 0 A8T 9540 $8.98.

Performance Social commentary
Recording Satisfactory

free call to Discount Sound can get
::;;you the best price on thousands of items

One of the most gifted young writers to
emerge during the black revolution of a decade ago, Gil Scott -Heron has always been
primarily a poet and became a musician al-

0-638-66

most incidentally. He saw his first novel

Technics

OD PIONEER

PIONEER KP-1500
S 84
PIONEER KP-5500
$125
PIONEER KP-6500
$156
PIONEER KP-7500
$179
PIONEER KE-2100
$171
PIONEER KPX-9000
$152
PIONEER KPX-9500
.$169
PIONEER TS -694
S 48
PIONEER TS -695
S 82
CRAIG T-640
$126
CRAIG T-687
$385
BLAUPUNKT CR-4000 $240
BLAUPUNKT CR-5001 $328
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SX-3700 AMIFM Receiver 45 watts per channel, Digital -quartz tuner
CALL
HPM-700 4 -way Speakers 10 -inch woofer ...$148 ea
PL -400 Turntable-

Quartz Direct Drive, fully
auto

CALL

CALL FOR PRICES ON ALL
PIONEER MODELS

SL -02 TurntableDirect Drive, Quartz -lock,
Semi -auto
CALL
SA -424 AM/FM Receiver 45 Watts per channel,
Digital quartz tuner, 14
station presets
CALL

SANYO CAR STEREO CALL
JENSEN CAR STEREO CALL

SL -D1 TurntableDirect Drive, pitch control,

MANY OTHER CAR STEREO

strobe
$81
CALL FOR PRICES ON ALL
TECHNICS MODELS

discount
sound

MODELS IN STOCKPLEASE CALL FOR PRICES

12200 Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20852
All

800-638-6666
301-881-8890
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published when he was eighteen, wrote an-

CAR STEREO

orders

shipped

immediately

Phone

orders accepted Use your VISA or Master
Charge Call or write for price quotes on all
the top audio brands Write for free catalog
All merchandise in factory sealed cartons
with full manufacturer's warranty.
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WANT IT?
WE
HAVE IT!
Get on top of the audio & video
markets today. Stereo Discounters

fio' new 84 -page Spring 1981

Hi-Fi

19-11111 & Home Entertainment Buying
Guide is available FREE! It's full
manufacturer's specifications & illustrations of the

siof

latest in sight & sound, for
your home and car. We've
got the newest products
from manufacturers all over

the world-the names you
111

know and want at the
prices you want to pay.

Call one of our audio/
video consultants today
TOLL FREE to order
yours. And be sure
to ask about our many
unadvertised specials!

VISA

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-638-3920
For our price quotes or our catalog
latest in Audio & Video Equipment!
6730 Santa Barbara Ct.
Baltimore, MD. 21227

STEREO
DISCOUNTERS

1-800-638-3920

other while a student at Lincoln University
in Pennsylvania, and had published a book
of poetry (including the popular The Revolution Will Not Be Televised) by the time
he eased into his twenties. A brilliant career
as a wordsmith seemed to be in the making.

But Scott -Heron discerned that the young
audience he hoped to reach would be more
likely to receive his message if he presented
it through music. It is essential to pay close
attention to his lyrics; they are the driving
force of his art. Admittedly, his voice is limited in expression and his melodies sound
alike, but there is power in the words.
This album reflects Scott -Heron's serious
nature. He deals with such subjects as the
reparations that never were given to blacks
after the Civil War, the ennui of retirement,
the continuing threat of the Ku Klux Klan,
and the fear that haunts so many in our society, from prison inmates and welfare
mothers to the elderly, who are stalked by
crime. Pretty heavy stuff. But he also has a
softer side, displayed here in Combinations,
a ballad about intimate relationships, and in
a little song for babies, Your Daddy Loves
You (for Gia Louise).
Gil Scott -Heron's lyrics are so far above
the mindless stuff of most of today's popular music that I would like to see him turn
again to his typewriter in pursuit of longer

forms. Until he does, though, this album
will do.

P.G.

CAROL SLOANE: Carol Sings. Carol
Sloane (vocals); Jimmy Rowles (piano);
Frank Wess (tenor saxophone, flute); Norris Turney (alto saxophone); George Mraz
(bass); Joe LaBarbera (drums). Cheek to

Cheek; Morning Star; Prelude to a Kiss;
Looking Back; and five others. PROGRESSIVE 7047 $7.98 (from Progressive Records,
Inc., P.O. Box 500, Tifton, Ga. 31794).

Performance Good
Recording Good
Carol Sloane will break through eventually.

Class always triumphs. But this album
won't do it. She seems too deeply involved
here with the mechanics of her singing and
the elaborate arrangements by Jimmy
Rowles. She does a lovely Cheek to Cheek,
a very fine Prelude to a Kiss, and a smooth as -maple -syrup medley of If Dreams Came

True and Don't Be That Way. In fact,
everything she does has the stamp of intelli-

gent, dramatic sensitivity. What's missing

is what used to be called "the common
touch." In the case of a jazz artist like Ms.
Sloane, that means that too often she seems

more intent on communicating with her fellow musicians than with her listeners. No

matter; she'll make another album, and
then another, and eventually everyone will
be running around asking where she's been
all these years. She has that kind of
P.R.
talent.
STEREO REVIEW

COMB1RE PRICES !
Jensen Tri Axials

Craig
Auto Reverse

Clarion Equalizer

s62

EGB 100

'217

T-690

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
BEN BAGLEY'S EVERYONE ELSE REVISITED. Nell Carter, Arthur Siegel, June
Carroll, Patti Wyss, Su -La Haska, Jamie
Rocco, Albert Evans, the Populaires (vocals); orchestra, Dennis Deal cond. Follow
the Girls; Let's Talk About the Weather; I

5297
427

Akai Computerized

Marantz
Computuner

765

aiMiffina

.

Walk with Music/What'll They Think of
Next?/Ooh. What You Said/Way Back in
1939 A.D.; Slightly Less Than Wonderful/
Hi-De-Ho-High/This Is So Nice; Meet the
People/The Same Old South; It's Me
Again/Let's Make Memories Tonight/I
Can't Afford to Dream; Black Diamond;
Don't Sell the Night Short/I Know You by

Heart; and

seventeen

others.

PAINTED

SMILES PS 1374 $8.98.

Performance Worth the revisit
Recording Very good

Having committed to discs the dormant

/Mr .4191111P-41Sirl

Sony's Best
Call for
our price

- s:/

PS -X75

GX-F95 Cassette

Weekdays 9-9

TOLL FREE 800-356-9514

Saturdays 9-5

Over 100 Brands like:
Technics

Pioneer
Marant"
Kenwood

Maxell Sony
Empire Teac
Altec Akai
Sharp
Dual

Sansui
Jensen

Phillips Koss
Shure
TDK

Cerwin

Acute.c
Craig
Scotch
B.I.C.
Stanton
Pickering

Vega

.BL
Audio
Technica

Clarion

WISCONSIN DISCOUNT STEREO
2417 w. badger rd madison, wi 53713

contents of musical -theater scores by all the

better-known Broadway composers from
Harold Arlen to Vincent Youmans, the enterprising Ben Bagley turns his attention
this time to "lesser known tunesmiths" such
as Jay Gorney, Hugh Martin, Phil Charig,
Baldwin Bergersen, and Arthur Siegel (the

supple singer who is heard on just about
every record in this series). Although some
of the lyrics -even some by such past masters as Johnny Mercer, Howard Dietz, and
George Marion Jr. -suffer from the curse
of cuteness, there is a lot of musical life in
the program. And when the material gets
thin, guest star Nell Carter -the explosively talented woman who won a much -deserved Tony Award for Ain't Misbehavin'-keeps it going anyway. Her performance of a medley of three little-known Fats
Waller numbers from a 1943 flop called
Early to Bed is one of the juiciest plums in
this package. But there are plenty of other
pleasures: medleys of melodious moments
from forgotten scores by Hoagy Carmichael

(Walk with Music), Duke Ellington (Beggar's Holiday), Hugh Martin (Best Foot

Forward), and Jay Gorney (Meet the
People, including the still stingingly satiri-

cal The Same Old South); Kalmar and
Ruby's songs for The Five O'Clock Girl,
which has somehow made it all the way
back to Broadway; and charming pieces
from clever revues of the Thirties and Forties, such as Three's a Crowd, Small Wonder, and Bagley's own Shoestring Revue of
blessed memory.

Arthur Siegel sings three of his contributions to the Shoestring Revue in his
eminently pleasant way. The menu includes
such mouth-watering desserts as Nell Car-

ter's terrific treatment of the Rodgers and
Hart rarity Black Diamond (originally
(Continued on page 116)
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CALL TOLL FREE

(800) 223-2706
PIN nic-c_n Cm Stereo
INDASH CASSETTE UNITS
KEX 20
219.99
KPX 9500
111.99
KPX 9000
15999
KE 5100
219.99
KE 2100
112.99
KP

145.99
112.99
162.99
112.99

.

KP 7500
KP 6500
KP 5500
KE 2002 Forman

.

1111 217.99

KP 509 Farago

147.79
UNOERDASH CASSETTES

KPX 69

11131

KP 77 G
KP 66 G
KP 500

102.99

Stereo Cassette

14.99
95.99

JENSEN SPEAKERS
Inas 11.11033 (1.6)
84.99/39
Case II 1103716.9"). 64.99/pc
Coe. II J1041 (5%1
54.99/pc

BEA 219 Birks.

1611.99

.

Koss KIDS ONay

349.91/pr

.

Peons/ CTF1150 Cate.

86.99/Pr
99-19/pr

.34149
26999

Nom PLIES

TSX6

7411/9,

ISX9

133.91/39

TS 167
TS -I69

45.99/pr

149.99
349.99
Alan CB 21110 Game
149.99
Same Intellects,
249.99
PROMO CARTRIDGES

73.119/91

Shure 1/15 Tyge IV1111 105.99

33.99/Pr

Shute VI5 Type III HE ..

TS.6911

TSPA2

Sal YO CAR
F T 1491
F TC 26
F TC 16

f TC 15
F IC 6

CLARION
PE 75IC Indash Cassette
PE 554 Ind.th Cassette
300 L 00 E quateret

ISO L 09 (quail/et

100 1116E rive,

JVC KDA /

Shure M97HE
Shure M95 HE
Audio Technoco 1551C.
Audio Teehmea 1401C.
Audio Technoe 125L C.
.

229.99
105.99
149.99
134.99
94 99

Stanton 1111IS
Stanton 6111 E ES

1111

116.99

56.99
36.49
109.99
64.99

3919
52.99
62.99

Tose .11001

Tnea 31165 fief')
Tole J1101 14001
Tutu JS174 151C1

VIDEO

RCA VET 650 (VHS)... 1099.10
RCA VET 250 (VHS)... 799.00
Penmen PVI 750 IVHS11099.00
SONY SL5600 Iles)
945 00
SONY SL51001Bete).

HEADPHONES
Kea Pro 4AAA Spomel
Kos HVX LC
Kos 1411
Ko. K SP Nem
Sootalment HD430

Sallabnal 00222
&wettest H0420
Smother., ND414

5619

243 99

fops 400TC

22.99

Macho T.chn. ATH 5

1999

E moue 20002

5499

Nile/one 1394000

60.99
49.99

Anglo T-chnda ATI4.3
Son. MDR 7
Sono MDR 5A
Sony MDR 3

3319

12.99
15.49

1263 Broaciwoy New York N \410001

619
1419
529

maxeri
3.39

CIIUOXL-II(GI

249

C411U0XL I

Cil UDXL1

1111

3.39
2.49

CLOUD..279
CLOUD

1 99

REEL TO REEL
UD 35-968 7"
6.79
UD.3510 T'
1111 5.49
UD 35.100 II'
1529
SONY P.C. C-90
2.79
RECOSOS

1999.011

ENTIRESCINA1111 CATALOG
ROCK. JAZZ. CLASSICAL
141694.46 Order 4 Rem&

ALL 719 Lat.
ALL 9.99 Lot

.04454.05

4999

Oply 5.35
ALL 1.111 Lea
Osly 515
Tees, CseptNe. On 9 -Teaks

42.99
29.99

No Tel hone Orden Accepted

49.99

7599
73.99
52.99
47.99

2719
99.19
55.99
41.99
59.99
49.99
34.99

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

cllectrrongic

119
15.49

CSI U011. -111C.)

!LANK VIDEO CASSETTES
Sony L-,00 (Beta/
TOK T '20 (VMS/

Ill

REEL TO REEL
LB 3900
LB 1809
L 3111 10"

Soy L 750 Illes1 Seesel. 1469

Stanton 6I1EE

PicIrerono XSV3000
Pockeron X415 750E

94.99/39
62.99/39
62.99/39
62.91/39

Coax 3106916.9'1...41.911/9,
Cam J1105 14.101 .. 40.91/P7

Sennhorsor 140400
Okuda
ATH 7

141 99
111 99
79.99

2 19
2.49
1.69

D C40

JENSEN

CR MO Inds. Creme 269 99
CR 2901 Inds. Casette 259.91
CR 2900 Inelad Casette 205.99

299

SA C411

AO C411
D 0911

.ENSEN me stenos
.11 today for Mr IOW poem

Peons, SX 3790

TS -695

I

AUPUNK T

SA C411 (G)

AD C II

CH3001 Indash Cassette 469.99
CR 5001 Indash Casette 349 99

Koss MIO Nnt.Spkrs 199.99/w

51.91

AD 30
AO 50
CD 5 Comp
SPEAKERS

OTI3K

95.99

POWER AMPLIFIERS

BL ANK TAPE

T-690 lndash

7099

5299

GM -I20

C.17. -A I G

NOSE ESTE RAINNE NT
Tem CX 350 Casette
16919
Tea. AS511Ra Casette
391.91
Sow. 59902 RWWWW 415.91
Sensor 39002 RaCWW1
279.99
Sense 0350 Casette
296
Kam CM.1010 Salm 354.99/39

136.99

GM4

rid AVOCROinfletie
special of the month

.

Medi.
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
All marePandese it Factors Frash
retth
manulactarer's warranty

Sand Money Order at Gimes
Caeca toe shammy. tvstlim 24 lus

Add singsong charge 9.25 P R

Canada add 101 of order
Personal Cheeks held for 3 narks
IS

Customer Sernce Hot Len.

1212) 439088

call

We car, lull lows 01 Stwrwood

Hannon Kardon Nadu, Son.
as well as Sony. M9w5nh, Crap
and

rsooe4

Sweet

CALL TOLL FREE

(800)223-2706

L, (212)686.5500
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TOP -NAME AUDIO AT LOW PRICES!!! We carry all of the
finest brands of audio and video equipment at the best possible pricing including AR. ADCOM, Advent, Audio Control.
Bose. ESS. Grace. Haller. Infinity, JBL. Mitsubishi, Onkyo.
Thorens and many more. Our audio consultants are available
for phone quotes and additional information Monday thru Saturday from 10AM-7PM (EST) at 212-254-3125. DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD.. P.O. Box 841. Cooper Station. New York

10276. We accept M,C and VISA, will ship C.O.D.. and
DONT charge sales tax to out-of-state customers.
DISTRIBUTOR PRICING! Tascam, Haller. E.V.. Ampex. JBL,
Technics. Onkyo, Nikko. Infinity. Lux .. . P.K. AUDIO. 4773
Convention Street. Baton Rouge. LA 70806.

NEW TECHNOLOGY
RAW SPEAKERS.
Leaf tweeters, the Wave
Aperture"' system, the
Nestorovic woofer"
system, polypropylene
drivers, and more from

Speakerlab, the highly acclaimed
speaker design/manufacturing company.
Send today for your free catalog of

speaker systems, raw speakers and
design guidelines.

fpeakee

Dept. SR13, P.O. Box C30325
Wallingford Station -Seattle, WA 98103

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES? NOT AT STEREO VILLAGE!
ADC. Advent, Akai, AR. Audiovox. Audio Technica, Cerwin
Vega. Clubman, Craig. DBX. Dahlquist. Dual. EPI, ESS, Fisher. Grado. Hitachi. Infinity. Jensen. HVC. Kenwood, Koss.
Klipsch. Maxell, Micro Acoustics. Mitsubishi. Nakamichi, Onkyo. Panasonic, Pioneer. Polk Audio. Sansui. Sanyo. Sony.
Sharp, Shure, Sonus, Stanton. Teac. Technics. TDK, Visonik,
Yamaha and more!

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES? Not at Stereo Village! 404-

SPATIAL EXPANDER - Widens stereo image, adds a third
dimension to stereo sound. increases ambiance. $50. Or
send S.A.S.E. for detailed information. Write: EXODUS, 51
Plymouth Rd.. Malden, MA 02148. (617) 321-0531.

PROTECT your LP's -Poly sleeves for jackets 12 cents;
Round Bottom Inner Sleeves 10 cents; Square Bottom 6

VIDEO CATALOG - complete selection, recorders. cameras.
accessories. electronic items, cabinets. Send $2.00 refundable first order to: VIDEO MERCHANT. P.O. Box 5381 2725
Abington Rd.. Dept. 104, Akron, Ohio 44313

COLLECTORS' Soundtracks. Mint. List 50 cents (refundable).
Jemm's. P.O. Box 157, Glenview. III. 60025.

HANDCRAFTED AUDIO CABINETS, you design. Free information: Custom Electronics Display Cabinetry. 1547 Birchwood. Saint Germain. WI 54558.

PROTECT YOUR ALBUMS. White cardboard replacement
jackets 35 cents. Plastic lined sleeves 15 cents. Postage
$1.25. Opera Boxes, 78 Sleeves. Free Catalog. CABCO
400-1, Box 8212. Columbus. Ohio 43201.

-

-

TAPES & RECORDERS
SCOTCH RECORDING IAI E. exclusively. all new. lowest
prices. TAPE CENTER. Box 4305. Washington, D.C. 20012.
1930.1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats Television!' Tapes.
$1.00 Hour! Established esteemed dealer. Informative 250
page catalog. $1.25. AM Treasures. Box 192SR. Babyloi.
N.Y. 11702.
LIVE OPERA TAPES ( REELS) - CASSETTES. Unbelievable

treasure since 1926. Over 4.000 selections. Free DELUXE
Catalog: Mr. Tape. Box 138. Murray Hill Station, N.Y. 10016.
YESTERDAY'S RADIO ON TAPE. Reels -Cassettes. Quality
Sound. Reliable Service. Catalog $2.00. ADVENTURES. Box
4822-S, Inglewood, CA 90302.

VIENNESE LIGHT MUSIC SOCIETY - Strauss. Lanner, Etc.
on Dolby Cassettes. KC Company. Box 793. Augusta, Maine
04330.

VINTAGE RADIO and T.V. - Lowest rates. Post Free, Tutting. Video too; Signals. Box 5063. Station E. Edmonton, Alta..
Canada T5P 4C1. U.S. Inquiries.
EXCITING OLD RADIO TAPES. Large selection availaba.
Free catalog. Radio Memories. Box 56-R. California. MD
20619.

OLD RADIO PROGRAMS. $1.99 hour cassettes- open-reeos.
Big catalog $1.50 refundable with order. Nostalgia. Box 254.
Simi Vly. CA 93065.

GOLDEN AGE RADIO -Your best source for radio tapes.
Free catalog. Box 25215-T. Portland. Oregon 97225.

233-5346, 3021 Peachtree Rd.. NE -Atlanta. GA 30305.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES? Not at Stereo Village' 404953-1030, 2411 South Cobb Parkway Smyrna, GA 30080.
HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES? Not at Stereo Village! 404968-0281. 1067 Morrow Industrial Blvd.,Morrow, GA 30260.

QUALITY TAPES AT WHOLESALE PRICES
PAME1.1. UDX1

1

01 2 C 90

MAXELL UD C-90

TDK SA C-90 Mewl
TOR SA C-60 (Nero)
TON SAX C 90 (New)

13 19

120 (Video,

$2 43 SONY 1 150 (Videxl
285 SONY 1 500 10,4101
2 13 MAKELL UD 35-90 1800'
4 59 KIAXELL UDxl 35.908 1800'

$11 19
112 99
10 49

5 38
6.$8

cents: Poly lined paper 15 cents; white jackets 35 cents. Postage $1.50. Record House. Hillbum, N.Y. 10931.

OLDIES oldies. 45rpm. Also current hits. Free Catalog. Corny's Record Shop, Box 166X, Mason, Ohio 45040.

THOUSANDS of like new LPs and prerecorded tapes catalogue $2.00. Records, Hillburn, New York 10931.
RARE ORIGINAL RECORDS, all kinds, mostly mint. 5000 list
$2.00. refundable. Carl. Box 828. Princeton, NC 27569.
RECORD HOUND, Box 88, Eagleville, PA 19408. Fills "want -

lists"? DOGGONE RIGHT!! 33-13 Specialist. Fast, Friendly
Service.

CUTOUT OVERSTOCK RECORDS -UNBELIEVABLE SELECTION. $2.99 Super Specials. $1.00 for catalog (refundable). Cutouts, 742 Route 18. East Brunswick. NJ 08816.

FREE RECORD CATALOG. New releases at discount

prices and huge selection of classical, soundtrack,

popular and jazz special values. Rose Records,
Dept. R, 214 S. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604.
DIRECT - DISC. DIGITAL, half -speed masters, and DBX encoded discs. Free catalog. DISConnection. P.O. Box 10705.
Tampa, FL 33679.

ORION'S AVAILABLE by mail! $7,record includes postage
$13,2, $18,3 or more. Box 4087, Malibu, CA 90265.

THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE. LP- cassette $4.98 ppd.
Specify. Free catalog: Musical Concepts. Box 53 SR5, Cedarhurst. NY 11516.

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING FOR "Out -of -Print" Records
you should've been looking for us! DISContinued (213) 8469192.

IMPORTS & JAPANESE AUDIOPHILE LP'S- Largest selection in the East of British. European, Japanese, and Reggae
LP'S and singles. Many domestic titles available on superior
Jap. pressings. New arrivals daily. Same day service. Frustrated? Try us First! Send for free March Catalogue. Pure Pop
Inc_ 115 S. Winooski, Burlington, VT 05401. Tel. 802-6581739. Dealer inquiries invited.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES? Not at Stereo Village! 504366-3238. 516 West Bank Expwy Grethna. LA 70053.

5 39
3 39 TDK 1835-90
TN OD C-90 (New)
589
2 32 1511 1335 9013
MK AD C 90 (New)
1539
142 1011 CASS HEAD DEMAG HD 01
TDK D C 90 (Neill
1030
6 95 DISCWASNER COMPLETE SYSTEM
TDK MA C 90 Mewl
10 50
11 15 DISCWASHER 0-4 1602 REFILL
TN MAR C 90 INnol
Order now. U S add 13 50 or 4% stooping ottecherer is more. Others add $3 more Send
rhk mo yrsa OF MC No COD Cards add 2% handling Call 212.339-9085
QUI11.111 TAPES 2085 E 815 St Depi MS Brooklyn NY 11223

CARVER, HAFLER, KLIPSCH, FRIED kits. more. In stock.
Immediate, FREE shipping! READ BROTHERS STEREO.
593-B King Street. Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803)

wide broadcasts. Free catalogue. Underhill. Bellport. NY

723-7276.

11713.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

HARMON,KARDON SEPARATES, Receivers. Cassette

OLD TIME RADIO - original broadcasts on quality tapes.
Free catalog. Carl R. Froelich, Route One. New Freedom.

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!! Lowest Possible

Pennsylvania 17349.

Prices!! Over 100 Brands!!! Krasco-Rep SR, 998 Orange

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES? Not at Stereo Village! 504455-1461. 5029 Veterans Memonal Blvd. Metairie, LA 70002.

decks. Immediate shipment - Best Prices. (213) 243-1168.

PHILIPS AND AUDAX LOUDSPEAKERS in stock at good
prices with component service. Crossover components also.
Madisound Speaker Components. 431 West Gorham. Box
4283. Madison. Wisconsin 53711. (608) 256-7337.

ACCURATE. QUALITY AUD10;Fleasonable Prices. Car
Home. Denco, P.O. Box 6104-R. El Monte. CA 91734. (213)
961-6158 Evenings, Weekends. Monthly Specials.

CHICAGO SPEAKERWORKS DESIGNS & manufactures a
complete line of quality speaker kits at huge factory direct savings. Fried systems, transmission lines for KEF drivers, sub woofers, satellites, horn -loaded systems, raw components. &
much more. Send $1.00 for catalog to: CHICAGO SPEAKER WORKS. Dept. SR, 5125 N. Damen, Chicago 60625. Factory
showroom open Mon -Sat. 312-769-5640.

HIGH END AUDIO IN NORTHERN NEW JERSEY. Representing: Audio Pro. Magnepan. Adcom, Dahlquist, Carver.
SAE, Promethean, Spendor, D.B. Systems. Grace. I.M.F..
Mitsubishi, Obelisk, Linn Sondek, Marcot. Avid. Grado. Tandberg, LS 3,6A, Fulton, B&W and others. We ship anywhere in
the U.S. THE SOUNDING BOARD, INC., 20 minutes from
G.W. Bridge, Ridgewood, NJ (201) 445-5006.
TO RECEIVE FREE unedited movies, sports, shows; Send
$229.95 for complete ready to install AMATEUR MICROWAVE T.V. ANTENNA, or $9.95 for complete plans, refundable on purchase of antenna. PHILLIPS -TECH ELECTRONICS, Dept Sp -5. 5025 North 68th Street. Scottsdale. Arizona
85253.

PATCHCORD JUMBLE? Stereo Component Interface will interconnect seven components for $75. Write: Domar Corporation. 14 Pleasant Drive, Londonderry. NH 03053.
ANNIS Han-D-Mag IS THE BEST Demagnetizer for magnetic
tape equipment. Price is $29.70. 'Demagnetizing Notes' and
literature on request. Annisco. 1101 N. Delaware. Indianapolis. Indiana 46202.

RARE OPERA. Symphonic music on open reel tapes. World

40.000 OLD RADIO SHOWS on Tape. Jazz Big Band remotes. Country Western. discographies. anthologies, chronologies. Send $2 for huge catalog (refundable). McCoy's Recording, Box 1069S. Richland, Washington 99352.

OPEN REEL TAPE - Used once (Unboxed) 7" 1800' or
2400' Price: 100 reels - $80.00. 3600' 10-1/2" reels $1 75
each. Sample reel
Alexandria, VA 22304.

'A AUDIO TAPES INC.. Box 9584-K.

COMPACT AUDIO CASSETTE TAPE HOLDER: Revolutionary New Design. Holds and locks in 16 cassettes. Folds book like for shelf or car. Velcro Closures. Attractive -Durable -Func$1.00 shipping. Visa Mastional. $9.95 ea. (2 for $18.00)

tercard COD available. TEDCO. 1509 E. Del Amo Blvd..
Carson, CA 90746. 1213) 639-4120.

BLANK RECORDING TAPE BARGAINS! Cassettes.

FREE AUCTION LIST 100's SOUNDTRACKS shows, personalities. RECORDED TREASURES, P.O. Box 5872S,
Buena Park, CA 90622.
MELODIA LABEL CLASSICS. Opera, orchestral and voice.
Large selection. Free catalog. Znanie Imports, 5237 Geary
Blvd., San Francisco, CA 94118. (415) 752-7555.

Ave., West Haven, Conn. 06516.

ERASE DEBTS with little-known law - CREATE wealth! Details FREE - Blueprints. No. DD5, La Grangeville, NY 12540.

BORROW $25,000 "OVERNIGHT". Any purpose. Keep indefinitely! Free report! Success Research, Box 29070 -RE. Indianapolis. IN 46229.

COLLEGE DEALERS - WRITE for details on College Programs. Fast shipments. low prices. specify college. Sound
Reproduction. 7 Industrial Rd.. Fairfield, NJ 07006.
FREE BOOK -2042 Unique. Proven Enterprises." Fabulous
"unknowns." second inflation income. Haylings-M, Carlsbad,
CA 92008.
MAKE MONEY IN COLLEGE. Sell brand name audio components. No investment. Unbelievable prices. Call Mr. Kay TOLL
FREE at 800-241-6270.

Cartridges, Reels, Audio, Video. Catalog 250.
TOWER, 213R, Dunkirk, MD 20754.
RADIO SHOWS on tape cassettes. Low prices. 3.000 hours.
Catalogue $1.00. Radio. Box 651-A. Methuen. MA 01844.
-

-

FASCINATING OLDTIME RADIO Tapes. Outstanding Selec-

tion Value! Satisfaction Guaranteed. FREE Catalog. Heri-

WANT YOUR OWN RADIO STATION? Investment/ex-

perience unnecessary. Free information. "Broadcasting, Box 130-R5, Paradise, CA 95969.
IMMEDIATE LOANS AND outright grants to individuals refused elsewhere. Write: Associates, Box 98K5. Brooklyn, NY

tage -SF. 412 Redbud. Oxford, MS 38655.

11235.

RECORDS

BORROW $30,000 Without Interest! Repay Anytime. Free
Details. Infohouse. Box 1004-S5, New York, NY 10003.

OVER 3.000 RECORDINGS: Soundtracks. Jazz, Rock. many
more. Catalogue $1 (Refundable). $2 outside U.S. CUCHES,
23 N. Henry Street. Brooklyn. New York 11222.
_
SHOW ALBUMS. Rare. Out -of -Print LP's. 64 pg. list. $1.00.
King of Hearts- original cast LP $9.95. Broadway, Hollywood
Recordings. Georgetown. Conn. 06829.

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES earn commissions. Start a
career selling Hi Fi equipment on campus. Large national firm.
Call toll tree 1-800-638-8806. 9AM to 9PM.

REP LINE OF HIGH QUALITY SPEAKERS, speaker kits.
RAW components and other products. Send long SASE.
WSP, Inc., P.O. Box 5553. San Diego, CA 92105.

INSTRUCTION

TUBES

LEARN CHORDS AND HOW TO USE THEM. Add FULL
SOUND to your playing. A proven approach. GET LASTING

TV and Radio Tubes 49 cents. Free 48 page color catalog.
Cornell, 4215-H University, San Diego, California 92105.

RESULTS from your practice. Beginners or advanced. Two il-

lustrated volumes (385p) on LEARNING and USING

BOOKS & MAGAZINES

CHORDS. No risk -FREE INFORMATION, MLS PUBLISHING. Dept. 11SR, RD3 Box 142. Olean, NY 14760.

Now you can organize
your copies of

Larkspur. CA 94939.
SAVE MONEY ON HI Fl! Previous Dealer reveals how in new
booklet. Fifty places listed to buy from. Send only $1.98 to:
Audio -Info, P.O. Box 445R, Walnut Cove. NC 27052.

GOLD, silver, platinum, mercury, tantalum wanted. Highest
prices paid by refinery. Ores assayed. Free circular. Mercury
Terminal, Norwood, MA 02062.

SAVE HUNDREDS ON STEREO' Confessicns of a Stereo
Salesman explains how to save money every time you buy.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Send 55.95 to Confessions. P 0.
Box 8511SR. Albany, NY 12208.

CASH FOR YOUR Unwanted LP's and Prerecorded Reel to
Reel Tapes. Reder, Box 323S, Hillburn, NY 10931.
MCINTOSH & MARANTZ tube tape equipment wanted. (213)

_-

576-2642 or 576-9103. David Yo. P.O. Box 832. M.P.. CA
91754.

PUBLISHERS OVERSTOCK. BARGAIN BOOKS 2.000 titles. all subjects! Free catalog: Hamilton. 98-86 Clapboard.
Danbury. CT 068,0.

TOP DOLLAR PAID for good condition LP's. All types, quantities. FESTOON'S, 15 Whitney. New Haven, CT 06510. (203)
789-8210.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

HYPNOTISM

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize! Astonishing details.
strange catalog free! Autosuggestion. Box 24-ZD, Olympia.
Washington. 98507.

FREE Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Catalog'
Drawer H400. Ruidoso. New Mexico 88345.

PERSONALS

RUBBER STAMPS

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international correspondence. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes-Verlag. Box
10660 Z. D-1000 Berlin 11, W. Germany.

RUBBER ADDRESS STAMPS, BUSINESS CARDS. Free
Catalog - Fast Service. Jackson's. Brownsville Road -E-101.
Mt. Vernon. III. 62864.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
$19.30! .

. CARS .

.. 650.000 ITEMS
MOST COMPREHENSIVE DIRECTORY AVAILABLE Tells how. where to buy
Your area .. $2
MONEYBACK GUARANTEE .
Gov.

Conscious?

TOTAL MIND POWER (How to use the other 90% of your
mind). FREE BOOKLET. Total Mind Power Institute #37.

WANTED

JEEPS .

Shelf

$13.501

.GOVERNMENT SURPLUS.

Stereo Review
Now your magazines can be a
handsome addition to your decor,
well organized, and easy to find,
thanks to these durable library quality cases or binders. They're
made of luxury -look leatherette
over high -quality binders board.
And both styles are custom designed for this or any magazine
you save, with size, color, and
imprint selected by the publisher.
FREE transfer foil included for
marking dates and volumes.

Magazine binders

PENFRIENDS - ENGLAND - USA. Through correspon-

hold a year's issues

dence. Send age. interests. Free reply. Harmony. Box 89SR.
Brooklyn. New York 11235.

on individual

CORRESPONDENCE FOR FRIENDSHIP IN PHILIPPINES.
MALAYSIA. Free information. MCC -(SR), Box 1542. Canoga Park. CA 91304.

bining them into one
volume. $7.95 each;
3 for $22.50; 6 for $42.9`,
Mixed titles OK for
quantity prices.

snap -in rods, com-

FOR INVENTORS

.

ernment Information Services", Department EC -19, Box
99249, San Francisco, California 94109.

INVENTIONS WANTED

ELECTRONICS

FREE CONSULTATION

NO IDEA TOO SMALL

ELECTRONICS BARGAINS, Closeouts. Surplus' Parts. ste-

reo, industrial, educational. Amazing values' Fascinating
items unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere. Unusual
FREE catalog. ETCO-014. Box 762. Plattsburgh. NY 12901.

AMERICAN INVENTORS CORP.
59 Interstate Dr Dept JR
West Springfield. MA 01089 14131 7375376

-

-

A fee Based Marke,ng Comp,,

MISCELLANEOUS

Open -back cases

FOR SALE

CORVAIR PARTS -4500 parts, 300 page illustrated catalog:
$3 50- Clark's Corvair Parts Inc Shelburne. MA 01370.
.

COMPUT LIRIST:., AND COMPUTER CLUBS' Why pay lull
price for software? We have it all for most any system and
WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD! Guaranteed! Write for free list-

MOVIE FILMS VIDEO TAPES
16mm SOUND Features, Shorts, New, Used for Sale. Free
Catalog. National Cinema, P.O. Box 43, Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ

ings, Pacific Discount Software. 3205 Production Circle,
Oceanside. CA 92054. 714-439-6201

07423.

MICROFILM EDITIONS AVAILABLE. Copies of STEREO
REVIEW Magazine are available on microfilm from Xerox University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan: Microfiche from Bell
8. Howell, Micro Photo Division, Wooster, Ohio.

OPERA VIDEO - Magnificent performances from Europe on
BETA,VHS Videocassettes. Free listings H R E . Box 12.
Kew Gardens, NY 11415.
-
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store your issues for individual
reference. $6.95 each: 3 for $19.75;
6 for $37.50. Mixed titles OK for
quantity prices.
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CHARGE ORDERS ONLY for your convenience PHONE 24 HRS
TOLL FREE 800-431-2731.
NY State only 800-942-1940 . or

USE THIS COUPON Stereo Review, P.O. Box 5120,
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Thelonious :Wank Jr., Boo Boo Monk, Yvonne Fletcher

4
101

Irs a pleasure to be able to report that real
musicians are at work in dance music in
the post -disco era. The T. S. Monk band's
debut album "House of Music" on Mirage
is a joyously performed, impeccably produced collection of up -tempo (read "dance-

Last of the Wicked Romancers by Linzer
and Steve Wise.

T. S. Monk's arranger, drummer, and
male vocalist is Thelonious Monk Jr., and
the title song's line "We grew up in a house
of music" refers to the house of his and Boo

able") material with a dominant one-two

Boo's father, jazz great Thelonious Monk.

beat. You want to hear some superb sing-

They obviously learned the master's lessons

ing? Listen here to Boo Boo Monk and

well, for their album is a joy.

Yvonne Fletcher, the group's distaff members, weave skillful harmonies through Candidate for Love and give a high -flying back-

up to Can't Keep My Hands to Myself.
Like some virtuoso playing? Pay attention

to Jeff Sigma's guitar in the driving Hot
Night in the City. Looking for interesting

-Iry Cohn

T. S. MONK: House of Music. T. S. Monk
(vocals and instrumentals); instrumental
accompaniment. Bon Bon Vie,- Candidate
for Love; Hot Night in the City; The Last of
the Wicked Romancers,- Can't Keep My
Hands to Myself; Stay Free of His Love;

dy Linzer and L. Russell Brown or lend an

House of Music. MIRAGE WTG 19291
$7.98, © CS 19291 $7.98, 0 TP 19291

ear to the Burt Bacharach-inspired The

$7.98.

written for Ethel Waters) and the lovely lul-

as two soundtrack albums. It is natural to
expect this release to be inferior to the first

new songs? Check out Bon Bon Vie by San-

76
7

105
2

86
36.37
107

59
15

66
79
10
101

102
101

laby Sleep Baby, Don't Cry. Only a churl
would cavil at this offering.
P.K.

way it's titled, and it is-it doesn't have
URBAN COWBOY II. Original -soundtrack
recording. Mickey Gilley: Honky Tonk
Wine; Rockin' My Life Away; Jukebox Argument. Charlie Daniels Band: Texas;
Orange Blossom Special. Johnny Lee:

started as a magazine article and wound up

yet.

8

Moon Just Turned Blue. Gilley and Lee:

75

Beats: Cotton -Eyed Joe. J. D. Souther: The

Mamas Don't Let Your Babies Grow Up to
Be Cowboys. FULL MooN/EPic SE 36921
$8.98, © SET 36921 $8.98, 0 SEA 36921
$8.98.

Cover 2,1
111

pling is less commercial (it also doesn't have
the Eagles or Charlie Daniels' greatest hit),

This must be the first time something

Rode Hard and Put Up Wet. Bayou City

109
108

Bonnie Raitt-but not by a lot. This sambut, being a bit closer to hard country, it is
probably more representative of the taste of
the natives of Gilley's, the Texas club where
most of the movie is set. Mickey Gilley, our
host at that setting, rocks like a champ on
his three numbers, and Johnny Lee and J.
D. Souther start each side with simple but
pretty -good songs. Personally, I don't think
either of the soundtrack albums is all that
terrific, but the first one did a lot of ambassadorial good, and this one is designed to
lead the converts to the next plateau. If I
were you, I wouldn't hock my Stetson just

110

13

Urban Cowboy album simply because of the

Performance. Good
Recording: Average

N.C.
STEREO REVIEW

Car Stereo System are specifically
des gned to recreate a natural sounding balance of reflected
and direct sound energy.
Adjustable speaker
grilles reflect mus c
off the windows
and walls of your
or lifelike spaciousness and clarity that can only
of compared to a live perfor-

Direct/Reflecting
Speakers in the Born
Car Stereo System
The Bose Car Stereo System
is fundamentally different
from conventional car stereo
components. It is designed as an
aP
integrated system. It is tested
to withstand the demanding
requirements of the automotive environment. And it is
engineered to include innovations like Active Electronic Equalization and Direct/Reflecting®
Speakers.
This is the first in a series
examining each of the fundamental
differences more closely.
Most of the sound you hear at
a live performance is reflected off
the walls, floor and ceiling of the

Cp.e,e0 by patent rtss:r1 analog penl.r,
[Ito;:igrporn"ron1byDept SP',57,,ra7,-, PPR, F,arnolgnam 0001101

concert haft. Very little

sound comes d rectly
the source. This natural
combination of reflected and
direct sound is what makes live
music sound "live."
Unlike conventional direct radiating speakers, the Direct/
Reflecting® speakers in the Bose

mance-even individual instrument; in an ensemble can be
d st nguished one from another!
To hear the difference yourself,
ask your authorized Bose dealer
to compare the Bose Car Stereo
System with any other car stereo.
The difference is fundamental.
For more information and the
name of your local dealer, dial
toll -tree 1-800-528-6050, ext.
1401. In Arizona, 1-800-352-0458
ext. 1401.

_A7175E"
Better sound through research.

CIRCLE NO. 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Introducing a totally new
concept in stereophones.
The new Koss HV/X
high velocity stereophone

for Koss engineers to
design a lightweight element that reproduces a
Sound of Koss you have to
hear to believe. Incredibly,
even though the overall
weight of the element was
reduced, Koss engineers
were able to develop a
magnet with enough magnetic density to drive an
extra large diaphragm.
With a response range of

represents a remarkable
breakthrough in hear-thru
stereophone design and
performance. For the
first time, Koss engineers
have been able to create
a lightweight, hear-thru
stereophone that combines the transparency of
high velocity phones with
the superior bass performance of closed -type
phones. The result is a
breathtaking musical
experience.

15 to 35,000 Hz, the new
Koss HV/X will drive you

into ecstacy and our
competitors nuts.

HEARING
IS BELIEVING.

CONTOURED
VARIABLE -DENSITY
EARCUSHIONS
While most lightweight,
hear-thru stereophones
have earcushions that fit
against the ear, the new
Koss HV/X features a
unique, contoured, variable -density cushion that
fits around the ear. Not
only does this unique
earcushion design create
a far
more com-

fortable
stereo -

phone but
it has also
allowed
Koss engineers to
create a
dramatically better element

Koss HV/XLC

design as well.
These new variable density earcushions are
made up of a very porous
material that is acoustically transparent at the
perimeter of the ear cushion yet com-

pressed toward the
center region. This
varies the pattern of
acoustic resistance over
portions of the earcushions creating the proper
seal for specific bass
frequencies while al -

lowing the
flow of

middle and
high frequencies at
the perim-

eter of the
earcushions.

LIGHTWEIGHT
ELEMENT
The uniqueness of the
new variable -density ear cushions made it possible

Slip into the new Koss
HV/X or HV/XLC with
volume/balance controls
at your audio dealer soon.
You'll like the best of both
worlds: the open, airy, upfront sound of hear-thru
stereophones and the deep,
rich bass performance of
closed -type stereophones.
And while you're with
your audio dealer, listen
to our full line of Koss
stereophones and CM
loudspeakers. There's no
sound quite like the
Sound of Koss.
For more information
on the HV/ X, our full line
of stereophones and loudspeakers or our new Koss
K/4DS digital delay
system, write clo
Virginia Lamm,
C 1980 Koss Coro

nKOSSstereophones/loudspeakers
hearing is believing

KOSS CORPORATION, -1129 N Port Washington Ave . Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53212

International Headquarters Milwaukee facilities' Canada France Germany Ireland
CIRCLE NO. 30 ON READER SERVICE CARD

